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IMPACT OF THE ADMINISTRATION'S PROPOSED'
BUDGET CUTS ON CHILDREN,

WEDNkSDAY, MARCH 1, 1982

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, SUBCOMMITTEE ON OVER,-
SIGHT OF THE COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS; AND
SUBCOMMITTEE. ON HEALTH A&D THE ENVIRONMENT OF
THE COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND COMMERCE,

.

(,/ Washington!, D.C.
The', subcommittees met at 9:40 a.m., pursuant to notice, in room

1100, Longworth House Office Building, Hon. Charles B. Rangel
(chairman of the Subcorrimittee on Oversiikht) and Hon. Henry A.
Waxman (chairman of the Subcommittee op Health and the Envi- 8

ronment) presiding.' [Press release annpuncing the hearing followsd
[Press release of February 23, 191.12l

. l
HON. CHARLES B. RANGEL (D-N.Y.), CHAIRMAN, EUBCOMMITTEE ON OVERSIGHT, COM- -

MITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS, AND HON. HENRY A. WAXMAN (DCALIF.), CHAIR-
. MAN, SUBCOMMITTEE ON FIEALTH AND THE ENVIRONMENT, COMMITTEE ON ENERGY

AND COMMERCE, U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, ANNOUNCE A JONskT HEIrC ON
THE IMPACT OF DG,THE ADrINISTRATION'S PROPOSED BUET CUTS ON CHILDREN

Chairmen Rangel and Waxman today announced that their Subcommittees will
hu-, a joint hearing on the Administfation's proposed budget cuts in programs that
serion. a_cbildre-, ;-f r4,..;. nation. The hearing will be held on Wednesday, March p,

i"- 19°4. i'n Roo... 1100 Longworth House Office Building and will begin at 9:30 a.m.
'ne Administration, in 1..6 fiscal year 1983 Budget;lias proposed major reductions

in .1 variety of health, nutrition, education, child care and support programs that
P vide essential services to children. Most of tliese programs suffered substantial
uts under the Administration's fiscal year 1982 budget.

The Subcommittees expect to hear testimony as to the impact Kof these raductions
and the effect further cuts in these and other programs will 'have upon the health
Artil welfare of children in this country. '

Witnesses at the hearing will include: Bill Cosby, an advocate of childrenls rights
'd a noted entertainer; Marion Wright Edelman, President of the Childrens De-
se Fund; Nancy Amidei, Executive Director of the Food Research and Action -
titer; Jack Calhoun, Director for the Center of Governmental Affairs of Child

fare League- arbara Blum, New York State Commissioner af Social Services;
Honorable aro Bellamy, the New York City Council; Dr. John W. Scanlon, Di-
r of Ne , Cdlumbia Hospital for Women; Laurie. Flynn, adoptive
er and hal an of the North American Council of Adoptable Children; and
e M. ogers, of the Richmond Urban Institute. Those programs expected to

nri r discussion include: Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC);.
aternal and Child Health Sentices; School Lunch Programs; Child Wel-

re Se *cedi..-Day Care; Foster Care; Adoption; and the Food Program for yVomen,
' Infants nd Children (WIC).

g, Chair en Rangel and Waxman alio announced that 0-leir Subcommittees would
*be ple to receive written statements.from any interested organizations for inclu-

. sion in the rinted record of the hearing. These statements will be given the sPme34ul1 considd tion as though the statement had ,t,.;en presented in person. A mini-
of five:- un pies of the statement should be subthitted by March 31, 1982, to John

/"=444a
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J. Salmon, Chief Colinsel, Committee on Ways and Means, U.S. House of Repre-
. sentatives, 1102 Longvnerth House Office Building, Washington, D.C. 20515;, tele-

phone 1202) 225-3627.
7Mr. RANGEL. The joint subcommitteys will come to order. i

The Subcommittee on Oversight of the Ways and Means Commit-
tee and the Committee on Energy and Commerce, Subcommittee
on Health and the Environment, chaired by Henry Waxman, who ,is here with us this morning, have joined today to receive addition-
al testimony on the impact of the administration's budget cuts,on a
broad range of health, nutrition, welfare, and educational pro-
grams which serve children and their families.

In recent weeks the Ways and Means Committee has held a
series of oversight hearings in cities throughout the United States.
The full committee set out across the colfhtry to examine firsthand
the reality of the administration's budget cuts. We wanted\ to look
beyond the administration's mirage of statistics and grandiose sce-
narios to the human beings hidden behind then/. We wanted to
hear from real people about the effects which the cuts were having
on their well-being. We wanted to learn about the impact of ttie
President's budget cuts on the stability and adequacy of programs
established by the Congress over., the years to sustain and enhance
the liyes of needy and disadvantaged Americans.

We sought to determine whether State and local governments
have the capacity to administratively and 'fiscally manage the full
range of the programs for which they were now to be made respon-
sible. ..

During the 5 days of hearings, the committee hea d from and
learned from over 90 witnesses from Baltimore to ...ndianapolis,
from Detroit to Sacramento arid Seattle: .

i And the conclusions were identical:' Etespite the President's as-
surances that the administration's plan preserves a safety net, +1'e

,
.

major cuts have been made in those programs specifically cessgiied
to assist those least able to help tiviKnselveschildren, woi4.ing
mothers, the handicapped, the disabled, and

These cuts have had severest impact on t e who are just Oi\
the verge of self-sufficiency, pushing them back into total depen-
denCy. The cuts have arbitrarily and indiscriminately emasculated
programs without yegard to their merit, beneficial results, or cost- fr

' effectiveness. .

ii Private initiative and voluntarism cannot fill the void created by
thecuts. Noither can the States nor the local governments hay =

the ability to meet the increased needs of th itizens occasion, d
k by the budget cuts.

Obi hearing today represents a continuation, of t ose field h,r
ings, focusing special attention on programs serving chilke, and

._) their families. Although the administration continues to 0, y lip
serAce to the principle of preserving essential services for chiPdren,
it continbes in practice to undermine the very programs that
would assure the delivery of those services. And the effec =§, I be-
lieve, are a source of great ooncern to all of us.

I am seriously conceirNd about our Nation's children When the
administration that claims to be pro-family cuts awayi t the sup-

_i_
.



port of services that would keep families together during times ofcrises.
I am seriougty concerned about our Nation's children when the

President speaks of the growing number.of pages of want ads in
the Washihgton Post, and at the same time whittles away at job
traitting programs for disadvantaged youth.

I am seriousjy concerned about our Nation's children when an
administration that claims to be. pro-children proposes cuts in pro-
grams that,provide nutrition and health care for pregnant women,
programs that have been shown to be effective in decreasing the
risks of premature births; low, birth weight babies, and birth de-
fects.

I am seriously concerned about our Nation's children when the .

administration proposes tO compel wdmen with young children- to -work and at the same time reduces resources for day-care pro-
grams that have already been Underfunded.

I am concerned about our /$ation's,children when the adminis-
tration pays foNthe innoculation of pets of its military personnel
and at the sameltime cuts programs that pay, for innoculations for,
our youngsters. 0

I am seriously concerned about our Nation's children when the
administration talks about increasing worker productivity and at
the same time cuts funds for education and training for eiisadvan-
taged youth. l -q,

The administration has already cut programs that address the
needs of our, children by $1.0 billion in fiscal year 1982 grid is now
proposing additional cuts of at least $8 bjllion.

1 +4

But dollars alone do not tell the true story. Children who are uri-
dernourished, in poor health, neglected or u able to obtain educe-,
tion or training will in fact be our legacy if se allow the 'adminis-
tration to continue to dismantle. the 'program that have been un-.
dertaken 'during the past 50 year. The mistakes that we make now,
if we allow them to be made, will have terrible long-range costs in
human as well as in monetary terms.

Our objective, therefore, today is to assess how serious the dis-
parity between our rhetoric and actions have become a.A to deter-
mine, with the assistance of today's witnesses, what the conse-

.quences are likely to be if we do not act to prevent the further ero-
sion of the essential programs for the children of our Nation.

We are Looking forward to hearing frorp a distinguished array of
witnesses today, and we thank thew, sincerely thank them, for
coming.

For the record, I would like .to not%that we have invited r re-
sentatives from 'the administration, from both the Departme t of
Health and Human Services and the Department of Apiculture, to
testify at this hearing. But they were unable or unwilling to do so.

I would like to hear from the chairman from the Health and En-
vironment Subcommittee of the Com ittee on Energy and Com-
merce; Congressman and Chairman He ry Waxman.

Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chair an.
Last November, Chairman Rangel, y u and I traveled to Mem-

phis, Tenn., to look at the impact of the resident's ascal year 1982
budget cuts. What we found was appalling. A Mississippi rternal
and child health official told us that the State's health c ics,if
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which handle juSt under half of the live births in the whole State,
would be Crippled by the 24-percent slash in maternal and child
health funding.

The director of a newborn intensive care unit at the City of
Memphis Hospital, which handles 1;200 extremely sick babies each
year, told us that the medicaid and the AFDC cuts would mean
such serious revenue losses to his facility that life-preserving serv-
ices could no longer be, available to all high-risk babies.

Today we will look at the impact of the President's proposed
fiscal year 1983 budget cuts. The numbers are even more discourag-
ing. Mr. Reagan proposes to cut another $2.1 billion frorn.the med-
icaid program, the main source of fu-nding for medical care for poor
children. This is in addition to $900 million in cuts already due t,o
go into effect in fiscal year 1983 because of last year's budget cuts,

Mr. Reagan proposeS.`to cut the maternal and child health serv-
ices block grant and related supplemental food programs for
women, infantS, and children 'by '$282 million.,The maternal and
child ealth program was cut last year by $108 million.

Mr. gan proposes to consolidate.the community health cen-
ters and family planning programs into a block grant, despite the
explicit rejection of such a proposal by Congress last year.

I am at a loss to understand how these proposed budget cuts are
consistent with President Reagan.'s,, view that our future as a
nation lies in the healthy development of our children.

IL is difficult to avoid the conclusion that the administration, in
the words of the CI-4ldren's Defe,nse. Fund, 'has declared wait on
children. Even. befor4 the full impact of last year's cuts has be-en
felt, we are beginning to recognize the human consequences. Last
month the Richmond Times Dispatch reported that poor pregnant
women in southwest Virginia's Washington County are already

-having serious difficulty getting prenatal care or finding a hospital
in which to deliver their baby.

Last month the Gainesville, Fla., Sun reported that an area hos-
pital recently refused to achnka-vvoman who was already in labor
and had no money, property, ori insurance. Tbe woman was rushed
to another hospital, but arrived too Iate. The balay was born in the
hall:"

At this point I would request unanimous consent to include in
the recoild the documentation for these and other similar incidents,
which were made available at the subcommittee's request by the
National Health Law program.

[The information referred to follows:]
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Natiorial Health Law Prograin, Inc.
February 26, 1982,

The Honorable Henry Waxman
ChairmA
Subcommittee on Heaslth --s*5d the Bnxironment
U. S . House of, Repressn tatives
Washington, DC 20616

Dear Congressman Waxman:

MAIN OFFICE1
2639 South La Contogn Boulevanl

Los Angeles. Cahlomm 90034
12131 204-60t0

In retent months) the National Health Law Program has
received increased reports of indigents being turned away
when seeking medical care. Particularly alarming is the
denial of care to poor children and pregnant women.

We submit the following litany of "horror" stories as
written testimony for your March 3, 1982 hearing on the
impact of the President's proposed budget. These 'histories
serve as a disturbing indictment of a federal policy'to
provide less, not more health care for the nation's im-poverished.

Alabama, April 1981

In a letter to Congressman Madigan, Robert L. Goldenberg,
former Director of the Afabama Bureau of Maternal and ChildHealth noted that:

"From personal experience alone as an obstetrician
practicing in Alabama, I can site numerous
examples in which women were turned away from
hospitals. On at least six occasions in the last
two years, 1 have seen a woman who.started her
labor at home in North Alabama and who had stopped
in five or six hospitals trying to seek admission
before she came to University Hospital in A

Birmingham. In another example within the last
year* a woman seven months pregngnt with two
previous stillbirths and a blood pressure so high
as to be immediately life-threatening was denied
admission to the hospitals in Montgomery. Health
Department personnel personally drove her to
University Hospital in Birmingham over 100 milesaway: In addition, I receive ilumerous reports
throughout the year of similar situations-which
occur throughout the state."

Th.

FUNDED BY THE LEGAL SERVICES CORPORATION
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Director
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Administrator
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Alemeda County, Calieornia: Pecember 1981

Children's Hospital Medical Center of Oakland California is
planning two actions which will be disastrous fbr t oor
children of the,Oommi4lity. The hospital plans to:

(1) "close or severely curtail aLl of our,various out-
patient clinics, departments and centers". The hosp-
ital which treats more than 100,000 outpatients yearly
says it it "forced" to take this action because about
"seventy-five percent of-the outpatientS are in the

sMedi-Cal program or could otherwife Ile,classified as
indigent". , /

so
(2) "implement a strict credit policy for outpatients"...

Non-emergency care will be denied all children unless
their parents make a cash deposit or they have Medi-Caf°
or other insurance coverage."

Los Angeles, California? July 1980

In a series of articles on-liatient ,jumping in Los Aggeles, two
Independent Press Telegram reporters found that:

' (1) "A substantial number 6f patients who are hemorrhaging
are being moved from private hospitals to county-
operated institutions even before the extent of their
bleeding is defined or the bleeding is fully brought
under control.

(2) "Many victims of accidents resulting in serious head
injuries are mo ed, although little or no effort, is
igde to assess t'ç extene of their injuries r to
determin e. if the a bulance ride e6 the coun hospital

ompound the njuries' effects.

(3) "Many of these;patients are moved even though th are
in shock or in comas.

(4) "Badly injured or seriously ill patients who should
admitted quickly to intensive care units are first k
waiting, often for four to tWelve hours, in emergency
rooms untir arrangements are made to shunt them over to
a county hospital."

Thereporters detailed a few)of the inappropriate transfers
including, a 23 year old pregnant accident victim who died becausq
of an inappropriate transfer and a 6 year old boy who lay
unconscious at a private hoSpital for six hours before being
transferred (he was not breathing when he arrived at the public
hospital).

.r
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LOs Angeles, California: April 1980

According to a march, 1981 California Bdard of Medical Quality
Assurance report, a woman seeking emergency care at.East Los
Angeles Doctor's Hospital hAd a %ruptured ectopic pregnancy", was
"actively bleeding...in shock" and "barely responding to
intravenous fluids and plasmanate." A surgeon arriv6T
approximately an.hour after the patient's arrival, and obtained
permission for surgery from her husband. The 06tient was ptepared
for surgery. As the pstient'was about to go into the operating
room, the doctor learned she did not qualify for Medi-Cal and hadno insurance. The doctor then "demanded $10b0 in cash prior to
performing the surgery." The ..(amily did not have the money and
the doctor cancelled the surgery. Approximately four hours after
her arrival in the emergency room, the patient was transferred to
Los Angeles County-University of Southern California Medical
Center where surgery was performed. Sheswas "in critical %

condition at the time of transfer."

San Diego, California:, februarr-.1981

El Cajon Valley Hospital, a for,-profit facilty owned by American
Medical International lost a $300,000 wrongful death suit. The
hOspital.had turned away a small 4 year old boy because his mother
had forgotten to bring his Medicaid card to the hospital. The bordied later of Spinal meningitis.

San Diego, California: November 1981

El Cajon Hotpital (see above incident) announced it planned to cut,
its intake of Medi-Cal funds from 20% of overall revenue to 51. r

San,Diego, California: December, 1981

Children's Hospital ann&bnced it would have to substantiallY
- reduce the $1 million worthoof free care it 11,alk been providing the
city's pdor children.

San Jose, California: July )981

On July 4, 1981, a pregnant woman was accidentally shot in the arm
as she watched a fireworks display in San Jose, California
according,to an article in the San Jose Mercury. She was taken to
the neart,t hospital but was told she would have to go to the
county facIlity becaue the hospital could find no orthopedist
willing to remove, the bullet. "They said that because I was on
Medi-Cal, they couldn't find a surgeon that would treat'me." The
medical director of the area's Professional Standards'lleview
Organization stated that "rejection of Medi-Cal or Medicaid
recipients is not uncommon."

1. 4
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Gainesville, Florida: February 1482

Accor44ng to an article in the Gainesville Sun, two hospitals in
Gainesville, Florida are playing ping-pong with poor pregnant
women. Recently, Shands hospital adopted a policy of refusing to
provide delivery care to,every second "low-risk" indigent women
women who is not on Medicaid. Alachua General Hosprtal, the other
hcApital in town, however, says it cannot accept these women
either and refuses to make arrangements to provide theM care.
Thus, women wait until the end stages 4of'labor before going to one
of these hospitals. In a recent episodle, because of Ehis policy
a baby was born unsupervised in the hall of the second hosplvl.

Aoctors in Gainesville were asked in the summer of 1981 to
supervise the births of low-risk women without Medicaid at
cut-rate prices. They refused.

ofr

Shandt' hospital reports its infant mortality rate for high risk
riomen is climbing be6ause the obstetrical ward is overflowing.

Orlando, Florida: February 1981

The Orlando Regional Medical Center has slashed pre-natal
programs by 50% because of federal budget cuts.

Bibb Ccunty, Georgia: June 1981

A black man took his daughter to Coliseum.Park Hospital in Bibb
County, Georgia. She was .41 labor and her doctor, who had staff
privileges at the hospftal, told her to go tq Coliseum Park (an
HCA owned facility). The dayghter was taken into the labor room.
Some time later, the admittirtg clerk fakund out that the laboring
women had no private insurance. The clerk did not mention
Medicaid and no determination of the daughter's possible
eligibility was made. It was six o'clock in the evening when the
clerk told the father that he har3 to immediately bring in $1000 in
cash or his daughter'would be tansferred to the public hospital.
The father argued that he could not raise the money. The clerk
then made a phone call to someone in the hospital who confirmed
the decision -- no $1000, no care. At this point, the clerk
discovergd the father was related to the doctor and relucntly
agreed to .let the daughter stay if the father promised to bring in
$1000 the next day.

Central Georgi'a: February 1981

According to Linnis Cook of Georgia Legal Services, high-risk poor
pregnant women in Cenp-al Georgia are forced to travel three hours
to obtain delivery ca e at Talmadge Hospital in Augusta. The
state will pay only $100 of the cost of an ambulance if one is
needed. Privateilospitals in the Central Georgia Counties (e.g.
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Pulaski and Laurens) will not. accept poor high-risk women in labor
as there is no state or county reimbursement system to pay for the
care. A three hour ride during labor for high-risk pregnant womenis extremely dangerous.

Mississippi and Virginia:. January 1982

A series of articles in 'the Richmond Times-Dispatch on infant
mortality in the south noted that:

(1) In the Mississippi Delta indigent women are "often
forced to drive a couple of hours to the UniKersity of
Mississippi Medical Center in Jackson, the nearest
hospital that welcomes those who cannot pay."

(2) Washington County in Virginia has only two obstetri-
cians, neither of whom will accept poor, uninsured
women. One doctor refused an indigient women care unless
she brought $50 in cash to every appointment. In the
Tidewater region of Virginia, one local hospital
requires a $1000 paymeht before delivery. In the
Hamptail area, only two private obstetricians are
accepting new Medicaid patients. Virginia recently
dropped a $1.4 millioh program that was paying for
hospitalizations of indigent mothers with pregnancy
complications and their babies.

Chambersburq, Pennsylvania: October 1981

. According to Lea Judson, Paralegal, Pennsylvania Legal Services,
pregant women on Medicaid in Chambersburg, Pennsylvania are
unable to find obstetricians willing to treat them. Of particular
concern-is the adament refusal by a local obstetrical grotip
pnactice to see Medicaid recipients. This group practice has a
"virtual monopoly: inobstetrical care in the area and is the only
provider of care to women with pregnancy complications.

AFDC wOmen, whose only income is welfare are being harrassed for
payment of doctors' bills as high as $800 because this practice
will not accept-Medicaid.

Documentation of these "horror" Stories are enclosed.

The National Health Law Program greatly appreciates.your efforts
to insure health care.,for poor mothers and children. We will
continue to keep your subcommittee informed of these access 7-
problems as they are brought to our attention.

A

Sincerely,

Paiezt,
gune Dallek

iblicy Analyst

!F
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ting a Baby2\Better
e to Pay . . . or Else

21cir2.By LINDSEY GRUSON
Sun Staff Writer

Sheila Newman is poor, pregnant and worried. The
Hawthorne teen-ager's baby, her second, is due In two
months. But area doctors and hospitals are refusing to,
make arrangements to deliver the-

-. child until she proves she has enough
money to pay her maternity bills.

"I hope I'D muddle through,'
Newman said between shuttling.from
one hospital to another and one doctor
to another. "I'm due April 1 and if I go
Into labor, they'll be forced ta accept
me or I'll sue them? Even then, how-
ever, hospitals may refuse to adthit her unless she can
prove she will be able to pay the bill which, she ad-
mits, she can't

One area hospital, for instance, recently refused to
admit a woman in labor because she didn't haire money,

;

property or insurance, according to Cathy Nell, a Gaines-,
%rifle heifith planner. Initead, the woman was rushed to
another hospital, where she arrived minutes too late. The
baby was born In the halt

Mother and child were lucky and both are doing well.
Bid county health officials fear other poor mothers and

children may be less fortunate. The

A Sun
Special Report

officials are concerned that some
woman will develop complications
during her unsupervised delivery, in-
juring either mother or child or both.

Ironically, the problem so far re-
mains largely limited to poor .but
not destitute *--- women who are
healthy and*whose deliveries are likay

to be troublefree. .

If they're sick nr if their dellyeries promise to be trou-
blesome, some programs remain to pay for thelr care.

(See MATERNITY on Page 12A)

o
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-And hospitals remain eager to provide It. But 'healthy-
-women just above the proverty threshhold fall through a
-crack at the Interface of federal, sthte and county safety

Hospital administrators admit the snafu makes them
=pear cold-blooded and indifferent. But officiali at
Itia_nds Hospital and Alachua General Hospital insist they
-are fullfilling their social responsibilities.

The Problem, they gay, Ls the recession, budget cuts
d the crisis In health care costs.

C17. Hard times are forcing hospltaLs have to act more like
311asinesses to survive.

'We're going-through an era of financial reCon.sidera-
Mon. It's not a hospital issue. It's a social issue," said AGH
'President Edward Peddle. Added Dr. Charles Mahan,
--/ho rums the Maternal Infant Care Project (MIC) at
Xh ands: 'That's Reaganomlcs."
= The snafu is one of the early holes to open in the new
11Sca1 safety net. In the '60s, wqen funds were more read-
fly and reimbursement more likely, hospitals
nmpeted to -serve the indigent. But hospitals now are
'squeezed for money and scrambling to cut costs. One of
Zell- first targets has become indigent care, especially
;Cervices that are not supported by some kind of. public
Srssistance.

Although the problem kas surfaced most dramatical-
In, the Gainesville area, at least 30 to 40 cities and

`rOunties across tie country are experiencing similar dif-
1

flculties, according to national health care experts. Fed-
eral pre-natal and infant care programs already have
been cut by 25 to 33 percent. Other child care programs
have been lumped together in block grants, allowing
states to demphasize their importance and reduce their
funding further. The Orlando Regional Medical Center,
for instance, says it has slashed pre-natal programs by 50

_percent because of federaLbudget cuts.
"It's becoming more or less of a general situation,"

said Gabriel Stickle, senior vice president of the March
of Dimes, which has received several dozen repOrts simi-
lar to Newman's. "People of limited means, who are not
completely indigent, are having a hard time finding
care." And next year's budget cuts will aggravate the
problem, he redicted.

It will take at least two more years before Infant
mortality statistics measure the Impact of the cuts. But,
Stickle said, he fears the worst the country's recent
progess in preventing death during birth will be halted
and, perhaps, reversed. "There's a dire t and measur-
able relationship betren pre-natal care d the survival
rate of mothers and infants," he said.

In the last 80 years, th United Statés has lowered its
infant mortality rate fron 100 per 1,000 live births in
1900 tok11.9 per 1,000 in 19E4. Despite that progress,
however, America still ran ___lAth in the world in ,pre-
venting infant deaths, a leading yardstick in measuring
the quality of a country's health care system. Sweden's
infant mortality rate, by contrast, Is 7.3 per 1,000.

The area Is among the first to feel the effect of the
budget cuts on natal programs because It never Involved
the entire medical establishment in delivering care for
pregnant poor women. Since the mid '60s, Alachua and



area counties have relied on Shane's. But Shands, which
used to recruit poor pregnant women to provide medical
students with hands on experience, now says it has nei-
ther room noi money to continue doctoring all low risk
women.

MICs Mahadsaid Shands' infant mortality rate for
high r1.4 women is climbing because the obstetrics ward
is overflowing. The flood of low risk, non-paying patients
demands -time and energy" that should be focused on
probleMatic patients, he said. _

Shands, however, remains eager to serve women yaw
can pay and poor patients who qualify- for public assis-t
tance. So administrators insist the only way to relieve
serious overcrowding on the obstetrics ward Is to refer
every second pregnant poor woman, who Isn't covered
6y some type of public asststance, to Alachua General.

Officials at AGH, however, know the hospital won't be
paid for the service and retuse to make arrangements to
provide care. They also instst the hospital can't afford to
provide the care for free. Besides, they say, AGH'aiready
spends 8 percent of Rs income on indigent care. The offi-
cials say Shands receives state and federal funds to pay
for the service and should provide it.

"They (Shands administrators) want to fill the hospi-
tal with rptople who will pay morec" said Dr. Thomas
Young, an AGH obstetrician. Adds Peddle: "Money is
going to Shands. They can't keep the money and get rid
of the patient If they're going to take, the money, they
better take the patients."

Gainesville's obstetricians also have come to enjoy
the status quo. Last summer, when Shands first said it
would refuse to serve half the 'healthy' pregnant poor
women, health planners asked the doctors to supervIse

the deliveries at cut-rate prices. They declined, accor4:2,
ing to Carol Brady, an area health planner.

So for several,months last year, representatives from
AGH and Shands sat down with heaa' planners, county
officials and area doctors in an unsuccessful attempt to
design a new method of caring for the women. But each
participant did little excepi blame the others for the sna-
fu, according to several participantsWhIle other coun-
ties spent time working put details thi we did here was
discuss whether a problem existed," said Cathy Nell,
director of the North central Florida Health Planning
Council.

The task force ultimately Issued a 60-page report that
urged islachua County to establish a $600,000 program to
relmtiurse area doctors and hospitals for any care pro-
vided the poor women. But the county commission
balked at the price tag. Instead, Wadded S60,000 to the
county health department's budget for prenatal clinics
and set aside an additional $65,000 to reimburse physi-
cians and hospitals provided they agree on arkaccept-
able system.

But hospitals and area obstetricians so far have re-
fusedto compromise.

So women like Newman, whethis week found out she
may qualif)%for Medicaid, are caught in the middle, with
Shands referring them to AGH and AGH to Shands.

"It's a stalemate," said Nell. "When it comes time to
delver, It's every man for himself. Alachua feels Shands
Is paid to do it Shands says there Isn't enough_money. I
don't know who is going to make the next move. We're
trying to work Out something so patients aren't caught in
the middle and pulled limb from limb." -
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'NOTE

Pages 13-22 of the original document have been
omitted due to small print ze and poor quality.
These,article reprints are -Hie following:

"He took a breath and died." Richmond Times-Dispatch,
January 3, 1982.

'"Medical program showing results, but seeks funds,"
Marsha BlAkemore. Richmond Times-Dispatch, January 4,
1982.

"'Prenatal care; hospital delivQry.elusive," Marsha
Blakemore. Richmond Times-Dispatc4, January 5, 1982.

"Pediatrician's project met stiff Mississippi
resistance," Marsha Blakem re. Richmond Times-Dispatch,
January 6, 1982.

odel Florida sy tem of centeis shows what can be
accomplished," Marsha Blakemore. Richmond Times-
Dispatch, January 7, 1982.
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Mr. WAXMAN. For all the President's concern about .fosteting4the
healthy development of our children from the earliest stages, in his
word's, and I quote,"So that our twigs and saplings will grow into
straight and strohg trees," the President's budget promises precise-
ly the opposite.

The prograris that now make resources available for the health
of poor mothers and children, medicaid maternal and child health,
and WIC, are slated for additional devastating funding outs in
fiscal year 1983. .0We have called this hearing to help understand exactly what
these additional cuts will mean. The evidence I have seen thus far
suggests that we would be inviting a disastrous rise in infant mor-
tality and infant rhorbidity,I hope that the testimony presented
here today will help to persuade my own colleagues on illy owl)
subcommittee on Budget and on Ways and Means that this is do
way to run a country.

[Mr. Waxman's prepared opening statement follows:]
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. HENRY A. WAXMAN, CHAIRMAN, SUBCCiIMITTEE ON

HEALTH AND THE ENVIRONMENT, HOUSE'COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND COMMERCE

Last November, Chaiernan Rangel, you and I trpvelled to Memphis; Tennessee to
look at the impact of the President's fiscal year 1982 budget ads. What we found
was appalling.

A Mississippi matecnal and child health official told us tilat the State's health
clinics, which handle just under half the li$615'irths ip the State, would be crippled
by the 24 percent slash in maternal and child health funding.

The director of the newborn intensive care unit ,at the City of Memphis Hctpital,
which handles 1200 extremely sick babies each year, told us thdt the medicaid and
AFDC,,cuts would mean such serious revenue losses to his facility that life-preservy
ing sefrvices might no longer be available to all high-risk newborns. 7

Today we will look at the impact of the President's propOsed fiscal year 1983
budget on children. The numbers are moce discouraging.

Mr. Reagan proposds to cut another $2.1 billion from the medicaid 'program, the
main source of funding for medical care.for poor children. This is in addition to $900 .

million in cuts already due to go into effect in fiscal year 1983 under last year's
budget bill.

Mr. Re&gan proposes to cut the maternal and 'child health services block gr'ant
and the related supplemental food programs for women, infant,%1 and children by
$282 million. The MCH program was cut last year by $108 milliorta

Mr. Reagan proposes to consolidate the community health centers and family
planning programs into a block grant despite the explicit rejection of such a propos-
al by Congress last year.

I am at a loss to understand how these proposed blidget cuts are consislent with
Mr. Reagan's view that "our future as a nation lies in the healthy development of
our children." It is difficult to avoid the conclusion that the administratfon, in the
words of the children's defense fund, has declared war on children.

Even before the full imphct of last year's cuts has been felt, we are beginning to
recognize the human consequences.

Last month, the Richmond-Times Dispatch reported that poor pregnant wLoTrren in
southwest Virginia's Washington County are already having serious.difficulty get-
ting prenatal care or finding a hospital to handle thd-deliveryi

Last month, the Oakland Tribune reported that the Ohkland Children's Hospital
was considering a change in its service policies that would withhold non-emergency
care from patients who are not eligible for medicaid, do not have adequate private
insurance, or cannot make a cash deposit. According to the hospital's executive cgi-
cer, because such a higirpercentage of the facility s patients are on medicaid, and
because the state is limiting medicaid reimbursement, the hospital will no longer be
able to serve an those children who are unable to pay.

And last month, the Gainesville, Florida, Sun rewvted that an area hospital re-
cently refused to admit a woman in labor 'who had ii money, property, or insur-
ance. The woman was rushed to another hospital, but arrived too late; the baby was
born in the hall. The two main hospitals in the county are referring pregnant poor
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Women to each other in order to minimize their revenue losses. The women and
their unborn are caught in the middle of this patient pingpong game.

At this point, I would request unanimous consent to include in the recbrd the doc-
umentation for these and other similar incidents, which was made avaikible to the
subcommittee by.the national health law program.

For all the ,President's concern about fostering the healthy development of our
children frormthe earliest stagesin his words, "so that our twigs and saplings will
grow into straight and strong treei"t1-1 President's budget promises precisely the
opposite. The progfarns that now make resources available for the care of poor
mother, and childrenmedicaid, maternal and child health, and W1Care slcited
for addftional, devastating funding cuts in fiscal year 1983.

We have called this hearing to help us understand exactly what these additionalcuts will mean.
The evidence I have seen so far suggests that we would be inViting a disastrous

rise in infant mortality and infant morbidity. I hope t.1 the testimony presented
heft today will help to persuade my4colleagues on y own Subcommittee, on
Budget, and on Ways,and Means, that this,is noway to run a country.

Mr. RANGEL. Mr. Moore.
Mr. MOORE. Mr. Chairman, thank you. I am certaigily looking

forward to hearing the testimony of the witnesses bOaji. I think we
are all concerned and no one in the Congress wishes to destroy a

-program that has value hor have people fall through the safety
net. 1 will be looking forward to hearing what they have to say. I
would,hhpe that the chairman, should there be a desire to do so,
would (hOld these hearings open until a later time to see if there
are witnesses who wish .to come in and testify on the other side of
the question. ,

I assume, from looking at the panel of witnesses, that most of
them will undoubtedly be critics of what is happening. There may
be somebody who is a supporter of ,what is happening, and I would
hope we would hold the hearing open until a later time to offer ad-

.ditional witnesses along those lines.
Mr. RANGEL. I would like toottate once again for the record that

witnesses from the administration have been tnvited. But because
of the budget process the re ord on this,question will remain open.

Mr. MOORE. Thank you, MChairmaii.
Mr. RANGEL. Mr. Dunca
Mr. DUNCAN. I hope that we do not get into a lot of rhetoric,

which seems to have already started. I would also request, under
the rules, that the minority does have the iight to have one day of
witnesses if we so desire. I think Ikve perhaps will elect to Have that
day of witnesses.

Mr. RANGEL. I want to make it abundantly clear that I do not
look at this as a majority-minority Nsue. We are all members of
Congress.

Mr. DUNCAN. It pretty well started that way the first 10 minutes.
Mr. RANGEL. All I am saying is that we worked very closely with

minority counsel trying to bring witnesses.
Mr. DUNCAN. I just want to preserve that right to have our aay:
Mr. RANGEL. Without objection.
Mr. WAXMAN. Mr. Chairman, I think the minority ought to have

their day of ,hearing, or the minority Republicans ought to have
their day of hearing and h'e Republican administration ought to
have its day of reckoning.

Mr. DUNCAN. We will make that decision, Mr, Waxman. Thank
you.

2i
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Mr. RANGEL. Our first witness will be a panel of John W. Scan-
lon, M.D., from- Col mbia Hospital 1.6r Women-, Nashington, D.C.,
with Dr. Evelyn hmidt, pediatrician, Lincoln. Health Center,
Durham, N:C.

We will be hearing from Dr. Scanlon fir4,..\ STATEMENT OF JOHN W. SCANLON, M.D., DIRECTOR OF NEONA-
TOLOGY, COLUMBIA HOSPITAL FOR WOMEN, WASHINGTON,
D.C.

,y"

Dr. SCANLoN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, for inviting
me to testifg here before you.

I thought what I would like to do js to graphically show you, de-
scribe to you, what is involved in neonatal intensive care. So I
brought a picture taken in our nursery some years ago of a baby
who weighed approximately 1 pounds, receiving the full weight
of neonatal intensive care. This baby survived and has done ex-

. tremely well on follow-up. The child is now about 5 years of age.
Neonatal intensive care involves mechanical respiratory support,

using special unique equipment tailored for such therapy and the
c4ntinous monitoring of heart rate, breathing, blood pressure, and
oxygen. It requires intravenous fluid and nutritional-therapy taiik-
ormade to these small patients. This necessitates careful continu-
ous monitoring of biochemical values in the baby's blood, using
small-sample techniques.

It requires the availability pf immediate resucitative care around
t,he clock, and it requires psycho-emotional support for acutely and

continually stressed and upset parents, 24 hours a day. This all re-
quires highly trained, skilled personnel, and the analogy to the
adult coronary intensive care unit is quite clear.

Physician training for ithis field is 5 years after medical-scbool It
takes us 3 months to tatce a trained nurse and further train het to
work -in the intensive care nursery. It requires support personnel
with special skills and.training in X-ray, ultrasonography, and lab-
oratory techniques, as well as pharmacies set-up to handle the re-
quirements of these babies.

It is no wonder that the hospital care for such a small patient .

can generally be billed in excess of $100,000. today we save the
vast majority of babies who weigh more-ithan 2.5 pounds, and we
save most between 1.5 and 2 pounds. These babies may be born* as
much as 4 months before their due date, and interestingly enough,
the majority of the survivors a neurologically healtby. There is
even observation that this kind o ntensive care for a very small
and low-b rth-weight babies spills ovk into larger birth-weight cat-
egories to\improvç both their outcome from death as well as from
neurological prob ems.

Now, who has these babies? The poor, the urban dweller, the un-
educated, the very young mother are all at increased risle-for deliv-
ering high-risk premature infants. These women, when they deliv-
er, also have a higher death rate for the same high-risk babies;
when compared to their better-off, better-educated, non-urban-
dwelling peers.

No one really- understands the cause of prematurity. It is not a
simple single factor. But there are many that are associated. Limit-
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ed prenatal care, inadequate nutrition, overcrowded, polluted, dirty
liv-ing conditions qll cbritribute.

But it is cleAr'thats many hospitals which serve primarily such
high-risk patients are curreptly underfunded, lack adequate, even
essential personnel ar4 key equipment. They also tend to have a
disproportionately hig r neonatal mortality and morbidity rate.

In-the District of C mbia the neonatal mortality problem is a
tragic visible local example of this. The District Of Columbia has
the highest infant mortality rate of any city with a population over
500,000. Its infant mortality rate rivals that of underdeveloped
Third World countries.

Despite great effort and commitment of both private and public
sectors, the facilities are still Underfunded and limited, particularly
in those hospitals which serve the highest risk patients.

There is no areawide regional maternal/infant transport system,
and infant deaths continue at an unacceptably high rate. To reduce
funds for these programs would likpit and restrict their care capa-
bilities even further. Cuts in medicaid funds,/increlcilitieol:gibility
requirements, and fiscal caps on available coderao worsen
an already grim situation.

Indeed, even now several hospitals in the District of Columbia
discourage admitting Maryland medicaid patients because of the
20-day limit on fundin . There is still no mandate at any level for
catastrophic insurance coverage to cover the high-risk patient.

For the Distriq of qo1umbiaand the country as well, the situa-
tion is critical..Minds as well as lives are at stake, and we need

'help. Thankyou very rpuch.
Mr. RANGEL. Thank you.
Can we hear from Dit. Schmidt.

STATEMENT OF EVELYN D. SCHMIDT, M.D., M.P.H,, PEDIATRI-
CIAN, LINCOLN COMIMUNITVHEALTIlCENTER, DURHAM, N.C.
Dr. SCHMIDT. Good morning. Thank you. I will try to depict for

you what such an.impact can be for low-income population in a
city in the South, Durham, NC., a city with a population of
152,785, and more specifically, a population of over 19,000 who use
th-e services of the healtii center.

Lincoln Community Health Center is a nonprofit primary health
care center which receives Federal funds through section 330 of the
amended Public Health Service Act. The center has been oper-
ational since mid-September t1971.. Prenatal and family planning
services are offered at the cetiter in cooperation with the Durham
County Health Department.

The center offers a range ,of health services with emphasis on
maintenance, medical and dental care, mental health, and health
education. The center also has a WIC program, a food program for
high-risk women, infants, .4nd children fanded by .the Department
of Agriculture, which is alperated not only for the eligible regis-
trants of the center but for anyone eligible in the county.

Lincoln Community Health Center serves a predominantly low-
income population. The majority of the population served is black.
As of December 31, 1981, the center had a total of 19,415 active reg-
istrants. During this calendar year there were over 81,000 face-to-

I.
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face encounters with providers. Of over 19,000 registrants, 68.3 per-
cent are below 100 percent of the poverty level, 17.3 percent are
100 to 149 percent, 8.4 percenr are 150 to 199 percent of poverty
level, and 6 percent are over 200 percent of poverty level.

Of the active registrants, ,16.7 (percent are medicaid recipients.
Medicaid in North Carolina is categorical, aid Spr dependent chil-
dren [AFDC], crippled, disabled, and blind and prolonged illness
with inadequate income, 8.3 percent are medicare recipients, 47
percent are center. These are working individuals who are receiv-
ing no public assistance whose income falls within the poverty
level guidelines, 22 percent are sliding-scale, those families eligible
for discount again based upon income and famil5 size, and 6 per-
cent are total cash. Individuals designated as center pay a minimal
charge.

"Presently, a mother and three children fin AFDC in North Caro-
lina receive $210 pelt month. ft.-would be difficult for a family of
four to monage on this amount of money per week. ,

Durham County has the highest teenage pregnancy rate in
Nort:h Carolina. North Carolina ranks fifth in the Nation in tlw
proportion of births to mothers under 19 years of age. In 1981 there
were 532 nev stbstetrical patients at the center and about 34 per-
cent were women 19 years and under.

In 1976 Jan aggressive counseling program for ieenagers that
begin.9_during the prenatal peilod and continues afte.r the birth-of
the babies was started. In 1980 there was a 43 percent decrease inN.,
repeat births and a 5.6 decrease in first I2irths.

However, these favorable statistics ofccur in the older teenage
emale. The birth rate for 15 and under continues to rise.

The reimbu-r-gement from AFDC for individuals is abotp $60 per
month. Therefore, in a year, 51 less births represents a .Aaviugs of

.6 36,000-plus. Over an 18-year period this iriould amount to $660,960.
'If medicaid and food stamps are added 'to this amount, tIsie total
savings is in the range of $1 million.

Of equal importance is the fact that many of these young women
were co4nseled, returned to high school, and some confined, on to
technical school or college, thus ,hecoming 'independent, contribut-
ing members of the community.

As noted previously, the center has a WIC program, with a case-
load of 1,800 women, infants, and children, and a waiting list of
several hundred. The caseload has been more' than 2,200 but cut-
backs reduced the permissible active caseload in the past year. Eli-
gibility for the WIC program is basea upon medical and financial
needs. The program offers not only essential foods such as milk,
-cheese, eggs, juice, and cereal for the high-risk pregnant woman
and child, and iron-fortified formula, juice, and cereal for the
infant, but also a very excellent nutrition education program. This
program has been beneficial to all its participants and is of value,
particularly to the pregnant teenager who is high-risk by her age
alone.

The location of prenatal care within the center assures that in-
fants and mothers will then be followed in the pediatric program.
This provides the continuity of care that is so necessary in pediat-
rics if beneficial health supervision and anticipatOry guidance are
to be provided for the child and family.
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,
This is particularly true for many low-income families who prior

to the health center network in the country sought only acute-epi-
sodid care. North Carolina ranks 45 inothe Nation in regard to high'
infant mortality. This is somewhat better than the 1978 statistics,
which ranked North Carolina 47.

In Durham County the black infant mortality is still twice the
white infant mortality, although this too repreents an improved
figure.

In the recent study, "The North Carolina People 1981," prepared
by the North Cal-Ana Department of Human Resources, Durham
exceeded the State average in families experiencing financial prob-
lems, unplanned pregnandies, family crisis, single-parent house- '
holds, potential for abuse or neglect, adult psychological stArtl-
cohol abuse, drug abuse, overcrowded housing, transportation prob-
lems, hofhe care burdens, and problems with institutionalization.

3The local health department is ex ecting a 23 percent cut in its
family planning title X funds and 20 percent cut in its title XX
funds. These are the funds which p o-vided the counseling programs
described for the teenagers which resulted in both human and fi-
nancial savings. The medicaid cutbacks have already resulted in a
prescribed number of clinic visits a year arid prescriptions per.
month.

The work inceritive program, which enable'd mothers on AFDC to
do sc)ine work without losing their medicaid assistance, has been
discontinuecVrhese are all individuals who qualify, for health care
at the center. Howevgfr, now the centel- receives less for theircare.
This is occurring at a time when thedlealth center funding has
been drastically reduced. . 4

It has been Shown that there is more than a 30 percent savings
for the medicaid patient who utilizes the health care center system
than any other alternative primary carestem. In view of the
medicaid reductions and restrictions, indiviquals may start to use
the emergency room as an alternative for eare in larger aumbers.
The emergency room is more costly, epistklic, with little or no fol-
lowup.

This patterning may well result in increased hospitalization. In,
North Carolina 70 percent of medicaid dollars is spent for hospital
and long-term care. Of that 70 percent, 30 percent is for hospital
care and 40 percent for long-term care. Therefore, only 30 percent
is spent for clinic care, includint drugs, X-ray, and laboratory.

Presently, the health center keceives funds from the community
mental health center for an alcohol program, which is directed to
women as a treatment program and to teenagers as-a prevention
program. The program has effectively helped some women attain
sobriety, regain self-esteem and self-confidence so that they could
return to the active participation in the community.

However, because of decreased mental health funds, this pro--
gran)/ will probably be discontinued after the present fiscal year.
The rising unemployment, along with funding cuts in other health
programs, has resulted in increased registration at the center. Low-
income individuals and families simply cannot afford the full cost
of but-of-pocket charges for health care.

The top five diagnoses seen at the health center over the past 10
years include essential hypertension, diabetes mellitus, normal
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pregnancy, well-child, adult exaoination, and acute respiratory dis-
ease, It is intet-esting, however, that in -,..the paSt calendar year
schii'ophrenic disorders went frpm,No. 24' to No. 15.

At this time I would like to Nett some personal comments.In
the mid-1950s, when I began my'medical career, I practiced pediat-
rics in a medium-sized ccirnmunigty in the Northeast. It was for the
most part a blue-collar industrial town. The population was 4,...?
pandent-_,upon the factories for itelfliVelihood. When the factories
weire operating and the people were working, they bought food,

aon clothes, and the health care they"eoul ad..1-ford. -
.

On' Wednesday afternoon, as the newest dector in town, I was in
the office and made house calls not only for my patients but also
requests for house calls that came to the medical answer service. I
was often faced on such calls with serious acute situations that ne-
cessitated immediate hospitalization; other situations were ch4ld en
with-chronic health needs with a superimposed acute infection.

In both situations, care was not-sought earlier because Of lak 'of
,funds. As 37bu might imagine,"-rfelt hopeless at times. I was also
angry. Angry.that this great country, with all its reSources an n-
genuity, did not have a health system which allowed the participa-
tion of all its chi1dren. Because', in t , gentlemen, the children

- of ,a nation are its future and its`stre . ,.Pt was thep I left private practice. MY concern now was not for
the children seen in physicians' offices, but the ones Who were not.

/ I sought further tralning in public'health, driekfor the past 20 years
have worked within the health center network.

However', it was not until the 1960's that there was a professed..

concern about the health care, both quality and quantity, available

C\to all children and families. This concern resulted in the origin and
4 funding on the part of the Congress- of several programs, including

cornpreherlive, health centers. Those programs were created spe-
cifically to reach out and bring into the system of care the poor
and the children. .

As the health centers grew, the rate of hospitalization for the
populations served at these centers decreased. Reductions in hospi-
talization rates among health'center users ranged frorn 25 to 67
percent. The savings resulting from these reductions on the aver-
age has been greater than the annual approprihtiens for these pro-
grams. Although health centers are not reachig all in need, until
recent cutbacks over 5 million people were being servO.

It is estimated that $'Nyith the fiscal year 1982 cuts in funding, 1.4
million less people wil rye seed. As with the Lincoln Health Cen-
ters, centers do work in amden with other resources in their com-
munities, like the health department, mental health centers,- and
department of social services.

However, all these programs are experiencing budget cuts which
are resulting in decreased services for the individuals and families
with the least resources. The State legislature in North Carolina
has made it very clear that federal cuts will not be made up by the
State.

The child born today will spend most of his or her life in the
next century. Most of us here will not. But those of us here will be
making the decisions as-eto how well that child will succeed. Let us
be sure that all children are given access to those resources, includ-
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ing health. That promote optimal growth and development. Only in
this way can we help 'to assure that our country is secure in its
future

I would only urge that Congress look carefully and thoughtfully
before dismantling any further what health programs we have to
address the needs of 25 million or more Americans at risk because
of insufficient income to purchase health care at the market value.

Programs that are efficient and cost effective should continue
and be encouraged to reach even More of those at risk.

[The prepared statement follows:]

STATEMENT OF EVELYN SCHMIDT, M.D., DIRECTOR, LINCOLN COMMUNITY HEALTH
CENTER, DURHAM, N.C.

lr Chairman and members of the committee, my name is Dr. Evelyn Schmidt
and I am the Project Director and a member of the pediatfic staff of Lincoln Com-
munity Health Center located in Durham, North Carolina. I was asked to be here
today to discuss the impact of budget cuts as they concern the health and welfare or
women and children.

I will try to depict for you what such an impact can be for the low-income popula-
tion in a city in the South. Durham, North"Carolina is a city with a population of
152,785. and more specifically a population of ..over 19,000 who use the serviceS of the
health center

Lincoln Community Heita lth Center is a non-profit primary health care center
which receives federal funds through Section 330 of the amended Public Health
Service Act. The'Center has been operational since mid-September 1971. Prenatal
and Family Planning Services are offered at the Center in cooperation with the
Durham County Health Department. The Center offers a range of health services
with emphasis on maintenance medical and dental care, mental health and health
education The ('enter also has a WIC program (food program for high risk women,
infants and children funded by the Department of Agriculture) which is operated
not only for the eligible registrants,pf the Center but for everyone eligible in the
county

Lido ln Community Health Center serves a predominNtly low-income population;
the majority of the population served is Black.

As of December 31, 1981 the Center had a total of 19,415 active registrants (a reg-
istrant is defined as an individual seen at least once in the last 18 months). During
the calendar year of 1981, there were 81,428 encounters-trace to face contacts with a
provider) In the 12 month period January 1, 1981December 21, 1981, tliere re
16,304 users of medical and dental services. Of that number, 46.9 percent were 19
years and under; 13.3 percent were females 15-44 years; 19 percent were children 4
years and under.

Of the 19,-115 active registrants, 68.3 percent are below 100 percent of the poverty
level, 17,3 percent are 100-149 percent of poverty level; 8.4 percent are 150-199 per-
cent of poverty level and 6 percent are over 200 percent of poverty level.

Of the active registrants, 16.7 percent are medicaid recipients. Medicaid in North
Carolina is categorical, aid for dependent children (AFDC); crippled, disabled and
blind; prolonged illness with inadequate income.

8 3 percent are redicare recipients; 47 percent are, Center (working individuals
whose income fall 'thin the poverty level); 22 percent are sliding scale (eligible for
discount based ul n income and family size); 6 percent are total cash; and individ-
uals designated as Center pay a minima,' charge per visit.

Presently a mother and three children on AFDC in Ilorth Carolina receive $210
per month. It would be difficult for a family of four to manage on this amount of
money per week.

Durham County has the highest teenage pregnancate in North Carolina; North
Carolina ranks fifth in the nation in the proportioinT births to mothers under 19
years. At Lincoln Community Health Center in 1981, there were 532 new obstetrical
patients, abou t 34 percent were women 19 years and under.'

In 1976 an aggressive counseling progTam for teenagers that 'begins during the
prenatal period and continues after the birth of the baby was started. In 1980, there
was a 13 percent decrease in repeat births and a 5.6 decrease in first births. Howev-
er, these fav-orable statistics occur in the older teenage female. The birth rate for 15
and under continues to rise.
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The reimbursement from AFDC for an individual as about $60 per month; there-
fore, in a year, 51 less births represent a savings of $36,720 and over an 18 year

, period this amounts to $660,960. If medicaid and food stamps are added to this
amount, the total savings is in the range of.one million dollars.

Of equal importance is the fact that many of the young women counseled re-
turned to high school and some continued on to technical school or college, thus be-

, ,coming independent contributing members of-the community.
As noted previously, the Center has a WIC program. Presently, the WIC program

has a caseload of 1800 women, infant and children with a waiting list of several
himdred. The caseload had been more than 2200, but cutbacks reduced the permissi-

.ble active caseload in the past year. Eligibility for the WIC program is based upon
medical and financial need. The program offers not only essential foods such as
milk, cheese, eggs, juice and cereal for the high risk pregnant woman and child and
iron fortified formula, juice and cereal for, the infant but also nutrition education.
This program has been benefical to all its participants and is of-value particularly
to the pregnant teenager who is high risk by her age alone. The location of prenatal
carre within the Center assures that the infants and mothers will then be followed in
the pediatric program at the Center. This provides the continuity of health care
that is so necessary in pediatrics if beneficial health supervision and anticipatory
guidance are to be provided for the child and family. This 'is particularly true for
many low-income families whp prior to the health center network (urban, rural andmigrant) infT"e country sought only acute episodic illness care. North Carolina
ranks 45th in the nation in regard to high jnfant mortality (15.9 per 1000 live
births). This is somewhat better than the 1978 statistics which ranked North earoli-
da 47th. In Durham County, the Black infant mortality isstill more that twice the
white infant-mortality (white 10.2, Black 21.1).

In a recent study "North Carolina People-1981" prepared by North Carolina De-
partment of Human Resources, DurImm exceeded the state average in families ex-
periencing financial problems, unplanned prednancies, family crisis, single parent
howeholds, potential for abuse or neglect-adult, psychological stress, alcohol abuse,
drAg abuse, over-crowded housing, transportation problems, home care burdens; and
problems with instdutionalization.

The local health department is expecting a 23 percent cut in its Family PlanningTitle X funds and a 20 percent cut in its Title XX funds.
These are the funds which provided the counseling program described for the

teenagers which resulted in both human and financial savings.
The Medicaid cutbackait have already resulted in a prescribed number of clinic

visits per year and prescriptions per month.
The work incentive program which enabled mothers on AFDC to do some work

without losing their medicaid assistance has been discontinued.
These are all individuals who qualify for health care at the Center; however, now

the Center receives less for their care. This is occurring at a time when the health
Center funding has been drastically reduced.

It has been shown that there js more than a 30 percent savings for the medicaid
patient utilizing the health center system than any other alternative primary care
system In view of the medicaid reductions and restrictions, individuals may start to
use the emergency room as an alternative for care in larger numbers. The emergen-
cy room is more costly, episodic with little or no follow up.

This patternint may well result in increased hospitalization, In North Carolina 70
percent of Medicaid dollars is spent for hospital and long term care. Of that 70 per-
cent, 30 percent is for hospital care and 40 percent for long term care. Therefore
only 30 percent is spent for clinic care including drugs, x-ray and laboratory.

Presently, Lincoln Community Health Center receives funds from the Community
Mental Health Center for an alcoholism program which is directed to women as a
treatment program and to teenagers as a prevention program. The progrard has ef-

t fectively helped some Women attain sobriety, regain self-esteem and self-confidence
so that they could return to active participation in the community. However, be-
cause of decreased mental health funds, the program in all probabillity will not be
continued after the present fiscal year.

The rising unemployment along with funding cuts in other health programs has
resulted in increased registration at the Center. Low-income individuals and fami-
lies simply cannot afford the full cost of out-of-pocket charges for health care.

The top 5 diagnoses seen at Lincoln Health Center over the past ten years"include
essential hypertension, diabetes mellitus along with normal pregnancy and well
child/adult exam. The fifth is usually some form of acute respiratory disease. In this
past calendar year schizophrenic disorders went from number 24 to number 15.
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At this time I would like to make some personal comments. In the mid-fifties
when I began my medical career, I practiced pediatrics in a medium site community
in the northeast. was for the most part a'blue collar industrial town. The popula-
tion was dependent upon the factories for its livelihood. When the factories were
operating the people were working, they bought food, clothes, and the health care
ihey could afford.

On Wednesday afternoon, as the newest doctor in town, I was in the office and
made house calls not only for my patients but also requests for house calls that
came to the medical answer service. I was often faced on such calls with serious
acute situations that necessitated immediate hospitalization; other situations were
children with chronic health needs with a superimposed acute infection.

In both situations care was not sought earlier because of lack of funds. As you
might imagine I felt hopeless at times, I was also angry, angry that this great coun-
try with all its resources and ingenuity didn't have a health system which allowed
the participation of all its children. Because, in truth, gentlemen, the children of a
nation are its future and its strength. B. was then I left private practice; my concern
now was not for the children seen in ptiysician's offices but the ones who were not. I
sought further training in public health and for the past 20 years have worked
within the health center network.

However, it was not until the 1960's that there was a professed concern about the
health care both quality and quantity available to all children and-families reg
less of income. This concern resulted in the origin and funding on the part of 1-

gress of several programs including the comprehensive health centers,- urban, rural
and migrant. These programs were created specifically to reach out and bring into a,
system of care the poor, the children, the elderly, the geographically isolated.

As the health centers grew, the rate of hospitalization for the populations served
at these Centers decreased. Reductions in hospitafization rates among health center
users ranged from 25 to 67 percent. The savings resulting from these reductions, on
the average, has been greater than the annual appropriations for these programs.

On a national basis 39 percent of those served in health centers are women; 41
percent are children under 18. Infant mortality rates have been reduced in many
parts of the country.

Although health centers aren't reaching all in need, until recent cutbtrias over 5
million people were being served. However, it is estimated that with the/fiscal year
1982 cuts in funding, 1.4 million less people will be served.

As with Lincoln Community Health Center, centers do work in tandem with other
resources in their respective communities like the health department, community
mental health center and Department of Social Services. However, all these pro-
grams are experiencing budget cuts which are resulting in decreased services for the
individuals and families with the least resources.

The State Legislature in North Carolina has made it very dear that federal cuts
will not be made up by the state.

The child born today will spend most of his/her life in he next century, most of
us here will not, but those of us here mill be making th decisions as to how well
that child will succeed. Let us be sure that all children are given access to those
resources including health that promote optimal growth and development. Only in
this way can we help to assure that our country is secure in its future.

I would only urge that Congress look carefully and thoughtfully before disman-
tling any further what health programs we have to address the needs of 25 million
or more Americans at risk because of insefficient income to purchase health care at
the market value. Programs that are efficient and cost effective should continue and
be encouraged to reach even more at risk if possible.

Mr. RANGEL. Thank you, Dr. Schmidt.
The President has indicated that he was hopeful that local and

State governments would fill the gap. Has that been the case?
From your testimony, that is not the case in North Carolina.

Dr. SCHMIDT. There was a very clear statement by the State leg-
islature.

Mr. RANGEL. The President has indicated that he expected the
churches and the charitable organizations to fill the gap. Has that
been the case in North Carolina?

Dr. SCHMIDT. There is no way that good intentions can meet all
the needs of the people at risk.
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Mr. RANGEL. The President has indicated that certainly the truly
needyand I assume that would be the children that come from
pobr familieswould not!be denied the care because of the budge
cut. Has that been your experience in North Carolina?

Dr. SCHMIDT. No, sir. And I think if you listed the figures
those who are at risk, they are tremendous. Median income
North Carolina, from a recent study.that was done for WIC eligib
ity, was something like a family of four, $6,037, which is 75 perce t
of the poverty levei.

Mr. RANGEL. Then would it be political to say that those w.th
sufficient funds to pay for health care can expect better health nd
the poor can expect in some cases to even face death?

Dr. SCHMIDT. Yes, sir. If you want to put it that way, yes. You
are only going to get what you can pay for. So if You do not have
anything, or only a penny, that may be just what you end upiget-
ting.

Mr. RANGEL. Chairman Waxman.
Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you, Mr. Rangel.
Dr. Scanlon, you are head of the Neonatology Unit in Washing-

ton, D.C., is that correct?
1Dr. SCANLON. At Columbia Hospital, yes, sir.

Mr. WAxmAN. When we talk about neonatal mortality s op-
posed to infant mortality, the difference is that neOnatal mo tality
is the death of liveborn children who have not reached 1 mokith of
age, while infant mortality is the death of liveborns up to 1 ear of
age.

Dr. SCANLON. That is correct, sir.
Mr. WAXMAN. Last summer my stibcommittee held a hearing

with Chairman Dingell's Oversight Subcommittee, where we 'looked
at the problem of access to hospital care for high-risk newborns.
The director of an intensive care unit of a pubLic hospital in
Tampa, Fla., told us that, under instructions from county o ficials,
the facility had refused to admit a high-risk newborn even though
the facility had the special care beds and staff to handle the infant.

The decision was made on financial grounds. The infant's par-
ents had no private insurance or public assistance. The infant, un-
fortunately, died.

We also heard at that hearing that low-income pregnant women
have difficulty in some communities gaining admission to hospitals
to deliver their babies, particularly if they have had no physician
or prenatal care.

Can you tell us why a hospital with a capacity to treat s ch pa-
tients would be reluctant to admit a pregnant woman in la or or a
high-risk newborn?

Dr. SCANLON. It is a very difficult question to answer. Th basic
answer is most likely financial. It is extraordinarily expensive.
Neonatal interiiiy,e care is a cost loser based on'figures that I have
seen from around the country. And as I indicated before, the very-
low-birth-weight baby may generate a hospital bill in excess of
$100,000, may remain in the hospital for 4 or 5 months, of which at
least half is requiring this kind of intensive care you see depicted
here.
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And I believe many hospitals are disinclined to want to accept
that kind 'of financial burden if it is not at least partially funded to
recover costs.

Additionally, hospitals, particularly in the Washington area, are
reluctant to overburden already loaded facilities. At least once a
month all of the intensive care units in the Washington area are
full. Calls come in from the suburbs, surrounding areas, and there
are no available beds. Beds have to be found someplace, sometimes
as far away as Philadelphia or Richmond.

Mr. WAXMAN. So we do not have.a lack of need for the facilities
that are available for handlingligh-ris'k newborns?

Dr. SCANLON. That is correct.
M. WAXMAN. Given those circumstances, if a hospital realizes

that it may be undertaking services that cbuld amount to $100,000,
it is going to make a decision that that bed is going to go to a child
for which it will be reimbursed as opposed to a child for which it
will not be reimbursed?

Dr. SCANLON. I can only assume that is true, from what I have
read in the papers, I am not aware of that personally of that deci-
sionmaking 'process going on in the District of Columbia, although
one could see that scenario coming,np.

What happens here is because of the limited availability of beds,
which are tied up for some period of time with paying and nonpay-
ing patients, .if you will, since we have a large number of medicaid
patients and things are underfunded, one cannot see expansion of
facilities, one cannot see keeping up with the latest innovations in
the( kinds of care, because of underfunding.

The net result of that is to provide limited access because of over-
crowding for appropriate facilities.

Mr. WAXMAN. 'The District of Columbia has the highest infant
mortality rate, I believe, in the country, 27 deaths out of 1,000 live
births. This is almost double the national average. And I was
shocked to note that for Jamaica there are only 16 deaths for each
1,000 live births, while for Costa Rica, there are only 22 as opposed
to Washington's 27.

In your view, what impact will the proposed cuts in the medicaid
and the maternal and child health programs have on the infant
mortality rate in the District of Columbia?

Dr. SCANLON. As I indicated in my testimony, Mr. Waxman, the
District has made a concentrated effort in the last year and a half
or 2 years to upgrade facilities, particularly in those hospitals serv-
ing the low-income population. They have really tried quite hard.

But with cutting off already limited funds, it can only serve to
diminish their capacity to care and, further, to shift the burden for
the care of the poor high-risk patient to those facilities. So it will
be a double burden, and I would expect mortality might suffer.

But more importantly, as I indicated, mortality is an index of
morbidity, and the hidden cost of this is neurological handicap and
other kinds of damage that these children who do not receive top-
grade care suffer from.

Mr. WAXMAN. So they might not die, but they will suffer for the
rest of their lives with a neurological disability or some other
handicap?

Dr. SCANLON. Yes, sir.
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Mr. WAXMAN. Dr. Schmidt, you come from the State of North
Carolina. And in the State of North Carolina, if a woman is on the
aid for dependent children program, usually she is alone and she
has some children. She gets the sum of $210.

Dr. SCHMIDT. A family of four. Right.
Mr. WAXMAN. For a family of four, $210, out of ,,rhich she is sup-

posed to pay all of their living expenses.
Now, this administration is suggesting that that woman ought to

pay a co-payment for her child whenever she takes the child to the
doctor. They talk about it as only $1, maybe $2.

That does not seem like a lot of money to us, but to that woman
who has $210 to stretch for rent, heating, food, all of her expenses
combined for the whole month, what kind of a problem is it goingto be for her to come up with a copayment of $1 or $2 per visit?

Dr. SCHMIDT. I think that what we are inviting is a cutback on
the use of primary care and a return to the more 'episodic use of
emergency room and then hospitalization, because of the pressuresof the acuteness of the situation. So that in the end we are looking
at a much more costly way of providing Care rather than a preven-
tive or maintenance way of providing care.

Mr. WAXMAN. In other words, for those who do not follow all the
health rhetoric, she is not going to get to see a doctor and keep her-
self and her children healthy; instead, she is going to end up going
to an emergency room when the kid gets so sick that she has no
other choice but to bring him in?

Dr. SCHMIDT. That is exactly right.
Mr. WAXMAN. That is going to cost us more money, is it not?
Dr. SCHMIDT. Much more money, and much less effective care.
Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. RANGEL. Mr. Moore.
Mr. MOORE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to thank both physicians for being here this morning. I

certainly was disturbed by the content of your testimony. No one
will disagree with the need for the type services you are providing.
I certainly will not.

Let me ask this question, Dr. Schmidt. In your testimony you in-dicated that you have experienced a reduction in the ability to,
handle WIC cases this year in your clinic. I would like to ask you
why that occurred?

According to the figures I have before me, the funding this year,
1982, for WIC is actually up over 1981 by $4 million. OMB tells me
it is up by $17 million. Why do you have,to cut?

Dr. SCHMIDT. If you realize that came about earlier on, there was
warning that there were going to be cuts in programs, and at thatpoint in time the State was forced to make some cutback on the
caseloads. And there were some redistributions of moneys through-
out the State.

Later on, the money was reinstituted. However, not all the cut-
backs could be reinstituted within the State. ,

Mr. MOORE. In other words, your State cut you back?
Dr. SCHMIDT. The State cut back in anticipation. Remember,there was a lot of wrangling about what the final outcome wasJ

going to be. You cannot wait until the last minute to make certain
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changes in terms of what is going to happen, r. Moore. So that
happened, and that is why those caseloads were cut.

Mr. MOORE. For the year 1982 then, by the end of the year, we
ought to see whether or not you actually experienced a reduction of
funds as far as the Federal Government is concerned. If you made
some cuts in anticipation of a reduction of funds which did not
occur and actually ended up getting more funding.

Dr. SCHMIDT. Yes, but at the State level there was not the fund-
ing to institute all the caseload cutbacks.

Mr, MOORE. Now, looking ahead, as I have seen yolur testimony,
you are also concerned about what might have happiened in fund-
ing for this year. As it turned out, that did not happen. But you are
worried about a reduction of funding in future years under the pro-
posed block grant program of the administration. The block grants
that we enacted last year only started October' 1, 1981, and we are
not even halfway through that fiscal year.

I am wondering, have you had a chance to see how the block
grants are operafing in North Carolina yet, those that we have en-
acted? Obviously,-this one has not been one of them, correct?

Dr. SCHMIDT. The First year, as you know, is a tentative year, and
much of it is a passthrough, according to the State.

The real impact is going to be felt as of this coming fiscal year,
and that is why the Figures that:- I quote you in terms of the title
XX and the title X moneys are direct Figures that the local health
department has received m terms of what their cuts will be affect-
ing in the coming fiscal year.

As I said, there was a pass-through and the realization of what
thosp cutbac,ks are in that block grant are going to be realized by
the State in this upcoming Fiscal year.

Mr. MOORE! We are talking about block grant money that is al-
ready lost.

Dr. SCHMIDT. I am talking about your MCH, OK.
Mr. MOORE. You realize we were told when enacting that blqck

grantwe are waiting to see if this is correct or notthat there-is
a reduction in total funding, we put it all together in a block grant,
when compared to what they were in the separate categories.

But we were told that those redUctions would run on the order of
20 to 25 percent at the most, and we are told that 15 percent cif
that will be saved, in the passthrough, in simplicity and savings in
terms of administration. Also, when we pass these block grants, we
leave it up to North Carolina as to who to cut.

What I am wondering is thzt if the WIC program is as successful
as believedand I think it isis it not possible that when we
block-grant the WIC program, you may not experience any reduc-
tion in funds at all?

Dr. SCHMIDT. Mr. Moore, if you block-grant the WIC program, as
it is, from what I can gathe'rand I do not read in detailyou are
block-granting a program that you are already cutting, that the
WIC program put into that block grant is scheduled for an absolute
cut in funds. So you are not just block-granting the WIC program,
you are block-granting decreased funding of the WIC program.

Then the other thing that you need--
Mr. MOORE. Let us First discuss that point. The funding this year

is higher than last year. We are putting together a total funding
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package which is highly speculative at this point, whereby wewould be putting together a total funding package for a number of' programs that are put in.
No one program is being cut. The funds are lump sum funds forthe State.,of North Carolina to determine how to be distributed.The WIC program in North Carolina may wind up with the samefunding, more or less, than this year. We do not spell out which'money goes to which program. G
Dr. SCHMIDT. In a sense, you are saying that that funding, thatdollar for nutrition, in essence, is in competition then with a dollarfor any other 'kind of health services, and' that your absolute

number of dollars are still less than the actual need, then you aregoing to have to cut down. You are really only cuttingi-nstead ofthe Feds cutting, yrki are saying to the State, you cut out', whetherit be nutrition service or health service, you cut out one or theother things.
Mr. MOORE. I accept your answer as being cOrrect if we assumethat every dollar we are currently spending in North Carolina isabsolutely essential and there are no savings in administration. We

are saying that the jury is still out on the block grants we havealready put i'n4 law?
Dr. Sci-uviii*Maybe on the present. Previous history in terms ofblock grants Has shown that the administration costs at the Statelevel have been greater than the administration costs at the Feder-al level.
Now, I do not want to get into a dispute with you, because Ithink you raise a question that has both sides of ,the coin. Andtherefore, I think we are making an assumption which you may be-lieve, but I do not go along with, that it is cheaper to administer itat the State level. And I dispute that.
Mr. MOORE. In my own State, we are hoping that will be the ex-perience. I am totally unfamiliar with North Carolina's.
Let me say to both of you I appreciate your being here. I under-stand your concern. I assure you I do not think any of us are inten-tionally trying to cause you to be able to take care of fewer needy

people than yoU are doing now. What we are trying to do, if possi-ble, is to bring some control over spending so that North Carolinaswill spend the money perhaps a bit more wisely, so we' can actuallysave a little bit of money without in any way causing people o fallthrough the cracks.
If that does not work, we will know at the end of this fiscal yearwhen we get the results of the first round of block grants. And

there probably Will not be a second round.
But I thank you both.
Mr. RANGEL. Mr. Duncan.
Mr. DUNCAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to thank the panel also.
Dr. Schmidt, I was"interested when you said the State legislature

said no to other funds, when North Carolina is considered a ratherprosperous State. They had surplus funds at the end of their fiscal
year, I understand. Why did they refuse?

Dr. ScHminT. Thht was a statement made, sir, when the block
grants passed through to the State this year, that there would be
no makeup in the Federal cut by the State legislature. As you
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know, North Carolina, by lekislative law, has to have a balanced
budget. That is part of their legislature all along.

I will not comment. At times -there are some moneys over at
times, and at times not. But that statement was made very clear.
And at a more recent health convocation, I gathered it was reiter-
ated again in some of the comments that were made by the secre-
tary of human resources.

Mr. DUNCAN. Since they had surplus funds at the end of their
fiscal year, do they not believe in your program? They should be
aware of what you are doing. And they do not want to spend any
more money on it?

Dr. SCHMIDT. As you recall, Mr. Duncan, the health centers are
federally funded programs. The States have not had any direct
input excepting as we work very closely, as I implied, with OUT pre-
natal service, which is a combined service with the county health
department.

Mr. DUNCAN. Why does the State not put money there?
Dr. SCHMIDT. Well, it gets back a little bit to what you were

asking as to how many Statesand some have but many have
nothave actually ever directly funded primary care.

Mr. DUNCAN. You say some have?
Dr. SCHMIDT. I say some have, but rriany have not.

*Mr. DUNCAN. How long have you been director of the program?
Dr. SCHMIDT. I have been with Lincoln Health Center since its

inception in mid-September of 1971.
Mr. DUNCAN. And so some conditions are growing worse, and

some are growing better. Is that right?
Dr. SCHMIDT. Well, we like to feel, as I implied before, that par-

ticularly as we are working where tliere are young children and
with our teens and our prenatal care, that by combining our re-
sources, as mentioned before, that we have begun to make some
impact on the health care benefits for the teenage mothers and
their children.

Mr. DUNCAN. Since 1971, have you had increased funds with
most every year?
"Dr. SCHMIDT. Minimally increased, to cover the raise of rising

registration. Not when you say "increased funds." Now, as you
know, funding for health centers is never considered inflation. But
if we can justify our needs by virtue of leading indicators in both
administrative and program area, then we got the funding that we
were entitled to by those who are using the service.

Mr. DUNCAN. I would still go back to the State legislature. Have
you asked them for additional funds?

Dr. SCHMIDT. Not directly.
Mr. DUNCAN. Why? Is it easier to come to Washington and ask

for it than it is to go to your own State legislature?
Dr. SCHMIDT. No, sir, because at this particular time--
Mr. DUNCAN. They have the money. I am just wondering why

you do not ask for it.
Dr. SCHMIDT. The State legislature at this time does not enter-

tain program requests from individual programs which are not
part of its total health programs.
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Mr. DUNCAN. Why is it not a part of their total health pr,ogram?
Is this an experiment? Is it part of an experiment that runs from
year to year? Why is it not a part of their program?

Dr. SCHMIDT. Mr. Duncan--.
Mr. DUNCAN. I believe in what you are doing. I am just trying to

find out why the local government does not take over their part of
the responsibility when it is a good program?

Dr. SCHMIDT. Sir, again, if you realize that in both States and
both courities they assume certain services which they have tradi-
tionally provided coverage for in both their budget allocations, pri-
mary care as demonstrated through the health Care network has
not been a priority for some States.

Mr. DUNCAN. It is a little bit easier to come to Uncle Sam's grab
bag than it is to North-Carolina's grab bag, I srippose.

Dr. SCHMIDT. Well, I would not say that. It is the tax dollar
money. It is the same tax dollar money regardless of however youallocate it. I think the recognition of need depends on where you
see these allocations being directly made.

Mr. DUNCAN. What do you do in the teenage alcoholism Program
that you mentioned? .

Dr. SCHMIDT. The counselors go around to the schools and have
seminars with the adolescents on alcoholism, its effects upon them,
and also its effects upon newborns.

Mr. DUNCAN. Is it in your program on teenage akoholism thatyou go around--
Dr. SCHMIDT. It is a prevention prograni which is done outside

the center as well as groups which come to the center in our teen-
age clinic.

Mr. DuNcAN. May I thank you.
And also, thank you, Dr. Scanlon.
Thank you, Mr. Chairnian.
Mr. RANGEL. Thank you.
I just want to state for the record that Mr. Moore and Mr.

Dupcan have demonstrated their concern over the care of children
over the years as members of the Ways and Means Committee.
Along with them, Mr. Russo and Mr. Guarini, who were here fortnese hearings, as members of the Ways and Means Committee
have also expressed their concern about children. We have other
members who over the years have been very active in the protec-
tion of child health and welfare.

And joining with us, not only as a witness but in hearing the tes-
timony of all the witnesses is George Miller from the Education
and Labor Committee. Mr. Miller certainly has sponsored much of
the legislation which is now law. -

Mr. Miller. 6.6
Mr. MILLER. 'Yhank you, Mr. Chairman. And thank you for those

kind remarks.
In terms of this question of the consolidation of the WIC program

and whether or not you aie going to be able to serve the same pop-ulation or a greeter population, you suggested that you are not
going to be able to have number of encounters that you had last
year.

I would just like to make it clear for the record that-we are talk-
ing about a reduction of around $330 million for the WIC program

3,
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from current funding levels. And I just do not see in any case how
we expect to get the greater number of encounters out of that.

Also, for the record, to clearly state we are only serving about 25
to 30 percent of the eligible population. It varies somewhat from
State to State, but in most States that is what we are serving.

Dr. Schmidt, I am just sorry that Secretary Schweiker is not here
to hear your testimony, because he is over in my committee telling
us that everything is going to be fine, that there will not be any
cutback in the caseload. And he is giving an incredible display of
ignorance of the programs within his jurisdiction.

It-is too bad that he is not here to listen to you. Then he would
un erstand how they operate, and then he might'un'derstand what
th problems are going to be.

just want to state for the record that we are talking in fact
about a major cut in funding to this program.

Dr. SCHMIDT. Thank you. That was my understanding, that it
was a major cut.

Mr. MILLER. It is expected to be $331.7 million in reduction in
funding in this program. It is estimated that if we funded WIC at
its full level, that we iNuld save the Federal Government about
$1.5 billion in health care ccists that would result from having th&
intensive care that you haye already testified to.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. RANGEL. We thank the witnesses. We may be calling upon

you again if, in fact, we receive testimony that appears to rebut
your statements.

The next panel will be executive director, of the Food Research &
Action Center here in Washington, Nancy Amidei. And she will
have with her a WIC recipient from Goldsboro, N.C., Ms. Berna-
dette Williams.

Ms. Amidei.

STATEMENT OF NANCY AMIDEI4HRECTOR, FOOD RESEARCH &
ACTION CENTER, WASHINGTON, D.C.

MS. AMIDEI. Mr. Rangel, I really appreciate not only the opportu-
nity to be here this morning, but the thought that went into
having the Oversight Subcommittee of Ways and Means together
with Mr. Waxman s subcommittee, because so many of these issues
play off against one another and so often either the same people
are affec*d or, as was so clear from the testimony that we just
heard, the same facilities are affected by decisions that are being
made in both of your committees.

I must say that I was very interested in the testimony that we
just heard, and I appreciate particularly this kind of forum to talk
about these issues.

You have a prepared statement from me, and I do not mean to
go back over that entire_4,4-ortitld like instead to do two things in
the few minutes tharr am going to take ,this Morning.

The first is just to mention something that is so much in my
mind.these days that I, find myself repeating it almost everyplace I
go. I Ikas in the hearing room back in 1967 when Raymond Wheel-
er and Robert Coles and the other physicians testified that they
had just come from the South, where they had examined several

3 7
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thousand poor children and had found children literally starving in
America. And I was later working as a staff member on the Senate
Nutrition Committee as we took what in those 'days were labeled
"hunger tours" all over the United States.

Other Members of Congress tended to go to the big hotels in the
big cities. We went to Watts and to Huff and to migrant camps and
the South Bronx and to places that other committees did not go.
And we saw conditions that kept bringing those words of those
physicians bkk home to us and, I think, shocked everyone who
was party to those hunger tours.

We, Senators and members of the press and local politicians,
went into areas that most politicans never go into, and we saw
people literally with no food, no health care, no way to look after
themselves and their children, with a terrible note of desperation
in their lives.

And then over the yea-rsiwe saw a change. And one of the things
that has been most heartening to me is to be able to see 1 year or 2
or 3 years ago the dramatic change that was taking place as' the
WIC program was put into place and began to have an effect, as
food stamps began to be improved and to reach out to more people,
as school meals became available' to pnr kids in' poor schools in a
w/4they had nbt been before, as child care food became available
tb children of working parents who otherwise could not afford good
daycare for their children when they went to theft jobs.

As summer meals became available in the summertime when the
school was out and those same children that got a free' meal during
the school year now were able to get meals during the summer-
time.

And there is no question in my mind that in addition to the evi-
dence from the scierrtists, the nutritionists, and the doctors, that
we have made an improvement. That improvement was visible and
palpable everywhere we went.

And now, I go around and do a lot of traveling, and I ,meet with
poor people and I meet with people who work with poor people and
who work and live in poor neighborhoods. And I feel like I am re-
living 15 years ago.

I have talked to people who are providing emergency food, and
they tell me all over the country, everyplace I go, that in the past
their emergency food lines used to be made up of mostly the dein-
stitutionalized, the former addicts and _winos, mostly single older
men, young men, people who had other kinds of problems.

Now, they say it is families, mothers holding babies, unemployed
men in States where there is no welfare. For two-parent families
coming with their entire family, standing in a soup line because
food stamps do not get them through the month, Ai they have lit-
erally nothing else.

These are people whose families fall between all the cracks. They
do not qualify for AFDC in over half the States. They are too
young for social security. They are not disabled. The only thing
they qualify for is food stamps and maybe a free meal at school.
And if their children are not school age, they do not even qualify
for that.
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Those are the people who are showing up these days, people feel-
ing broken and ashamed, people who have literally no place else to
turn.

And now, as you have heard this morning and you will hear a
little bit more in a minute,--yett-aTe also talking about cutting back

0. WIC. The WIC program is the one program that everyone points to
as the most dramatic success story, because it has been the most
studied and it has had the most successful record.

The Herbert study, for example, said for every $1 we spend for
food for high-risk pregnant women in the WIC program, we save $8-
of health care for her infant in the hospital and, according to the
American Academy of Pediatrics, thousands of dollars over the life-
time of those children. -

We know that it makes a difference. We know that it prevents
low birth weight, and that that, in turn, can tell us that it helps
prevent retardation and a lifetime of handicapping conditipns. We
also know that it prevents infant death.

That program is a program which is a dramatic success story.
And now, last-year the President attempted to cut it by 40 percent
and this year he is once again trying tb cut it this time by roughly
one-third.

I do not know where Mr. Moore's figures came, from, but last
year total funding for WIC actually kind of evened qut only if you
included the carryover funds from the year before.

In fact, 250,000 women and children lost Ace,s to the program,
not because Congress failed to act ultimately biit because the De-
partment of Agriculture, still hoping that there would be a cut-
back, delayed in reallocating funds. And the local administrators,
feeling that they might not get the reimbursement from the Feder-
al Government, held back, and 250,000 high-risk others and their
babies lost their WIC program benefits as a consequence of that.

As Mr. Miller already pointed out, we only serve about one-
fourth of the people who are eligible for that program. There are
three times as many people eligible and in need of that program as
we have currently in it.

I brought with me this morning some letters from people in Colo-
rado that just came in to our office this week, a former WIC recipi-
ent who talks about how important it was to her, and a WIC nutri-
tionist from a program out there who wanted to share her feelings
about the program.

It seems to me to be the height of insanity to be turning back the
clock to a time when we could honestly s,4y that children would be
starving in America. There is no need. There are other choices we
can make. We do not have to do this. We know the difference the
food programs can make. Arid it seems to me that not to make that
choice is one of the most critical ones before this Congress.

The second point which is a little bit more specific is just to
direct your attention for a moment to page 5 in my testimony.
When I was talking with Mrs. Williams about jier participating
with us this morning and talking to some of the other people in the
health clinic that she goes to, I asked them abotit the effect on
them of other decisions on other cutbacks. ,

They said their basic health funding last year was not really cut
in any dramatic way, but this year they face, the possibility of
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losing it.inds from about half a dozen different sources. They now
face a combination of losses froM title XX social services funding,
cutbacks in SSI funding for disabled children, basic ripaternal andchild health care funds over which there is considerahle uncertain-
ty, funding under the crippled children's prograM. And as theypointed out, they already lost their status in some Funding in
MICC, the maternal and infant care clinic.

But now they are noticing a real change in theivatie/it toad.jt
used to be that the young women would come in whd had gotten-
medicaid eligibility through welfare eligibility. But as those welfare:
and medicaid rules have been tightened up, the young worpen are'
not coming in for prenatal care.

iAs a consequence,' they are also not getting into the WIC pro-
Sgram. Two things follow from that. One, is that th ir WIC caseloadis drq ped by abo6t. one-sixth because of change. in welfare andmedic id and, they sa

womei 1:-Pre showing up for the first time in labrir at the hospital,
yf" an increasing number of' these young

having had no prenatal care, no attention all through their preg-
nancies.

Since many of these women are very young and potentially very
high-risk pregnancies, that poses a danger to themselves and to
their babies. That is the combination of things that we are facing
as well today.

Rather than to:continue to talk about those things, I think it
would be useful to the committee to hear from somebody w :o has
actuaIly participated in the WIC program .and for whom kt has
made an important difference.

I would like to turn to Mrs. Williams at this point.
!The prepared statement follows:I

STATEMENT OF NANCY AMIDEI, DIRECTOR, FOOD RESEARCH & ACTION CENTE1

I appreciate the opportunity to be here this morning, as:you consider the in pact
of the budget cuts and new budget proposals on childrtIn.

This hearing has been very much in my mind lateYy, especially as I read theout-
pouring of commentary on the death of Raymond Wheeler. Fie was a physician in
North Carolina, a post president of the Southern Itegional Council, a member of the
Citizen's Board of Inquiry- into Hunger and Maln,ntrition in America, -a man who
spent his Itfe working to protect'civN rights and ,to eliminate the barriers that, arecreated w en a society tolerates ignorance, suffering, hunger, and disease.

I ve atta hed,excerpts of the testimony from the Senate hearing in 1967 at which
Wheeler and his colleagues testified that they- had seen children starving in Miler-ica. 1 hope that you will take the time to read that testimony; it speaks for tore
eloquently than I could to the reasons why we have a food stamp program, a sc. 001
lunch and breakfast program, a child care food program, a special supplemental
program for Women, Infants and Children tkri n as WIC1. I do want to read just

,one short excerpt from the terrible recital of clinical obserVations made by those
pediatricians who examined poor children in 1367. They said: "In stim,'we saw chil-dren who are hungry and who are sickchild ,n for whom hunger is a daily fact of
life and sickness, in many forms, and inevitibi . We do not-want to quibble over
words, but "malnutrition" is not quite what we found; the iibys and girls we saw
were hungryweak in pain, sick; theirlives are being shortened; they are, in fact
visibly and predictably losing their health, their energy,-thear spirits. They are suf.;fering from hunger and disease and directly or indirectly they are dying exactly
what 'starvation' nleans."

That testimony and the evidence compiled in the years that followedevidence
from a ten-state nutrition survey, a pre-school nutrition survey, a national food con-
sumption survey, and other smaller surveysled to the- creation' of the WIC pro-
gram, to the expansion of the food stamp program, and to a comprehensive reviewof the child nutrition 'Programs available to help low income children. Those pro-
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grams were put in place and developed to meet compelling evidence of serious
hunger and malnutrition among needy American children. It is those programs
which have been proved so effective,that are in jeopardy today.

Last year's budget process strippZd the food assistance programs of $4 billion in
food assistance. $2.4 billion of that amount came from the Food Stamp program,
half of whose recipients are children. Another $2.8 billion would be cut from the
Food Stamp Program in fiscal year 1983 under the Adminstration's plans. That is
money that will come primarily from elderly and disabled people and from the chil-
dren of people who work but are unable to make ends meet during the recession.
The people affected have average household incomes of just $300-$400, and the
amount of food stamps that would be reduced is an average daily benefit of just
$1.30. Last week an unemployed father of five testified before the Senate Agricul-
ture Committee. He has worked all his life since he left high school, but now he in
unemployed. He lives in Indiana where there is no welfare for families with two
parents, he is not yet elderly and definitely not disabled. So the only help he and his
family could qualify for when his unemployment benefits ran out was food stamps
,tind school lunches for those of his children who are in schools. They have no money
for rent or utilities, no money for clothes or medical insurance. Yet the food stamps
and school meals that they depend on are on the President's fist for more cuts.

Another $1.5 billion came from the food assistance programs last year by drasti-
cally reducing support for the'various child nutrition Programs: The National
School Lunch program by 35 percentthe School Breakfast program by 20 percent;
the Child Care Food program by 33 percent; the Summer Lunch Program by 55 per-
cent; the Special Milk program by 80 percent; and the WIC.program by 40 percent.

The children affected by these budget cuts are in families that have no way to
make up for the loss of food. For many children in the school lunch program, that
meal at school provides one-third to one-half their daily nutrients. Yet there are
three million fewer children participating in the school lunch prOgram (about one-
third of them from low-income families) as a direct result of last year's budget.
About 1,200 schools have dropped out of the National School Lunch program entire-
ly, and others are considering now whether they will continue to offer meals at
school next year. You may recall that the school lunch program was established in
1946 "as a measure of national security," after the army found so many of its draft-
ees too poorly nourished to fight.

Four hundred thousand children, virtually all of them low-income families, no
longer get a breakfast at school as a result of last year's budget. Now that program
(administered by school systems) is to be combined with the Child Care Food Pro-
gram (which is not operated by schools) with a budget cut of roughly 40 percent.

For many parents who work at low-paying jobs, the child care Food Program
makes it possible for them to find child care at a price they can-afford. When par-
ents and pre-school teachers in one Florida community learned that the Child Care
Food Program might be cut, they wrote letters to their Senator, Mrs, Hawkins.
They spoke of the benefit to the children's health and ability to le'Arn and grow.
"You just can't imagine what this cutback will do to the mental and physical state
of many boys and girls enrolled in this program," wrote one teacher. "Many of the
children would not have a meal at all during the day if it were not for the meals
they receive (here) . help the children here and across this nation to survive." A
teacher from Tennessee, whose program serves severely retarded and handicapped
low-income children, called our office to plead for the program. Without the subsidy
that CCFP provides, his program could not provide child care at a price these handi-
capped youngsters families could afford. Yet CCFP is slated for more cuts.

During the summer months when school is out, many low-income children depend
on the meal they get at city-sponsored recreation programs. These are the same
children who depend on the school lunch program in the months when school is in
session. Yet that program was reduced by more than half last year, and is slated by
the Administration to end entirely next year.

And, in a perverse bit of logic, what remains of the Special Milk Programcar-
tons of milk now only available in schools that offer no offer food service for the
childrenis to be eliminated entirely, as is the Nutrition Education and Training
program that makes nutrition education an important part of the school lunch pro-
gram and helps train food service workers in ways that cut down on waste.

The last program that I want to mention is among the nation's most successful
and best known social programs: WIC.

For many of the women in the WIC program, three or four hundred dollars worth
of nutritious food makes the difference between having a healthy, normal baby and
a tiny, premature, even handicapped baby. As you can see from the summaries of
the major evaluations of WIC (accompanying my statement), that program is cred-
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ited with helping to reduce the incidence of low birth weight, and with it the inci-
dence of retardation, handicapping conditions, and even infant mortality. It is a pro-
gram which a Harvard study found capable of saving $3 in health care costs for
every $1 dollar spent on nutritious foods for high-risk pregnant women, and which
the Amerkan Academy of Pediatrics credits with saving a life-time of social and
other medical costs.

This is a program that the Administration tried to slash last year, and is on the
Administration s list for a roughly one-third budget reduction this year. It currently
serves onl 3 about one-fourth of those women and children who are estimated to be
eligible for he program. Yet this program is being caught in a double or even triple
bind. There are already informal waiting lists for the program in most of the par-
ticipating clinics and physician's offices. States have been implementing a priority
system that effectively eliminates all but the pregnant and nursing mothers and
very young children from the program. And, in addition to the budget reduction, the
Administration proPoses to combine WIC in a block grant with other maternal and
child health programs that have also been losing their funding. No matter how pop-
ular the program, health professionals quickly concede that WIC would lose out in
the competition for scarce primary health care dollars under the proposed arrange-ment.

The public health clinic in Goldsboro, North Carolina is a good example of what is
happening. They lost some (though not a lot) of their basic funding as a result of
last year's budget reductions. But now they face a combination of losses that pose
very serious problems for the people they try to serve. They stand to lose some
funds as a result of cutbacks in SSI funding for disabled children, reductions in title
XX social services funding, the uncertainty over money under the Crippled Chil-
dren's wogram, and, over their basic Maternal and Child Health funds. They al-
ready lost the funds tleey received as a title V Maternal and Infant Care Clinic, and
when that happened they tightened their eligibility rules and so excluded some pa-
tients. With other restrictions in eligibility for welfare and Medicaid, combined with
a failure by the U.S. Department of agricigture to reallocate WIC funds in a timely
manner, they lost potential maternity patients. Their WIC caseload dropped by aone-sixth. They are now seeing fewer maternity patientseven though the birthrate has not gone down. The womenmany of them very young and potentially
high-riskare now showing up at the local hospital in labor, and that becomes thefirst time that they get any medical care during their pregnancy.

Given what we know about the importance of early, regular pre-natal care and
spund on-going nutrition to pregnancy outcome, the policy decisions creating this
result make no dense at all. Other choices could be made. Each year the treasury
loses an estimated $4 billion in taxes on unreported interest and dividend income.
That is $4 billion worth of taxpayer fraud and abuse which could have nNade all the
nutrition program reductions unnecessary.

At that hearing in 1967, Raymond Wheeler talked about the children he'd seen
and about the consequences if we continued to talk about the problem while tolerat-
ing its existence. He said: The time has come when this must cease. For we are con-
cerned with little children whose one chance for a healthy and productive existence
. . . is at stake.. . . I will show you the children of whom we have spoken. I will
show you their bright eyes and innocent faêes, their shriveled arms and swollen bel-
lies, their sickness and pain and the fear and misery of their parents lives. Their
story mu7t be believed, not only for their sake, but for the sake of all America.

Mr. RANGEL. Your full statement, Ms. Amidei, will appear in the
record.

But I do hope we hear some testimony to prove to tliis committee
that the stories of hunger and malnutrition are not just some cal-
culated political scheme to embarrass the administration, but are
well documented.

Mrs. Williams.

STATEMENT OF BERI*DETTE NOTO WILLIAMS, WIC RECIPIENT,
GOLDSBORO, N.C.

MS. WILLIAMS. My name is Bernadette Noto Williams. I am in
the WIC program in Goldsboro, N.C. I appreciate the chance to be
here this morning and to talk to you about what the WIC program
means to someone like me.
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I am married and have one child. My husband is a paint sales-
man. He works in a family business with his father and his uncle.
When times are bad, people put off doing things like painting their
houses. So our income has not been very good for the last few
years.

Some months my father-in-law pays hirriself less in order to give
my husband a little more. Most months he brings in about $600 a
month. We dq not get any welfare or food stamps. But with a very
tight budget, being in the WIC program has been very important to
us.

When I was pregnant with our daughter Cathy, my one fear was
whether my baby would be born normal and healthy. My mother
was anemic when she was pregrignt. All of her babies were small
and born early. Also, there are some health problems in my hus-
band's family and in my family. I had read enough that I wanted
to do everything I could to give my baby the best possible chance
for a good start.

I had read that women who got on the WIC program had bigger,
healthier babies. When I was about 2 months pregnant, I went to
the health clinic in Goldsboro. They were very thorough. They
asked me a lot of questions about my medical history and did a lot
of tests.

We talked about what my husband was earning at the time.
Since it was so low, they put me on WIC fbr my whole pregnancy
and for 6 weeks after Cathy was born. Every month when I came
in for my WIC coupons, they gave me a checkup and saw that I
was getting good care. The last 2 months I had more appointments,
with a careful checkup every time. That did a lot to put my mind
at ease.

Our daughter Cathy was born on time and a beautiful 6 pounds
and 11 ounces. I had a long labor, but she was a healthy normal
baby. I was so thankful, every time I picked her up I had tears in
my eyes.

I brought Cathy to the clinic because I tried to nurse her but she
did not gain weight like she should. The WIC clinic tested her
blood, and the doctor talked to me about how much she was eating.
Then they put her on the WIC program. First she got just formula.
After a while she got juice and cereal and then whole milk. Now
sh6 gets milk, cereal, eggs, cheese, and juice. Every 6 months they
check her, they do blood tests and check to see how she is growing.

They know about our income because they check that every 6.
months, too. They want Cathy to get whole milk and other foods
she needs. I will take her in for another checkup soon to see if she
should stay on WIC. If our income stays low and Cathy needs the
extra food, she coirld stay on WIC up to 5 years of age.

I heard that there is some talk of stopping WIC after age 3 to
save money. With a gallon of milk costing over $2 already in Golds-
boro and with business slow, that could be a problem for families
like ours. Our car is 15 years old. We pay $135 a month to rent our
apartment. Lately, our electric bill is $163 a month. Rent and elec-
tricity takes up 'half our monthly income already.

If prices keep going up the way they have, we will still need the
help we get from the clinic. We trust the clinic, and the extra food
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we get from WIC is very important. It may not sound like much to
you, but to us it makes a real difference.

There is one other thing I want to say. I hear the talk about
fraud, but this is one program that cannot be abused. There is just
no way I could have cheated on my pregnancy test or could be
cheating on my daughter's blood tests every time. The clinic checks
us, and they check on my husband's income, and they tell us we
should keep our WIC ID card with us all the time. Then if we shopat a store that does not know us, we will have proof that we are inthe program.

If some man stole my WIC coupons, he could never prcive that he
is pregnant or a mother. [Laughter.]

I am so pleased with the health care I get at the health clinic for
me and for our daughter. I tell people about the clinic and aboutthe WIC program all the time. My sister-in-law had trouble withher first baby, but Ore did not know about WIC. Now, with hersecond child, she and her children are on WIC. They get th6 same
peace of mind I get. We know we are in good hands. We know we
are getting our children off to a good start.

I cannot repay the clinic for everything they h' for us. I do give
them Cathy's ,t,(&`ys when she grows out of them. It is not much, but
the clinic can use the toys. It is one way I can show my thankful-
ness.

I am only one person, but there are many more families just like
ours who are trying to get through hard times without taking anyChances with the health of our children. We work and pay taxes.
We make sacrifices, and we will do without things. But when it
comes to our children, that is different. We do not want to sacrifice
their health. WIC makes it possible for us to get by and still pro-tect them.

When you decide about the budget this year,--I hope you willmake sure there is enough money to let WIC go on helping people
like us. Thank you.

Mr. RANGEL. Thank you.
Mr. Moore.
Mr. MOORE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mrs. Williams, we certainly appreciate your testimony. I am par-

tic.ularly impressed with your sincerity and also your willingness to
try to recipronte to the clinic that helped you. That is a very noble
attitude on your part. I just wish more citizens shared your conceptof returning help to the Government in any. way that they can tosupport the services and make it all work as well as possible, andin the least expensive manner as pinsible.

I I commend you for that, and than you for being here.
Ms. WILLIAMS. I was told that the Goldsboro Clinic could not

afford to buy any more toys. So this is one way for me to help themout.
Mr. MOORE. I am milling to bet that if you started talking to your

neighbors, you would find yourself taking even more toys down tothat clinic. You might try that. I think the American people areprobably the most warmhearted and generous people in the world.
I am willing to bet that if folks in Goldsboro knew what you know,
you might find all the toys you could handle down there. Youmight try that.
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Ms. Amidei, I appreciate your testimony. And certainly you
bring us a disturbing messaRe that we ought to consider and will
consider. Some of the programs that are part in this broad area of
child nutrition, we on the Ways and Means Committee do not have
much control over, such as the school lunch programs and what-
ever. So that is a little bit out of our field. But we appreciate your
testimony in any event.

You asked a moment ago Where I got the figures I had on WIC.
The only place I knew to get them was from the committee report
before me, which shows an increase and from the figues from OMB
which show an increase. I know nothing more than what I am told
by the committee staff and by the administration on what those
figures are.

I have a , quesfion for you. One of the areas you mentioned in
your testimony was the school lunchroom program. As I said, that
is not in our committee's jurisdiction. You indicated in your testi-
mony that the school breakfast program was reduced by 20 percent
this year, below last year. Again, we must be looking at different
figures, which is entirely possible, because the committee report
shows again an increase in funding in the school breakfast pro-
gram for 1982 over 1981.

Do you have any additional information on that?
MS. AMIDEI. We have worked with figures that have been sup-

plied to the Department of Agriculture and also working closely
with the American School Food Services Association. I will be glad
to go back and check our figures, but we understand there has
indeed been a reduction.

Eight hundred schools, incidentally, have dropped out of the pro-
gram entirely because of the fundingutbacks, and about 400,000
children, virtually all of them poor children, are no longer getting
breakfast at school.

But I would be pleased to doublecheck that f r you.
Mr. MOORE. You can submit that to the cdthmittee staff, if you

would, because the committee stafrs understanding is that funding
went up from $321 million to $335 million this year over last. That
is an estimate on their part.

[The information follows:]
The subcommittee chart compares fiscal year 1981 actual expenditures ($321

million) with fiscal year 1982 estimates for expenditures ($335 million). This im-
plies an increase of $14 million in spending. In reality this $14 million is the result
of updating for inflation the school breakfast rates of reimbursement. The funding
level of $335 million in fiscal year 1982 represents a 20 percent cut or $78 from the
fiscal year 1982 current policy level of $413.2 million. Current policy level is the
funding needed during fiscal year 1982 to provide the same services as were funded
by the 1981 appropriations in effect at the time President Reagan took office. This
cut in the school breakfast program has, according to recent USDA figures, resulted
in 1,100 fewer schools participating in the breakfast program this year compared to
last year. Also there are 500,000 fewer children (75 percent of which are poor) par-
ticipating in the program.

Mr. MOORE. The second question I would ask is whether or not
there has, in fact, been a reduction in the school lunchroom pro-
gram funding? Again, according to the committee report I have
before me, the special section 11, free and reduced-cost lunch pro-
grams for the most needy students, went up from 1981 to 1982, but
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there was a substantial decrease in the regular orsection 4 school
lunch programs from 1981 to 1982. -

Now my question is, is the regular or the section 4 where the re-
ductions actually occurred? Isn t that in the area where the Con-
gress determined that people making over $17,000 a year were not
entitled to the subsidy any longer? Hasn't the reduction already oc-
curred, as far as we are concerned, by the fact of the fundings
denying people over $17,000 a year a subsidized school lunch?

Ms. AMIDEI. Not quite. What the Congress decided was to lower
the eligibility limits for the reduced-price and free meals, but all
will get some subsidy, including the meals to the children who are
outside that range entirely. That is partly because tb the person
who operates the school meal program it does not make any differ-
ence what source you are giving it to him under, it all goes into the
pot that he needs to be able to operate a meal at' a reasonable
price.

And one of the things that happens when all of those funds come
together is that the revenues from the paying children go into that
pot.

The subsidy, much smaller, of course, for the children who can
pay full price but larger for children from poorer families, goes into
that same pot. The commodities, the s'urplus commodities, go into
that same pot, and it combines in a variety 'of ways. It gives the
administrator the economies of scale to be able to buy in bulk and
cut down their costs. It makes it possible for them to maintain the
cafeteria. And it makes it foossible for them to operate a meal pro-
gram at a reasonable price.

Even if Congress says it is targeting on one piece of that subsidy,
to the administrator it does not make any difference. They need all
of it to make up the reasonably priced meal. And when Congress
cut a billion dollars out of that program last year, it affected the
ability of those administrators to operate at a reasonable price.

So that is why they raised their prices. And raising the prices
drove many of those paying children out of the program. Again,
lowering the numbers cut back on the economies of scale and
threatened the progTam.

They tell us now that all through the spring school boards are
going to be making decisions about whether or not to participate
this year.

The American School Food Services Association has a listing
State by State of the schools that have dropped out. They tell us
that if there are any more uncertainties or any more cutbacks
from any one of the sources of funding for the school lunch pro-
gram, that they all expect dramatic reductions in participation in
school lunches next fall.

Mr. X0ORE. According to the committee report, we do not have
any inTormationof course, this is not before our committeethat
there is any anticipated further reductions in funding for any part
of the school lunch programs. As a Matter of fact, an increase
seems to be in line for both parts of the school lunch program.

MS. AMIDE!. The hope is that this year there will not be further
reductions.

Mr. MOORE. That is what the report says, that there will be in-
creases next year.
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MS. AMIDE]. There was so much adversehow can I put it diplo-
maticallythere was a lot of reaction to the notion of giving chil-
dren catsup as a vegetable last year, as you may recall, and I think
that helped to get a lot of people to focus on the issue and on the
program. And this year by and large we understand there is not a
plan for additional cuts.

But the schools and the administrators are justifiably nervous,
because they said they went through a terrible time last year,
never certain from one month' to the next what they would be able
to plan on. They are a little bit worried about how rising costs are
going to affect them next year...

Mr. MOORE. I have visited with the school lunch program people
in 'my congressional district, and they have expressed the same
fears to me. Sometimes, I have to admit, I wonder if they are not
more concerned about their particular job than they are about the
prograrre But that may be too skeptical.

Let me ask you this. What you are telling me then is that in
order to make the whole mix work, you have to subsidize all chil-
dren's lunches regardless of the ability to pay?

Ms. AMIDEI. That is right. That is correct, to some degree. It does
make sense, if you think about the origins of the program. We did
not have a national school lunch program until 1946. The reason
we got it in 1946 was because so many of the young men being
drafted up for service in the Army during World War II were
found to be so poorly nourished that the Army expressed grave
concern. Many of them could not even be brought into the Army,
they had to be built up first.

And when Congress passed the National School Lunch Act just
after the war ended, they began their introductory words to the
statute itself by saying that it is the intent of Congress as a meas-
ure of national securitythat is the first purpose listed in the Na-
tional School Lunch Act. Then they go on to talk about to protect
the health and well-being of the Nation's children and to provide a
market for nutritious agricultural commodities.

Mr. MOORE. Being somewhat facetious, you would not accept this
then as part of the cuts in the national defense budget then, would
you?

Ms. AMIDE]. I find it ironic 'that it is not getting even more
money under the circumstances.

Mr. MOORE. In the time I have yieldedi back to me. In my con-
gressional district and I think it is true in most distri9ts, we have
certain schools where the great majority of students really have
the ability to pay. However, we have other schools in other.parts of
the district where most of the students need a subsidized lunch pro-
gram.

So in those cases the mix you were talking about really did not
come into play. You are talking about a school that has a mix in
the student body of students that need thq subsidized program and
those that do not. By cutting back those tiho do not need it, you
are afraid we will reduce the total fundin to that school lunch
program so that they cannot operate.

What puzzles me is why can't the schoor board find those mixed
schools and contribute to them the difference needed to make it
up?
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MS. AMIDEI. Man'y of them do
Mr. MOORE. Why do we have to pay for the funding of kids who

really can afford to pay themselves? Why do our.taxpayers have to
do that? My kids, where I live noW, go to public schools..There is
not a kid in that School who needs a subsidized program. Why
should the taxpayers be made to pay for their lunches and their
breakfasts? I do not understand,that.

Ms. AMIDEI. Let me tell you something that I hear from teachers
all the time, including teachers who in the kinds of schools you are
just describing. They tell me that when parents are going through
a divorce or separation, very often a kid's lunch does not get
packed in the morning. The children's lives are in turmoil.

Mr. MOORE. I have heard that. But is it not true about supper as
well? Should we not then have a program where we feed them all
three meals a day? We could take that to the extreme.

Ms. AMIDEI. We can do something to make sure that at least
while they are, in school and expected to learn and be alert that we
are trying to do something to assure that those children atie going
to get the most out of their education.

They also tell me that very often if there is an illness in the
familysomeone I knew well died of leukemia just about a year
ago, leaving four young children. I know that during the timewhen that mother was going through chemotherapy and having
good days and bad days, despite a very helpful community and a
good church and everything else, there was no way that,other
people could move into their tives and take over for them., But
every day they could send the children to school with a little bit of
money and get a good lunch.

Mr. MOORE. Well, the school I am talking about where my chil-
dren go, still has a lunch program and the kids are payinEk for it.

Ms. AMIDEI. But it is still subsidized.
Mr. MOORE. We are not going to resolve this, and I am no expert

in this field, because it is out of our committee jurisdiction. 9ut I
want to thank you for bringing the information as you have. I
remain unconvinced that at a time when we are trying to econo-
mize and put the dollars where they are absolutely essential, per-
haps the WIC program, I remain unconvinced by the local school
people in my district or by your testimony that we have to subsi-
dize everybody's lunch to make it work.

My kids can pay for it. They should pay for it. And I just do not
think it is right to have somebody in my district making $10,000 to
$15,000 a year ,or lower to pay income taxes to support my kids'
lunches. I think it is a waste of the Federal taxpayer s dollar.

I understand the mix problem, and we do have schools where we
have the blending .tf the two groups, and you have a problem
there. I think that is the job of the local school board to work that
one out.

Ms. AMIDEI. It occurs to me there has been one change in the
law. There is no longer a subsidy in those schools which charge tu-
ition over a certain amount. So there are some schools that will not
get any subsidy at all.

But most of the schools do have some kind of economic mix.
There are a handful of schools that presumably do not have any
tuition and still do not get into that mix. I am also personally less
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concerned about some of those schools. I am very concerned,
though, about the children overall and about the children in the
mixed schools and now increasingly, as I meet parents who do not
qualify for anything else, who depekd on those school meals as a
source of food for their children, I understand, with even greater
urgency, how important those school programs are. Without them,
the children will not eat. There is simply no way the parents can
make it up at home.

Mr. MOORE. I would say I fully agree with you. If you have a
child who is not being properly fed, we hopefully can give him free
or greatly reduced meals in the public schools. If they can afford to
pay, they can pay for it.

I think we are talking about a total school spectrum, however.
We are talking about the- middle part as being jeopardized. The
schools in the lower end of the spectrum who have a high concen-
tration of students that qualify for the free or subsidized lunches,
are still getting them because the mix there is still going in that
direction.

On the other end of the spectrum, we are talking about children
and schools, similar to where my children attend right now, where
the mix is clearly not needing the subsidized lunchroom.

But you have on the fringes of an urban area or maybe in the
heart of it, you have a mix. That mix is the problem, I agree with
you. But I think it is far more efficient for us to attack that prob-
lem than going back to where we were and subsidizing everybody
to attack that problem.

So I think we are disagreeing, not on the need, but on the
method. But I thank you for your testimony.

MS. AMIDEL Thank you.
Mr. RANGEL. Following Mr. Moore's line of questioning, I would

just want to enter into the record this same background material
that has been prepared for all members of this committee. Direct-
ing my attention to page 17, it indicates that for fiscal year 1982,
the budget change in the child nutrition program would cut the
school breakfast program by 20 percentby eliminating 800
schools and over 400,000 kids.

It goes on further to indicate that the school lunch program was
cut 30 percent, or $1 billion, affecting over 2,000 schools and 3 mil-
lion children. Further on the 1344,toar4f page 18, it indicates that in
the fiscal year 1983 budget, the administration hp proposed even
further cuts in child nutrition programs in fiscal yVar 1983.

I recognize that the gentleman from Louisiana probably was di-
recting his attention to .page 20 of the table that we have in the
same booklet.

I think it is fair to say that many of these programs have been
reduced dramatically and transfered to a block grant concept. I
think it is safe to say that the administration has promised a re-
duction in budget expenditures, notwithstanding inflation, in pro-
grams that we are hearing about this morning.

Mr. MOORE. Mr. Chairman, I thank you for that illumination on
the issue. I am referring to the chart on page 20,'which gives the
figures. I cannot explain why the words say one thing and the
numbers say something else.

43-
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Mr. RANGEL. Count up all those zeros on the side, and that
brings a little more clarity.

Mr. MOORE. I think we have pinpointed wher,e the cuts have
been, and I think they are in the area of $17,000 a year. That is the
question: do we need to fund everybody or just those schools that
have a mix? That is something that is out of our hands anyway.

Mr. RANGEL. I think it would be so helpful to the members if
they could target in the way you have effectively done with your
line of questions and get to .those programs which we may have
problems with and avoid the overall package reduction which
allows one program to compete against the other when only the
kids are the'victims of it.

Mr. Miller.
Mr. MILLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Let me suggest that the choice is hot to ubsidize everybody's

lunch to make the program work. What the Congress could have
done last year is they could have stopped subsidizing children's
lunch that comes from families who could wen afford to pay for the
lunch and put that money into helping low-income families pur-
chase the school lunch. They did not do that. They took the money
out of the program and you have destroyed, as Amidei has
pointed out, you have destroyed the overall economi s of the pro-
gram.

And when they testified before our committee, in fact, nobody
was going to drop out of the program under Mr. Stockman's sce-
nario, some people ventured forth 5 percent, and what we are now
looking at is about 15 to 20 percent of the population starting to
drop out, with school boards making this decision.

So what the Congress would have to do is make the conscious de-
cision to fund the cost of the school lunch program for those chil-
dren in need. But we refuse to do that. If we were as kind and as
warmhearted as those people we represent, we might have consid-
ered doing that.

So what you see is the overall economics of the program in fact
3 eating into the entire program, and when schooleboards are con-

fronted the decision to keep this option versus math programs or
band programs, s hool lunch starts to go.

There is a ver /ugly fact. The middle-class kids were kept in this
program so th school boards would not terminate This program
when it became the province of minorities and poor children, be-
cause that was happening also in various areas.

But we still have to address the problem that we are losing hun-
dreds of thousands of children. When the programs close, because
of the economies, they close for everyone. And what we are Finding
out is that perhaps your child and my children, who not be
subsidized, are not affected by the close of the program,- ut for the
poor child in that districtand it is not just a school pr43blembut
for poor children that program is closed and they have no other

-,: option. It just does not exist.
So we are going to have a very difficult task, and this adminis-

tration had better decide whether or not they want to take care of
he truly needy, because what they are doing through the backdoor
uts is in fact they are destroying the program for the truly need-

' g by saying they are only cutting it for the paying child.

3 J
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But as we have already seen 'demonstrated, die impact is a loss
of the program. So now they have to address the truth and decide
are they going to fund the program or are they not? Only for the
needy, but so far that decision has not been made.

Ms. AMIDEI. Incidentally, Mr. Miller, there was a school district,
to pick up on the point you are making, in Minnesota in which half
of the meals, almost half of the meals last year, were served free or
reduced-price. And that school district has closed down its program

.. entirely and now makes a meal available only to the children who )
can pay, and there is no.recourse for the children who cannot. -

You have also reminded me that I failed to mention the special
milk program which is now scheduled if the President's proposals
are accepted, to be eliminated, although it only operates in those
schools th t have no other food service now becausp that was a sav-
ings as of ast year. So now the places where the children can only
get a carton of milk are going to be denied a carton of milk.

Mr. RANGEL. Mrs. Williams, while it appears that we are going
to have proposals and cutbacks, have you heard from any of the
local or State officials that they would be prepared to fill the gap if
indeed your Federal Government cut back on these programs?

Ms. WILLIAMS. NO, sir.
Mr. RANGEL. Have you heard from your local priest or rabbi or

minister that the church or synagogue would be willing to come
forward and provide this health care for your children?

MS. WILLIAMS. No, sir.
Mr. RANGEL. Is there any reason for you,t6 believe that the par-

ents who have been the beneficiaries o this WIC,program, your
sister-in-law and others that participate in the program in Golds-
boro, could afford on their own the services that they are receiving
under the WIC program? Do you know whether they have inde......_
pendent sources of inciiine that would allow them to get this type
of service from a nonfederally funded program?
-Ms. WILLIAMS. No, sir.
Mr. RANGEL. You do not know any big shots taking advantage of

this program, do you?
Ms. WILLIAMS. No, sir, I sure do not. I have not come across any

of them yet.
Mr. RANGEL. Is there any reason why these hungry kids that are

suffering or could suffer would want to embarrass the administra-
tion by going through all this hunger and discomfort?

Ms. AMIDEI. No, sir.
Mr. RANGEL. I want to thank you. And if you hear of anybody

who is abusing these programs, please contact--
Ms. WILLIAMS. Believe me, if I see any abuse in the program, I

will stop that person, believe me. I will get ways of stopping that.
Mr. RANGEL. I know Mr. Moore and I are both convinced of the

sincerity of your testimony, and the gratitude that you feel is ap-
preciated by all of the members of this committee. We thank you
very much.

We have a congressional delegation that will be following, the
Honorable George Miller from California, joined by my friend and
distinguished colleague from New York, and also from the Educa-
tion and Labor Committee, Ted Weiss. We also have the Honorable
Barbara Mikulski from the Energy and Commerce ComMittee and /
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the Health and Environment Subcommittee testifying. Congress-
woman Mikulski was with us in Baltimore when our committee
went there and was able to assist us in determining the full impact
of the cuts.

STATEMENT OF HON. GEORGE MILLER, A REPRESENTATIV.E IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Mr. MILLER. Mr. Chairman, I have a written statement that I
will enter into the record, and I will try to be brief in my sum- h
mary.

Mr. RANGEL. Without objection.
Mr. MILLER. I think the most difficult task for me personally and

certainly in the last year or even more so once again this week as
we have started hearings with members of the administration, is to
somehow try to Figure out how to contain the rage that I feel inside
as time and again I watch the spokesmen for this administration
come before Members of Congress and try to dress up their propos-
als to slash and to cut the social programs that are helping the
very special population in this country, a population with basically
no other resources other than these Federal program4

They may be discretionary programs for the Federal Goverm-
ment, but for the recipients they are absolutely mandatory if they
are going to survive.

This morning we saw a dazzling display of ignorance by Secre-
tary Schweiker as to the programs within his department, as to the
funding levels of those programs, and an inabilitY to, discuss with
Members of Congress the particular nature of the cuts whether or
not they were administered by his programs. Yet all the time
trying to tell my Panel on Education and Labor that in fact they
had the best interests of the American poor people at heart. It is
just not so.

You know, the subject of these hearings, the impact of these
budget cuts on children, is important, because children are neither
powerful nor are they political. They do not lobby Congress, they
do not contribute to our campaigns. And as a result, genera1lr they
remain the victims for the most part,,iof this administration s pro-
posals for budget cuts.

What outrages me is that the program cuts this administration is
proposing that will affect children are in fact the programs which
have been the most succesful in turning around poverty' in this
country, in getting rid of illiteracy in this country, in providing
children a chance to read and write, in ridding this country of mal-
nutrition, of hunger.

They are programs that have been leaSt beset with waste, fraud,
and abusethe WIC proeram has never had an allegation of waste,
fraud, and abuse against it,. You have to be at nutritional risk, you
have to be certified by a doctor that you or your child are in thqt
position. And then and only then can you get high-protein supple-
mental foods from the Government.

That certification takes place on a constant renewable basis. As
you just heard here, the baby's blood is checked, the mother's blood
is checked. Either she is or she is not a nutritional risk. Nobody is
defrauding that program. And yet we are only taking care of some
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20 percent of the eligible women and children in this country. The
others are still having babies with birth defects, with mental retar-
dation, babies who are dying. Because that is what the studies
show. The women who participate in the WIC program have one-
third of the infant mortality--,-infant mortality, dead babiesas
compared to those women who do not partiCipate.

So it is paying for itself. As you heard from Ms. Amidei, for
every dollar we spend in the WIC pi-ogram we save three Federal
dollars because we do not have to put children into intensive hospi-
tal care that may run hundreds of thousands of dollars for the care
of that child.

That program was started not by the Congress, but was given to
us by the March of Dimes, who said scientifically we can relate low
income, low birth weightgand mental retardation and birth defects.
And if We can just keep,that baby when it is born, over 5.5 pounds,
we have,a"tremendous chance to keep it away from birth defects
and from retardation.

This administration has chosen to do otherwise. This administra-
tion has chosen to go back, to go back in a time when once again
the birth weight of those children, will drop below 5.5 pounds, and
once again we will experience the grief of parents as their children
are born retarded, as their children are born physically defective.

And we will experience the drain on our treasury as we try to
pay for the care of those children, not just at birth, but the tens of
thousands of dollars a year it costs, in your State, to keep children
in an institution to provide them with 24-hour care because of their
birth defects.

Other programs have worked, and they are subject to cifts. This
committee and our committee worked for 8 years. After listening to
testimony about the 500,000 children who are lost in our foster
care system, who were kept in institutions through no fault of their
own, children who had committed no crime but were kept in' insti-
tutions, and the Federal Govermment was writing the bill.

It is estimated that in your city alone, Mr. Chairman, hundreds
of millionsW dollars are expended to keep children inappropriately
placed. They could be adopted but they are kept in institutions. In
my State, die same problem exists.

So this committee enacted the Adoption Assistance and Child
Welfare. Act of 1980. Less than a month after he came to office,
President Reagan ,suggested that that act be repealed, be repealed
in spite of (he fac't that every State has supported that act as a
means of reducing the number of children in institutions.

The GAO, your comptroller general from the State of New York,
the auditor general from the State, of California, have testified that
it would save billions of dollars on children who we now pay to
keep in institutions. You will hear from Barbara Baum and Carol
Bellamy, who again are seeing a rise in institutionalization of chil-
dren and the cost to the cities and States.

So what do they do if they want to repeal ,it? They block grant
itrepeal by another name.

And only last week or the week before, the Senate Finance.Com-
mittee was told of children in Oklahoma who have been chained to
their beds, they have been tortured, they have been beaten.
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Those were the same stories we heard in 1976 from Florida, from
Illinois, from Texas, from Louisiana, and that is why the Congress
changed the law. And now we may see it repealed. Title I, ,j-lead
Start, these are the centerpieces of this country's effort to try to
equalize educational opportunity, to try and see that children are
not stunted in that opportunity.

And what do we see from this administration? We see the Presi-
dent telling the press, and they believe him, telling them that he
supports Head Start. What he does not tell them is that he has cost
Head Start milliops of dollars by cutting title XX, that Head Start
has lost over $50 million because they lost the CETA employees
who worked in Head Start centers, because they have lost their nu-
tritional prograpis, because they lost their title XX moneys.

So what he does not really tell them is that as he is pouring
money in the top of Head Start, he is taking it out of the bottom.
And yet they continue to believe that he has children's best inter-
ests at heart.

Title I, what do we know about title I? Even by this administra-
--tion's own audit, we know that children who participate in title I

read better, they learn better, they cdmpute better than their peers
who do not get to participate in title 1 Again we are only meeting
about 25 percent of the need.

What do they do after they've learned to read and compute?
They retain it longer. They do better in secondary education than
the children who did not participate in title I. And what is this ad-
ministration doing? It is slashing its funding for title I.

They have no evidence. They have no evidence on WIC. They
have no evidence on foster care. They have no evidence on Head
Start. They have no evidence in title I of waste, fraud, and abuse.
They have no evidence that the programs are not working. In fact,
every audit is exactly to the contrary. And yet this administration
is cutting these programs and this administration is tning to tell
us that they are the children's best friend.

Well, let me tell you that this administration, with its Secretary
of HHS and the Secretary of Education, is going to reign over the
greatest increase in drug use in this colintry by young peopkvo

In spite of Nancy Reagan's efforts, it is going to reign over a
return to malnutrition among our schoolchildren. It is going to
reign over the greatest institutionalization, the improper
institutionalization of young children in this country. We are al-
ready seeing those statistics dramatically increase.

It is going to reign over increased illiteracy. It is going to reign
over reductions in educational opportunity, like no other adminis-
tration In recent memory. And that is the same administration
that will try to tell the American people that it is in favor of chil-
dren, it supports its children.

That is the same administration, as Secretary Schweiker said
today, that is deeply concerned about the plight of children with
special needs, who are in need of loving adoptive families, except
they cut the very program that is dtligned to provide those chil-
dren \w_ith loving adoptive families.

The' "rhetoric does not match the record. And I dare say that each
and every time that they have come before our committee they
have testifiedDavid Stockman testified, Secretary Schweiker tes-,
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(tified, Terrell Bell testified, Dorcus Hardy who runs Head Start tes-
tifiedthey all testified that these programs are successful. They
all testified that they are working.

But then what do they do? They destroy these programs. They
cut the money, not based upon reports or recommendations; they
simply said that is where the big bucks were, and so we 'had to cut
the program. Foster care, adoption, title I, Head Startdecimated
because of the money, not because they were wasteful, not because
they were being fraudulently run, not because they were being
abused. Just the opposite.

These are the centerpieces of our antipoverty effort. These have
been the most successful programs the Government has ever run.
As Mrs. Williams said when she sat here, it is the most successful
program.

When we thought it up with Senator Humphrey some years ago,
we never thought that it would be this successful. Never in our
wildest dreams did we think we would have that kind of impact on
infant deaths, on retardation. We never thought that would
happen. And now we see it going out the window.

We see an administration that does not want to look at that
record. We see an administration that as going to take the child
that is born 9 months from now and put him right back on the rou-
lette table with the chances of birth defects and retardation.

And let me tell youit is ironic for an administration that talks
about the murder of fetuseswhen an administration acts with the
kind of knowledge that we now have, when you know you can pre-
vent that death, when you know you can prevent that retardation,
when you know you can keep that child from being a ward of the
State for the rest of his life, when you know you have the scientific
technological capability tq do that, and you fail to do that, then I
think that is in law what they call "malice of forethought."

And they are taking those lives. They are robbing those women
of their children, those families qf their joy. And they are robbing
it as a conscious decision, becatiSe the knowledge is available to
them just as it has been available to you, Mr. Rangel, and to my
colleagues here and to others. .

Those are not hard choices. Those are wrong choices. They
should not be tolerated for a minute by people in this Congress and
people in this country.

I just want to say thank you very muchbecause I am not doing
well at controlling my rage right nowfor having this hearing and
giving me the opportunity to say some of these things to you and
other people who care about kids. Thank you.

[The prepared statement follows:]
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STATEMENT OF CONGRESSMAN GEORGE MILLER

IMPACT OF THE BUDGET CUTS ON CHILDREN

It is difficult to imagine a more important task than that represented by the
charge of this hearing: To access the impacts of the administration's budget cuts on
our Nation's children. I am sure that by the end of the day, this administration's
assault on this defenseless populationa population we commonly refer to as "our
most important resource," and "our greatest source of hope"will be appallingly
obvious.
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Children are neither partisan nor powerful. They cannot lobby on their own
behalf, they chnnot vote, and they cannot make campaign contributions. They are
poor or handicapped or left without parents through no fault of their own. Children
must depend on us to protect and advance their cause. And now they need us morethan ever.

This administration claims it cares about children. This is simply not so. This ad-
ministration's concern for children is sheer hyprocrisy.

This administration would have us reverse a steady path of progress:
Progress in reducing our infant mortality rate.
Progress in bringing more and more children into this world as healthy babies

and insuring that they receive essential health care during their formative years.
Progress in Assuring handicapp0and disadvantaged children equal educationalopportunities.
Progress in placing foster children in stable homes rather than losing them in in-stitutions.
We did not establish the programs and policies that have forged these accomplish-

ments because we had nothing to do one day, but because they are the fundamental
goals of a civilized and humane and compassionate society, because we were told
repeatedly about distressing problems and unmet needs. We have seen our solutions
work and we have seen them save money. It takes only a few examples to set therecord straight:

WIC

The March of Dimes informed us of horrifying statistics about high infant mortal-ity rates, birth defects, and mental retardation.
We learned that these outcomes could be traced to severe cases of malnutrition

among low-income, pregnant women.
So. we designed the WIC programthe special supplemental feeding program forwomen, infants, and children.
This program provides nutritious food to supplement the diets of pregnant, post-

partum, and beast-feeding women and their children who are medically certified tobe at high nutritional risk.
And it has worked. It has worked not only to save lives, but also to save money.
A study by the Yale School of Medicine revealed that, for pregnant women par-

ticipating in WIC. the number of infant deaths was almost one-third the number for
women who did not participate.

We also know this program is cost-effective: A Harvard School of Public Health
study shows that every dollar spent on WIC saves $3 in future medical costs. And
the USDA has estimated that.

If WIC reached all eligible pregnant women, the savings to Federal taxpayers
could exceed $1 billion.

FOSTER CARE

We heard about some 500,000 children who were caught in limbo in the foster
care system, two-thirds of them placed inappropriately and at a cost of billions ofdollars to taxpayers.

So, we enacted the Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act, which passed with
resounding, bipartisan support in 1980 after 8 years of work.

This legislation provides essential safeguards for foster care children.
It contains incentives for State welfare agencies to reunite families whenever pos-

sible or to place children in stable adoptfve homes.
The Department of Health and Human Services estimated that, if properly imple-

mented, this program could save as much as $4 billion ki taxpayer expenditures
over the next 5 years.

We know that, in the communities and States that have implemented the types of
procedures contained in the act, the foster care caseload has been reduced.

TITLE I AND HEAD START

We heard about children who remained virtually illiterate, despite years in public
schools.

We learned that these early educational losses which stunt the opportunities of
children to become productive members of society can be reversed.

So, we created Head Start and title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education
Actthe centerpieces of this country's compensatory education policies.

And these programs have worked.
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We know that Head Start has produced lasting educational gains for its gradu-
ates. They score better than their non-Head Start peers on standard achievement
tests, have fewer grade retentioas, and fewer special education placements.

We know that title I has exhibited an equally impressive track record confirmed
recently by the Department of Education's own evaluation of the program.

Yet, despite these programs' successes, this administration has repeatedly at-
tdripted to destroy them.

Last year, the Reagan Administration propose".
To cut WIC by over 30 percent. Nearly 700,000 low-income women and their chil-

dren would have been forced off the program.
To block grant and cut by 25 percen,t the adoption assistance, foster care, and

child welfare programs, thus repealing the 1980 landmark legislation.
To fold title I into a black grant and reduce its funds by 25 percent, school dis-

tricts have already reduced personnel and dropped students from compensatory edu-
cation projects.

To request a meager 2 percent 'increase for Head Start that does not begin to keep
pace with inflation.

In addition, the administration recommended cuts in CETA, title XX, and child
nutrition programs, which have had severe impacts on Head Start:

Now, here we go againdespite the clear messages of Congress to the President
to keep his budget ax away from foster care, from WIC, from title I, and from Head
Startthe administration has renewed efforts to decimate these programs.

And again, administration officials will minimize the impacts of these cuts, such
as last year when the Administrator of the Food and Nutrition Service ,assured us
that their cuts would not force a single school off the,school lunch program.

But, the USDA has documented that 1,500 schools are no longer participating in
school lunch and the American School Food Service Association estimates that at..,
least 3 million children have lost their lunch programs as of January 1, 1982.

Let me ask again; why should we cut these valuable programs?
Not a single member of the administration has testified that these programs don't

work. In each and every case, the administration officials have acknowledged the
successes of the very programs they want to destroy.

Secretary of Education Terrel Bell has confessed that, "The rational for the
budget cuts was not based upon any alleged failure of title I. I know, and I cap tes-
tify to this committee, that our title I programs are successful."

Deputy Secretary of Agriculture Richard Lyng admitted: "No one questions the
importance of the WIC program in preventing nutritional and medical problems of
pregnant and nursing women and infants, especially those with measurable nutri-
tional problems."

Dorcus Hardy, Assistant Secretary for Human Development Services, just last
week, told the Human Resources Subcommittee that the administration is "very
supportive of Head Start. Which she described as "one of the most important and
effective" of federal social programs.

So, on what basis are they gutting these programs? What are their justifications?
There is only one: We need to cut the budget. Yet, even if we totally eliminated
these and similar programs that serve needy children, the President would still be
faced with the largest Federal deficit in history.

Where is their evidence that these cuts will, in fact, save money in the years
ahead? Where is their evidence that these programs are ineffective? There is not a
shred of evidence.

The administration knows that these programs work, that they are cost-effective,
and that they help children. Yes, they cost "money . . . because they do their job.
And, if we do not have the wisdom and the courage to fight this administration's
efforts to decimate these programs, our shortsighted frugality will haunt us later in
the of massive unemployment, welfare, and health care costs.

Wha we are talking about here is the kind of future we wan ur children to
face. And for some children, the tradeoffs we are talking about are Itween literacy
and illiteracy, between a healthy life and a life stunted by malnutriion and poor
health care, and between a stable home and a life lived in institutions. Children are
counting on us. Their parents are counting on us. And the American public is count-
ing on us. We owe them all a fight.

Mr. RANGEL. Thank you.
Congressman Ted Weiss, a member of the Education and Labor

Committee, from New York.
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STATEMENT OF HON. TED WEISS, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONC:RESS FROM THE STATE OF NEW YORK

Mr. WEISS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I too want to
express my appreciation for your convening these hearings. They
are extremely important. And it is a special privilege to be on the
same panel as George Miller and Barbara Mikulski.

The rage that George Miller talks about and demonstrates iS
sorely missing in most hearings. Yesterday the Secretary of Ethica-
tion testified before us; today the Secretary of HHS. What is most
disconcerting is the extremely dispassionate discussion with mum-blings back and forth. One has no idea what they are talking about
when theyrespond to your questions.

I am not sure if they are defending a program, whether they
have been set up as sacrificial lambs or whatever, but there is.no

..dialog between Congress and the executive branch as we have cometo expect it over the years.
The so-called concern of the administration for the truly needy is

acknowledged by Secretaries Bell and Schweiker to be a concernthat will be honored only as budgetary constraints allow. And it is
clear that what they did was to start out with a number given to
them by the Office of Management and Budget as to what they
could spend. And like the good bargainers that the OMB people
are, they gave them a lower public figure than that which theywere willing to settle for.

And so the Secretaries can come in and claim that they have
waged a magnificent fight inside the administration and are pro-
posing something far better than would have been the case if theyhad not put up this tremendous fight.

In the meantime, of ou e, programs are being cut back signifi-
cantly. We had an indi atio today in our hearing of the numbers
game that is being pl ed by he administration. We wer,é told thatone of the reasons we have to cut back these program is that inspite of all these cuts, HHS' budget was going up by 20 billion.We tried to explore that assertion a bit. We discove d that the$20 billion increase they are talking about is in the ar9Ll of the var-
ious trust funds and social security, and that they r eived dollar-
for-dollar increases in revenues, in taxes that people are paying infdr social security benefits.

So whatever deficits they may be running, continue to run asthey have before, but they are certainly not as a result of these
special programs. And I hope that in the course of your further
hearings, because I know that you have a more direct, ongoing re-
lationship with the Secretary of HHS than we do in Education and
Labor, perhaps you can get a clearer enunciatior as to what exact-ly their numbers really mean.

The programs, as George has indicated, have been amply demon-strated to meet a real and legitimate need. And yet, the HHS Sec-
retary tells us that the reason they have to cut back the WIC pro-
gram by 32 percent after rolling it into a block grant, which is
what they are proposing for fiscal year 1983, is because over x
number of yearsI do not know if today's number is 5 or 7 years
the program has gone up by 900 percent.
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But the fact is Chat only a small percentage, 30 or 35 percent, of
the needs are being met under the WIC program as it is. If you
started out not meeting any of the needs at all and you haye a tre-
mendous need out there, of course, the costs are going to go up.

What they do not take into account is that if you do away with
those programs and cut them back, the additional costs in human
lives will increase as will me,dical costs and social costs.

We have not done so well with our infant mortality rates that we
can afford to start cutting back. We do not as a nation rank among
the world's top 10. Whereas only 90 of 10,000 Japanese children die
before their first birthdayt, 130 American children die.

And the well-being of our minority children is even more scan-
dalous. Twice as many nonwhite American infants die during their
first year of life as white infants.

So if anything, it seems to me that, we have a long, long way to
go in meeting the needs, In the programs, the so-called social safety
net programs, therel have been the assurances given and assur-
ances taken away.

For the moqt part, programs which provide assistance, survival
resources are for children. Over 70 percent qf AFDC clients are
children. Only 1 percent of those receiving AFDC benefits are men,
fathers who are either temporarily unemployed or disabled.

The move to give back welfare programs to the States is an
awful step backward. Even now the great State of Mississippi pro-
vides $120 per month in AFDC assistance to a family of four per
month. In Oregon, which is the most generous of our States, $569
per month is provided for that same family of four.

I do not see that we have done so well that we can now afford to
force the poor to sacrifice even more.

Finally,, for an administration that talks about incentives and
self-help, the new disincentives to work that have been created
where there will be a dollar-for-dollar deduction for working moth-
ers who try to vsork their way off welfare, is heretical as far as
their own progrdms are concerned. More importantly, consign
these policies women, working mothers, to having no hope for the
future and to setting the kind of standards for their own kids that
we would not want them to adopt.

I think, because of efforts such as the one you are undertaking
and because of the general revulsion of the American people as
conveyed to Members of this body and in the Senate, that we have
seen an end to the cutbacks. I am somewhat optimistic that, in
fact, we will have slowed down the momentum. But we must not
take it for granted. They will keep coming at us so long as they
think they can roll back the next 50 years.

I have- a full statement which I would like to ask permission to
have included in the record.

Mr. RANGEL. Without objection. Thank you, Congressman Weiss.
[The prepared statement follows:]

STATEMENT OF HON TED WEISS, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF
NEW YORK

Mr. ChairmanI would like to thank the Subcommittee for inviting me to speak
about the impact of Administration budget cuts on children.
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This-nation's single greatest resource, our 64 million children, will suffer the most
from the Administration's determined assault on the nation's social welfare pro-grams.

The President has assured us that the "truly needy" will be unaffected by the
major cuts in our social programs. But just who comprises this supposedly protected
group? The majority of them are children! More children live below the poverty line
than any other age group in America. Yet, these victims of Administration penurycannot vote against those who would wrest from them the meager resources withwhich they have been provided.

President Reagen has suggested that families "vote with their feet" if they aredissatisfied with their states social programs. Has he stopped to consider the mas-
sive disruption such moves would cause in the lives of children, who would be forced
to leave behind family, friends, and familiar surroundings?

The President contends that the private sector will take over the support of those
social programs that are being abandoned by the federal government. But is he not
indulging in wishful thinking? How can the corporate sector, whose charitable dona-
tions totaled less than $3 billion in 1980, replace the over $40 billion dollars slashed
from social programs last year alone?

, Resources have rarely trickled down f om the haves to the have-nots. The 9.5 mil-
lion unemployed cannot depend on the otoriously unreliable drippings from above.Unemployment tears at our nation's s 'al fabric. Not only do the childrsii of the
unemployed eat more poorly and dress ss well than their more fortunate peers,
they are also more often subject to abuse y tension-ridden parents, witness to the
beatings of their mothers, and likely to be ill-health.

Although we pride ourselves on being a child-centered country, sadly, the factsspeak otherwise. Our infant mortdlity rat does" not even rank among the world's
top 10. Whereas only 90 of 10,000 American children die berfore their first birth-
days, 130 of 10,000 American children do. And the well-being of our minority chil-dren is even more scandalous. Twice as many non-white American infants die
during their first year of life as white infants.

Investing in children requires extraordinary faith and patience. Some harvests
may not be reaped for 15 years or more. For example, it was->only recently that we
learned how preschoolers, who had participated in the early Head Start programs of
the sixties, have been more likely to finish school than their non-Head Start peers,and less likely to have needed costly, special educational services.

The Administration has launched a massive assault on this nation's social pro-
grams and its clients. Bandied about are accusations of excessive government gener-osity, and calls are heard for putting welfare clients to work. But who are these re-
cipients of supposedly excessive government largesse?

Over half of food stamp recipients are actually children.
Similarly, over 70 percent of AFDC clients are children. Only 1 percent of those

receiving AFDC benefits are menfathers who are either teniporarily unemployed
or disabled. The rest are mothers, many of them with preschool-age children. Whomare we putting to work? If the government would require mothers of young childrento work, why have we heard no Administration proposals for the expansion of day
care services that will be needed to care for the children of these women? Who, youmay ask, will care for the children?

One could hardly say that AFDC families are enriching themselves at the govern-
ment's expense, despite rhetorical insinuations to that effect. A family of four re-
ceives a grand total of only $120 per month in Mississippi and $569 per month inOregon, the most generous state.

Changes in AFDC regulations have eliminated policies that have been successful
in helping AFDC mothers work themselves off the AFDC roles. From now on they
will be unable to keep 30¢ of each dollar they earn. Now, for every dollar earned, a
full AFDC dollar is being eliminated from their grant. Why does President Reagan
believe that only the wealthy and powerful can benefit from incentives to productiv-
ity? Does he think that low-income Americans comprise a different species?

But it is not only from the children of the poor that support is being withdrawn.
Children of middle-class families will also suffer from the budget-cutting orgy. The
Administration's budget request of $3.8 billion for elementary and secondary educa-tion represents a 33 percent reduction from the 1981 appropriation. Yet, the great
majority of American children attend our public schools (89 percent) and benefitfrom this support.

Middle class youngsters will find it increasingly difficult, and in some cases even
impossible, to attend college because of major reductions in the amount of availablestudent aid. Many students whose families' incomes fall between $14,000 and
$27,000 will find themselves no longer eligible for college loans.
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Although the President contends that increased defense spending is needed to
attain military and technological superiority over the Soviets, his diminished sup-
pdrt for our children endangers the vely security he wants so much to obtain. Last
year, the National Science Foundation s budget for science education was all but
eliminated. While Soviet children already receive educations in science and math-
ematics that are far superior to ours, many of our school systems cannot find quali-
fied math and science teachers and have to rely on instructors who are not trained
in these fields. How can this Nation expect to cope with, no less excel in, an increas-
ingly technological world if we do not provide our youngest citizens with the tools
they must have to face tomorrow?

In his second inaugural address, Franklin D. Roosevelt said, "We have always
known that heedless self-interest was bad morals; we know now that it is bad eco-
nomics." The greed to which FDR alluded 45 years ago is with us still. Some states,
such as New York, which I am proud to represent, take seriously their social wel-
fare obligations. Municipalities such as New York City anticipate great difficulty in
taking up the slack left by the withdrawal of Federal funds. Mayor Koch's office
estimates that proposals to reduce title XX funds by 18 percent will result in a loss
to New York City of $26 million. This is in addition to the $18 million loss for 1982.
This cut may result in the closing of 60 day care centers. Similarly, reductions in
AFDC funds and the elimination of Federal support for Emergency Assistance will
shift thousands of recipients on to the Home Relief Program, which is funded entire-
ly by the city and the State of New York. New York City anticipates losing $137
million in Federal aid to education through 1984. Among the devastating conse-
quences will be the loss of 750 teachers.

The short-sighted economic policies of our President, who last year was positively
evangelical about the need to balance the budget, and who this year wants as fer-
vently to dismantle Federal programs that have successfully protected the general
welfare, are mortgaging the future of all of America's children.

Children cannot afford to gamble on Supply Side Economics or on the New Feder-
alism. The odds are weighted too heavily against them. Our characteristically gener-
ous and compassionate nation is today failing what Hubert Humphrey called the
moral test of government, ". . . how it treats those who are in the dawn of life, the
children; those who are in the twilight of life, the aged; and those who are in the

`shadows of life, the sick, the needy, and the handicapped."

Mr. RANGEL. Congresswoman Mikulski from Baltimore, we would
be pleased to hear from you at this time.

STATEMENT OF HON. BARBARA A. MIKULSKI, A REPRESENTA-
TIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF MARYLAND

Ms. Mixur....sxi. Thank you. very much, Mr. Chairman. And I
thank you and Congressman Waxman for holding these hearings. I
think they are of vital national importance, and I am happy to join
with my colleagues, Congressmen Miller and Weiss.

The rage that George Miller feels and was so eloquently ampli-
fied by Ted Weiss is what is very deep in my own heart this morn-
ing. When I came on my way in from Baltimore this morning, I
was looking over my notes to come and testify before you. I was
also looking at some newspaper clippings about what is happening
to children. And yet, somehow or other, we go beyond newspaper
clippings and we go beyond statistics. And we have to take a look
at what this means in very human terms.

Mr. Chairman, I come before"you today as one of the few people
in this Congress of the United States who has a graduate degree in
social work. These programs are my career. They were my career
and my occupation, and they have been my full-time preoccupation
ever since I was a child abuse and child neglect worker working
through the streets of Baltimore trying to do something about child
abuse, child malnutrition, drug abusegoing back to the 1960's.

I know what it is like to make a home visit. I know what it is
like to have to go into a housing project on a Friday afternoon
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when a mother has gone berserk because of poverty and have to
look through the closets, the refrigerator, and into an oven to see if
that little baby is dead or alive.

And I can tell you it is a gruesome and ghoulish experience. And
what I did in the 1960's, social workers are now doing and now
doing every day. But it is not only the social workers who are con-
cerned about children because it means more bureaucracy for
social programs. It is people like me and you, Congressman Rangel
and Congressman. Scheuer, the mothers and fathers and the aunts.I have no children of my, own. In some ways, my nieces and
nephews are my children, and the children of the world are my
children. And my little nieces and nephews are in nice schools in
Montgomery County and also at Dundalk and have very nice par-
ents. And here they are, wonderful little children, and my 8-year-
old nephew, who so hates pollution, wants to go on to be a scientist
and rid the world of hazardous and toxic wastes. I have a littleniece who would like to go on to be an Olympic Gold Medal winner
and maybe, when Mike Barnes is ready to retire, to be another
Congresswoman coming from this State of Maryland.

Those children have the right to an opportunity because we have
an income in our family and were able to take care of ourselves.
But most children in the United States do not have those opportu-nities.

And while we talk here about a right to a future, what we really
are saying in this country is: death at an early age. While weshould have a national policy on behalf of children, a national
policy that says every child in the United States is entitled, No. 1,
to protection, and, No. 2, to the opportunities for health and safety,to be all that they can be.

Now we have something called the budget cuts and the Fiscal
cuts that are going on, not only 1983 but in the previous year.
What does that mean when we said we should have a national
policy on children? We are saying that children should have the
right to life, we are saying that children should have the right tofuture.

The children should have an opportunity, but what do we in factface? Let me just talk a little bit about Baltimore because we are
always talking about big numbers, big slashes, and big bucks. I
would just like to talk about the people who are going to be affect-
ed in my own hometown.

Congressman Rangel, you yourself visited when the Ways and
Means Committee came to our hometown and came to the Kenne-
dy Institute, a program that provides education and health care for
handicapped children. And I thank you for coming to take a look
at those children who are the real profiles of courage in this coun-try.

Those little boys and girls who right this minute are learning
how to run wheelchairs with their elbows and are trying to look
around and wonder if they are going to have hearing aids, or even
batteries for their hearing aids. Those are the kids I want to talk
about.

Congressman Miller talked about the WIC program. Well, in my
community, with the budget cuts that we are talking about, it
means that 7,000 mothers and infants are going.ko lose those na-
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tional scarce resources in this country, called food, called milk,
called orange juice.

You know, they are running very low in our country. You can
just go talk to the dairy farmers and to the wheat growers, and you
can hear about what a national shortage it is in order to be able to
have crackers, milk, and a glass of orange juice.

In addition to that, it is not only the WIC programs that are
being eliminated. We are eliminating what is most important, com-
prehensive prenatal care for women. What does ' that mean? It
means that we will be severely limiting where a mother can come
in and get, No. 1, an adequate health examination, No. 2, where
that mother can receive an adequate evaluation in terms of a risk
assessment.

Now, what is a risk assessment, and what does that really mean?
It is a nice medical word. It means that some doctor somewhere
should have the chance to say to this woman, hey, diabetes runs in
your family or you have a kidney problem, we have to monitor you
because you could die having this baby. Or there are other kinds of
problems related to a genetic heritage, ones that your children
might die because of.

And while we are taking a look at that kind of assessment in
order to protect her life 'and the life of this unborn baby that we
cherish so dearly, then what we are saying is, that those health
care programs will not be available.

We are just not going to pay fbr somebody to come in and find
out if she or her baby will live or die during pregnancy and at the
termination of that pregnancy.

That, I think, is why I say we are promoting a policy of "cletith at
an early age." In Baltimore we have a special program for children
and teenagers. As we know, that is a very special time in -a per-
son's life. And when I came to the Congress, I worked to pass some-
thing called CHAP. Even though,we would not commit ourselves to
a national health insurance proltram for all Americans, we would
at least get around to having a national health insurance program
for children. Because, you know, we love to say how much we enjoy
our children. We are willing to give them video games in super-
markets, but we are not willing to give them the health care that
they need.

Now, what do these budget c'uts mean? Again, that these pro-
grams will be cut drastically by at least 18,000 kids in Baltimore
City. These are the 18,000, that are the absolutely truly needy that
we need to assess. There are many, many more than that.

We also had an extensive school health program. And that is
about to be reduced. Over 3,000 children in Baltimore alone will
not be immunized because of the cutback in immunization. This
means that maybe for about $5 a shot we are now going to run the
risk in this country of polio, rubella, and other very serious dis-
eases.

Sister Kenny and the March of Dimes and all these other private
foundation drives have worked for decadesdecadesto try to
eliminate polio. Now, we are about to bring it back because instead
of eliminating polio we are eliminating the vaccine.

Now there is something wrong with our priorities on that. We
could go on about what the cost would mean if one child gets polio
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in this country in terms of the millions of dollars in institutional
care. I could go on with more statistics and more heart-rending sto-ries. But the fact is we are not going to have adequate health care,we are not going to have adequate education, and we are not goingto have adequate protection in this country. And because of thelack of adequate prenatal care and followup, we are going to have
the terrible problems of birth defects and many of our little chil-dren are not going to have the opportunity to overcome those de-fects.

"I would just like to say a word, Mr. Chairman, before I con-clude, about what I consider the basic and intrinsic hypocrisy ofmany of our colleagues in the Congress of the Upited States.
Very shortly we will be having people come 'in to take pictureswith poster children, the Easter Seal kids, the cerebral palsy kids,the birth defect kids, all those wonderful little profiles in couragethat I talked about a few minutes earlier. And I do not object tothat. In fact, I support those foundations raising money for theneeded research and development and educational and other bene-fits that they provide.
I want to talli about our pals in Congress.'0h, they love to pick

that little 4-year-old up with her braces and put her on their laps
so they can show in their newsletter hTw much they have compas-sion for crippled children. But they will not spend the money tomake sure that there are no crippled children in the United Statesto begin with.

And though they will have their picture taken with that 4-year-old, they will not give her the medical care she needs when she is3, the educational opportunities that she is going to need wheb sheis 9, and they are not going to make sure she has the hearing aid,the braces, the teachers and all those other kinds of things by thetime she is 19. We have eliminated all those vocational programs.And I will be damned if, when she is 29, if any of those guys willgive her a job on Capitol Hill when she has to get around with herbraces and her wheelchair.
So I am saying let us cut out the cozy little pictures. Let us getdown to action and show that if we really do have the compassion

for those children, for those poster children and the thousands andthousands like them, then let us put our money where we like toput our newsletters.
Thank you very much. And I look forward to working with this

committee to redress these grievances.
[The prepared statement followsj

STATEMENT OF HON. BARBARA A. MIKULSKI, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM
THE STATE OF MARYLAND

Mr. Chairman, thank you so much for asking me to testify today. It is difficult,and in fact wrenching to look at what the future of our childranwill be under cur-rent Federal budget cuts. Our President tells us that he is leading us on the "roadto economic recovery." Yet,,this is a road which is being paved with the jaggedrocks of reduced health care for children, reduced nutrition programs for pregnantwomen and infants, and reduced preventive health ser,vices for children and adultsalike. It may be ,a cliche, but it is true: Children are' the future of our Nation. Aroad based on reduced care to children and parents can never lead to economic re-covery. It can only lead to a weakened and dispirited Nation.
Up here on Capitol Hill, we usually tend to look at the bjg, national picture. We

hear about big numbersand about big slashes. But sometimes it is difficult to get a
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good sense of what those reductions and budgets cuts will actually mean for our in-
dividual citizens across this country. So, I'd like to take you to the couple of thou-
sand people who live in the city of Baltimore. It's the city I represent, and the city I
feel close to. It is a city like hundreds of other American cities in the urban centers
of this country. How are the children of these cities going to fare? What will the life
cycle-of a child who is born to parents on eastern avenue in Baltimore going to look
like in the years ahead?

Any good doctor will tell you that to start off in life with even a fighting chance,
a child must live its first 9 months in the womb of a properly fed and properly nour-
ished mother. Good nutrition is the absolute cornerstone of an infant s healthy life.
Because of the importance of this nutrition, the Federal Government took the initia-
tive in setting up the vital women, infants, and children (WIC) feeding program.
This program provides pregnant women and infants with food supplements such as
milk and fruit juice, and provides women with needed education for proper eating
habits. It is a program that many of us know about because of its successes, and
because of its much talked-about "cost effectiveness" in setting off the life cycle of a
child in the right direction.

But what is happening to he program now? First, its funding was cut severely
from 1981 to 1982. Now, the President would like to fold it into the maternal and
child health block grant andcut its funding again. The overall cut would be about
33 percentslashing the prokram by V3 . In Baltimore city, this means that over
7,000 mothers and infants jo are eligible for this care, will lose their food milk,
and education servicet* Q cisoo mothers and infants in one city alone. What is

1 that going to mean for t e ighting chance our Baltimore infanti will start out
with? It's not going to be ave'y good one.

In Baltimore, as in other Oties, it is not just the WIC programs that have been
helping out in "step one" of Our children's life cycles. The maternal and infant care
program in Baltimore has been serving over thousands of mothers and children
providing comprehensive prenatal care to women most in need. In Baltimore, fund-
ing for this program in 1982 was 20 percent less than it was in 1981. Its 1983 fund-
ing is slated to be 35 percent less than 1981. What does this mean? It means that
1,200 high risk pregnant women will not receive adequate prenatal care. 600 of
these women are 19 years old or younger. It also means that 1,200 high risk infants
will not get medical assessments or needed referrals. So, the same infant whose
mother may be kicked off the WIC program will also not get a check-up when it
finally enters our world. The fighting chance of this child is getting slimmer and
slimmer.

For children and adolescents in Baltimore, we have also been running a children
and youth program. This program provides preventive health, services when chil-
dren are going through the crucial periods of rapid physical growth. In 1983, the
funding for this program is slated to be 35 percent less than what it had been in
1981. Again, a drastic V3 slash in a program. And again, it is a drastic slash for
children-18,000 infants, children, and adolescents in Baltimore will lose essential
preventive health services. AU new patients will be turned away because centers
simply do not have the staff to handle them.

What happens when the child we have been following finally reaches school? Bal-
timore city had been running an extensive school health program. Tharprograin is
now part of the preventive health block grant passed by Congress last year. The
block grant suffered a severe reduction in 1982 and in real dollars, will suffer one in
1983. The Baltimore City Health Department estimates that these reductions mean
over 8,000 4th grade students will lose their health screening services. And that
over 3,000 students will not be immunized. Over 3,000 children in Baltimore alone.
Can you imagine if even 10 of those students contracted rubella or Measles or polio
because they did not receive a $5.00 immunization shot in 1983? The resulting cost
would be enormousthe cost in pain and suffering, the cost in wasted dolars and
years spent in an institution. And the list goes on. Over 17,000 junior high-school
students would not be screened for scoliosis (curvature of the spine), and over 700 of
these would be treated for the disease. Scoliosis is a disease which can easily be de-
tected and treated, and a victim can live years of a healthy lifewith an upright,
back. But if the disease is not caught and treated, it can mean twisted backs hnd
legs, years of mental and physical pain, and for many of these children tooyears
and money wasted in an institution.

President Reagan has said he is afraid he will hear horror stories. Well, he will
hear horror stories because his proposed budget will create a horror situation for
children across this countryas it will create it in Baltimore. I have only touched
on some of the health, programs in Baltimore, and so I have only touched on some
of the horror stories we can expect to see. But I will tell you what the real horror
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story is. It is that all of the funding reductions in children's health programs in Bal-timore do not equal even a fraction of what it costs to build one MX missile ($1.5
billion). Do not mistake me. We need a strong defense. But we need a well thought-
out, targeted defense. We do not need $1.4 milion to pay for veterinary services for
the .pets of militarty personnel. We do not need a government subsidy of $12.00 for
every meal served in Capser Weinberger's private dining room. We do not need per-
onsal servants for 300 senior officers at the Pentagon. That spending is the realhorror. I sincerely hope that you and I in congress do not become accomplices to
that horror story for fiscal year 1983.

Mr. RANGEL. Thank you. We have been joined by Congressman
Scheuer of the Health Subcommittee of the Committee on Energy
and Commerce. Are there any questions?

Mr. SCHEUER. Yes. Congresswoman Mikulski, is it true not only
from the compassionate point of view but from the sheer dollars-
and-cents point of view, that it makes little sense to cut out these
inoculations? You may save $2 or $3 in not giving a mother an im-
munization shot against rubella when she is pregnant, but if she
gets rubella and her child is born with serious brain injury, the
child may cost our Government $30,000, $40,000, or $50,000 a year
for his or her health care and upkeeping.

A life-cycle cost of over a million dollars is the cost of saving that
$2 or $3 inoculation. I do not mean to put words in your mouth,
but is it not true that in addition to all the humanitarian and com-
passionate reasons that you allege, from a dollars-and-cents point
of view, it is sheer madness for our society not to give preventive
health treatment of all kinds to its kids?

Ms. Milan-sm. You are exactly right, Congressman Scheuer. It
does cost in institutional care anywhere from $50,000 to $250,000.
Very often, an illness that results from lack of immunization re-
sults in a whole concomitant of other illnesses, and that is exactlyright.

We can talk about the cost savings and adequate health care,
and the elimination or the diminishing of birth defects would deal
with that. One can look at those people who are still alive before
the invention of Salk vaccine and know the way they have lived, in
iron lungs and those things are absolutely true.

But, Mr. Scheuer, I da not want to get away from the humanitar-
ianism. I know you do not either.

Mr. SCHEUER. It is an additional argument that should. , be com-
pelling to people who are exclusively concerned with dollars and
cents. People in this Congress who are exclusively concerned withimpacts---

Ms. Mixt.11sKI. Oh, I know. But they are only concerned about
the impacts with dollars and cents when they are talking about
social programs. They are not concerned about dollars and cents
when one talks about what is about to create death and destruction
in our country and the world.

Mr. SCHEUER. That is absolutely true. But even from the dollars-
and-cents perspective cutting back on these preventive health pro-
grams is absolute fiscal and financial madness.

Ms. MIKULSKI. We are on the right wavelength. But all I want to
make is the point that when they are ready to send helicopters to
El Salvador, they do not talk about that, they talk about how they
are fighting communism.
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What I want to talk about is how we are fighting birth defects. I
have got kids in my community who are more likely to die because
of a birth defect than they are because some Communist,is going to
come up the Chesapeake Bay. [Laughter.]

Mr. RANGEL. I want to thank all of you.
The Presidentjhas indicated that as a result of these cutbacks,

we should expect State governments and the corporations and
churches and ministers and rabbis and charitable organizations to
come forward and fill up this gap. I assume that some of you have
felt this gracious offering in yew districts around the country?

Mr. MILLER. No. Ronald Reagan has done more damage to the
State of California as President than he did as Governor. And that
State is now looking at,glose to a $5 billion deficit if the new feder-
alism were to take form.

Mr. RANGEL. It would seem to me that our job in Congress would
be made much easier if the people that have been designated to fill
the vacuum by Ronald Reagan would come forward and petition
their Member of Congress. They might indicate that they are
unable to fulfill that responsibility. We should hear more from the
churches and the synagogues and the charitable organizations.
Then perhaps politically it would not be so eagy for certain Mem-
bers of Congress to turn their backs on the needs of the children.

Mr. WEISS. Mr. Chairman. r$

MT. RANGEL. MT. WeiSS.
Mr. WEISS. The business section of the New York Times this past

Sunday carried an excellent story: The author had interviewed
people in the corporate world who have been giving up to the 5-
percent Emit, in many instances. Their view of the President's pro-
jection is that it is just not going to happen.

The fact is that most of those who are inclined to give have been
giving. You are not going to entice others when you create a tax
structure such as the administration has, which actually provides
great incentive to hold onto resources than to give them away.

Mr. RANGEL. It would appear that from all the testimony we
have heard on both sides of the issue, not only as it relates to the
needs of children but to the elderly and the poor generally, that
there is no question that we are not talking about cost effective-
ness, we are not talking about balancing the budget, we are not
talking about the deficit. Clearly, what rings out is the theme of
new federalism, which means that this administration would want
usi to be without all of the,programs that deal with people.

It really does not make any difference to this administration
what happens to the beneficiaries of the programs once it is no
longer a Federal responsibility.

Is there anything to indicate that these programs are even ex-
pected to survive once they are reduced or dismantled by the Fed-
eral Govermment?

Mr. MILLER. Let .me just say, Mr. Chairman, that you cannot
start from the premise that this administration, with respect to
these human services programs, is either interested in cost effec-
tiveness or is interested in the programs. That is an assumption
that cannot be made. We have seen people placedthe President
did this when he was

4
Governor of Californiahe placed people in

positions of responsibility for running and carrying out the law of
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the land who disagreed with that law, who did not believe in it,
who worked out ways to obstruct it bureaucratically.

In fact, the bureaucracy under this administration will prove to
be the most cumbersome, the slowest that we have ever seen. Why?
Because they do not believe in seeingthese services delivered. All
efforts at cost effectiveness go out the window with these people,
because of the manner in which they design to deliver services. But
at some point, the fraudulent assumption that these people care
has got to be dispelled.

You know, if we were really honeSt with the American people
we are sitting here fighting to hold on to a pittahce, to a. pittance
for poor people in this countrywhat we really ought to do is give
them the entire $56 billion. That is all that is left in discretionary
funding.

Give it to Ronald Reagan. It does not solve his problem% His
problems are incredible, and they are not going to be solved if you
take all of the programs away.

But he is nickeling and diming Roor people, and he is nickeling
and diming the public. He is leaaing the public to believe that
somehow this is waste and fraud and abuse, and we must clean it
up.

We ought to call his cards, we ought to raise the ante on him
and let us give him back all the $56 billion and then let the public
look at the President with no clothes. He still has a $100 billion
deficit.

If we cut out all of the discretionary social programs, cut them
all out, he will still end up with a $100 billion deficit. What does he
do then? What does he do about interest rates then? What does he
do about the cost of living then?

Silence is what you would hear from him. And I think in fact
that what these hearings are helping to expose is that in fact it is
all rhetoric, it is all built on cards and sand. There is no basis for
this other than an absolute belief that there is .no role in this soci-
ety for th,e Federal Government other than defense. They also have
to take care of the elderly because they are politically powerful.
Otherwise they would have some shots at them.

But that is it. There is only one role, the defense of this Nation.
Mr. RANGEL. Have you felt the strong voice of your church in

your district defending the poor?
Mr. MILLER. The religious and charitable organizations are

trying. Historically, they have tried. But I think as Mr. Weiss
pointed out, that when you go over the numbers again, the num-
bers never add up to take the place of what we are taking away at
the Federal level. You will never get that kind of level.

I would like to believe we would. I think we should do everything
we can to encourage it. But it is simply not there.

Mr. RANGEL. I did not make my question clear enough. It is not a
question of their contribution or commitment to provide the serv-
ices when the,y can. It is a question of having their voiGes heard
nationally regarding what their Government is actually doing here.

The poor and the young lack the sophistication to truly under-
stand wb'at these numbers mean. And so it is not unusual to hear
the victim of the cuts be willing to give the President a chance.
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But what really bothered me last year, and to a lesser extent
still bothers me this year, is that the more sophisticated members
of our society have not displayed outrage. Those that have taken a
spiritual oath, have not displayed the outrage that we hear from
the politicians in the House.

Ms. Mixt.u.sm. Mr. Chairman, I would just like to comment on
that, because I think nationally the church is beginning to move.
Where I see it in my own community is that ,there is a religious
coalition, if you will, built around human services, working with
my State legislature.

As you know, State legislatdres right nOw have more responsibil-
ity in terms of what happens with these cuts because of block
grants, and also have tended, in some ways, to be more conserv-
ative than people in the House traditionally.

And what we see in Maryland is an ecumenical coalition, one be-
ginning to work at that level and also getting press at the local
level, to show what these cuts mean in their own communities, ex-
actly for the reason that you said, Mr. Chairman, a lot of people
have not caught on. Rut we are catching on real quick because the
people who used to give the most through United Fund, the payroll
deduction, your assembly line people, are now being laid off.

Mr. RANGEL. Let me thank you on behalf of both the Commerce
Committee and the Ways and Meahs Committee, not only for your
testimony but certainly for the leadership you provided in the
House for the children. I can only hope that through this commit-
tee and through your committees we can raise the level of the un-
derstanding of the general public. I thank you.

Ms. Mmut.sm. Thank you.
Mr. RANGEL. The committee will recess'for 5 minutes at which

time we will hear from the president of the New York City Coun-.
cil, Carol Bellamy, at 12:05.

[Brief recess.]
Mr. RANGEL. The committee will resume the hearing.
We will hear from the president of the New York City Council,

Carol Bellamy, an outstanding national spokesman on health
issues. Council President Bellamy, under our charter; will become
mayor of the city of New York, depending on other political events.

Madam President.

STATEMENT OF CAROL BELLAMY, PRESIDENT, KEW YORK CITY
COUNCIL

MS. BELLAMY. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to
offer some testimony today. I have submitted copies of my testimo-
ny. I am joined here by my counsel, Brry Ensmayer.

I commend you for holding these tirnQly hearings. I have heard
the testimony of Congressman Miller and I suppose I join as part of
the chorus here and one of the spear carriers in the operatic
chorus. I come before you today as president of the New York City
Council and on behalf of New York's 1.8 million children. Many
out there are being sacrificed as the President blindly slashes away
at the budget, cutting both the good and the bad in his broad
sweeps.
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By cutting preventive health and nutrition services for children
now, he will only increase health and welfare costs in the future.
These programs save dollars 'over the long run.

I would like at this point in my testimony to talk about Some
specifics, but basically the theme will be, as has been articulated
today, that these cuts are pennywise and pound-foolish, and they
are certainly not, if one would attempt to articulate some economic
reason, certainly not cost effective.

From the White House we hear that Federal initiatives in health
and nutrition programs for children have failed. But in my town,
New York City, we know better, Commissioner Blum from theState has testified, and I suspect she will testify as well that the
State of New York knows better.

Let me highlight for you from New York City just four areas: im-
munization, maternal and child health, WIC, and family planning.
I could speak to others, such as foster care and day care, but I
know you are considering those this afternoon. These four areas
are areas where prevention has helped children and saved taxpay-er dollars.

First, immunization. In 1978 Federal officials audited New YorkCity schools and found one in three students unprotected against
dangerous childhood diseases. Our school health services had been
decimated by the city's financial difficulties and the State immuni-
zation law requiring that all youngsters be immunized before they
were admitted to school was being ignored by overworked schoolpersonnel.

To. overcome these problems, New York began a partnership
with title Federal Government. We created a task force which I
chaired to coordinate immunization policy. The city's Federal im-
munization grant was increased from $350,000 in 1977 to nearly $2
million by 1979. Those dollars, I report to you, were well spent.
Today, 99 percent of our 1.2 million schoolchildren are properly im-munized. Last year measles cases declined by 92 percent, rubella,
48 percent, and mumps 20 percent.

Second, maternal and child health. These Federal dollars have
also been well used in New York. And I would like to offer you an
example, an example of two hospitals, Roosevelt and St. Luke's.
They have nOw merged. But I think the difference in usage illus-
trates how well these dollars from the Federal Government havebeen used.

Take the $700,000 MCH grant to Roosevelt Hospital. Rooseveltused its grant to reorganize pediatric services, health teams staffed
by physicians, nurse practitioners, and public health nurses a-re rge-
sponsible for young patients living in particular neighborhoods,
and services are coordinated to provide continuity of care. Preven-
tion is stressed.

St. Luke's on the other hand, lacking such Federal funding, has a
conventional pediatrics clinic and an emergency room that treats
children after hours. Prevention in the St. Luke's case was second-ary.

Both settings have about 28,000 pediatric vists annually, but the
pattern of care is quite different. At St. Luke's most visits occur in
the emergency room. At Roosevelt the reverse is true; most pa-
tients are seen by the health teams.
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While both patient populations are roughly comparable, in-pa-
tient administrations are much lower at Roosevelt s program. In
1981 Roosevelt's health teams admitted 166 patients, while St.
Luke's had over 1,000 admissions.

The pediatricians that administer both sites estimate that $1.5
million was saved because of lower hospital usage at Roosevelt
more than twice the cost of the MCH grant. And again I am talk-
ing in terms of dolla4s.

We are also talking about the impact on lives. Youngsters that
did not have to go into the hospital because they were served in
this ambulatory way.

New York City has 42ver 1 million medically indigent children,
yet we only had enough Federal maternal and child health funds
to serve 80,000. After President Reagan's budget cuts last year, one
program serving 3,600 children closed.

Genetic disease screening, which medical researchers believe has
saved more than 10 times its budget by preventing hospitalization
from such things as Tay-Sachs, hemophilia, and sickle-cell anemia,
sustained a 40 percent cutback last year, and it is threatened with
closing this year.

° Further cutbacks in 1983 make no sense at all. These are precise-
ly the kinds of programs that should be preserved, if not expanded.

Let me turn to a third topic, the WIC program. As you have al-
ready heard this morning, WIC has been an extraordinary success.
But the Reagan administration would cut it by one-third. In my
city we have 300,000 children and pregnant and nurging mothers
potentially eligible for WIC assistance. Budget restrictions have al-
ready limited our ability to provide food supplements for two-thirds
of this group. And if the administration prevails, we will lose an-
other $15 million and 33,000 fewer people will be served.

And, of course, these cuts again would not save money. Applying
the results of one Harvard s udy to New York City, we can expect
to see upward of $45 million n added medicaid costs from cutbacks
in WIC. Here, too, the Presid,ènt makes no sense.

I will conclude my testim ny this morning with one other topic,
that of family planning, since I also chair the New York City Task
Force on Adolescent Pregnancy.

In October we released a report, and I have offered copies of that
repor,t to the coinmittee, on the impact of Mr. Reagan's Fiscal policy
in tijis area. In New York 150,000 young women between the ages
of iq and 19 are considered to be sexually active and at risk of
pre ancy. You notice in Government we do not speak in English
anymore, so I will use tkiese terms we are using.

Teenagers now account for 15 percent of all city 'births. This is
not a phenomenon that applies only to New York City. These Fig-
ures are similar to those across the country. Nationwid, 12 million
of the country's 29 million teenagers are sexually active. Four of
every ten girls will become pregnant as teenagers. We know there
are devastating and well-documented health, social, and economic
consequences to these young mothers and their babies.

What will the Reagan \administration do? Cut services and lower
Federal Financial participation for medicaid-funded family plan-
ning. In New York, this would mean $7 million fewer medicaid dol-
lars for services to teenagers. More young women and their chil-

e.
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dren across the country will become dependent upon public assist-ance, food stamps, and medicaid, at a cost three times greater thanfamily planning.
I believe the lessons from New York are obvious. Shortsighted

cuts in prevention will inevitably result in higher curative costsand higher costs to the taxpayer and higher costs in human terms.The administration's blind faith in proposed funding c4ts. forWIC maternal and child health and family planning is entirelymisplaced. All too predictably, children will be hurt and publicmoney will be needlessly expended trying to repair the damage.These cuts will not save money, they will cost money.I fear for our children. We have had Presidents who lacked com-passion before, and we have certainly had Presidents who lackedimagination and ability before. But in this century, we have neverbefore had a President so locked into a political ideology that hesimply ignores the facts.
Beginning with William Taft, there has been an unbroken suc-cession of White House Conferences on Children to advise thePresident. That is, until Mr. Reagan canceled his. Apparently, hedoes not even want to listen to knowledgeable Americans on thesubject of children.
In such times, Congress must assert its prerogatives. Lastsummer the administration prevailed and many children in mycity and across this country are suffering as a result. This year Iurge Congress to be strong. Congress must prevail. I urge you inthe most emphatic terms to overrule the President and fully fundthese cost-effective programs. I thank you very much.
Mr. RANGEL. Thank you, Madam President.
Have you felt that the city council or the State legislature wouldbe prepared to fill the financial gap caused by the Federal Govern-

ment's retrenchment of social programs.
Ms. BELLAMY. Mr. Rangel, I think that probably would be impos-sible. I can speak to some areas in some specifics in which both theState and the city have attempted to make up some of the reduc-tions this year. For example, in the area of child care, the city ofNew YorkI will speak to the city, and the Commissioner canspeak to the Statethe city made a commitment to fund for thisfiscal year those programs that otherwise would have been cut inthe area of title XX funds for child care.
Also, in the area of immunization, the area I just mentioned in

my testimony, the city has agfeed in its budget to fill the gap leftby the reduction of Federal dollars. But I do not believe we canlook at these programs individually. I believe we have to look atthem in terms of their cumulative impact.
For each cut, the city might be able to absorb that cut. But whenyou add up all the cuts, we are talking about multihundreds of mil-lions of dollars. I can provide specifics in many of these areas,whether it is title X, whether it is family planning. And the docu-ment I submitted to you was in fact on last year's cuts and theimpact of last year's cuts in the area of family planning.I remind you thaA last year aid to State and local government,

which makes up ohly 14 percent of the Federal budget at thatpoint, took 30 percent of the cuts. That is before this year's cuts.This year's series of cuts, cuts that Merrill Lynch has reported will
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threaten the credit standing and the financial liability of local gov-
ernments as nothing has since this year's cuts have been imple-
mented.

So my answer is the city will attempt to fill in the gap where it
can. It has a history in the last couple of years of doing that in
some cases. But it cannot in all cases, because the gap is just too
large.

Mr. RANOEL. Madam President, most people believe that these
cuts are not cost effective. But you chair a c6uncil that presides
over a city that is speedily becoming a city of minorities. Is that
not so?

Ms. BELLAMY. In the sense that it certainly indicates that there
is a higher number of Minority in the city in 1980 than there were
in 1970, that is correct.

Mr. RANGEL. When you look at unemployment figures, do you
find minorities represented at more than double the rate of other
citizens in the city of New York?

Ms. BELLAMY. The unemployment rate of minority teenagers is
about twice that of nonminority teenagers.

Mr. RANGEL. When you look at the salaries of those minorities
who are working, are they not substantially lower than salaries of
nonminorities?

Ms. BELLAMY. Actually, it goes white male, black male, white
female, black female, in that order. On the basis of the minority
salaries, if you look at it as a whole; it is slightly lower. I do not
have those specifics.

Mr. RANGEL. In 'the area of infant mortality do you find a dra-
matic increase among poor minorities as well?

Ms. BELLAMY. We have been quite successful in recent years in
dealing with infant mortality. But I think that that is quite a
result of some of the programs that we are talking about today and
testifying on today. So- that the statistics do not reflect a major
change in that, although, for example, the statistics in the city of
New York in the area of child abuse in the last year would indicate
a rather dramatic increase in the area of child abuse. Almost 25
percent in the incidence of child abuse and neglect between our
fiscal year 1980 and 1981.

Child mortality figures have actually been going down, although
I point out again, and I speak to family planning, the mortality
rate of youngsters born to teenagers is about twice that of young-
sters born to mothers over the age of 20. And in fact, the rate of
death of mothers under the age of 20 is about twice that of the rate
of death of mothers over the age of 20 in birth.

So we are talking about having a particularly devastating impact
in the areas that we are discussing today.

Mr. RANGEL. But do you find the minorities in the city of New
York are more dependent on public health care services than the
other citizens in the city of New York?

Ms. BELLAMY. Yes. The elderly population is very dependent on
public health services as well.

Mr. RANGEL. When you find a city caught with increases in
crime, increases in drug abuse, increases in unemployment, and
then couple that with decreases in services, do you not believe that
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you have a potential problem in the ability of the city administra-
tion,to govern?'

MS. BELLAMY. Governing in the city of New York is always a po-
tential problem, I suppose. I do not mean to be facetious, Mr.
Fffingel. My response again is that the city may or may not have
made the right choices, but has attempted to pick up and fulfill
and continue some programs which it considers to be best public
policies, such as the immunization program and other programs.
But it does not have the financial capacity to assume all of the pro-
grams here.

What is happening, as you well know, in whatever one wants to
call what is happening in Washington, is that the responsibility is
being returned to the State and local level, but the resources basi-
cally are not finding their way behind the responsibilities.

Mr. RANGEL. I am not getting into whether or teot local and State
governments have the financial base to actually raise the taxes to
fill the gap. But our committee experience, as we _went around the
country, indicated that' those who have incomes have not been
denied health care and the poor have been denied adequate care.

When 'we went to the public hospitals and to the community cen-
ters, it seems as though no matter what city we went to, it was the
blacks, Chicanos; or Puerto Ricans that were so dependent on
public hospitals and community clinics. A foreigner coming and
visiting these cities might suspect that the whites were entitled to
privileged health care and that blacks were not.

The same way a foreigner might suspect that only blacks and
Puerto Ricans go to jail in New York City, which you and I know is
not the case. But just taking a look at some of our populations in
the jails and taking a look at some of our clients in our public hos-
pitals, I am saying that it appears as though a lot of tension is
building up, not only in my city, your city, our city, but around the
country, where the President says we must sacrifice.

But I only see the poor actually making the sacrifice or being
forced to mMce it. Unfortunately, it has been my understanding
that in your city and other cities minorities are a disproportionate
percentage of the poor.

MS. BELLAMY. There is no question but that cuts, that you are
talking about will affect your basic health programs, programs that
have traditionally been cost effective and very positive programs
for purposes of avoiding or having to deal,Wh illness and be able
to assure that people have public health programs available to
them. A higher percentage of the poor use the public health
system, if you will.

And again I basically agree with what you are saying. And if one
looks at it from a cost perspective, one does not see a cost improve-
ment in economic conditions such-as to warrant the action that is
being taken. To the contrary, one sees a failure of continuing pro-
grams that have proved their effectiveness, quite effective from a
health perspective.

Mr. RANGEL. I did not say it to the other witnesses, but I do feel'
that there is danger building up in the city of New York. We
cannot afford too much further strain, especially in the area of pro-
viding needed services.

Mr. Miller.
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Mr. MILLER. Thank you.
Madam President, you mentioned that you have roughly 1 mil-

lion medically indigent children in the city.
Ms. BELLAMY. Yes.
Mr. MILLER. Yot1/4.said that you are seeing or servicing about "

80,000?
Ms. BELLAMY. No. I was talking about different things. I was

then talking about how manyI talked about three different pro-
grams. I talked about 1 million kids in our immunization program,
our school program. Because what we are talking about in tha,t
regard is not just the new enters but particularly with the change
in law, assuring that all the youngsters were served.

The numbers differ in terms of some of the other types of pro-
grams. HQW many we were able to serve, for example, in the WIC
program, I said we had about 300,000 eligiblef but we were not
even able to serve all of those. But we would have to serve even
fewer with the cuts.

Mr. MILLER. Also, you mentioned that extrapolating outI
assume there is a Yale or Harvard studyyou would anticipate
that that kind of cut under this year's proposal would cost about
$45 million.

Ms. BELLAMY. That is correct, in terms of medicaid dollars. Those
cuts, as you are.aware, would cause a situation where the individu-
al previously eligible for one of these programs would then go on to
some other dependency program, which is usually less effective but
certainly costly.

Mr. MILLER. In any of these programs, is there any eligible popu-
lation that is being totally served in your city?

Ms. BELLAMY. No, not at the present time. I am somewhat of a
realist. I would like to think that one can sit here and say we are
not even serving those, and as I suggest in my testimony, these are
programs that not only should not be cut but probably ought to be
expanded. But I am trying to give you at least the experience of
the individuals being served now,

Mr. MILLER. I guess what troubles me, and it is the same, I am
sure, in the State of Califoinia and everywhere else in the Country,
I do not know of any of these programs that provide the critical
services, whether it is immunization, health care, emergency care,
the nutrition programs in which the eligibvile population is being
totally served.

Mi. BELLAMY. Maybe that is so, but I think in immunization we
are doing better than any of the others. But that is partly because
qf the legislative mandate.

Mr. MILLER. I guess I find it hard to suggest to the general popu-
lation that somehow these programs are going to be better if, as
you say, we transfer the responsibility badk to you and there is no
indication that the funding is going to follow. There is no way that
equation can'be better.

Ms. BELLAMY. To the contrary, I suppose we will be increasing
the population in other programs in some cases. In 1981 the Gutt-
macher study, entitled "Teenage'Pregnancy"the problem has not
gone awaytalks about the number of adolescent patients who
were in the program that as a result of the program did not at
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least bring a child to term during their adolescent period, who
were able to do that when they were more able to be a parent.

Now, this is not going to occur in this case. So we are told that
youngsters should say no. Again, a 1982 study, Guttmacher's study
pointed out that one in four teenagers now in family planning pro-
grams just stopped coming to prevent notification of parents, but
that only about 2 percent, based on the study, would refrain from
being sexually active.

So, if anything, we will probably be expanding the need while we
are decreasing the aNiailable resources.

Mr. MILLER. Thank you.
Mr. RANGEL. Thank you "só much.
Congressman Scheuer had a list of questions which will be en-

tered into our record. And, of course, yu have already received a
copy.

Ms. BELLAMY. I indicated to, Congres an Scheuer I would re-
spond to his novel of questions. Thank yoi very much.

[The questions and answers follow:]
COUNCIL F.THE CITY OF NEW YORK,

Neu. York. N.Y. March 2.9. 1.982.
Hon. JAMES H ScHEI:F.a,
U.S. House of Representatives.
Washington. D.C.

DEAR REPRESENTATIVE SCHEUER: I appreciated the opportunity to testify before-
your Subcommittee on Health and the Environment and Mr. Rangers Oversight
Subcommittee. I certainly hope you will be able to convince your colleagues in Con-
gress that funding preventive serviceS to children must remain a federal priority.At the hearing, you asked that I submit answers to several questions for the
record. .

1. la( What will happen to family planning services in New York City if Title X is
put in a block grant'? How will the teenage pregnancy problem be impacted'?

The Task Force on Teenage Pregnancy, which I chair stronglyopposes President
Reagan's proposal to put Title X in a block grant with other primary care programs,and then to further reduce total federal funding. In New York City, the Adminstra-
tion's 1983 budget submission would inevitably lead to further service cutbacks and
even higher rates of teenage pregnancy.

As a result of the 1982 federal funding reductions, we believe that more than
19.000 people statewide including 5.700 teenagers, will be denied family planning
services before the fiscal year is over. We know from health care providers that
service cutbacks have already led to more unwanted pregnancies, births and abor-
tions in New York City. Moreover, if controversial family planning services are con-solidated with politically popular primary care programs, family planning will
almost certainly suffer disproportionately from funding losses in 1983. This is likelyto be true even in New York City where we have a longstanding commitment to
personal choice in decisions concerning sexuality and reproduction.

(6( What is the likely response of teenagers should the proposed parental notifica-
tion regulations become final? How will they impact on the teenage pregnancy prob-
lem'?

The best evidence we have of the effect of parental notification is in the Alan
Guttmacher Institute's comprehensive survey of teenagers who use family planning
ofinics. Nationall, about 25 percent of all adolescents surveyed in IVO said they
a4ould stop coming to the clinic if their parents were notified. Yet, only two percent
reported they would forego sexual activity thereafter. The members of my TaskForce are dear that New York City teenagers will react no differently to parental
notification requirements than their contemporaries elsewhere in the country.
. Sexually active adolescents without effective contraception can only produca more

unwanted children. How many more we cannot say at this time. I sincerely hope
the Task Force on Teenage Pregnancy will never have to document the adverse
impact of parental notification. Government should not intervene in this mannerbetween teenagers and their parents.

2. (a( Can you give us an estimate of the number of children in New York City
who will not be immunized 3ecause of the cutbacks?
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Ib) What is the likelihood that any of these children will contact measles, rubella,
tetanus, polio, diptheria, or whooping cough?

(c) What are the estimated costs to the City should these children contact any one
of these diseases?

(d) How many children are being kept out of school because they have not been
properly immunized?

(e) Is the City prepared to pick up the federal portion of the costs of this program?
Is there any evidence to suggest that this program will not receive adequate funding
at the state and local levels should the federal government withdraw support for it?
If the City is capable and willing to make up the funds lost through federal cut-
backs, what other health services will be forced to suffer as a result?

Over the past four years, New York City has renewed its commitment to protect
all children against vaccine preventable diseases. Today, 99 percent of our school
children are fully immunized, in contrast to 1978 when approximately one-third of
all students were not properly protected. As I mentioned in my testimony, the City's
immunization effort has already had a dramatic effect upon students' health.

Consistent with the experience in other cities, this year s strict enforcement of the
State immunization law did require school exclusions, but most students quickly re-
turned to school after being properly vacCinated. Exclusion began on September 24,
1981, when 67,400 students were barred from classes. By December 7, 1981, 12,329
students were still officially listed as "excluded", although about half were in fact
"no shows" (pupils who had registered and not yet appeared at school), and most of
the remainder'were presumed by the Board of Education to be chronic truants or
incorrectly counted in the first place. Home contacts of 1,050 long term "excluded"
students in 41 high schools, for example, uncovered only two instances where immu-
nization was cited as the reason for continued non-attendance.

Childhood immunization is a priority for the City of New York. Despite severe
fiscal constraints, we will maintain immunication services by replacing lost federal
dollars with local tax levy support. Thus, I anticipate that there will be no reduction
in the number of children immunized, nor will there be any increased health risks
to our children from federal budget reductions. This commitment will mean that
fewer City tax dollars are available for municipal services generally but, unfortu-
nately, it is not possible to identify a direct trade-off with other health services.

3. What is the future of maternal and infant care projects and the children and
youth projects that had been supported through Title V of the Social Security Act?

As my testimony indicates, existing Title V projects in New York City served
about 80,000 of our over one million Medicaid and medically indigent children in
1981. As a result of the 1982 federal budget, New York State will receive approxi-
mately 18 percent fewer federal dollars for these programs. With thistutback, a de-
cision was made.to preserve the prenatal and family planning progral s at the same
level as 1981, because of the lack of any alternate publicly supported prenatal care
programs in the City. This decision forced deep cuts in the children and youth (C
and Y) projects. The program at Beth Israel Hospital serving 3,600 children was
closed and eiAt other C and Y projects suffered 15 percent cutbacks. Over 10,000
children will lose nutrition and preventive health servic,v as a result of these fund-
ing reductions.

_in addition, two maternal and infant care (MIC) sites were consolidated into one,
and the remaining eight sites have been forced to operate at fiscal year 1981 fund-
ing levels. Several servicesparticularly dental, counselling and nutritionhave al-
ready been ehminated, arid all programs have suffered work force reductions.

If the Reagan Administration succeeds in limiting funding again this fiscal year,
further service reductions will have to be made to offset the effects of inflation. It is
estimated that maternity services will be lost to an additional 1,500 women and the
closing of at least one additional C and Y program is conside'red probable.

I hope these answers will be helpful to,Congressional deliberations of the future
of these worthwhile programs. If I can be of any further assistance, please feel free
to contact my office. Again, thank you very much for the opportunity to testify on
behalf of New York City's children.

Sincerely,
CAROL BELLAMY, President.

Mr. RANGEL. Thank you.
Our next witness will be Commissioner Barbara Blum of New

York State Department of Social Services. She also serves as the
chair of the National Council oi\ State Public Welfare Administra-
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tors of the American Public Welfare Association. yhe committee
welcomes Ms. Blum.

Thank you for taking time to share your thoughts with this com-
mittee. Your concern is nationally known.

STATEMENT dF BARBARA BLUM, COMMISSIONER, NEW YORK
STATE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES, AND CHAIR, NA-
TIONAL COUNCIL OF STATE PUBLIC WELFARE ADMINISTRA-
TORS OF THE AMERICAN PUBLIC WELFARE ASSOCIATION
Ms. BLUM. It is nice to be here. I have to mY left Alice Kelly,

who is the staff director at APWA for matters relating to services.
Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, my name is Bar-

bara Blum, and I am commissioner of the New York State Depart-
ment of Social Services. I am also chair of the National Council of
State Public Welfare Administrators of the American Public Wel-fare Association.

I very much welcome the opportunity to appear before you todayto discuss the effect of President Reagan's budget cdts on a seg-
ment of our population that without doubt can be called the truly
needy, dependent, neglected, and abused children.

The National Council of State Public Welfare Administrators is
composed of public officials charged with the responsibility for ad-
ministering publicly funded human services programs, including
services to children and youth. Since its beginning 43 years ago,the council has been an active force in promoting the development
of sound and progressive national social policies and has worked
with Congress and the executive branch to assure that these poli-
cies are responsibly and effectively administered.

Social services are among tile most difficult and challenging ofthe human service programs because they deal with complex
human problems and often require intervention at critical points
in the lives of children and their families.

Social services provide protection and care for vulnerable persons
and can prevent the need for expensive interventions in the future.
Social services programs provide the type of support and asAistance
that the Reagan administration says it favors, support to r most
troubled citizens and assistance in becoming self-supporting and in-dependent.

Today we would like to focus our testimony on the impact of the
social services budget cuts, both those enacted in fiscal year 1982
and those proposed for fiscal year 1983 on State administration of
children's services programs.

Because of the nature of the problems that social services pro-
grams address, the impact of the recent budget cuts on children
and their families has only begun to be felt. The incidence of child
abuse and neglect has been found to be related to factors such as
inadequate income and increased stress.

In New York and elsewhere across the country we are seeing an
increase in the number of teenage mpthers, a group that is more
likely to suffer from economic and plychologicX, pressures. At atime when many families require more services, such as counsel-
ing, homemakers services, and protective and preventive services of
all types, children's services budgets are being cut.
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While the effects of these reductions might not be fully felt
today,they, will be most certainly hinder the State's ability, to meet
the ever-growing needs of children in this country.

I would like to direct our comments specifically to the impact of
the title XX social services block grant and to the child welfare
block grant proposed by the administration.

The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981 amended title
XX of the Social Security Act of 1981 and established a social serv-
ices block grant. This action consolidated the existing title XX pro-
grams and reduced funding for fiscal year 1982 to $2.4 billion. Na-
tionally, this represented a 20-percent reduction from the previous
fiscal year.

However, since title XX funds are allocated according to State
population, shifts in population resulted in reductions from as high
as 30 percent in Connecticut to as low as 6 percent in Nevada. The
State of New York suffered a reduction of 24 percent.

The President's budget for fiscal year 1t3 3 proposes to reduce.
title XX social services block grant funding 6y an additional 18 per-
cent to $1.974 billion. The budget also proposes to provide no funds
for the work incentive program and to reduce by 71 percent the
community setvices block grant. The administration assumes the
funding losses for both of these programs can be offset by using
title XX funds.

Secretary Schweiker testified liefore the Ways,and Means Com-
mittee last Wednesday that it is imperative that we utilize disci-
pline in Federal spending, stemming the rate of gswth in HHS
programs and thus helping reduce inflation. He also said in defense
of the additional social services budget reeductions that:

In fiscal year 1983, as'in fiscal year 1982, the states will be in a position to use the
greater latitude in use of these funds to develop more cost-efficient and effective
social services delivery systems.

These statements ignore two fundamental realities. First, while
other important Federal assistance programs have experienced sub-
stantial funding increases in recent years, title XX social seriiices
programs have experienced no real growth since their inception. In
fact, title XX has declined in constant-dollar terms.

Second, States 'lave maintained their commitment to critical,
children's services programs, despite Federal budget cuts, and have
taken advantage of the flexibility provided in the social services
block grant to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the pro-
grams. There are few, if any, , additional, .savings to be made,
through the use of this flexibility.

The council believes that further budget cuts in the title XX
social services block grant would result in tragic reduction of
States' ability to meet the needs of children and their faMilies. To
understand the impact of the flexibility granted to States under
the new social services block grant, it might be useful .to review
briefly the original title XX program.

Title XX of the Social Security Act was enacted in 1975 to "es-
tablish a consolidated, program of Federal financial asSistance to
encourage proyision of services by States." This legislation formal-
ized the separation of cash asSistance and social services programs.
Title XX services were, by statute, goal-directed, with States deter-
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mining the proper mix of services needed to meet the needs of'
their citizens.

The goals of title XX which focus on maintaining self-sufficiency,
helping families to function effectively, and preventing abuse and
neglect were retained in the recently enacted social services block
grant. States can provide services to persons of all income levels.
But in fiscal year 1980, by far the largest number of servicv recipi-
ents, 85 percent, were those who qualified as income-eligible; that
is, persons whose income did not exceed 115 percent of the State
median-income level or those who were receiving some type of cate-
gorical assistance such as AFDC and SSI.

Title XX services are provided to all age groups, and in fiscal
year 1980 services provided solely to children and yobth accounted
for 30 Percent of total expenditures, with services provided to fami-
lies increasing this amount to 50 percent.

Title XX is the largest source of Federal funds for services to
youth and children, and we should not forget that fact.

While the Council supports the concept of block grants, we did
not support the notion that increased administrative flexibility in
title XX could produce sufficient savings to juMify the size of the
reduction that was approved by Congress. This reduction has great-
ly overshadowed the relaxation of Federal requirements that ac-
companied the block grant.k

In September 1981 the APWA conducted a survey of States con-
cerning the implementation of the social services block grant. A
copy of that survey has been made available to Committee staff.

Because implementation had just begun, many of the responses
indicated preliminary directiops r_M±Ier than specific implementa-
tion decisions. However, the su y results, combined with informa-
tion about State implementaticTh efforts, shared at the most recent
meeting of the Council, provide important early indicators of State
impact of the social service block grant.

First, it is clear that States are attempting to absorb as much of
the budget reductions as possible in administrative functions to
protect service programs. For the most part, States moved immedi-
ately to implement those changes that would appear to save money
in the short run; for example, switching from display advertise-
ments to legal notices in order to inform the general public of
social services plans, or to save time, for example, reducing the
number or content of forms to be completed by field staff.

States have established priorities among service needs and have
continued to fund protective services. As a result, daycare and pre-
ventive services appear to have taken the largest cut. States have
sought to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of limited service
dollars through such steps as changing eligibility to target services
to the most needy, expanding the use of fees for services, increas-
ing the use of volunteers where possible, and using integrated
rather than generic caseworkers.

States have also sought to protect needed services through the
use of alternative funding mechanisms. And while there is no
longer a State match requirement, most States have not yet drasti-
cally reduced State social services dollars. Some States have passed
on the reductions in Federal funds by increasing the amount of
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match required of local units of government or by reducing the
amount of pay for contracted services.

States are responding to their specific needs and circumstances
in an variety of ways, and our full testimony describes fully steps
taken in New York, Illinois, Tennessee, Michigan, New Jersey, and
Texas to reduce or reshape services programs.

In the interest of saving time this morning, I will not read
'through those examples, but I hope that you will have time to
review the kinds of changes that have been required in our States.

Mr. RANGEL. At this point, Commissioner, without objection,
your full statement will appear in the record.

[The prepared statement followsd

STATEM ENT OF BARBARA B. BLUM, CHAIRPERSON, NATIONAL COUNCIL OF STATE PUBLI,C
W ELFARE A DM I N ISTRATORS OF TH E A MERICAN PUBLIC WELFARE ASSOCIATION, AND
COM MISSIONER, N EW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES

Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, I welcome the opportunity to
appear before you today to discuss the effect of President Reagan's budget cuts on a
segment of our population that without doubt can be called the truly needyde-
pendent, neglected and abused children. My name is Barbara Blum and I am Com-
missioner of the New York State Department of Social Services. I am also chair of
the National Council of State Public Welfare Administrators of the American Public
Welfare Association. I am appearing today to testify on behalf of both the State of
New York and the Council.

The National Council of State Public Welfare Administrators is composed of those
public officials in each State, the -District of Columbia, and the territories charged
with the responsibility for administering publicly funded human 'services programs,
including services to children and youth. Since its beginnings 43 years ago, the
Council has been an active force in promoting the development of sound and pro-
gressive national social policies and working with the Congress and the Executive
branch in assuring that these policies are responsibly and effectively administered.

Publicly funded social services are among perhaps the most difficult and challeng-
ing of the human services, because they deal with the most complex of human prob-
lems and often require intervention at critical points of crisis in the life of children
and their families. The provision of social services entails protecting and caring for
those who are helpless or vulnerable, and if provided at times of Crisis can prevent
the need for expensive intervention.in the future. Social services programs provide
much of the type of support and assistance that the Reagan administration favors:
support ta the truly needy and assistance to become self-supporting and independ-
ert.

Today, we would like to focus our testimony on the impact of the social services
budget cutsboth those enacted in fiscal year 1982, and those proposed for fiscal
year 198:3on state administration of children's services programs. Because of the
nature of the problems that social services programs address, it is very difficult to
get a firm handle on the impact of the recent budget cuts on children and their
families. The incidence of child abuse and neglect has been found often to be direct-
ly related to factors such as inadequate income, inability to cope, and increased
stress. In New York and elsewhere across the country, we are seeing an increase in
the number of teenage mothers, a segment of the population that is more likely to
suffer from the type of economic, and psychological stress that often produces abu-
sive, neglectful families. As the economy worsens and unemployment increases, the
factors that can lead to child abuse and neglect increase as well. At a time when
many families are experiencing economic pressures and personal problems and re-
quire more services such as day care, counseling, homemaker services, and protec-
tive and preventive services of all types, children's services budgets are being cut.
While the effects of these reductions might not be fully felt today, they cannot but
hinder states ability to meet the ever growing needs of the children in this country.
I would like to direct our comments specifically to the impact of the Title XX social
services block grant, and to the proposed child welfare block grant.

TITLE X X-SOCIAL SERVICES BLOCK GRANT

The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981 ame6ded Title XX of the Social
Security Act and established a social services block. grant. This action consolidated
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the existing Title XX programs (day care, social services and training) and reduced
funding for fiscal year 1982 to 32.4 billion.

Nationally this repr'esented a 20 percent-reduction from the previous fiscal year.
However, since Title XX funds a re allocated according to state population shifts in
population which were recorded in the 1980 decennial census resulted in reductions
from as high as 30 percent (Connecticut) to as low as 6 percent (Nevada). The State
of New York suffered a reduction of 24 percent. Attached to this statement is a
chart prepared by APWA staff which shows on a state by state basis the impact of
the Title XX funding reduction and the percentage reduction each state received.

The President's budget for fiscal year 1983 proposes to reduce Title XX social
services block grant funding by an additional 18 percent, to $1.974 billion. The
budget also proposes to provide no funds for the Work Incentive program (through
which day care is prbvided to AFDC recipients while they are in training or seeking
employment) and to reduce by 71 percent the Community Services block grant(through which community based anti-poverty programs provide a variety of serv-
ices). For both of these programs, the administration assumes the funding losses canbe offset by using Title XX funds.

Secretary Schweicker testified before the Ways and Means Committee last
Wednesday (February 24, 1982) that it is imperative we "utilize discipline in federal
spending, stemming the rate of growth in HHS programs, thus helping reduce infla-
tion." He also said in defense of the additional social services budget reductions
that, "In fiscal year 1983, as in fiscal year 1982, the states will be in a position to
use the greater latitude in use of these funds to develop more cost efficient and ef-
fective social services delivery systems."

These statements ignore two fundamental realities.
First, while other important Federal assistance programs have experienced sub-

stantial funding increases in recent years, title XX social services programs have
not experienced any real growth since their inception. In fact, title XX has declined
in constant dollar terms.

Second, States have maintained their commitment to critical children's services
programs, despite Federal budget cuts, and have taken advantage of the flexibilityprovided in the social services block grant to improve the efficiency and effective-
ness of their programs. However, there are few, if any, additional savings to be hadthrough use of greater administrative latitude.

The council believes that further budget cuts in the title XX social services block
grant would result in a drastic reduction of States ability to meet the needs of chil-dren and their families.

TITLE XX FUNDING

Federal support for social services programs funded under title XX has decreasedin terms of constant dollars every year except one since the fundihg ceiling was first
put into place in 1972. The following table illustrates this reduction by comparingactual funding levels with constant dollars as adjusted for inflation.

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

19P

July CPI allFederal fiscal year
t city t

Federal

Actual

goal service telling

Constant
dollaiS

125 5

132 7'
148 3

162 3

171 1

182 6

S2.58

2.58

2 58

2 58

2.58
2.78

MB
2.48

2 18

1.98

1.88

1 98'
1978

196 7 2 78 1.78
1979

219 4 2 98 1.78
1980

248 0 2 78 1 48
1981 274 6 2 98 1.38
1982

2 302 1 2 48 1 08
1983 (current law)

2 332 2 2 458 .938
1983 (proposed)

2 332 3 \ 1 9748 .758

1967 lnde for urban wage earners and clerical workers used for comorabihry with earlie, yers
;tnated basts of Increase of 10 oercent 2 year Actual increase frOm July Of 1980 lo July of 1981 was 10 7 percent

Chart prepared by Eugene )ohnson Hennepin County Minn and Orman of the National Council of Lou Public Welfare Administrators
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It is in large part, because the program has not kept pace with inflation, that it is
so difficult to continue to absorb funding reductions and still retain essential serv-
ices. The actual dollar loss to states in federal social services funds would be over $1
billion in a two year period, if the President's fiscal year 1983 reduction were ap-
proved by Congress:

TITLE .xX BACKGROUND

To understand the impact of the flexibilitysrantecr to states uncles the new social
services block grant, it might be usefurto briefly review the original Title XX pro-
gram. Title kx of the Social Secprity Act was enacted on January 4, 1975 to "estab-
lish a consolidated program of federal financial assistance to encourage provision of
sei'vices by States-. This legislation, P.L. 93-647, formalized the separation of cash
assistance and social services programs. Title XX services were, by statute, goal di-
rected, with states determining the proper mix of services needed to meet the needs
of their citizens. The goals:of Title XX, which were retained in the recently enacted
social services block grant are:

"(1) lichieving or maintaining economic self-support to prevent, reduce or elimi-
nate dependency:,

121 achieving or maintaining self-sufficiency, including reduction or Prevention of
dependency;

0) preventing or remedying neglect, abuse', or exploitation of children and adults
unable to protect their own interests, or preserving, rehabilitating or reuniting fam-
ilies;

(41 preventing of- reducing inappropriate institutional care, or other forms of less
intensive care; and .

151 securing referral or admission for institutional care when other forms of care
are Mt apkopriate, or providing services to individuals in institutions."

States can provide services to persons of all income levels, but in fiscal year 1980
by far the largest number of services recipients (85 percent) were those who quali-
fied as income ehgible..that is, persons whose income did not exceed 115 peecent.of
the state median income or those who were receiving some type of categorical assist-
ance such as AFDC' and SSI. States under Title XX are allowed to' provide srvices
directly or to purchase services from other .public or Private non-profit organiza-
tions, in fiscal year 1980 over 50 percent of all services were purchased rather thah
provide directly by the state agency. Title XX services are provided to all age
groups, but in fiscal year 1980 services provided solely to children and youth ac-
counted for around 30 percent of the total Title XX-expenditures, with services pro-
vided to families increasing the total for this group to over 50 percent of expendi-
tures Title XX is the 'largest source of federal funds for services to children and
youth. Among the services most commonly provided to this population are day care,
protective services,reventive services, foster care, adoption and counseling serv-
ices.

Title XX, as originally enacted, contained a training component that was sepa-
rately funded, and that provided for the training and retraining of state social serv-
ices personnel. This funding was available on an open-ended entitlement blisis until
1979 when Congress, in a move tO curtail growIng training expenditures; imposed a
ceiling on funds at $75 million. This training program was an acknowledgement
that social services professionals, because of the critical nature of these services,
have a need for specialized education.

In fiscal year 1977, Congress increased the 'Title XX ceiling tempowrily and ear-
marked $200 million in additional funds for child day care. This temporary earmark
was continued and in 1980 was made a permanent part of the,kw with the passage.
of P.L. 96-272.

STATE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SOCIAL SERvICES BLOCK GRANT

. While the Council supports the concept of block grants, with their decreased fed-
era! administrative requirements, we did not support the notion that increased ad-
ministrative flexibility in Title XX could produce sufficient savings to justify the
siw of the reduction that.was approved. In fact, the major impact of the block grant
was as a result of the 20 percent reduction in funds, rather.than the increased flexi-
bility As mentioned earlier, Title XX has always had some features:of a block
grant. Sinte ,its inceptiorl, states have had flexibility to develop a system of social
services responsive to their needs, as long as the five broad national goals were met.
However, as noted above, federal statute and regulation in the past con ed many
aspects of the administration of t,he program. Under the new block gra t, st tes ar,e
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ablv to exercise, considerable latitude in program administration and development.
and resource allocation

In September 1981, the APWA conducted a survey of states to determine how
states were dealing with a variety of issues related to tile implementation of the
(pcial services block gi-ant )A copy of the survey has been made available to com-
mittee staff) Becituse of the timing of the survey, many of the responsds indicated
preliminary directions rather than specific implemention decisions. However, these
survey results. coupled with information 0>out state implementation efforts shared
at the most recent meeting of the Social arwices Committee of the Council. provide
some examples of what is happening at the state level as a result of the enactment
of the social services block grant (The APWA is also in the process of surveying
states to ascertain the impact of the fiscal yepr 1983 budget proposals on human
services programs and is expecting to have the results available from this survey by
the end of March. We will be glad lo make this information available .to the subcom-
mittee as soon as it is-prepared )

WHAT ARE STATES DOING

States are'atte-mpting to absorb 'as much as possible of the budget reductions in
administrative functions, so as to protect services programs. For the most part,
states moved immediately, to implement those changes that would appear to save
money in the'short run (for example, switching from display advertisements to legal
notices as a means of informing the general public of social services plans), or save
time (for example reducing the number or content of forms which need to be com-
pleted by field staff) States have been forced to prioritize services needs to continue
to fund protective services, and as a result day care and preventive services often
appear to have taken the largest cuts. States -have tried to improve the efficiency
a nd effectiveness of limited service dollars through such steps as: chan 'ng eligibil-
ity to target services to the- Most needy; expanding the use of fees fo services,. in-
creasing the use of volunteers where possible in services programs; n. using inte-
grated. rather than generic case workers. States have tried to "protect" needed. serv-
ices through use of alternative funding mechanisms, as well as alternative sources
of funding Although there is no longer a state match requirement, most states
have, at least in fiscal year 1982, not drastically reduced state social services dollars.
Some states have passed along thv reductions in federal funds by increaging the
amount of match required of local units of government or by redticing the amount
paid for contracted services ,

Because the block grant allows states maximum flexibility, they are responding
ccording to state specific needs and circumstances, thus making it difficult to gen-
erahze about how children as a whole are affected by the recent changes. Following
iri) some specific examples of ways states are adapting to the social services block

, grant changes kind budget reductions; These examples are for illustrative purposes
only and are not intended to be all inclusive or representative of the nationwide
impacts

NEW YORK

Shifted approximately $10 million in low income energy assistance funds to the
social services block grant td-rnake up in part for the 25 percent reduction in federal
Title XX funds in fiscal year 1982. This .money was distributed to the counties to
create a services floor, to insure that no county received less federal funds for man-
dated services than it had expended in the previous year. (Examples of mandated
services are foster care, child protective services, and adoption services). Despite this
shift, 51 out of .58 counties suffered a reductiob in funds. While not all of the ,infor-
mation is in at this time, it appears that approximately 15 counties have had to
make actual reductions in non-mapdated children's services (such as day care and
some preventive services). One county (Monroe County) knew the budget cuts were
coming and began making changes last summer. According to the figures available
from Monroe County. 452 families were affected by major changes in day care eligi-
bility; 130 families lost all family day care subsidy, of these 25 percent began receiv-
ing public assistance or food stamps within six months of the notification of this
change New York has also increased, rm.., for service and has sought alternative
sources of funding for day care (Title IV-A or WIN), and preventive services (state
funds), aod is also exploring more cost effective ways of providing day care.

f
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ILLINOIS

As a direct result of changes in federal regulations, the Title XX central adminis-
trative staff were reduced by 5.5 percent, from (32 to 28 staff. At an estimated salary
level of $20,000 per staff., this resulted in a savings of approximately $680,000.

Illinois is seeking alternative funding for day care currently funded from Title XX
funds, and has reduced by 2'3 the amount for funds allocated to juvenile delinquency
preventive programs. Illinois is proposing to prioritize intake to be able to service
low-income and abused and neglected clients first.

TENNESSEE

Has discohtmued three supplemental programs .1.1at served children. These were
locally provided services programs and included: companionship' services (653 chil-
dren adopted i; family and individual counseling (1,7(30 children dropped); and health
and related services 1105 children dropped). In day care. Tennessee has maintained
the same number of childi-en served, but they did this by going back 'to using state
day care staffing standards rather than the no longer required federal day care
stafling standards They, thus, were able to lower the rate they paid day care cen-
ters, while retaining the same number of children in centers. If the proposed fiscal
year 1983 budget cuts are accepted. Tennessee will not reduce their mandated serv-
ices, b..ut rather",will reduce by 35 percent their contracted services. This will affect
approximately...19T existing Title XX contracts. Day care is the largest contracted
service A reduction of 35 percent will moan that of the 13,000 children served on a
12 month basis. 1.578 will no longer receive care. In addition, if the fiscal year 1983
cuts are adopted, 1,761 of the 5,000 children served in child development services
programs will no longer be served. 'The child development program is an important
program in Tennessee., as,it works in conjunction with their protective services pro-
gram. More budget rduckions would make it very difficult for Tennessee to contin-
ue to implement the child welfare/foster care reforms of Public Law 96-272.

NEW JERSEY

Vut a freeze on administrative hiring in the Department of Children and Youth
Services. Approximately 120 administzative positions have been eliminated. This
has resulted in cle'lays in such things as foster care payments and has also affected
policy development and planning. Most of the cutS have been at the administrative
level; there has been an emphasis on rafting administrative overhead inrder to
keep services programs. Through attrition 180 casework positions have not been
filled. These caseworkers served primarily abused and neglected children, who are
now being served by other social workers with already high case loads. New Jersey
has had to close 5 state-operated day care centers. The majority of children who
were served by these centers haye been plated in private centers. New Jersey has
not experienced the full impact of the fiscal year 191;2 budget cuts, because they are
on a different fiscal year from the federal government, and they were able to trans-
fer funds from'other areas to cover their major costs for children's services pro-
grams. Once Ney Jersey's fiscal year begins, it is anticipated that there will be ad-
ditional cuts. Th plan to close 9 more state-operated day care centers, and are
looking for ways o save $3.7 million in contract services. They plan to try to save
an additional $1. 7 million through staff lay-offs. These will most likely have to be
direct service workers. If the additional budget cuts were adoi3ted, services would be
directly-affected. in particular day care. Additionally, cuts would also affect compli-
ance wnh P.L. 96-272, as the state would try to save money in areas such as infor-
mation systems and case planning, to be able to spend money on the services needed
by children.

LOUISIANA

Has prioritized programs into: life support programs (e.g. child protection, foster
carel; essential for health and family unit maintenance (e.g. home delivered meals,
day care); and important services to individual and community well-being (family
planning. counseling,. Reductions in services occurred-in the latttr two areas:. there
were no reduction...in priority area one. Priority areas two and three are almost all
contracted services. Before the cuts, 86,000 persons were served; after the cuts
1-;.011() people. Additional rusts would grtatly affect Louisiana's ability to provide
any servrces in' priority areas two and three. and they would probably be able to
provide day care only as a protective service.
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MICHIGAN -N
To save approximately $7 million in administrative costs, and to avoid laying off

staff, the Department of Social Services allowed staff the option of voluntarily re-
ducing their paid working hours. At present there is about an 80 percent participa-
tion rate in the voluntary pay reduction effort, and 'no staff lay-offs have been neces-
sary. Michigan has eliminated all purchased staff training. Alternative funding for
day care has been sought since Title XX funding has been reduced.

TEXAS

To implement the reduction, Texas-began to reallocate resources on a program
priority basis. Effective October 1,*1981 contracts in two priority service areas were
cancelled: services to unmarried and school age parents, and services to juveniles
(truants, runaways, and children in need,of supervision). Texas is making an effort
to encourage greater participation on the part of local communitie4 in meeting the
service needs of their residents through increased fiscal investment in those serv-
ices. In many communities the Texas Department of Human Services has been seen
as the only or primary service provider. While local governments are likely to
assume at least partial responsibility for these services, it is likely that most of the
nceeds for service will not bk met. One possible outcome of reducing services in these
two areas is that the situation will deteriorate into more serious abuse or neglect,
and thus demand more costly intervention on the part of the agency.

GEORGIA

Has exercised its increased flexibility to provide services to a larger population, in
particular expanding services to those who have a greater capacity to pay for them.
Through this increased use of fees for service, Georgia is able to fund more services
to those who are unable to pay.

MISSOURI

As aresult of the Fiscal year 1982 budget cuts Missouri lost faI.1 million in feder-al title XX funds. Some additional money was transferred from the loiPincome
energy assistance program to the social services block grant to assist the state in
absorbing the Title XX cuts. The Missouri Department of Socia1 Services divides
their expenditures into three categories: administration, direct services and pur-
chased services. All three of these categories of spending were affected. Through ap-
plication of more effective, efficient management practices and the streamlining of
administration Missouri was able to reduce administrative expenditures by 49 per-
cent, or $3 million, below the fiscal year 1981 expenditure level. Direct services pro-
vided by the Division of Youth Services, primarily to status offenders or delinquent
children, were reduced br 32 percent, or $1.35 million, below fiscal year 1981 l6vels.
This reduction was-made by closing one group.home, and reducing the park/camp
programs. The children who would have been served through these programs wer'e
instead moved to short term intensive treatment programs. Purchased services, the
largest expenditure area, were reduced by 13 percent, or $5 million, below fiscal
year 1981 levels. Perhaps the program that was the most affected by the budget re-
ductions was the day care program. Missouri changed the reimbursement process
from one of "reasonable reimbursement" based on day care centers' estimated cost
of providing day care (reimbursements varied from $7 to $13 per day per child) to a
flat rate of reimbursement (set at $8 per day/per child). Day care centers are al-
lowed to charge a co-payment from clients of the center to make up for the reduc-
tion in reimbursement. Missouri also changed the eligibility for day care services,

'for clients in training, or education. In order to receive day care a client must be
studying in a field or an area that will result in employment. If studying for a high
school diploma, there-i,s no restriction on the length of time a client is eligible for
state-supported day care; if studying for a graduate equivalency degree (GED) a
client is eligible for up to six months; if studying for a four year college degree a
client is no longer eligible for state-supported day care services. Missouri has al-
ready made administrative reductions and the easier- services reductions as a
result of the fiscal year 1982 cuts. Additional budget cuts would of necessity have a
direct impact on clients.

NORTH CAROLINA

As a county-administered, state-sdpervised state, the counties in North Carolina
made the decisions about where the cuts would be made. Staff in the county depart-
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ments of social services were reduced overall by 17 percent (from 2512 to 2087).
Given the choice of fund services to children or to fund services to adult most
county departments made the choice to fund services to children. Thus, child wel-
fare services were affected less severely by the fiscal year, 1982 budget cuts than
were services to adults. Many state contracts for purchases services were terminated
or greatly reduced.

MASSACHUSETTS

As a new agency, begun in 1981, the fiscal year 1982 budget cuts affected the Mas-
sachusetts Department of Social Services' planned increases in support services.
Thus fewer services, designed to reduce the need for substitute care, were available
than'had been anticipated. As a result of an anticipated reduction in federal funds
in fiscal year 1983, the state pOrtion of the newly established public/private partner-
ship program has been decreased by 46 percent (from $13 million to $7 million). This
partnership program was established to increase private contributions to social serv-
ices program, and private donations were matched by public dollars. Massachusetts
has also instituted a variety of administrative changes designed to make more effi-
cient and effective use of the social service dollars,They have improved the efficien-
cy of the foster care payment system and have lightened up on fiscal reporting
within the state. They have also developed a new consumer management system
which enables the department to more closely monitor the services needs and ex-
penditures. The proposed budget reductions will impact on the ability of Massachu-
setts to continue this system.

Perhaps the most important message to communicate to you today is that the
impact of the federal budget reductions enacted in fiscal year 1982 has not yet been
fully felt in many states. There are a variety of reasons why this is so. In part be-
cause of the uncertaintly, until well into the fiscal year, of the final federal funding
level, and in part because many states are on a fiscal year cycle that differs from
the federal government's, several states have been able to delay actual service re-
ductions. Other states have avoided making cuts by passing on or sharing the feder-
al reductions with other levels of government, service providers, and service recipi-
ents, As is apparent from the examples above, some states have been betterable
than others to absorb or otherwise respond to the fiscal year 1982 budget cuts in
service programs. All states however, have indicated that serious service disruptions
would be the Jesuit of further budget reductions, especially of the magnitude pro-
posed by the President in his fiscal yeari1983 budget package.

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF STATE PUBLIC WELFARE ADMINISTRATORS RECOMMENDATION ON
FISCAL YEAR 1983 SOCIAL SERVICE BLOCK GRANT FUNDING

The National Council of State Pullic Welfare Administrators urges the Congress
to reject the President's proposal to reduce the Title XX social service block grant
by an additional 18 percent and instead retain a stable level of federal Lun4ing for
Title XX. This stable funding level must be one on which states can rely and on
which other efforts can be built to protect dependent, neglected and abused chil-
dren, and to prevent, where possible, other children from being abused, neglected or
otherwise harmed by those in whose hands their care has been entrusted. The Coun-
cil believes that this stable funding level should be established at the levels provided
in the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981 ($2.45 billion in fiscal year 1983).
A copy of the formal resolution on the Social Services Block Grant Funding as,
adopted by the Council at its meeting in Washington, D.C. on February 11, 1982 ik
attached to tIiis testimony.

CHILD WELFARE BLOCK GRANT

President Reagan's iscal year 1983 budget proposal recommends a child welfare
block grant, which woifl. consolidate Title IV-B child welfare services, and training,
with Title IV-E foster care and adoption assistance, and would reduce funding by
approximately 2:3 percent below what is estimated states will receive in Fiscal Year
1982 for these four programs. According to Secretary Schweiker, the proposal, when
it is finally drafted, will'reduce the federal burden on states while retaining protec-
tions for children in foster care and those included in P.L. 96-272, the Adoption As-
sistance and Child Welfare Act of 1980.

The enactment of P.L.*96-272 represented the culmination of years cif effort by a
broad coalition of individuals and organizations concerned about children, and could
not have happened without the strong leadership from members of Congress such as
yourself, Mr. Chairman, and the other distinguished members of this committee.

8 r
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The National Council of State Public Welfare Administrators was actively involved
throughout the five-year development of the legislation, testifying before this com-
mittee and others in support of the child welfare, foster care, and adoplion assist-
ance initiatives that are now embodied in P.L. 96-272. The Council is on record in
support of the creation of a new Part E of the Social Security Act, to authorize a
program of federal assistance to states for foster care and adoption assistance, in-
cluding new state requirements to assure effective administration of the program.
The Council supported phased increases in Title IV-B child welfare services funding
to reach the full $266 million authorization, as a fiscal incentive for states to estab-
lish fostercare information systems, inventories of children in care, case review sys-
tems, and permanency planning and preventive service programs.

The Council strongly supported the passage of H.R. 3434, which contained the
best elements of all of its predecessor bills, and provided the necessary federal
framework 'for reforming the state child welfare and foster care systems. A 1Z'ey ele-
ment in H.R. 3434, which became P.L. 96-272, was it use of funding incentives to
effect reform. Under provisions of Section 427 of FL. 96-272, states may receive
their share of Title IV-B child welfare services funds up to $141 million without
instituting any of the new P.L. 96-272 requirements. However, to receive their share
of funds over $141 million, states have to meet the additional requirements included
in the law These requirements, or protections, are: an inventory of all children in
foster care longer than six months; a state-wide child welfare information system; a
case review system; a services program designed to achieve permanency for chil-
dren; and a preplacement preventive services program.

The first of these incentive increases in Title IV-B funds was available to states
in fiscal year 11)81, as Congress appropriated $163.5 million for Title IV-B child wel-
fare services. This was the first time that federal funds for child welfare services
exceeded $60 million. By the end of fiscal year 1981, 34 states certified that they had
met the P.L. 96-272 Section 427 requirements, and thus qualified for the incentive
money. In this current fiscal year, slightly less Title IV-B money is available ($156.3
million), but it is expected that additional states will have met the requirerMents
and will be able to qualify for the Section 427 funds.

The-Council believes that P.L. 96-272 has been a very positive force in both pro-
viding the direction and the incentive for states to move toward instituting these
much needed but expensive'reforms of their foster care and child welfare systems.
Without the availability of the additional funds, undoubtably many states would not
have been able to afford such reforms.

IMPACT OF9CHILD wELFARE BLOCK CR NT

Since there has been, to date, no official child welfar block grant proposal intro-
duced by the administration, the National Council of ate Public Welfare Adminis-
trators is taking no formal position on the block gra t at this time. Nonetheless, I
would like to take this opportunity to make several comments with respect to the
concept as we understand it. These concepts have been addressed in a Council reso-
lution passed at its quarterly meeting in February.

As the administrators of the state child welfare, foster care, and ad ption assist-
ance programs, we would certainly welcome the administrative flexibi ty that the
block grant mechanism wou1d apparently entail. However, we have sev al major
concerns with this proposal as we understand it: the funding level, loss o
ment status, and the apparent abdication of the federal government's responsibil-
ities in assuring quality children's programs and permanency for children.

The propose child block grant presents as with the same problems as does the
social block grant: a funding level too low to be able to adequately meet the needs of
children in care and a funding reduction too large to be justified on the grounds of
:administrative savings. The proposed 23 percent reduction, coupled with the reten-
tion of the P.L. 96-272 requirements, would place states in the untenable position of
having to choose between meeting critical system needs and meeting cr'tical service
needs. This proposed funding reduction, taken along with the proposed duction in
Title XX. would virtually decimate children's services programs in fisci year 1983.

The foster care program has since its inceptiOn been considered anC,,entitlement
program, with federal funds available to reimburse states for their expe ditures in
suppor,t of children within the state )vho meet the requirements of the fe eral foster
care program. With passage of P.L."96-272, there was for the first am a provision
for a ceiling on the amount of funds that would be available from the federal gov-
ernment for reimbursement of foster care maintenance costs. This ceiling only goes
into effect when federal funds for child welfare services are appropriated at "suffi-
cient" levels, as defined by law in P.L. 96-272. The reason for this ceihng on foster
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care is to effect a national policy change, a shift from federal emphasis on foster
care to an emphasis on services to achieve permanency for children. The foster care
ceiling was not put in place as a budget tightening device, but rather as a budget
mechanism to achieve policy change. Even with the possibility of a ceiling, the Title
IV-E foster care program remains an entitlement program. The continuation of fed-
eral funds for the support of children outside their own homes is vital. It is not
something that should be subjected to the uncertainities of the annual appropri-
ations process. The integrity of the foster care system and the success of adoption
assistance program for special needs children depend on a reliable source of fund-
ing. The interests of dependent children and of the nation are best served by con-
tinuation of Title IV-E as an entitlement program. We must maintain a national.
commitment to children.

The Council also would like to see, a continuation of the progressive child welfare
reforms as embodied in P.L. 96-272. The Council believes that there must be contin-
ued efforts to insure that children do not linger in out-of-home placements.

It appears from both this proposal and the proposed fiscal year 84 turn-over to
states of all of the existing children's service programs, that the administration does
not believe there is any role for the federal government in children's services pro-
gTams. The Council maintains that there is a valid role for the federal government
to provide leadership, technical assistance, and guidance to states. The federal gov-
ernment should not be involved in the details of pdministering programs but rather
in setting broad directions and goals for programs to pursue.

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF STATE PUBLIC WELFARE ADMINISTRATORS RECOMMENDATIONS ON
THE CHILD WELFARK BLOCK GRANT

The National Council of State Public Welfare Administrators strongly opposes ad-
ditional cuts in Title IV-B or Title IV-E. These programs have already been signifi-
cantly affected by the funding reductions in the Title XX social services block grant.
Additional cuts cannot be absorbed through non-existent administrative savings.
Cuts in Title IV-E would seriously affect the quantity and quality of services to chil-
dren and would severely undermine the implementation of Section 427 of P.L. 96-
272. The afbncil recommends that these programs be funded in Fiscal Year 1983 at
a level equal to or greater than the durrent Fiscal Yeqr 1982 level.

The Council would like to discuss further with Congress and with the administra-
tion the concepts proposed in the child welfare block grant, and their implications
for an ongoing federal .commitment to child welfare programs. (Attached to this tes-
timony is a copy of the forMal resolution adopted by the Council at its meeting on
February 11,1982 concerning the Child Welfare Block Grant).

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, for this op-
portunity to share with you over views on the impact of the recent and proposed
budget cuts in children's services programs.

FISCAL YEAR 1981-82 SOCIAL SERVICES STATE ALLOTMENTS UOMPARISON

Ftsul---
Services

yer 1981

Total

Appcost-

mate
percept

age
reduction

Fiscal year 1982
block grant Dollar reducbon

Training

Alabama $49764.06! $1003660 $50.767.721 19 S40.989Q47 S9.778.374
Alaska 5.359.411 108.090 5.467.501 23 4.214.543 1.252,655
Anzona 31.305.345 1.038.151 32,343.496 11 28.639.857 3.703.639
Arkansas 29.071.148 1.350.396 30,421.544 21 24,087.527 6.333.717
California 296.483.159 6.393.439 902.877.098 18 249.402.791 53.474.307
Colorado 35.507.761 716.133 36.223.894 16 30.441,703 5382.191
Connecticut 41.212.941 5,740.523 46.953.764 30 32.749.329 14,204.435
Delaware 7.753.193 156.369 7.909.562 '21 6.269.579 1,639.983
District of Columbia 8.963.382 233.069 9.196,451 27 6.722.674 2.473,777
Flonda 114.289.776 2.305.038 116.594.814 12 102.631.424 13.963.390
Georgia 67.611,033 1.391.890 69.002.923 17 57.574.754 11.428.169
Hawaii 11.929.012 240.588 12.169.600 16 10.168.309 2,001.291
Idaho 11.676.335 235.492 11.911.827 16. 9.947.029 1.964,798
Illinois 149.518.263 , 3.015.539 152.533.802 21 120.312.691 32,221.111
Indiana 71.467.682 1.441.386 72.909.068 21 57,848.719 15.060.349
Iowa 38.513.257 776.750 39.290.037 22 30.694.594 095.443
Kansas 31.225.552 629.768 31,855.320 22 24.899.184 6,956.136

\.
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FISCAL YEAR 1981-82 SOCIAL SERVICES STATE ALLOTMENTS COMPARISONContinued

cscai yenr 1981

Services training total

Approxi
malely

Percen1

age

reduchon

aal year 1982
block giant Dollar reduction

Kentucky 46.519.151 1.430.748 41.949.905 20 38.516350 9.313.5554
Louisiana 52,142.989 1.358.861 54.101.856 18 44.297.999 9.803.857
Maine 14.508,911 601.493 15.116.470 22 11.854.246 3.262.224
Maryland 55.096.815 1,111.214 56.208.089 21 44.424,444 11383.645
Massachusetts 16387.196 2.071.214 78.858.410 23 60.451.384 18.407.026
Michigan 122.202.554 2.464.626 124.661.180 22 91.552.539 21,114.641
Minnesota 53.301.539 1.075.005 54.376.544 21 42,959.786 11.416.158
Mississippi 31.910.284 680.151 32.650,441 19 26.564.041 6.036.394
Missouri 64.632.105 1.303.524 65.935.629 21 51.810.956 14.124.613
Montana 10.439.548 594.132 11.033.680 25 8.2923 2.140.911
Nebraska 20.812.602 419.156 21.232.358 22 16.543, 4.689.100
Nevada 8311,199 181.338 8.958.531 6 8.419.149 539.388
New Hampshire 11.583.244 233.615 11.816.859 18 9,104.676 2,112.183
New Jersey 91.440.213 1.965.210 99.405.423 22 71,595.258 '21.810.165
New Mexico 16.118.130 512.546 16.690.616 18 13.698.239 2.992.431
New York 236.026.813 7.630.321 243.657.200 24 184.999.992 58.657.208
North Carolina 14.161.335 2.08011 76.251.846 19 61.894.968 14.356,818
North Dakota 8.670.809 210.000 8.940,809 23 6.880331 2.060.078
Ohio 142.948.662 2.853,041 145.831.103 22 113,164,141 32,062,556
Oklahoma 38.300.507 192.238 39.092.145 18 31.814.149 1.211,996
Oregon 32.502,236 655.511 33.151,153 16 21,744.203 5.413.550
Pennslyvama 156.260148 4.031.221 160.291.969 22 125.013.851 35,248.118
Rhode Island 12.434.366 424,084 12.858,450 22 9.973.641 2.379,809
South Carolina 38.805.361 182.651 39.588,512 11 32.865.231 6.123.215
South Dakota 9.116.163 185.068 9.361.231 22 1.210.604 2,090,627
Tennessee 51.942.815 1.168.612 59.111.427 18 48.315.859 10,735.568
Texas 113.010.415 4,553.312 117.624.221 16 149.921.962 21,102,2,65
Utah 11.381515 612.524 11,994.039 14 15,394,714 2.599,325
Vermont 6.416.509 388.690 6.865.199 22 5.334.462 1.480,137
Virginia 68.462.156 1.519.505 70.041.661 20 56.331.375 13,110,286
Washington 50.189.622 1.190.840 51.380.462 15 43.518.853 1.862,209.
West Virginia J24.135.144 1,199.419 25.935.163 21 30.547.359 5387,304
Wisconsin 62.225.025 1,441.010 63,612.095 22 49.517.090 '4.095,005
Wyoming 5.638.686 214,318 5.913.004 16 4.962.977 950.021
Puerto Rico and Territories 16.000.000 11 13,324,138 2.675.862

Total 2.916.000.000 15.000,000 2.400,000.000

Prepared by AMA Sept It 1981

SOCIAL SERVICES BLOCK GRANT FUNDING

Whereas, the r ,ntiy enacted social services block grant provides funds for a va-
riety of the nation's critical human service programs, which help people live inde-
pendent anWproductive lives (such as day care for working mothers, protective serv-
ices for abused and neglected children, in-home services to help senior citizens
remain in their own homes, and rehabilitation services to enable mentally and
physically handicapped persons to live independent lives); and.

Whereas, the administration's stated goal of economic recovery is consistent with
the goals of programs funded under the social services block grant; and

Whereas, the social services block grant suffered a 20 percent reduction in fund-
ing in fiscal year 1982 and the administration is proposing to reduce it by an addi-
tional 18 percent in fiscal year 1983; and

Whereas, states, realizing the long term value and cost effectiveness of social serv-
ices, have maintained their commitment to social services programs despite federal
budget cuts and have taken many positive steps to improve the quality and efficien-
cy of social service programs (such as enhancing voluntary action to supplement
publicly funded programs, expanding fee schedules, copayment mechanisms and
other income producing measures, and targeting services to the most needy and vul-
nerable people); and

9
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Whereas, states cannot absorb additional cuts in the social ervices block grant
and other interrelated progTams (such as Work Incentive program, community serv-
ice block gTant, and rehabilitation services) without drastically reducing the services
available to assist persons obtain and maintain independence: Therefore be it

Resolved. that National Council of State Public Welfare Administrators strongly
urges the CongTess to retain a stable federal funding level for the social services
block grant, in which states can rely and 4on which other efforts to reduce dependen-
cy can be built. This stable funding should be established at the levels provided in
the Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1981 ($2.45 billion in fiscal year 1983).

Adopted by the National Council of State Public Welfare Administrators on Feb-
ruary 11, 1982

CHILD WELFARE BLOCK GRANT

Whereas, the administration has proposed to consolidate the child welfare serv-
ices and training progTams (Title IV-13) with the foster care and adoption assistance
programs (Title IV-E), and reduce funding by approximately 20 percent on the basis
of administrative savings; and

Whereas, service reductions and service priority changes have already occurred in
fiscal year 1982 due primari/y to reductions in the social services block grant; and

Whereas, the children served by these progTams are abused, neglected, and de-
pendent children whose care and protection is and will continue to be the responsi-
bility of the states regardless of the economic conditions of the nation; therefore be
it

Resolved. that the National Council of State Public Welfare Administrators op-
poses the proposed funding reduction for the child welfare block grant, and proposes
a funding level equal to or gTeater than the fiscal year 1982 funding level; and be it
further

Resolved, that the chair of the NCSPWA social services committee in consultation
with the executive committee of the NCSPWA form a subcommittee whose purpose
will be to discuss with members of CongTess, the administration, and other appropri-
ate groups the concepts proposed in the child welfare block grant and their implica-
tions for an ongoing federal commitment to child welfare programs; and be it fur-
ther

Resolved, that whether or not these programs are placed in a block grant, the
NCSPWA supports the continuation of the progTessive child welfare requirements
embodied in P.L. 96-272 (Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act of 1980), the-
cumulative purpose of which is to insure that children will not linger in out-of-home
placement.

Adopted by the National Council of State Public Welfare Administrators on Feb-
ruary 11, 1982.

Ms. BLUM. Thank you. Perhaps the most important message then
today is to communicate that the full impact of the Federal budget
reductions enacted in fiscal year 1982 has not yet been felt in many
States. In part, because of the uncertainty until well into the fiscal
year of the final Federal funding level, and, in part:because of dif-
ferences in fiscal years, several States have been able to delay
actual service reductions.

Other States have avoided making cuts by passing on or sharing
the Federal reductions with othdr levels of government, with serv-
ice providers, and with service recipients themselves. Some States
have been better able than others to respond to this year's budget
cuts in the services programs.

All States, however, have indicated that serious service disrup-
tions'would be the result of further budget reductions,,especially of
the magnitude proposed by the President, in his fiscal year 1983
budget package.

To avoid this disruption, the National Council of State Public
Welfare Administrators urges Congress to reject the President's
proposal to reduce the social services block grant by an additional
18 percent and to instead retain a stable level of funding for title
XX. The stable funding level must be one on which States can rely
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and on which efforts can be built to protect vulnerable children
and families.

The council believes that the stable funding levels should be es-
tablished at $2.45 billion in fiscal year 1983, the level provided in
the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act.

On the child welfare block grant, President Reagan's fiscal year
1983 budget proposal also recommends a child welfare block grant
which would consolidate title IV.B, child welfare services and train-
ing, with title IV.E, foster care and adoption assistance, and Would
reduce funding by approximately 23 percent below what is estimat-
ed States will receive in fiscal year 1983 for these programs.

According to Secretary Schweiker, the proposal, when it is final-
ly drafted, will reduce the Federal burden on States while retain-
ing protections for children and foster care and those receiving
child welfare services.

The enactment of Public Law 96-272 represented the culmina-tion of years of effort by a broad, coalition of organizations con-
cerned about children, supported by the strong leadership of Mem-
bers of Congress, including you, Mr. Chairman, and the other dis-
tinguished members of this committee. The National Council ofState Public Welfare Administrators were actively involved
throughout the.5-year development of this legislation. Our council
is on record in support of the creation of a/new part IV.E of the
Social Security Act, including new State requirements to assure ef-
fective administration of the program.

The council supported phased increases in title IV.B child wel-
fare services funding as a fiscal incentive for States to establish
foster care information systems, conduct inventories of children in
care, establish case review systems, and develop permanency plan-ning and preventive service programs.

The first of these incentive increases in title IV.B funds was
available to States in fiscal year 1981, when Congress appropriated
$163.5 million for title IV.B child welfare services. By the end of
the fiscal year, 34 States certified that they had met Public Law
96-272 requirements and thus qualified for the incentive funds.In the current Fiscal year, slightly less IV.B money is available.But it is expected that additional States will have met their re-
quirements.

The council believes that Public Law 96-272 has been a very
positive force in providing both direction and incentive for States
to pove toward instituting much needed extensive reforms of their
foster care and child welfare systems. Without these addi,tional
funds, many States would never have been able to make this prog-
ress.

Since there has been no official child welfare block grant propos.-.al introduced by the administration to date, our national council
has taken no final position on the block grant at this time. We
have, however, addressed issues raised by the proposal, which are
included in a resolution attachyd to our testimony.

As administrators, we welcome the administrative flexibility thatthe block grant mechanism may entail. However, we have several
major concerns with this proposal, as we understand it. Most. im-
portantly, the funding level, the loss of entitlement status for foster
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care, and the apparent abdication of Federal responsibility for in-
suring quality service programs and permanency for children.

The proposed child aelfare block grant presents us with the
same' problems as does The social services block grant: A funding
level too low to meet the needs of children in care and a funding
reduction too large to be justified on the grounds of administrative
savings.

The proposed 23 percent reduction, coupled with the retention of
the Public Law 96-272 requirements, would place States in the un-
tenable position of having to choose between making critical sys-
tems improvements and meeting critical service needs. Thus pro-
posed, fu4ing reduction taken along with the proposed reduction
in title XT would virtually decimate children's services programs
in fiscal year 1983.

The foster care program has been considered an entitlement pro-
gram since its inception. The ceiling on foster care, established by
Public Law 96-272, goes into effect only when Federal funds for
child welfare services are appropriated at sufficient levels as de-
fined by that statute.

It is important to point out that the foster care ceiling was put in
place not as a budget-tightening device but rather as a mechanism
to promote permanency for children.

Programs which provide that essential care for children outside
their homes and seek to keep families together should not be sub-
ject to the uncertainties to the annual appropriations. process. The
interests of dependent children and of the Nidlitan are best served
by continuation of title IV.E as an entitlement program.

The council also supports the continuation of the ,progressive
child welfare reforms embodied Public Law 96-272. The council
believes that there must be continued efforts to insure that chil-
dren do not linger in out-of-home placements. It is our belief that
there is a valid rdle for the Federal Govermment in children serv-
ices programs. The Federal Goverrnment should not be involved in
the details of administering programs but rather in setting broad
directions and goals for the programs to pursue.

In summary, the National Council of State Public Welfare Ad-
ministrators strongly opposes additional cuts in title IV.B or IV.E.
These programs have already been significantly affected by the
funding reductions in the title XX social servicq block grant. Addi-
tional cuts cannot be absorbed through nonexistent administrative
savings. Cuts in title IV.E would seriouslj affect the quantity and
quality of services to children and families and Would severely un-
dermine the progres begun by the Adoption As4stance and Child
Welfare Act of 1980.

The council recommends that these programs be funded in fiscal
year 1983 at a level equal to or greater than the current level. The
council would like to discuss with Members of Congress and with
the administration the concepts proposed for the child welfare
block grant and their implications for our shared commitment to
children.

Thank you very much.
Mr. RANGEL. Thank you, Commissioner.
What is happening to those kids that lost mti)caid benefits as a

result of the changes in AFDC? .
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Ms. BLUM. We have been 'monitoring throughout the States. In
fact, APWA has been very active in surveying what is occurring in
the States. As you know, the first States to implement began in Oc-
tober. Other States were limited and required statutory change, as
in New York, to monitor the effects on families and children.

We are observing in one of ouK districts in New York ,State, for
instance, Monroe County, that about one-quarter of the families of
the cases that became ineligible for day care have applied for
public assistance or food stamps within 6 months.

But our staff at both the State and APWA level, are actively
trying to analyze the information that is just beginning to come in,
and we will continue to share with you whatever information is
available.

Mr. RANGEL. What do you find the political climate to be inAlbany? Are the State legislators prepared to increase taxes in
order to compensate for this shortfall in Federal programs?

Ms. BLUM. I think there would be great reluctance to see any sig-
nificant increase in taxes. And there would have to be a significant
increase in order to compensate for the level of cutbacks that you
have been discussing here this morning.

Our legislators, as you know, tend to be very constructive and
progressive, and they did take certain actions in the fall to protect,
for instance, pregnant women who otherwise would not have been
able to receive benefits during their earlier trimesters of pregnan-
cy, a foolish change in AFDC.

They also took action to provide for continuing benefits for stu-
dents who were finishing high school, working through vocational
training school or in college because they recognize creden-tials are very important.lo assure independence or our young
people who currently receive assistance.

But even taking these and other small steps cost he State $60
million. We cannot afford to step in and pick up other reductions of
much greater magnitude, much as F think our State legislators
would want to do that.

Mr. RANGEL. Have you been-contacted by any churches or chari-
table organizations or private corporations, indicating that they are
willing to join the national call for voluntarism?

Ms. BLUM. No. In fact, we have had discussions with corporate
representatives as well a's Caeholic Charities and the Federation of
Protestant Welfare groups .who express puzzlement. Everyone
wants to help. The problem is that when you have reductions of
this magitude, dollars are simply not there to compensate for the
level of cutback.

And it s not for lack of willingness. There really is a concerted
effort Otith other approaches to try to provide support for our most
dependent families. But we are limited, wriether we are talking
about private or public resources.

Mr. RANGEL. Mr. Miller.
Mr. MILLER. Thank you very much for your statement to explain

to some Membet;s of Congress that for an administration that is
talking about flexibility and 'New Federalism, title XX provided
thtit--opportunity in social services. And since this administration
has come to town, all sorts of things have happened.

9.i
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Having that fact on the reArd would make us a little skeptical, I
think, to turn over child welfare in the same block grant proposal
to this same group of people who have demonstrated a lack of con-
cern in their cuts in title XX, which, I think, provides the greatest
flexibility to States and localities to meet those social service needs.

You st 4e. in the record that you do not see any savings coming
from thePso-called flexibility that it would allow. Last year these
savings seemed to have evaporated. These savings were supposed to
have been generated because local entities can do it better. But you
are suggesting that is not the case?

Ms. BLUM. No. In fact, the discussion of flexibility tends to
-.become absurd, because title XX was the one program which we

had where one could plan and produce services in a flexible way.
I think that State administrators and local county administrators

had used that flexibility well to demonstrate that we can produce
the most for the public dollar. We were caught then in a dreadful
trap. Durlkg the fall, when those funds. were reduced so mightily
and so suddenly, counties and States found themselves rigidly
bound in to providing the most basic services, like protective serv-
ices, without the ability to stabilize families with preventive and
day care services, which often can prevent the need for those ex-
pensive protective or foster care services. .

We need you so much as we have always/6-ecied you in the past,
but we need you more now to represent the citizens who require
title XX and child welfare services. Those services are most in need
of protection. It has been cited already that they comprise the
smallest portion of the human service budget, but they have been
the hardest hit. And I became very skeptical in watching where
the reduct,ions occurred, when I knew where the growth had been
occurring qn the human service and other portions of the budget.

So I hope that you and our chairman, as in the past, will contin-
ue to advocate for these very necessary programs that are little un-
derstood by the public but certainly understood and needed by our
citizens.

Mr. MILLER. Thank you.
Mr. RANGEL. My cochairman, Mr. Waxman.
Mr. WAXMAN. I have no questions.
Mr. RANGEL. Thank you. I do hope that the improvement that

you are able to bring about in the State of New York and that pro-
gressive legislative body, of which I am so proud to be a former
member, does not cause us to have a setback. The setback may
come as people vote with their feet and come into the State td take
advantage of the benefits.

It seems sometimes like Catch-22, where the more that you try to
do for people the more you burden the taxpayers.

Ms. BLUM. I think we can only remain optimistic. Keep fighting.
Mr. RANGEL. Thank you, Commissioner.
As most of you can see, our not witness, Bill Cosby, has agreed

to testify before our committee. It is so unusual to see somebody
who has gained such outstanding praise for drama and comedy,
who is an international entertainer, and a winner of awards, who
has nonetheless been able to find.eso much time to assist communi-
ties in economit development and civil rights. I suspect that not-
withstanding his educational background and his family life, there
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is nothing that shines forth no matter what he is doing more than
his deep-seated love and affection for chiliiren.

As his country and his Congress are about to embark upon pro-
grams that could adversely affect children, we should not be sur-
prised that Bill Cosby once-again is coming forth to share his views

et with us.
On behalf of the Ways and Means Committee and the Commerce

Committee, I welcome you.
Mr. Waxman.
Mr. WAXMAN. I too want to welcome you, and I look forward to

your testimony.
Mr. RANGEL. Mr. Miller.
Mr. MILLER. Welcome.
Mr. COSBY. Is this all right? Is the volume fine?
Mr. RANGEL. Yes. Please proceed as you wish.

STATEMENT OF BILL COSBY, GREENFIELD, MASS.
Mr. COSBY. I think that every person who is really an authority

on what is going on in terms of the cuts, the people who,know the
numbers, the people who have all the significant data, will prob-
ably be saying the same thing. And in thinking about what I was
supposed to do that would make it really significant, I do not know
how many people have come to say what the cuts would have
meant had they happened at a time when they were growing up.

Much of my humor has been about living in the lower economic
neighborhood in North Philadelphia. I think that had I not been a
young child to take advantage of the benefits that we had in those
days, we would have been thrown out of our home because my par-
ents were lower economic people.

At the time, it was not called welfare, it was called relief, and we
looked forward to the 15th and the 30th of each month. The mail-
man was a very important person in our lives.

We movecr into a lower economic housing project called the Rich-
ard Allen Homes, which was prObably one of the first in north
Philadelphia or in Philadelphia to be built. It was the first time as
a child that I had seen hot. and cold running water come out of the
same faucet, running full strength. The tub was the first tub I
could rememt3er being bathed in. Prior ,to that, we lived in north
Philadelphia in a place on Stuart Street. My mother bathed me in
one of those metal tin tubs, the Wheeling tubs, put the cold water
in it, because we only had cold wafer, put it on the stove, heated it,
and pulled it down and bathed us.

The hospital in our neighborhood of north Philadelphia in the
housing projects was the Einstein Hospital. The medical aid we re-
ceived was paid for by the Government. Our lunches were paid for
by the Government, in the sense that my mother gave me a quar-
ter for lunch, and it cost something like 15 cents. And for that I
received "a- well-balanced diet,' and as you all know, this changes
every 5 years as to what is well balanced.

.I played on athletic teams that were supported by the Govern-
ment. These teams, I believe, kept me from having an idle mind
that could very well have caused me to' think about doing other
things that may have been harmful. There were gangs available,
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but I had sports that I loved, and they gave us real uniforms, police
athletic league, organizations such as the Salvattion Army and so
forth and so xm.

What I am trying to get at is that without this aid, without that
check coming the 15th and the 30th, my father ,wanderiyng back
and forth between home and whatever the problems were that my
parents had, had it not been for this aid, I and my brothers and my
mother would have really been out in the street or living with
other people, people who would be relatives ar friends of my moth-

" er's,
What I am saying is I do not think anyone is realizing the simpke

fact that my motherndid not have a Cadillac.-She did, not maneuver
so she could get 12 welfare checks. She did not maneuver so that
she could get a kickback from a doctor on medicaid. My mother
used everything.

Now, she did cheat. She w ked as a ,domestic fEom 8 in the
morning until around 5 in th evening, at that time, which is in
the late 1940's through the 19 's, for $8 a day cash as a domestic.
She worked 3 days a week. So this $24 a week somehow still went
up because she had three boys that she had to take care of.

I think that the peqple who are making these cuts are not really
and truly thinking. The people who are using the offenders and
abusers of these programs to make these cuts are not using the
proper numbers. They are leaving them out. And needless to say,
even in businesses that are using great religious orders, there is a
great amount of cheating and stealing that goes on.

Children who need to be aided because their parents are lower
economic or lower middle economic are bein&Nunished because,
someone feels that this is the reason'why we tritia'country that is
having a terrible, terrible defic4 problem.'They happen to' be very,
very wrong. And I'look for other people to prove this theory.

I do not have it on paper. I could read it for you out of numerous
books. But the reason why I wanted to come here was to tell every-
one what I happen to be a product, my two brothers happen to be
products, of. There is a certain emotional feeling that you get
which makes a difference between your being able to have your
tooth taken care of when you are in pain and you are poor as op-
posed to just letting the darned thing hurt and' having no place to
go to get it fixed because you have no money for it.

I do not think that America is supposed to be like that. I do not
think that we are supposed to be a country that will say, well,
some of you will just have to die, some of you will just have to
auffer.

The songs that I reinember singing as a child had to do with
tightening your belt and flexing your arm and -getting ready to'
save the country. They did not say anything about some of you will
not eat, some of you will die, because you cannot get medical serv-
ice, old or young.

It did, not say that a child who is unhealthy because he or she
cannot get any aid has fo look at an old person across the hall who
is dying because they cannot get any aid either. I do not think this
is what America is supposed to be about.

I am going to close off at this particUlar point, because I have
said all that I have to say. My wife and I are to this point very
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chosen to do. I said to my wife, when I die I want to come back as
one of my children because somehow through this setup these five
people who have never had a job are going to have more money
than I ever had and will ever hope to 'have, because of the tax
structure.

I want to thank all of you for letting me speak. And I feel very,
very American about being able to come here and say all of this.

Mr. RANGEL. Thank you, Mr. Cosby.
What has been your experience with those people that have been

the beneficiary of Government programs in the pas.t when they
have somehow broken through povery and-teached a point where
they are no longer dependent? Do you find -that they forget so
easily that they once were dependent on Federal programs?

Mr. COSBY. No; absolutely not. Nor will their friends let them
forget. [Laughter.]

We tend to have a club. I can name five fellowswho lived in the
projects with me. Well, they did not live with me, but we lived in
the projects, our parents lived there. One is the president of a
number of radio stations in the United States of America. Another
one is just a plain old graduate of Penn State. Another one is just a
plain old doctor. And others are schoolteachers. We have a number
of Ph. D.'s who graduated from the same elementary school that I
graduated from. -

I am here really to tell you that the number that they keep men-
tioning about the person with the Cadillac, the person who has
abused and so forth and so on, howhere near comes clKe to the
number, that is going to be destroyed because we may cokkrietically
make some middle-income people feel Aat, thejobl§ being dohe. .

am not saying that we are not suppOsed to be No, 1 in -defense,
which becomes offense, which becomes defense again, which may
lead to no fence at all. [Laughter.]

I am saying that surely the United States of America, being a
country made up of brilliant people, the best universities, the best
minds, working together, -surely they can come up with tome way
to save something calle'd"money which is nothing more than num-
bers, a better fashion than making some people feel very, very un-
wanted in this country.

Mr. RANGEL. Have you ever, Mr. Cosby, tried to figure out in dol-
lars and cents how much your family could have possii3ly received
during those hard days from you'''. Government and then in recent
years how much you returned in income taxes?

Mr. COSBY. I passed that a long time ago, and I will tell you
something else. I do not mind paying my taxes. One thing about
being poor or having been poor is that there is a thing of you want
to pay for everything now, you want everything paid for.

I had a job in our house. My job was to tell people that lily
mother was not home. Ana it was there that I hated to just owe
anybody anything, even the Watkins man. You know, we owed him
for the shampoo. And the man would come by and it was not any-
thing, my mother owed him 58 cents. MY mother did not drink and
she did not smoke. I did not have any strange uncles in the house.
[Laughter.]
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I am telling you that this was a woman, this is a woman, who
works very, very hard. She was -not church people either. So she
dicrnot spend any money on snuff or pies for the church.

My point is that this is all very, very ridiculous. These are chil-
dren that we are talking about, who come into this world that is
also strange. The same people who are against abortions are also
the same people who want to make these damned cuts. I do not un-
derstand their thinking. And neither do they. [Laughter.1

Mr. RAkNOEL. Some people said the moral majority is neither.
Mr. Waxman.
Mr. WAXMAN. Well, Mr. Cosby, I want to thank you very much

for being here, because I think you have explained things in a way
that everyone ,ean understand. Not only from your own experience,
but as a celebrity, you give a visibility to these kinds of cuts.

This administration claims to be profamily, and yet they are
doing more to harm the family by these budget cuts. We are talk-
ing about punishing children, who certainly have not done any-
thihg wrpng because they may need to see a doctor, they may need
some basic nutrition. The Government in the past has provided
such benefits to needy children, and I believe it ought to continue
doing so.

You are from Philhdelphia, as you have mentioned. In Philadel-
phia, if President Reagan's cuts go through, the city will have to.
eliminate health services for 20,000 children and youth. That does
not make any sense to me.

In Ncirth Philadelphia, the infant mortality rate is 22 per 1,000
live births. Citywide the rate is 13 per 1,000. But the infant sourviv-
al rates are going to be adversely affected in both sectors of the
community.

These budget cuts say, in effect, that we as a society are not evpn
going to give our children an equal starting point in life, Poor chil-
dren will be less able to fulfill themselves, to have a chance in soci-
ety to become' a movie actor or a docior or a teacher or a Congress-
man or anything else.

I find that shocking. I think most people who realize it would.say
that is not what they want, that is not what they thought they
were getting when they voted foz_Ronald Reagan. And a IA of
people who voted for him arCre-eling very sorry3hey did at this
point.

I do not have a question. But I do want to thank you for being
here.

Mr. COSBY. Well, Mr. Waxman, I feel that, yes, a lot of people
voted for Ronald Reagan and a lot of people still feel that what he
stands for can work.

But on another level, I have this thing that keeps going around.
There are two things that have to do with failure, taking the horse
to water and the horse not drinking. And then there are some
people who will not take the horse to the water at all. And this is
the case of these particular cuts: The horse is not being allowed to
go to the water at all.

As I said before, my family and I feei that, yes, we do need a.
great defense and we do need to be No 1. We do need to make the
dollar stronger. We do need employment. We need tax cuts. I
would love to pay nothing 1 year.
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Mr. WAxis4XN. According to our bill from last year, this may be
your year. [Laughter.]

Mr. COSBY. The most important thing is I have had my wife and
my children and I, thinking it over and talking it over, we feel thatwith all of the geniuses that are working, whether they be Moral
majority or again anything, let us find some people with some
sense who can realize that morally we have to look at what isgoing on. And this is not right at all.

Mr. WAXMAN. It is not right from what they tell Lis they think is
right, because they tell us we want:to protect the family, we want
a safety net to keep the poorest from being hurt. And yet despite
what they say, they come in with budget policies that are going to
completely destroy the opportunities for poor children.

Mr. COSBY. There is one other thing ,also I do not know if they
are thinking about,,which has to do with the future. If these lowereconomic people are not protected and if these lower economic
people have any chance to think about what happened and now
they are older, stronger people, what do they become? What hopedid they have whitt they were coming up? And what ideals' did
they hear and takg into themselves except a negative :force, per-haps?

This is also something we can fear unless we are just ready to
gun them down when they grow up angry and mentally disturbed,
physically disturbed, and have no empathy at all for the country.

'Are we then to sty that these people are ungrateful? Whose fault
will it be then at that time?

Mr. WAXMAN. I think we have to ask whose responsibility it is to
assure that all children get the basic necessities of life and equal,opportunity to advance themselves. I am worried that the values
that we are sharing with them by our example of cutting out food
and health care are not the kind of values we,are going to want to
have repeated by them as they grow into adults who will also act
selfishly and without regard for other people and their misfor-tunes.

Thank you very much.
Mr. COSBY. Thank you.
Mr. R1NGEL. Mr. COSby, Beverly Birns, our staff fellow pulled all

this together, researched all the various comrrlittees in 'the Con-
gress that have sotrie type of jurisdiction over children's programs.
George Miller comes from the Education and Iyabor Committee.

Mr. MILLER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Cosby, thank you very much for your generosity in beinghere today to articulate your concerns and your feelings. I think

maybe one of the most important aspectstwo very important as-
pectsof what you have said is, first of all, as you described in
your childhood and your family, you really described a system that
allowed, that appeared fo allow, that family to exist as a family.
That those supports in terms of housing And health care, in terms
of income supplements to the earnings your mother was working
every day to provide, allowed you to stay together.

Mr. COSBY. Yes. And we wanted to get out of it also.
Mr. MILLER. Poverty is not noble?
Mr. Cossv.-No.
Mr. MILLER. It does not work?
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Mr. COSBY. Not at all. In the whole neighborhOod, this housing
project, we could not afford a telephone. We could not afford a TV
set. There was one family called the Robinsons, who lived a half
block away from us, and I will never forget this, and people think I
am lying when I say it, there was a television set in those days
this is in the late 1940's or 1950's that you put a quarter ir1 it, and
it played for an hour. And we would shut it off whenever commer-
cials came onwhich I am glacithey do not do now. [Laughter.]

BO the thing is that there was one telephone, and the poor
person who owned that phone, I do not think they ever got a call
for themselves. They had a messenger service that ran a kid down
and knocked on the door, ther is a call for you, come up to get the
call. And nobody charged for a ything.

I remember a gentleman bythe name of Mr. Glover, who went
into his own pocket. This man did not make a lot of money. I mean
he was in the projects with us. They checked your' salary before
they let you move in there. And Mr. Glover started a Boy Scout
troop in north Philadelphia, which was one of the funniest Boy
Scout troops you ever wanted to see, because we had uniforms, and
when we would go on a hike, we caught the trolley car. We rode
out to the park and got off the trolley car. Then we marched
around the park and then got back on the trolley car and then
came back home. And that was city life for us.

remember a camp that was sponsored by the University of
Pennsylvania, called Camp Green Lane. It cost $9.50. You stayed
there for 10 days. And we learned all the songs florn the Universi-
ty of Pennsylvania and nobody knew where it wA. [Laughter.]

All these things were the things that we needed- but we felt good
about them, to swim in a real little lake, to step on a real snake, to
listen to spooky stories, things that my parents could never have
afforded to do, to get a bus ride, to leave that, city to go out to
where there were real. trees that had not been planted there.

Well, some of the things were not too good, like real mosquitos.
They are healthy out there.{Laughter.]

What I am saying is these things are needed for the mind as well
as the physical. My brotheVmes died of rheumatic fever. He died
in the hospital. To this day, do not know how my mother paid the
bill. But I am pretty sure that a great deal of it was done through
the Government, because of our need.

Now, I am not too siire what is going to happen. You and I know
very well how hard and coldblooded a big city can be. But if a child
pulls up with his parents and the child is sick and this hospital or
whatever area knows that the chill' does not have any money and
it is not going or it may not be paid for, they may just turn that
child away. And there we have a person who is even sicker by ,the
time they get to someone, or dead. Now, -whose hands is this stuff
on?

Mr. MILLER. I think the second point in your statement that I
find very important is your conclusion that this is not the way
America is supposed to be. This is not the way Americans believe
America is.

Mr. COSBY. No.
Mr. MILLER. What we are finding now is that, with a frightening

pace, this is what America,is becoming. We'll see the results: the
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increase in infant mortality', the dead babies, the mothers who do
not carry their babies to term because of poor nutrition, the people
who sat where you.are' sitting this morning telling us that hospi-
tals will not allow the &livery of children because they are afraid
they are going to needy intensive care and nobody is going to pay
them. So they are turning away poor families.

This is what is going on in America, and that is what America is
becoming., And the frightening thing is that when'you say to us
that thi0.is not the way America is supposed to' be, we have the
abilit.y to just turn it around. We have the ability to feed pregnant
women so that they have healthy little babies.

We have the ability to teach,eVe-ry-kid to read, but we choose not
to. We hale the ability' to provide recreational opportunities for
children liRe yo rsejf, growing up in the cities, but we choose not
to. And even for those people, those governmentswhether it isState or city, c aritable organizations who hOPe chosen to help
in the past, es/en they are being cut back. They will not be able to
realize the potential of their dreams. The city that ,wants to make*
these efforts in infant health care and education will not have the
necesSary fundf .

And so I agilk with you this is not the wky America is supposed
to be. But unfortunately, it is what A`merita is becoming for that
group of people who in many instances through no fault of theii-
own are born into a poor family. Children do not choose their par-
ents. They find out when they come ftome from the hospital that
this is a poor family, they got stuck in a poor family, and now they
are finding out that America for them is closing off avenues olop-
portunity, even to become a plain old Penn State graduate. That ,,
avenue is being terminated for poor people.

I think it is a frightening message that you leave.
Mr. COSBY. It is a frightening message also because, as you just

mentioned, with the universities where does a lower economic kid
look to? If you find the kid who cannot jump, throw, run, or do
something great in front of a number of people, a lower economic
kid who is not in tuicn a genius and has public relations firms doipg
things for him, then where does this male or female go? Where is
the hope?

I mean the child dies as well as the one who died in the hospital.
As well as the one who died physically, this one dies mentally.
Then America has lost another resource due to the fact that this is
a lower economic person.

Mr. MILLER. That is it. It is the loss of that resource, becau,sVun-
fortunately all bright kids are not born into wealthy families.

Mr. COSBY. Thanks a lot.
Mr. MILLER. Some bright kids_are born into poor families. Some

stars are born into poor families and some are born into wOjthy
families.

Mr. COSBY. AbsolutelyAMy IQ is higher than Mayor Koch's'.
[Laughter.]

I was very happy to read that.
Mr. RANGEL. I could have told you that. [Laughter.]
Mr. MILLER. I think it is better to have a New Yorker respond to

that point.

7 ,,
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MT-GuARINI. From the statement he made about the up-
staters-- .

Mr! RANGEL. Mr. Guarini is on the Ways and Means Committee
and also on the Subcommittee of Oversight, and. he is from the
State of New Jersey. .

.
Mr. GUARINI. I merely want to thank you, Mr. Cosby, for the

great concern that you show. You are a great credit to our country
for taking your valuable time to come here and giving us the bene-
fit of your experience is something we are very appreciative of.

I-sit on 'this committee and often listen to economists"talk num-
bers. We have it day after,day and it is really refreshing to hear
someone talk about people and humanity because that is where a.
democracy is supposed to be at. We are a natiop of people, not a
nation of numbers.

They often describe Washington as being 12 square miles of fan-
tasy surrounded by reality. I think what you have helped to,do is
bring a little bit of reality anc} commonsense to the committee
hearings. And it has been very, Gery helpful. ifI agree with you that there is no reason why the greatest Nation
in the world, the wealthiest Nation the world has ever known,
cannot afford to take care of itAneedy. It is just a very sad com-
mentary on what is happening today to have this lack of sensitivity
and this lack of compassion that now exists in government. .

I think that more people like you coming forward will bring the
Natiori back to its good senses again. So I truly want to thank you
for being here. ..

Mr. COSBY. Well, I hope so. I am'not ,too sure. I have heard the
cutters talk. There are some cold-blooded, thin-lipped people.

Mr. GUARINI. It is.,going to make for some very hot summers, too,
if it keeps on, because I am `afraid that when people make a great
deal of money, they do not put something back into the system,
they are failing to Pake opt the social insurance that they are going
to need to keep what thd.do have.

And you know, in the old dayTo'f the Romans, they first gave the
poor people bread to keep them quiet. Then they gave them wine
to keep them quiet. Then they gave them circuses in the Coliseum
to keep them quiet. And after that, they ran out of things.

We have got to dq some.thing for the people who are on the Wall
Street level ai'rd'the banking and.inVestment people, to make them
realize that vie dre a country of people and for them to keep what
they have, they. damned Well better understand that they have got'
to put something back into the system, thaf they cannot keep it all'
to fiemselves. .

r. COSBY. The Wall Street people, or whatever you call the
conomists, I am really not that concerned with them as much as I

am with some folks who happen to feel that life will be a lot better
if they had that dollar instead of the person who is already poor. I
m talking about greed.L
Pam not talking about somebody who has put sbmething togeth-

er where he has said, this is the best way. I am just talking about_
some greedy people who for one reason or another have also been
tricked. And the funniest joke of it is that this cutback has cut into
some people who voted for the cutter to do the cutting.

Mr. GuARINI. That is right.

.tI
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Mr. Cog-By. That is the one part of it.
Mr. GUARINI. Even Wall Street is not believing it thesedays.
Mr. Cosey. That is true. So we find that everyone here feels a

little bit of that whip, especially when the guy throwing/it cannot
hit.

Mr. GUARINI. Let us hope that they will get some sense and we
will get back on the track.

Mr. Cosey. On behalf of Mrs. aosby, who sent me here [laughter]
and my five'children, who will be wealthier than I [laughter] as the
Cosby family, we want the lower and middle income people to
know that what we were, we still .remember. And these cuts, we do
know they hurt. Thank you.

Mr. GuARn.n. You are truly a splendid man. Thank you.
Mr. MILLER. I would hope that one of the basic routines of stand-

up comedians in comedy is to tell us about your neighborhood, your
family. I think that the,picture that you gave us this morning is
far different than the picture that we have come to know about
your family and your neighborhood. But I tirink it is a very, very
importarit message. And I would hope that soniehow you could lean
on your colleagues to express to this country where some of their
roots are in a very real sense, io help explain, because that isyour
business, what it means and the price that would be paid.
, And, again, your generosity in coming here to share that with us
is really appreciated. Thank you very much.

Mr. RANGEL. I would like to join with Mr. Miller. You always
lean on those who give so much of theMselves. But if you want to
find some group that is the least powerful, it has to be the ki,ds,
and especially the poorkids. Not even prisoners are as powerless as
poor kids.

Mr. COSBY. No, because,I tirink if this continues, you will be able4 to live better in Attica than out in the street if you are a poor child
going frorri a lower-economic neighborhood. It would be better just
to go ahead and get busted and eat beiter in prison.

Mr. RANGEL. One forgets you are a comedian when you testify.
But our committee is going into a lot of our cities, and it is not un-
usual for some of our older people to be asking for a little help
when the winter comes. Thank you. Thank you very much.

Mr. Cosey. All right.
Mr. RANGL. Let me thank Marian Wright Edelman, who is the

president of the Children's Defense Fund, for being so gracious in
terms of changes in the order of the witnesses.

STATEMENT OF MARIAN WRIGHT FirDEI,MAN, PRESIDENT,
CHILDREN'S DEFEN'SE FtJD

MS. EDELMAN. I think we ought to close th hearing, Mr. Chair-
man, and get that tape and put it on throughout America, and I
think maybe we will wake up the public. What Bill Cosby said was
just fantastic.

I thank 'you for holding these hearings. I think it is absolutely
wonderful that you are doing this. And I have prepared a very
Jong, very detailed s6tement setting out the impacts on children
and families in tliNrea of welfare, medicaid, social services, child
care, that I would like to submit for the record.

93-065 0 - 82 - 1 U
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Mr. RANGEL. I have heard and read so many of your Statements.
They may be long but they have never been dull. Your'full stAte-
ment will a-ppear in the record.

Ms-EDELMAN. I suppose what I would like to take my full time
to-Say that I think we can win for childrethin 1982. The chairman
-is aware of a slave woman, Sojurner Truth, who has given us new
wa3q of looking at how we can win for children in 1982. And I just
want to talk about, for a moment, four main barriers to trying to
make the couhtry aware of our own children and their needs.

-One vivid image that came to me is one I would like to share. I
would like to quote Sojurner Truth because she had very good ways
of saying things verrsimply.1 quote her:

I hear talking about the Constitution and the rights of man. I comes up and I
takes hold of this.Constitution. It looks mighty big, and I feels for my rights. But
there arqn't any there. Then I say, 'God, what ails this Constitution? And he says to
me, there is a little weasel in it.

Well, I 'think that this year there are a lot of big weasels gnaw-
ing away at the Constitution and at the foundation of opportunity
for poor, handicapped, black, female, and other minority, children
that we must identify and talk about. And the first weas6l that the

'Congress is beginning to get ahold of as he comes up here to testify
is the Stockman opportunistic weasel who has tried to reduce com-
plex human needs to paper charts and graphs and to play comput-
er sliderule roulette with the lives of millions of chitdren.
-' Although last year and this year he continues to be a master of
funny arithmetic that can be twisted to support any politically ex-
igencies of the moment-, I think that the American people and cer-
tainly those of us who are in the children's community who care
about the poor are beginning to realize that this weasel is a lot .

weaker than we are. For all of his computers, he cannot make his
numbers add up to a balanced budg

Those of us, on the other hand, vho care about children and
about preventive programs have the reedom and the courage 'to
talk about cuts(that he cannot talk about and that we know make
more sense. .

So I think the jobof this Congress and those of us in the outside
helping this Congress and those of you who care about children, is
to help him do his job of balancing the budget by staying true to
what he said he wanted to do in his Atlantic Monthly piece, which
is to curtail weak 'claims rather than weak clients.
". He has obviously done iust the opposite, and in its first year this
administration asked children to take more cuts than any other
group in society. They took away $1 out of every $5 going to pool,
abuse.d, hungry, and hometess .children, which added up to about
$10 billion. And on top of this, they are coming back and psking for
an additional $8 billion in fiscal year 1983. ek

These proposed 1983 cuts would take about one-third of title I of
the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, one-fifth out of child
welfare, one-fourth out of the Job Corps and Youth Empl*ment
programs, almost $5 billion more out of AFD, food stamps, and
medicaid.

And if we look, at a broader range of children's programs rather
than just those specific priorities of successful programs that we
care aboutincluding those programs that affects families and chil-

1 u
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drenthis administration is proposing a massive reduction of
almost $27 billion in -fiscal year 1983 aloneThIS-NInclulles $22 bil-
lion in new fiscal year 1982 cuts and a proposed $5.kil1ion in rescis-
sions from cuts in the fiscal year 1982 budget levels.

I think that we have simply got to say in this Congress and
throughout the country that Mr. Stockman can no longer have his
way.

The second weasel that we are very clear we have to fight is that
of the Reagan myth spending weasel that has created an enormous
accuracy gap in public policy decisionmaking, and the kinds of
hearings you are having today begin to educate the public about
what is reality. The fact is it is not welfare cheat§ that are the
problem. People who are hungry, and many of them very young
children.

But with grea,t skill and sloganistic simplicity, President Reagan
has taken a feW Vernels of truth and tainted a whole harvest of
progress with a, few anecdotes and carefully selected facts he has
painted the Federal GoveYnment all bad, State and local govern-
ments all good, the private sector efficient, the Government ineffi-
cient, defense spending sacrosanct, and the domestic spending for
the poor inflationary and uncontrollable.

As a result, critical national decisions affecting the lives of mil-
lions of American children now and i the future are being nitde
without adequate debate and information and care.

We have got a job to do, and this hearing is a good start today.
And we will, in countering what the President has done in his
rhetoric, in preying on the fears and resentments of those Ameri-
cans who want to believe that most welfare recipient cheat, they
clearly do not; that most are black, they are not; and imply that if
we just end abuse in these programs we will solve our economic
problems.

What he has not told the public is that 68 percent of the so-called
welfare cheats he is trying to rid us of are children and that 11
million children, the ones who are going- to suffer from his food
stamp cuts and his rrked.i.oid cuts and the human side that Mr.
Cosby, I think, brought obt so effectively, which is the story we
have got to get across.

The other big misperception put forth to 'the public is one that
President Reagan has -eaused by saying he ig not really cutting
social programs, that what he is doing is merely decreasing the
rate of spending, rather than cutting programs.

While this is true in an overall way, it is also extremely mislead-
ing, and we are going to be making every effort, asI know you will,
to begin to get out there the fact that children's programs that
were cut to the bone last year are being threatened with amputa-4
tion this year.

The combined cuts from last year and this year's proposed cuts
in title I add up to 51 percent cut. That is hardly a reduced jate of
spending. A 95-percent cut would occur in the runaway youth pro.-
grams, a 44-percent cut in child nutrition and child maternal and
child health. There would be a 100-percent cut in the Appalachian
devlopment care funds, which includes child care for that belea-
guered region.
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The third weasel I want to mention very briefly and which we
have been hearing a lot about and which for those of us who are
child advocatesit has been hard for us to come and talk about is
the greedy military weasel, which can never seem to get enough.

Like every American, we are committed to a strong defense 'and
able to re'spond to any external threat. But we do not equate loyal-
ty to our.ntional security with unquestioning acceptance of every
military expenditure. And I am beginning to hear Dwight Eisen-
hower's quote a lot, and I would like to share it again because I
think it is the central point of this year because this Congress has
choices, the American public has choices, and we have got to make
those choices clear.

Dwight Eisenhower said in 1953, and I quote him:
Every gun that is made, every warship launched, every rocket4ired, signifies a

theft from those who hunger and are not fed_those who ace cold and are not
clothed. The world in arms is not spending money alone, it is spending the sweat of
its laborers, the genius of its scientists, the,,hopes of its children.

And I have been grappling with trying, as an ordinary citizen
who is not an expert on defense spending, to understand what all
these billions and trillions mean. And I want to just tell you what I
have tried in a new formulation and tried to understand just pow
much money that military weasel could possibly use.'

I know you have heard it. I have been trying to figure out ways
to put it so the American public could begin to understand it along
with me, because it cannot quite get tI4ough my head.

But in fiscal year 1982 President Reagan budgeted and got a 20-
percent increase in budget authority fof national defense, which
was an increase of $36.5 bijlion. Now, he cut qomestic spending by
$35 billion or just slightly less than that.

In fiscal year 1983 President Reagan was asking for another 26-
percent increase in budget authority for national defense over his
fiscal year 1982 level, which is an additional $44.1 billion. That
$44.1 billion is almost $30 billion more than he would need to,.
maintain defense spending at his already increased fi)5cal.y4,ar 1982
levels, allowing for inflation. .

Now, he proposes to cut domestic programs again' by almost$36
billion in fiscal year 1983. Between fiscal year 1983 and fiscal year
1987, the administration's request for bud4et autliority for national
defense totals $1.7 trillion ,And I could hardly ricognize it when I
realized that these were columns in billionszather than

Since it was a little hard for me to envisve whtit that 'amounted
to, I asked my data person to break flOt down. -lie asked me to
imagine that I had spent, assuming I h.2.d lived from the day that
Jesus was born, that I had spent $2--million a day every day from
the birth of Jesus Christ until now. We would havelspent a little
less than what the Defense Department is beine"given to spend
oyer ale next 5 years:--$1.7 trillion.

If instead of the President's increases in national defense spend-
ing were kept to the original fiscal year 1981 level from fisca-1 year
1982 through fiscal year 1987, the savings would be enough to pay
off the whole Federal debt held by the ublic today, which is $800
billion.

The cost of the whole AFDC progra !that we afe here to talk
about today upon which.7 millio,n poor a needy children rely,

.-0
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without in" eking any of the President's cuts for fiscal year 1983 to
fiscal year 1987,.they total less than his proposed increase in de-
fense for fiscal year 1983 alone.

Five years of AFDC is $36.9 billion. PutAlifferently, AFDC, whichis our only program designed to support the poorest mothers and
the poorest chiklren, costs about one-fifieth of national defense
under President-Reagan. -

But President Reagan is proposing to cut AFDC by almost 20
percent. think that somehow we are going to have to engage in a
very fundamental decision_process this year about what we are and
what we value as a nation.

And Vie are not ern talking about essential' defense expendi-
tures which is what outrages me moq, because -When one looks at
the nonessential deferi'ke perks and,looks at the essential civilian
denials, I think it is 4me for the Congres§ to say, enough--

President Reagan.eut, as you know, $3 million from the child im-
munization programs, whicli eliminated ,immunizations for 7,5,000children at risknext year' he is proposing to cut $2 millfon

oreat the same time that t(hie Defense Dep4rtment is spending
.4 million on shots and OtheeveteriAry services for military per;sonnel pets. 4
Now, the anipal lobby is ceginning to get on me, and I want tobe clear. I am not against veterinary services for ,pets of miilitary

personnel. I simply think they ought to pay for them themselves.
And let,us return that Money to the Treasury and support immuni-
zations for 35,000 low-income children instead.

We took away $15 million from poor schools and poor neighbor-
hoods and child care centers providing hot lunches for children at

,the same time as we left in $58 mitlion for the Army to give awy
fir equipment to defense contractors. The $ million is about
enough to take care of the entire summer school ogram that the
admini§tration Is proposing to eliminate.

I thirik that we really have got to force the a,dmini ration beforethis Congress cuts another dime from programs fl r homeless,
handicapped, and pooF child en, to look over their non senti41 ex-
penditures, because the kin ,of examples we have given, and there
are "Many more in our budget analys'is, are, in our view, only the
tip of the iceberg.

The last two weasels I want to'talk about very briefly, obviously,
are what we call the congressional and Governor waffle weasel,that we have to watch at all times. I think ,the children's people
Ale beginning to grow up and understand the need td provide a
Aong political voice for children, because we 'understand that the
only way in which the Congressland the Nation's Governors and
State legislatures are going to do what iS best is by having a strongview out there and a strong constituency for children. And we are
committed to help build ,that this year.

You have Been asking about the churches. I think the churchesand the religious community ar absolutely critical and we hay$!
not heard enough from them in the last decade on behalf of the
poor. I think that the bystander weasel in all of our communities is
perhaps the most dangerous Weasel of all aril that Albert Einstein
was right when he saikthe world is in much greatr danger from
those who tolerate evi than from those who commit it.
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One of the things I think weally do have to do is to convince
the American public and individual citizens that they can make a
difference. I think that President Reagan, who lost at o portunity
to help us move ahead as a nation positively, will for s through
the kind of-negative war on children, on the poor and the handi-
capped and the weak ones in our society, to get ourselves together,
to begin to exercise our citizens rights, because he is trying to take
the Nation down a path that will shape or reshape the national
character for many decades to come.

We have been groping for many decades in our social program
with children of poor mothers toward a national floor of decency.
He is trying to wipe that out overnight. I am encouraged by what I
see as a growing response in the church community. Too late, too
little, but I think it is there.

I just want to report .on one pc4itive thing because this week we >-
are launch.ing an effoxt called child watch. We had our first' nation-
al conference ast week,vhere we had hundreds of, people come
from around the country, very different kinds of people,.from the
junior league to church people to public officials who are now sit-
ting down in the room with people like us whom they viewed
before as too radical to sit down with. But we were all being forced
because of the broad cuts in children's programs to reassess what
we have in common.

Child watch is a public educational and citizen involvement pro-
ject designgd to monitor what is happening to children in many
communities throughout the country. The Association of .Junior
Leagues will be carrying out child watch projects in at leak six lo-
cations.

But most irmSortant, in terms of your question, Church Women
United are joining in, as \yell as United Methodist Women, Lu-
theran Church of,America, the YMCA, the National Council of
Negro Women, the National Association of Education of Young
Children, the National Council of. Jewish Federati,ons, and a
number of others.

I have been very pleased by the interest in child watch. Again, I ,

think if we can get this kind of leadership from the churches, we
can stand up and say, listen, we ace not for this country having
children die because they are poor. think we will begin to turn it
around. 1. think I am beginning to see movement that I hope you
will find encouraging.

As Martin Luther King, Jr., used to say, "churches rather thati
being a headlight have instead been a taillight." But I hope they
will be able to catch 1.117) now to where the country has to be if we
are going to Maintain our basic commitments to baSic principles.
'So we are going to be doing what we are calling children's sab-

bath the second Sunday. in June at the Washington Cathedral.
There will be a major national service for children.

We hope that churches throughout the country will be doing sim-
ilar observances because our principal task is not only to get out
the facts to document the impact, but it is to really put human
beings, children, mothers, behind those callous numbers of Mr.
Stockman, so that we know what we are voting on when we vote.

So I look forward to working with this committee. 1 am grateful
for your having these hearings. We would be delighted to give you

lVj
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all the hard, dull facts that are beginning to come in. But I think itis the people and more and more witnesses like Mr. Cosby and themother this morning on WIC that I think are going to turn this
thing around.

I thank you.
[The prepared stateme-nt follows:]

STATEMENT OF MARIAN WRIGHT EDELMAN, PRESIDENT,
THE CHILDREN'S DEFENSE niND

The budget battle in1982 is a battle for a fair and

o decent America. It is a battle about whethar we wil/ continue

to invest federal dollars in the young, in families, in Lhe.needy,

and in working men and women or whether we will invest in the

rich and in more and more arms, which leads us'down the-path of

economic and moral bankruptcy. It is'a battle about whether

1:4e invest in human capi.tal--new generations of healthy, well-

e-ducated, productive citizens--or whether we choose short-term

profit arid easy political fixes. It is a battle about who and

what we Americans are as .a.people and as a nation.

It is our strong view as Children's Defense Fund (CDF),

based upon the unfair Lmpact of the FY:82 Budget and the faulty

premises undergirding the F83 Budet, that not another dime

should be taken from programs for:!poor, handicapped, and hoMe-

less children or their families.' Nor should another minute

be diverted into a "New Federalism" debate when 9-1/2 million

AmeriCans,*are out of work and millions of others are going

without the basic necessities of food, energy, housing, and

health care.

There Tay indeed be a time fsr a thoughtfli federalism

0
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debate; but this is not it. The Reagan proposals cannot b,

tinkered with, refined, or fleshed out. They should simpl/ be

rejected as unjust and unworkable. Their goal is not to help

people or'to increase government effectiveness, but rather to

, cut dollars without regard for hdMan consequences.

We have just publ'ished A Children's Defense Budget: An

Analysis of the President's Budget And Children. In it we have

tried to assess the impact of the budget cuts and program changes

made last 'rear on children and families; and to provide a

realistic assessment of what the new Reagan proposals would do

to the most vulnerable groups--children, the poor, minorities,

the handicapped--in our society.

We qund that a grOup of critical children's programs were

cut by $10 billion in FY 1982. Presidélpt Reagan is propc.ing to cut

an additional $8 billion in FY 1983. The proposed FY 198: cuts

include,a one-third cut in Title I, the educotion p'rogram

disadvan.taged children; a one-fifth cut in the child welfare

programs which provide homes for homeless children; a one-fourth

cut in job coips and youth employment programs; and almost $5 billion

in AFDC, Food Stamps and Medicaid. If we look at a range of

programs that affect poor, handicapped and homeless children and

their families proposed reductions total a massive $27 billion

in FY 1983 alone. This includes $22 billion in new FY 1983 cuts and

a proposed $5 billion in rescissions from enacted FY 1982 budget

levels. (Attachments A and B summarize these cuts.)

The President's proposals for additional cuts in .zrucial

family support programs come at a time when all the signals our

economy is sending tell us this is the time to invest rather than

4
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turn our backs on children. Spending billions mc e on weapons

of death at the expense of tools of life for children and families

,is not the road to peace, stability, growth_and productivity,

either within or without.

In 2010--28 years from now when many of us in our late

thirties, forties; and fijties, will be movinqtoward or, be of

retirement age--Ehere will be more elderly people per worker and

fewer children as we become an increasingly aging society. Each

worker will become more importan't as fewer become available to

support more older dependents. .That potential 2010 worker was

recently born or is about to be born.

O 1 in 5 of them was born poor and 1 in 4 will
depend on the AFDC.program we are cutting to
the bone at some point in his or her lifetime.

O 1 in 2 will grow up in a family where all parents
work and often face inadequate, even harmf 1 child
care arrangements. We are cutting child c,re.

O 1 in 3 has never seen a dentist, and 1 in / lacks
acc,ess to preventive health care. Their numbers
will grow, along with costly remediative medical
costs, as a result of short-sighted cutbacks in
Medtcaid, maternal and child health, and community
health centers.

o in 4 will drop out of pchool befote they graduate
and will nOt be able to read and write and compute
well enough to read the want ads or fill oui the ap-
plications for the rapidly shrinking number of
unskilled jobs. Millions more are gbing through an
education system that has not prepared itself to
respond to the new demands af an information economy
and increasingly competitive world.

o 1 in 2 will grow up in single-parent families, one-
third of whom will be poor. But these are the
families President Reagan is beating into the ground
through severe across-the-board cuts in Medicaid,
AFDC, food stamps, energy and housing assistance,
child care, and jobs.

o Almost 600,000 a year are being born to teenaged
mothers, many of whom have gone without prenatal care
which greatly increases the likelihood of producing
babies of low birth weight or with birth defects.
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Yet we are slashing the fanW.y p alining funds needed
to avoid more pregnanc,ies, and t e support services
to help them remedy their mistake and avoid
lifelong dependency.

0 500,000 are going unnecessarily homeless, in
costly foster and institutional care, denied the
nurturance and family stability that every child
deserves. And President Reagan would cut new
protections and funds to help them grow up in
a family.

These Reagan policies will cost billions in future re-

mediation (medical costs, foster and institutional care, court

costs, jails); in services (welfare dependency, social services);

an9 in lo'st productivity (joblessness, untrained minds and un-

healthy bodies): And they will cost us more than we can

measure as we stray from our historical path of becoming a de-

cent and disciplined society.

Mr. chairman, as you requested, what I'd like to focus

on in my testimony today are-the effectsof the 1982 budget

cuts and implications of the 1983 proposed cuts for the millions

of children and families whose very health and survival depend

on the decisions Congress will make this year with regard to AFDC,

child welfare and social services.
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AID TO FAMILI S WITH DEPENDENT CHILDREN

(AFDC)

I would like to first address briefly the impact of

already enacted and proposed cuts in the AFDC Program on the

children and working families depending on this program for

basic s'urvival.

I would likikto emphasize three points to this Committee
7

regarding /DC.

First: AFDC children are desperately needy and have already
been severely hurt by the AFDC program's failure to keep up with
inflation.

Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) is the

only program explicitly aimed at protecting poor children.by

giving their families basic .ncome support. Sixty-eight percent

of all AFDC recipients, or o, 2r 7 million persons, are children.

Half are white. Half are eieat years old or younger. The

remaining 3.5 million are primarily the sole parent living

with children in single parent families. One out of every

eight children i pending on AFDC for survival right now.

One out of four will depend on AFDC at some point in their

lives.

In most states AFDC benefits are intolerably low, failing

roVide even a minimum level of decency. Twenty-two states

p ovide maximum benefits of less than $285 a month, (less than

5 % of the poverty line), to a mother and two children with no

o er income. In Mississippi, the average payment for a child

is $.99 a day or $30 per month; in Texas it is $1.19 per day

or $36 a month. The nationwide high is $4.21 per child per

.4
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day. States set th se benefit levels. By contrast, the

average monthly payment fore disabled child under the SSI

program, where federal law'Oets benefit levels, is $7.35

per day or $220 per month.

According to a recent report by the Center on Social

Welfare Policy and Law, even wheb minimal AFDC benefits are

combined with Food Stamp benefits the levels in all states

but Alaska fall short of even the meager poverty level, and

in over half the states they are less than 76 percent of the

poverty level. Only six states provide AFDC benefits which

bring the combined AFDC/Food Stamp benefit level to 90 per-

cent or more of the poverty level.

The harmi,to ir lividual children is intensified by the

fact that AF6C recir .ents get no automatic cost of living '

increases, and statE AFDC payments have generally not kept

pace with inflation. The average AFDC recipient now gets

$2.27 per day, a decrease from the comparable $3.85 per day

in 1976, when cost of living is taken into acount. Between

1976 and 1980 the average AFDC child lost--in purchasing

power--over one dollar out of every eight received from AFDC.

Between 1975 and 1081, accordilng to the same study by,

the Center on Social Welfare Policy and Law, the gap between

benefits and the poverty'level has grown significantly wider

because benefit levels ha,.'Ee almost uniformly failed to keep

pace with cost of living increases. During this period the

official poverty level increased by approximately 67 percent

while the Consumer Price#Index rose 73.4 percent. AFDC benefit

flu
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levels in hirty-three states increased by less than 40 percent,

and in 13 of these states benefit levels increased by less

than 10 percent. In fact, in t(do states, Arkansas and Oregon,

benefit' levels decreased below 1975 levels.

Examples for individual states highlight disparities between

increases in benefit levels and increases in the poverty levels:

o AFDC benefit levels for a family of three with
no other income increased less than 5 percent
in eight states, Arkansas, Idaho, Kentucl,y,
North Carolina, Oregon, Texas, Virginia and
West Virginia,between 1975 and 1981.

o In the state of Texas, the current benefit level
of $118 a month has only increased $2.00 or
1.72 percent since 1975. Even when Food Stamps
are added the combined benefit level is only
51 percent of the federal poverty level.

Seco 1: The FY 1982 changes in the AFDC Program devastated
children ard parents trying to work their way out of poverty.

Federal funds for the $8'billion AFDC Program were slashed

by slightly over 61 billion in FY 1982. Combined with state

matching funds, this resulted id a reduction of almost 62

billion in money available for income supports to poor children

and their families. Congress adopted virtually all of the

Administration's proposals for changes ib the program, although

some'proposals were made optional for states instead of mandatory.

The AFDC changes adopted include a number that jeopardize children

and penalize the working poor --,the'very people the Administration

anndunced it wanted to help.

The Department of Health and Human Services itself estimated

that at least 660,000 families, including over 1 million children,

were expected to lose AFDC or to'receive reduced benefits as

a result of the cuts. In about half the states, over one out

1 .
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c every five AFDC families was expected to be hurt by the

changes.

Individual states are just now beginning to gather specific'

data on the impact of the implementation of specific changes

in the X.FDC program on recipients in their states and cou.nties.

The state of Ohio, i'br example, has recently doCumented through

a case-by-case review of its 210,8f9 Aid to Dependent Children (ADC)

cases, that the federal changes in the ADC program have directly

affected 71,238 individuals in the state, (approximately two-thirds

of them children. Over 14,000 families hdve been,removed from

the rolls, and almost 3,000 families s6eking to establish ADC

eligibility have had benefits denied. 'In Ohio,.these families,

ike families in 19 oth\e'r states who lose ADC, will also lose

t eir Medicaid eligiblity. .It is also pertinent that in Ohio,

a state faced.with anelincreasing unemployment rate, over

25 percent of the terminations'and reductions were attributablf.

to the ADC changes most likely to.affect working families.

In the state of Mississippi, since October 1, 1981,

9,000 of the state's 12,000 AFDC mothers whoeere working at 5

least Part time have been cut from the AFDC rolls. Their 20,000

children have lost eligibility for Medicaid and are being

denied basic health services. In California it is estimated

that 122,000 cases, often incleding a mother and two children,

will, lose their AFDC benefits, and 329,00b will receive reduced

benefits. Over half of those who are terminated will be cut

off because their income rceeds 150 percent of the state's

standard of need, $506 a month for a family of three with no

other income.

I .1:/
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The followinecific changes are among those that have

resulted in hundreds of thousands of families nationwide being

cut from the rolls:

Families are.now ineligible for AFDC if their
gross income, including earned income excluded
under the earned income disregards, exceeds
150 percent of the standard of need in the
state where they live. All states, have stan-
dards of need that fall well below the Poverty
line. In fact, in many. states an income equal
to 150 percent of the standard of need would
still be below the poverty line. In states
like Mississippi, mothers with two children
working more than 23 hours a week at the
minimum wage are ineligible for AFDC because
of the 150 percent cap.

o First time pregnant women are only eligible for
federally reimbursed AFDC beginning in their
"sixth month of pregnancy. No federal assistance
will be provided for benefits for the unborn
child. As of October 1, 1980, 29 states pro-
vided AFDC coverage to first time pregnant women
prior to their six month of pregnancy, many of
them from the point pregnancy was medicall9P.
verified. At least 12 states also covered the
unborn child. Although soite states have chosen
to continue to assist these women pregnant for
the first time with state funds, others have
dropped coverage.

o A stepparent's income must now be counted as
income available to an AFDC child -- even if
it is not -- in determining AFDC eligibility
and benefit levels. Previously states could
not dount a stepparent's income as available
to a child unless the stepparent was actually
contributing to the child's support or under
state law had a legal obligation to support the
stepchild. This change has resulted in Ohio,tfor
example, in terminations or reductions in benefits
for over 58,000 families, over 100,000 children.

Such a provision May encourage the breakup of
intact.families. For purposes of AFDC eligibility
and payments a child may'be presumed to be receiving,
support from a stepparent when-in fact he or she
may be receiving nothing. In such cases a mother
might in fact be better able to care for her chil-
dren living apart from her husband.
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Third: This year's proposed changes in the AFDC Program cut
deever, into the working poor, reduce state flexibility in adminis-
tering work requirements, and hit hardest at_the poorest of the
poor.

We have three basic concerns about this year's proposed

changes:

o they penalize the poorest of the poor;

o thery att'ack children and families under the
rubric of "administrative" savings; and

o they further discourage families struggling
to work their way out of poverty.

As if AFDC children have not already given enough, this

year the Administration seeks an additional $1.2 billion in

AFDC cuts for FY 1983, a real cut of over $2 billion when loss

of state matching funds is included.

1. The changes _proposed for FY 1983 hit'h*Tdest at the poorest

of the poor, removing lailiestiges of the Administration's

"safety net." AFDC families already live from crisis to crisis.

As mentioned earlier, in most states AFDC payments are inrably

low, failing to provide'even a minimum level of decency. Any

extra need beyond a family's control -- a high utility bill in .

an unusualay cold winter,.a fire in the.apartment, or theft of

a family's belongiIngs -- creates a crisis which the AFDC grant

is simply inadequate to dleet.

The Administration is proposing to eliminate the "safety j-

net" programs Congress has established to help cushion the

impact of these emergenCies by:

o eliminating the Emergency Assistance program. At
their option, states can currently provide emer-
gency assistance once a year to families in crisis
(for example, paying for replacement bedding if
the family has lost its furniture in a fire) . Half

11.
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the states now participate. This program would be
abolished, and the only way states could provide
emergency assistance would be through a "broadened" \

energy agsistance vrogram -- which the Administration
propose to cut by $565 million in FY 1983.

o 'requiring that part of `the value of low income energy
assistance grants be counted as income in determining
a family's AFDC benefits. Low-income energy assistance
grants were established to meet the emergency needs
of the poor, whose ordinary income, including AFDC
grants, was inadequate to meet the soaring costs of-
heat and electricity. Just last year, natural gas,
the primary heating sourcip for low income people,
increased in cost by twenty percent. AFDC grants
did not. Between 1980-81, five states actually
lowered their benefits. Michigan recently joined
their ranks. In, many other states grants have
remained at previous years' levels. By requiring
that low income energy assistance be offset, the'
basic goal of the energy assistance program, to help
poor people whose income canriot keep pace with
inflation in energy costs, would be defeated.

Without these two safety net programs, it is difficult to know

how AFDC families can meet family crises with dignity and health.

Moreover, the Administration is proposing to penalize

the poorest of AFDC fTilies by depriving them of the benefit

of any economiesthey be able to achieve. The AIinistration

proposes to reduce shelter and utility allowances to AFDC families

who have chosen to share hoUsing with other families, based on

the Administration's assumption that they nO longer need the

full amount of shelter aftd utilitljtssistance available to a

family of their size. In fact, the opposite is often the case:

welfare families often share housing space precisely because

the current ful1 grant for housing and utility costs, which

virtually no state has adjusted to reflect inflation, is

inadequate to provide even minimally safe and decent housing

without sharing space with other families. In Dallas, for example,

r
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e'average cost of a tWo-bedroom apartment is $250 per month.

f-Tfie maximum AFDC grant for
ta

family ur in Texas is $1414
p r month. By proposin to reduce shelter costs for families

w o share space, the Administration penalizes those families. 117

w o are least able to afford separate housing. And it penalizes

p rents deivrately trying to economize in one area in order

stretch their check to meet6children's needs in others

r clothing; food, furniture, school supplies, or transportation.

Poor families have already given enough without being
410

fo.rced'to donate their safety et to this year's.budget.

2. Even budget cuts des ribed by the Administration as

"administrative savings" in the AFDC-program will have a devas-'

tating effect on poor families. These proposed changes include:

o requiring states tO round benefits to the lower
whole dollar. Presently, states can "round up,"
giving families ,the benefit of the doubt when
grant,calculations come out, to a dollar and
change.

A

o prorating the first month's enefit based on date
.of application.

o 'reducing federal matching funds for erroneous
. 4

benefit payments. States will be penalized by
loss of federal matching funds for errors in
excess of 3 percent of their AFDC caseload. By
1986, they will be expected to have a zero error
rate.

o combining adminlstrative costs for AFDC, Medicaid,
and Food Stamps.

While these savings are described as administtative, again

those who bear their brunt would be children and families:-

Meager benefit levels would be severely threatened by fiscal

pre'ssures on state budgets which WOu1d be caused by these

proposbd admiWistrative changes.

'
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Some of the changes also direc.tly penalize familids at

a time when they are most ±n need -- for example, the requie-
-.

ment that states prorate tIle first month's benefit based on

date of application. States are now allowed, to pay benefits

4 back to the first day of thelmonih of appric.ation. Under thrs
4

a

proposal, states would be reciPMrest-toive a partial grant for

the first month, proratecOto reflect the date of application,

even thoUgh a family'may have'been without income for the entire

month and desperately needs a fall month's grant.

3% The proposed cuts further penalize fAilies strug ing

to work their way out of poverty. The Administratiori prop ses

to mandate workfare programs rather4than to leave impleme

of such programs to stae option. At the same time,the

Administration proposes to eli te funding for the Work

Incentive Program (WIN), the only present source of job

counseling, training, placement and services.for AFDC

recipients struggling to find permanent employment. The work-

fare proposal li:mits states flexibilityqto design work programs

which best meet their recipients' needs: last year's amend-

meits gave states the option Of choosing among tAree new work-

related' options, and the current WIN program. This proposal

would limit that flexibility the Administration thought so.

important last year. At the same time, it would do away with

the funding for services many recipients need in order to become

self-supporting.
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CHILD WELFARE

Children who have been separated from their families because

of the failure of basic family supports are also severely threatened

by the Administration's FY 1983 Budget proposals. I would like to

highlight several points today about the Administration's Child

Welfare proposals.

First: Desvite its rhetoric about protecting the truly
needy, the Administration is bent on hurting homeless children.

There are over one half million children in this country

who have been separated from their families and are living,

often at great distances from their families, in foster family

homes, group homes and child care institutions. There are

hundreds more chiloiren at risk of entering out-of-home care

each day.

Over the last five years many members of Congress, including

members of this Committee,have had an opportunity to hear first

hand about the child welfare system's failures On behalf of

these children. Adoptive parents, foster parents and other

child advocates, state and local officials, )1nd child welfare

professionals all described the same problems: too many children

enter foster care unnecessarily, linger indefinitel, often in

inappropriate placements, and are denied permanent families

either through return home or adoption. These same problems

were identified in major national studies, like CDF's Children

Without Homes, and in studies and exposes in individual states--

California, Florida, Illinois, Ohio, New York, North Carolina,

and Pennsylvania, to name only a few. Federal audits and

1 2
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General Accounting Office reports also stated that children in

care were often placed inappropriately and left to remain there

for years, often at federal expense. The evidence was clear.

An anti-family bias was evident at all points in the placement

process. Throughout the country these children were victims

of gross public neglect by state.and local governments.

Congress realized that federal reforms and strong federal

leadership were vital to protect these most vulnerable children.

Support was overwhelming. H,R. 3434 passed the House of

Representatives by a vote of 401 to 2, and received significant

bipartisan support in the Senate.

As enacted, P.L. 96-272, the AdOption Assistance and Child-

'Welfare Act of 1980, gives the over one half million homeleis

children and the thousands entering care each month thd hope

of permanent families, their own or adoptive one:. It encourages

the development of homemaker services and other services to

keep children at home, add provides federal funds for adoption

'subsidies to assist with t'he adoption of children with mental,

physical and emotional handicaps and other special needs. It

also ensures ttio developmenty a range of procedural safeguards

to protect children from entering care unnecessarily, provide

quality care for children who must be placed, and to ensure

that children have case plans and periodic case reviews so that

they are returned home or moved toward new permanent adoptive

families in a timely fashion.

Despite the fact that this ACt provides siqnificant pro-

tection for needy children, who too frequently have no one to

4
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speak on their behalf, this Administr.ition last year proposed eli-

minating the Act and including the Title IV-B Child Welfare Program

and the Titles IV-A and IV-E Foster Care and Adoption Programs

addressed by the Act in the Social Services Block Grant, leaving

the future of these truly needy children to the same states that

just a year earlier'had been accused of severe neglect on their

behalf. congress last year recognized these half million chil-

dren as truly needy and defeated the Administration's proposal

to repeal the Act. P.L. 96-272 remained intact in the budget

reconciliation process, and both foster care and adoption

assistance were maintained as entitlement programs. Yet in its

FY 1983 Budget the Administration has again proposed including

the child welfare sarvices, foster care and adoption assistance

programs in a block grant, effectively rePealing P.L. 96-272.

Second: The Reagan Administratkon's FY 1983 proposal for
a child Welfare Block Grant ignores the fact that P.L. 96-212
was designed to strenvtben families and to ensure the most cost-
effective use of public dollars.

The Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act of 1980

attempts to redirect federal fiscal incentives away from out-of-

home care and to encourage states where possible to preserve

families, or when placement becomes necessary, to move children

quickly into permanent families through return home or adoption.

The reforms in P.L. 96-272 not only benefit children but

are cost-effective. By discouraging the unnecessary placement

of children in foster care settings that can cost as.much as

$60,000 per year, and encouraging the growth of alternatives

that keep children in the home, P.L. 96-272 can lead over time

to significant cost savings. Indeed the Department of Health
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and Human Services estimated, upon enactment of P.L. 96-272, that

the law would save over $4 billion in out-of-home care costs

over the next five years by reducing the average number of

children in care by 30 percent.

There is evidence from a number of states and individual

programs that the reforms anticipated by P.L. 96-272 will result

in increased efficiency at the state and local levels and in

long"range cost savings. Savings Will be realized when the_

costs of implementing services to prevent placements and reunify

families and adoption subsidy programs are contrasted with the

costs of leaving a child to grow up in foster care. Consider

just a fet examples.

New York -- The Assistant Commissioner for Social
Services for New York City testified before the
Congress three years ago that services to prevent
family break-up could be provided at a cost less
than half of that required to keep a child in
foster family care for only one year.

Washington -- In 1977 Washington State passed legis-
lation Mandating crisis intervention services for
"families in severe conflict." About 40 percent
of these services were delivered to the entire family
in their own home. State officials estimate that
the legislation and an increased emphasis on finding
permanent homes for children saved the state about
$2 million in a six-month period alone.

Iowa -- During a three year period ending in
November 1978, the State of Iowa'a Department of
Social Services ran, in a seven county district, a
group of preventive services programs for children
who had been determined to need institutional care.
The services were delivered to families in their
own homes, and resulted in an estimated savings of
over $1 million.

California -- San Mateo County's efforts to imple-
ment reforms similar to those in P.L. 96-272 resulted
in a 33 percent reduction in their foster care case-
load during a three year period from 1977 to 1980.
Such a decrease is particularly significant when

-17-
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contrasted with the Eact that during that same
period protective services complaints increased
46 percent in the county.

Pennsylvania -- An "Agressive Adoption" program
instituted in Cumberland County resulted in the
total number of children inifoster care being cut
in hale in a five-year period, with an estimated
savings to the county of over 6600,000 when con-
trasted with direct expenditures for maintaining'
those children in care.

Minnesota -- minnes currently has over 208
chiLdren in adoptive omes who are receiving
adoption subsidies at "an average cost to the state
oE $140 a month, a signiEicant savings when con-
trasted with the average foster care costs Eor
these same childran which averaged 6400 a month.

California -- Onef7thousand and fifty six children
in Los Angeles Cdenty who had been in Eoster care
were adopted during 1978-1980, and estimates of
Eirst year savings to taxpayers Erom the placement
of these children was over $14 million.

Significant savings are evident too ,when you contrast the

costs oE the alternative services with the costs to the state

when'children who have been harmed by the Eoster care system

end up spending their lifetime in iytitutional care. Experience

in California has shown that half (411the children who enter

care at age 7 ,or 8 and grow up there can be expected to Spend

at least half of their adult lives in other institutions at a

cost to the state Eor each oE them oE 626,000 - $30,000 per

year. Data from a limited survey in New York City revealed that

nearly half oE the abused and neglected children studied later

re-entered the system as delinquents or status oEEenders.

The evidence is clear that the reforms encouraged by

P.L. 96-272 and implemented, at least in part, in a number oE

states are directed toward permanent families and are cost-

eEEective as well. The Reagan Administration proclaims

2
3
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budgetary wisdom but in proposing the Child Welfaie Block Grant

ignores findings like those just described that public dollars

used to keep families together or to move children into permanent

adoptive families are more cost-effective in the long run than

placing or leaving children in out-of-home care.

Third: The Reagan Administration's FY 1983 proposal for a
Chil,d Welfare Block Grant will effectively repeal P.L. 96-272
and deny needy children their entitlement to foster care and
adoption assistance.

/4
In its'FY 1983 Budget proposal, the Administration has

proposed, once again, to include the child welfare programs in

a block grant. The Child Welfare BloCk Grant would include

the Title IV-B Child Welfare Services and Training Programs,

and the Titles IV-A and IV-E Foster C'are and Adoption Assistance

Programs addressed by P.L. 96-272. .Funding for the block grant

would be limited to $380 million for FY 1983 and thereafter.

This limit would eliminate a needy child's entitlement

to basic foster care and adoption assistance. Although the

Administration asserts that the block grant would allow states

additional flexibility to provide alternatives to foster care,

in fact, $380 million is approximately the amount of federal

funds estimated to be necessary for foster care in FY 1983.

Further, the $380 million level is over 22 percent below the

current funding levels for these programs and 46 percent below

the funding levels originally anticipated in P.L. 96-272 for

FY 1983, which are essential to move toward the family permanence

homeless children need.

Passage of any child welfare block grant would effectively

repeal P.L. 96-272. States would no longer be given fiscal
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incentives to develop protections for individual children in

care, such as case plans and periodic case reviews, or to

ensure that children receive quality care and permanent families.

Incentives for the state's to develoe cost-effective programs

to keep families together and to reunify families that are

separated would be eliminated, as would inceqtives for the

adoption of special needs children.

It is especially tragic that this proposal, to eliminate

efforts to significantly strengthen our nation's child welfare

system comes at the same time that other cut's of at least $2

mil1ion in the State grant portion of the child abuse program,

$1.2 billion in AFDC, 62.1 billion in Medicaid, $2.4 billion

in Food Stamps,and $426 million in the Social Services Block

Grant are being proposed. If these cuts are accepted by the

Congress, basic family supports will be further undermined,

forcing more and more families to turn to the child welfare

system for help as a last resort. Yet if the reforms in

P.L. 96-272 do not go into effect, an opportunity to turn

around the damaging practices of a $2 billion foster care system

in this country will be lost. It will befilips--as usual.

Homeless children, the truly needy, will continue to be hurt.

-20-
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SOCIAL SERVICES

At the same time the Administration is slashing away at

the only federal program which protects children through

basic income supports and is threatening the programs and pro-

tections offered children most at risk in the child welfare

system, the Administration has proposed still deeper cuts in

the Social Services Block Grant out of which states finance

a range of services programs for needy children and

their families.

Although I am going to spend most of my time today

talking about the impact of existing and proposed cuts on child

care, I would like to first make a couple generai comments

about the Administration's attack on the social service

programs. First, if the Administration's proposed FY 1983 cuts in

the Social Services Block Grant are approved by the Congress,

the program will be funded in FY 1983 at $1.9 billion. This is

more than $1 billion, or 36 percent, below its FY 1981 funding level.

Yet by cutting back on funding for crucial family support pro-

grams, the federal government is forcing states to bear the

burden of significantly increased long term costs for some

families. For example, the support services provided under the

Title XX program, while never sufficient, have kept some families

intact and prevented the need for more costly out-of-home care

for their children. Title,XX funds have also contributed to

the development of community-based treatment programs for

emotionally disturbed children and other children with speclal

needs, thereby averting their need for more costly institutional
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care. The proposed $1 billion reduction in the Social Service

Block Grant is part of tne Administration's concerted attack on

a range of cost-effective preventive service programs in the

areas of health, social services and child welfare.

Second, as I will describe in more detail, the proposed

reduction in the Social Services Block Grant is totally incon-

sistent with the Administration's professed desire to get more

people working. Such a reduction in funding, particularly

when coupled with the 22 percent reduction experienced for FY 1982, ,4

would undoubtedly have a severe impact on the availability and

IIquality of child care for parents who are already wo king, in

training, or waiting for work. Further, at the same'time the

Administration is talking about mandating workfare for all AFDC

recipients, it is also eliminating the WIN program, the only
4,

source of counseling, training and job support eervices for AFDC

111 recipients, and suggesting to states that these crucial job-

related support services can be funded under the SoCial Services

Block Grant.

With the above points as a context, I would now like to

discuss in more detail the impact of what has occurred and

what is proposed on child care.

131
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Child Ce/e

There is no federally support- rvice more closely bound up

with the ability of parents to work nd support their families than

child care. Our failure to respond to the need for child care puts

the most vulnerable families in our society in the position making

an impossible choice: between leaving their children in inadequale,

even harmful child care arrangeMents; and simply not working and de-

pending on the public dollar for survival.

The supply of child care lags so far behind need that as many

as 6 to 7 million children 13 years old and under, including many

preschoolers, may go without adequate care while their parents work.

The so-called typical American familytwo parents, a male wage

earner and a mother who stays home to care for two normal children--

describes only one out of every 21 American families today. The

majority of America's children are growing up in families where

all parents in the home work:

O 42 percent of mothers with children under age three'
are in the labor force.

o 54 percent of mothers with children between ages
three and five are in the labor force.

o By 1990, about half of all preschool children,
or about 11.5 million, will have mothers in the labor
force, as will about 17.2 million or 60 percent
of school-age children.

For many childen in one-parent working families, the need for

child care is especially critical. Over one-third of these families,

most often headed by women, live below the poverty level.

The need for infant care is steadily climbing. At the other

end of the spectrum, the lack of after-school programs leaves

millions of school-age children as young as six years old waiting

-23-
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up to four hours a day in empty homes or in school yards until parents

return from work.

What Federal Programs Exist and Who Benefits?

A dismal picturetterges for low-income children when the

expanding need for child care is juxtaposed against severe cut-backs

in federally funded child care programs. Most affected by the budget

ax are bhose children living in poor working families or whose parents
s.s

(are in school or training, trying to get the skills"to break the

,) cVble of welfare dependence. Major federal child care programs

include:

o Title XX of the Soci.1 Aecurity Act, which
subsidized care in licensed centers and homes
for approximately 750,000 low-and moderate-
income children at a cost of $650 million in
FY80. The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation
Act of 1981 aeNded Title XX, reducing funding
from $3.1 billion to $2.4 billion and eli-
minating a special $200 million earmark for
child care that /as 100 percent federally funded.
It also eliminated the requirement that states
supply $1 for every $3 in federal money.

o Head Start, primarily a part-day program,
otters educational, nutritional, medical, and
social services to 372,000 low-income children
and their parents. It cost $820 million in FY81.

o The Child Care Food Program, enacted in 1975,
reimburses child care centers, family day care
homes, and after-school and Read Start pro-
grams for meals and snacks. It served over
725,000 low- and moderate-incbme children and
cost approximately $351 million in FY81.

o The AFDC Child Care Disregard, which compen-
sates AFDC families for their child care
expenses up to $160 a month per child. In
,1977, it served an estimated 145,000 children
at a cost of $75-$100 million.

o The Child Care Tax Credit, originally enacted
in 1976, provides a fedal income tax credit

"for taxpayers who require child care for their
41" dependent children in order to work or seek

employment. The credi, which represents the
single largest federal child care expenditure,
is currently claimed by 3.8 million families,
mostly middle- and upper-income. The tax credit
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cost the federal government approximately $1
billion in 1981. Until passage of the' Eco-
nomic Recovery Tax Act of 1981, the maximum
credit was 29 percent of expenses up to $2,000
for one child or $4,000 for two or more chil-
dren. The Tax Act provides a sliding sca3-
beginning at 30 percent for those earning
$10,000 or under a year, leveling out at 20
percent for incomes of $28',000 per year and up.

.The maximum amount of expenses against which
r-the credit can be taken has been increased to
$2,400 for one child and$4,800 for two or more
children. Because the credit is not refundable,
people whose inOomes are too low to owe any in-
come tak cannot benefit from these expanded
credit provisions.

What Impact Will the FY 1982 Cuts Have?

An estimated .150,000 families will lose Title XX funded

child care services. Parents trying to work and get off welfare

will be undermined as children living in poor woking families

will be the first eXcluded from Title XX servides.

Previously, eligibility for free Title XX services was ,

restricted to families with incomes of less than 80 percent of

the state's median income, with some partial subsidies for families

up to 115 percent of the state's median income. Many states

have responded to reduced federal social services dollars by

lowering the income e1igibiJi criteria for child care:

O Pennsylvania has changed eligibility criteria
so that families with incomes over 90 percent
of the state median income cannot enroll their
children in state-supported child care programs
even if they agree to pay the full fee.

o In Washington state, working families earning
above 38 percent of the state median income
(8773 a month for a family of four) are no
longer eligible for subsidized child care.

o Rochester and Syracuse, New York, will no
longer provide child care subsidies to new
income-eligible families. In Albany, parents
earning $8,000 a year must pay $16 a week (or
$800 a year) for child care.,,One Albany single
mother who is losing the child care subsldies
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for her two children asked: "Why are they do7
ing it to6day care centers, I don't understand,
They've helped a lot of single working parents."

o One-third of the 300 families who received
Title XX reimbursement in centers connected to
Central Child Care of West Virginia are no
longer eligible because of stiffened eligibility
guidelines. To remain eligible for subsidized
child care, many desperate parents have asked
fdtr reductions in already minimal salaries.

Many working mothers will have to uproot their children and

search for cheaper, less desirable care. Many states will make

less money available to monitor or maintian minlmal child care,

standards. Many are already reducing their standards that child

care programs must meet. As a result, children will suffer as

trents shift them from stablland familiar arrangements to less

adequate anq sometimes even harmful arrangements: ./`

o One New York mother has arranged to have her
child's grandmother, who works a night shift,
care for the child during the day.

o Aeports come, from child care providers irK.s..
Des Moines, Buffalo, and other\Dities of
increasing numbers of latchkey c-rdren
without after school care.

Because of decreased funding many child care providers May

find it impossible to maintain their programs unless they can

attract and charge higher fees to middle-income families. When

hard-pressed middle-income families find the increased costs too

burdensome, more centers may be forced out of budiness because of

the decreased demand for services. ,Among the cutbacks that will

increase pressure on child care providers and parents, in

addition to those already described, are those in the.following

programs:

Child Care Food Program. Reductions of 30 percent in the

Child Care Food Program will lead to increased child care fees
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for poor parents, to a decrease in the number of children covered

by child care services, or both.

AFDC. Child care'deductions for wpFking mothers on welfare

have been limited to $160 per child per month. AFDC workfare

programs may divert child care resources away from AFDC and other

low-income mothers already working who need publicly supported
-

child care to continue working. If states try to spread their

resources thinner to 'meet the additional demand for child care

that work Programs create, it could result in child care of du-

bious Tiality, given by untrained, poorly paid providers. For

'example;

o In Massachusetts, the Department of social
Services has eliminated one-third of its pre-%
school child care slotssand replaced them with
slots for school-agechildren. priority for
these new school-age slots will go to mothers
on welfare who are.enrolled in a WIN work de-.
monstration project (another work brogram under
AFDC)and to mothers.who have lost their wel-
fare benefits entirely. The state has given
the lowest priority to children of AFDC recip-
ients who work, go to school, or are looking
for work. Meanwhile, the Welfare Department,
whiCh runs the WIN demonstration pioject, has
issued a letter stating that repladements for
the preschool slots should be 55-cents-an-hour
babysitters paid for by the Department of
Social Services. This low rate will make it
extremely difficult to find adequate quality
child care. Further, the Welfare Department
has stated that it plans to use many of the
women who participate in the WIN work project
to provide home-based family child care, but
has not released plans to train these women
or to supply them with t.he support child care
providers need.

CETA. EliMination of the Public Service Employment compo-

nent of CETA has caused thousands of child care programs to lose

child care workers, secretaries, and bookkeepers, which they are

hard pressed to replace.

93-065 0 - 82 10
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Child Care Tax Credit. While Congress cut direct child care

subsidies for lower income families, it simultaneously

helped middle- and upper-income families by increasing the benefits

available through the Child Care Tax Credit by raising the maxi-

mum amount of expenses against which the credit can be taken. In

an attempt to provide additional benefits to working families, Congress

created a sliding scale. Although we support the increased credit,

we were disappointed that it was not made refundable so that

parents whose incomes are too low to owe any income tax could bene-

fit from the new expanded credit provisions.

Many low- and moderate-income working families ironically

may realize little benefite'from the new tax credit provisions.

Those who lose Title XX funded child care will not be able to

make up the difference through the tax credit, which at 30 percent

provides a maximum benefit of only $720 a year for one child

and $1,440 for two or more children. In contrast, the cost of

full-time preschool child care at $1 an hour is at least $2,000

a year.

These same families face reduction or the complete loss of

child care food and school lunch subsidies. It is unlikely that

the sliding scale will allow working families to purchase improved

child care for their children. In fact, other cuts may limit their

disposable income so that they may be forced to turn to cheaper

child care options. Consider the benefits of the Child Care Tax

Credit to lower-income working families juxtaposed against increases

in school meal costs (assuming that increased charges for the child

care food benefits will bereflected in higher fees to parents):

3 if
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o A two-parent family with two children has a
total income of $15,100 per year. The father
earns $4.70 per hour, the m6ther $3.35. One
child is In elementary school, the other is
in a half-day kindergarten. This family pays
$20 a week for day care for the younger child
during the school year, and $40 per child a
week during the summer, for a total of $1,840.
Their total benefits from theChild Care Tax
Credit will be $478.40, $110.40 more than
under the old 20 percent credit. This family
has lost eligibility for reduced-price lunches
in school and in the day care center. They
now ply as cents per lunch per child, compared
to 20 cents last year. Their additional costs
foi lunches for their children are $334 for a
Year. Their net additional costs come to
$223.60 for the year.

o A single mother with three children ha; a
total income of $11,200 per year ($5.60 per
hour) . Two of the children are in elementary
school, one is a preschooler in full7day day
care. This family has lost its eligibility
for free lunches for the children; the mother
now has to pay 40 cents per child per lunch,
or $300 more per year. She pays $40 per week
for day care for the youngest child, and the
same amoupt fox each of the older children ,

during the summer, for a total of $3,120 per
year. Her Child Care Tax Credit is $905.80,
$281.80 more than under the old (20 percent)
credit. Her net additional cost is $18.20
because of the increase in lunch prices.

The Children's Defense Fund urges you to amend the child care

tax credit to allow for refundability and to expand the sliding

scale to begin at 50 percent for incomes $10,000 and under. Unless

this occurs, poor working families will continue to find no pea under

the Reagan Administration child care shell game.

Even with refundability, however, child care expenses repre-

sent an out-of-pocket expense for families with little flexibility

regarding their cash flow. A targeted amount of money to

directly subsidize child care for these families is also needed.

-29-
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This could be accomplished by adding a mandated child care earmark

to the Title XX Social Services Block Grant. Such a provision

would not involve drafting child care legislation but would

guarantee,that dollars are protected for direct services in

child care.

The Proposed FY 1983 Budget Cuts

The child care dilemma created for poor and working families

by the FY 1982 budget cuts and legislative changes will grow even

more serious if the Administration's budget proposals for

FY 1983 become a reality. An 18 percent cut in the Title XX

Social Services Block Grant (from $.4 billion to $1.974 billion)

will mean that abodt100,000 additional families will lose child

care services. The Child Nutrition Block Grant, merging the

Child Care Food Program with School Breakfast and reducing funds

by over one-third, will mean'even less support' for quality child

care programs. Competition will be keen at the state level for

diminished funds. School food service providers represent a far

stronger constituency than the child care community. The result

will be that some child care providers will be forced out of bdainess

because of this further round of cuts and those that remain may offer

lower quality services. An additional $1.2 billion cut in AFDC will

diminish more low-income families' access to child care. Finally,

proposals to eliminate the Appalachian Regional Commission and the

Work Incentive Program will further limit child care opportunities

for working lower-income families.
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CONCLUSION

Our work is cut out for us with the President's new budget

which seeks to take $8 billion in FY 1983 from the same needy

children and families from which he has already taken $10 billionid

FY 1982. By their unrelenting and unfair budget assaul't od

the poorest children and families, the Reagan Administration may

be doing negatively what it sadly lost the opportunity to do in

a more positive way: forcing all Americans'to answer what we

do believe in and value as a nation. For the budget battle this

year is truly about who we are and what we care about as a nation.

The budget battle poses clear choices for us this year that

will shape the national character for many years to come.

o Do we believe that it is all right to help the
rich while hurting the poor? To give away $750
billion mostly to affluent corporations and
individual while taking away $10 billion from the
poorest children andfamilies, leaving 9-1/2 million
Americans unemployed, and small businesses and
farmers to go under in droves?

o Do we believe that bombs and missiles are more
important than babies and mothers? That it is
fair to demand zero error rates of welfare systems
serving needy mothers and children and wink at
defense unit cost overruns of 161 percent and 227
percent?

o Do we really believe that it is all right to punish
children because they had the luck to-be born in a
poor family or with a handicap or color that makes
them different:because they are weak and cannot vote?

o Does national security really mean only arms to
guard us against perceived external threats or is it
also personal security which enables us to walk safely
in our neighborhoods? It is also the intellectual
security which comes from a confident and trained
citizenry which can look towards a future where we can
outthink and out produce the Germans, Japanese and
Soviets?

o Is it enough to be a number one military power when we
have a Black infant mortality rate that is higher than
Jamaica's and a majority of Warsaw.pact countries?
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Isn't there soemthing badly awry in a nation that
spends billions a year in arms and cannot find
the money to immunize its children?

Those of us who care about children must help Americans

of all persuasions to examine more deeply our feelings and

besliefs about what is right and just as well as cost effective.

The Children's Defense Fund has just completed a national

conference of more than 500 child advocates from all over the

country. We came together to learn about the Reagan budget

and to map stra.tegies for educating the public and the Congress

to the needs of the whole child and to- the need to act now to

protect the futures not only of today's children, but of the

children born tomorrow and next year and in the next decade.

At this conference were parents, Head Start directors,

foundation officials, social workers, church leaders, academics,

doctors, and representatives of a host of other citizen groups

and public and private agencies. Despite the variety of back-

grounds, professions and disciplines, we all shared one thing--

a commitment to turning back the dangerous trends initiated in

the Fiscal 1982 budget and to replacing them with affirmative

policies that will support and strengthen our children in the

coming decades.

We are encouraged by an apparently growing focus on children's

needs on capitol Hill--by your scheduling of these hearings,

Mr. Chairman; by the introduction of a resolution to create

a select committee on children, youth and families by Representatives

George Miller and James Jeffords; and by the decision of the

Rouse to set aside a day in February to encourage members to

speak on the impact of the budget on children.
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We need your help; we want to work with you and to keep

in mind as we face the difficult choices ahead at,all tibes the

words of Dwight D. Eisenhower, who said in 1953:

"Every gun that is made, evary warship launched, every
rocket fired signifies...a theft from those who hunger-.......
and are not fed, those who are cold and are no clothed.-

"This world in arms ie not spending money alone."

"It is spending the seat of its laborers, the genius of
its scientists; the hopes of its children.'

-33-
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ATTACHMENT A

P Effects of Budget Cuts on Selected Children's Programs

Current

Selected Federal-Prograeo Program Level
b

Vital to Children and Familiesa (millions)

Categorical Grants

Compensatory Education
(old Title I)

Handicapped Edycation
(P.L. 94-142)

Materntl and Child Health Block
Grant

Mental Health Block Grant

Child Welfare, Fostet Care, and

Adoption Asaistince

Child Abuse.State Grants

Social Services Block Grant

Juvenile Justice and Runaway Youth

yead Start

Energy Assistanceg

Supplemental 'Food (W.I.C.)f

Child Nutrition (School Lunch, reak-

fast, Child Care Food, others)

Job Corps end Youth Employmentf

Major Entitlements

Aid to Families with Dependent
Children (AFDC)

Medicaid

Food Stamps

Total 1 4 3

Total Cut

FY 1983 FY 1983 by Reagan

Proposed Cut Proposed Cut
d

Administration

(millions) (percent) (percent)

$ 2,086 $ 944

1,042 196

348 0

432 0

492 112

7 2

2,400 4t6

81 74

912 0

1,752 452

934 202

3,504 600

1,00 366

6,609 1 155

14,461 1,536

11,825 2,294

$ 49,103 $ 0,510

- 32.7% - 51.0t

- 18.8 - 29.6

0.0 - 29.7

0.0 - 26.3

- 22.7 - 29.4

- 31.3 - 37.8

- 17.7 - 36.3 41.

- 91.8 - 94.8

0.0 + 0.9

- 25.0 - 29.7

- 30.1 - 36.6

- 19.4 - 44.3

- 25.0 - 59.1

- 17.5

- 10.6

- 19.4
C.
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Notes

a A larger list of programs of importance to children and families can be found in the Appendix. Uousing
programs, shown in the Appendix, are not included here only because their multi-year budget authority would
appear disproportionate -- the housiny programs tlemselves are obviously vital to low-income children.

4
This is Fy 1982 budget authority as set in the Continuing Resolution (P.L. 97-92) or its successor

appropriation acts for the categorical pregrams. For the major entitlements, this shows FY 1983 current
service estimates from the Office of Management and Budget, based on the provisions of the Omnibus Budget
Reconciliation Act of 1981 (P.L. 97-35).

These cuts do not include eitAer the uncompensated effect of inflation upon the categorical programs --
at least Sem million -- nor the effect of President Reagan's rescission proposals for additional reductions
in FY 1982 budget authority beyond those already enacted by Congress -- approximately another $5 billion.

This is column two as a percentage of column one. An accounting change in the Medicaid program leads
to some underestimate of the actual percentage of current services lost to low-income children and their .

families.

e The base figures from which these percentages were computed are in the Appendix table. The percentages
reflect all the changes enacted or proposed by the President since he took office, including FY 1981
rescissions, FY 1982 reductions, proposed FY 1982 rescissions, and FY 1983 proposed reductions. They
understate the loss of actual services in general since they contain no allowance for price increases
from FY 1982 to FY 1983. These percentages cannot now be computed for the major entitlements because
we lack credible estimates of the impacts in FY 1983 of the changedrenacted for FY 1982 in P.L. 97-35.
For the categorical programs shown here, the loss totals $8.770 billion out of $21.443 billion, or
40.9 percent.

Most of these programs (which include some smaller entitlements) are proposed for inclusion in the
several new or enlarged block grants described in the Administration's budget message to Congress for
FY 1983.

9
Does not include a $123 million supplemental added by Congress after the President's budget was submitted.

The corresponding percentage cannot be computed? see note e.
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ATTACHMENT B

Catngorical Children's Programs, FY 1982 and FY 1983

Children's Programs

Child Care and Child Welfare

Head Start

Social Services Block Grant

Indian Social Services

Work Incentives (WIN)

Appalachian Area Development

Community Services Block Grant

Rehabilitation Servicesg

Runaway Youth

Juvenile Delinquency Prevention

Child Abuse State Grants

Social Service Demonstrationsh

Foster Care

Adoption Assistance

Child Welfare Services

Child Welfare Training

New Block Grant

Subtotal

FY 1982
Currenk
Policy

FY 1982
Funding

Level Now

FY 1982
Propossd
Level

FY 1983
Propossd
Level

Percent
Cut From,
Level Now'

Percent
Cut Sinye
FY 1981

$ 904.0 $ 911.7 $ 911.7 $ 912.0 0.0%

3,099.0 2,400.0 2,400.0 1,974.1 - 17.7

33.7 26.3 26.3 22.0 - 16.4

394.9 245.8 245.8 0.0, -100.0

159.4 59.2 59.2 0.0 -100.0

586.1 336.5 336.5 100.0 - 70.3

1,045.1 953.5 953.5 650.0 - 31.8

11.0 10.5 10.5 6.6 - 37.2

116.4 .70.0 70.0 0.0 -100.0

7.4 6.7 6.7 4.6 - 31.3

48.4 29.5
P

29.5 30.8 + 4.4

346.0 321.6 321.6 -
.,

10.0 10.0 10.0
,

177.0 156.3 156.3

5.6 3.8 3.8 -

538.6 491.7 491.7 380.1 - 22.7

$ 7;482.6 $ 6,033.0 $ 6,013.0 $ 4,080.2 - 32.4
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i 0.9%

- 36.3

- 34.8

-100.0

-100.0

- 82.9

- 37.8

- 39.9

-100.0

- 37.8

36.3

- 29.4

- 45.5



+1,

Children's Programs

Child Health

Categorical Children's programs, Fy 1982 and FY 1983
(continued)*

FY 1982 FY 1982 FY 1982 CY' 1983 Peicent Percent
Current, Funding Proposad Proposad Cut From Cut Sinie
Policy Level Now Level Level Level Nowe FY 1981

Preventive Health Block Grant $ 107.4 $ 1.6 1.6 $ 81.6 0.0% - 24.0%

mental Health Block Grant 585..8' 432.0 432.0 432.0 0.0 - 26.3

Community Health Centers Block Grant 350.5 218.2 248.2 -

B)ack Lung Clinics 4.9 3.2 3.3

Migrant Health 46.8 30.1 1E1
tim

Family Planning 175.1 123.7 123.7 - 41:1

New Block Grant 577.3 413.2 413.2 416.8 + 0.9 - 27.8

Development Disabilities 64.2 58.7 , 58.7 41.7 - 29.0 - 35.0

Immunization ' 32.9 20.3 28.3 28.9 + 2.0 - 12.4

Venereal Disease Provention 51.6 38.4 38.4 ' 45.6 + 18.9 - 11.5

Maternal and Child Health Block' 494.6 347.5 347.5 347.5 0.0 29.7
Grant (excludes N.I.C, transfer)

Subtotal $ 1,913.9 $ 1,399.7 $ 1,399.7 $ 1,394.1 - 0.4 - 27.2



Children's Programs

Nutrition

Categorical Children's Programs, FY 1982 and FY 1983
(continued)

FY 1982 FY 1982 FY 1982 ' FY 1983 Percent Percent
Current Fundiuy Proposad Proposad Cut From Cut Sin?.
Policy* Level Now Level Level 'Level Now. FY 1981

...

School'Luuchi $ 2,738.5 $ 2,045.4 $ 2,045.4 $,2,220.9 * 8.6% - 18.9%

School Breakfastk 413.2 335.0 335.0 -

Child Care Food
k

391.0 276.9 276.9 -

New Block Grant 804.2 611.9 611.9 448.0 - 20.2 - 39.3

Child Care Equipment 15.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -100.0

Summer Food 132.1 61.1 61.1 0.0 -100.0 -100.0

Nutrition Education 16.6 5.0 5.6 0.0 -100.0 -100.0

Commodities 395.5 75.7 75.7 79.0 + 4.4 - 80.0

Special Milk Program 121.9 28.1 28.1 0.0 -100.0 -100.0

Supplemental Food (N.1.C.)
1

1,028.5 934.1 934.1 652.5 - 30.1 - 36.6

State Administrative Cost 44.5 44.5 44.5 35.4 - 20.4 - 20.4

Subtotal $ 6,101.0 $ 4,437.8 $ 4,437.8 $ 3,475.8 - 21.7 - 43.0

Ajr
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Children's Programs

Education Programs

Categorical Childyen's Programs, FY 1982 and FY 1983
(continued)

e
. ,

FY 1982 FY 1962 FY 1982 FY 1983 Percent Percent
Currenl Funding Proposad Proposad Cut From Cut dinie
Policy Level Now . Leval, Leval. Level Now° ,FY 1981

Compensatory Education° $ 3,961.0 $ 2,886.0 $ 2,474.4 $ 1,942.0 - 32.7% - 51.0%

Handicapped Education° 1,201.5 1,042.1 783.5 245.7 - 18.8 - 29.6

Bilingual Education , 194.0 138.1 126.6 94.5 - 31.5 - 51.$

Vocational and Adult Education 1,021.5 739.7 633.9 500.0 - 32.4 - 51.1

Indian Education 89.5 77.9 71.6 51.1 - 34.3 - 42.9

Follow Through 44.3 19.4 0.0 0.0 -100.0 -100.0

Women's Educational Equity 10.0 5.2 0.0 0:0 -100.0 -100.0

Civil Rights IV-A Centers 45.7 24.0 0.0 0.0 -100.0 -100.0

Higher/Continuing Education° 447.6 358.6 326.8 247.2 - 31.1 - 44.2

Student Financial Assistance° 4,482.6 3,352.5 3,211.0 1,800.0 - 46.3 - 59.8
(Pell, Work/Study, Direct)

Subtotal $11,497.6 $ 8,644.1 $ 7,627.8 $ 5,480.5 - 36.6 - 52.3

(k,
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Children's Programa

Niscellaneous

Categorical Chiliiren's Programa, FY 1902
I (continued)

and FY 1983

FY 1982 FY 1902 \FY 1902 FY 1963 Percent , Percent

6irrunt Funding Fropose Propcoid Cut From Cut Sin?

ikolicya Level Now Level Level Howe FY 1901

1

Public Service Employment $ 3,800.0 $ 0.0

job Corps 607.0r 586.0

GOher Youth EmploymentP 1,966.0 832.0

Low-Income Energy, Assistance 1,849.5 1,752.0

Legal Serdelao \ 344.0 120.5

Communiti Developmenk Block Grant 4,038.0 3,966.0

Low-InCome Housing (Section B) 24,956.5 14,485.7

Piiblic Housing 9,376.0 ., 2,374.2

Subtotal $46,937.0 $24,116.4

14j

$

1\752.0

3

14,405.7

2,374.2

$24,116.4

0.0

586.0

832.0

120.5

966.0

0.0

307.0

665.0

1,300.0

0.0

3,335.2' :

3,804.6

2,323.8

$11,815.6

-100.0%

- 34.0

- 20.1

- 25.8

-100.0

- 15.9

- 73.7 .

- 2.1

- 51.0

-100.0%

"- 36.2

- 66.2

- 29.7

-100,0

17.4'

- 84.8

-.75.2

- 74.8

0-4



Notes

a Current policy Level is the funding needed during FY 1982 to provide the same services as were funded
by the FY 1 1 appropriations in effect akthe time President Reagan took office. Tha base is FY 1981
level befor any rescissions (reductionsBamposed by the hew Administration. Most estimates are those
provided cogressional committees by the Congressional Budget Office. In a few cases, current service
estimates (d similar cnnnept that differs primarily in the extent of adjustment for inflation) or FY 1981
appropriation levels were used"by CROwhere estimates were not available, or inapplicable.

The Fy 1982 funding level, as of February 8, 1982, set in the Continuing Resolution (P.L. 97-92,
expiring March 31, 1982) or subsequently enacted appropriations and adjusted within the President's
discretion permitted therein. In virtually every case, these amounts are greater than the levels
proposed by the President on September 30, 1981, for FY 1982.

These are the levels proposed by the President in his February 8, 1982 budget message to Congress
for FY 1982. All the proposed rescissions (reductions) affect education programs.

These are the levels proposed by the Preeident in his February 8, 1982 budget message to Congress
for FY 1983 budget authority. (Budget authority is the right to commit the federal government to make
an expenditure; where tha expenditure is actually made, the budget authority is thereby converted to
an outlay.) These figures come from the FY 1983 Budget Appendix or, in a few cases, from agency materials
distributed to the press on February 6, 1982.

e This is the percentage change from tha FY 1982 funding level in effect now (column 2) that would oCcur
if the President's FY 1983 proposal is enacted by Congress. Since the FY 1982 funding levels have not
been adjusted for projected inflation from FY 1982 to FY 1983, this percentage accurately reflects cuts
in dollars available but underestimates reductions in the amount of services or value that' would be lost.

This is the percentage change from the FY 1982 current policy level (column 1, reflecting FY 1981
dollars adjusted for price increases to a FY 1982 equivalent level of services or value) that would
occur if the President's FY 1983 proposals (column 4) is enacted by Congress. As in the previous note,
there is no adjustment for inflation between'FY 1982 and FY 1983. Thus this percentage understates the'
true loss of services or value proposed by the 105gident since hg,took office.

9
Includes $26.6 million in Fy 1982 and $26.5 million in FY 1983 for the National Institute of Handicapped

Research; FY,1982 current policy estimate also includes ihe Institute.

Includes Adoption Opportunities, University Affiliated Facilities and Developmental Disabilities demon-
stration projects, and discretiOnary research in Child Welfire, Child Abuse, and other social services.
The office of Human Development Services will determine the specific allocations later.
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These are currently entitlement programs: FY 1902 estimates may therefore be too low.

School Lunch is teChnically an entitlement (as is School Breakfast), but is shown here as if it were a
fixed appropriation.

The proposal is to block grant School Breakfast and the Child Care Food Program. The implied funding
for Fy 1983 would be $375.5 million for School Breakfast (if it remained an entitlement) and thus $112.5
million for Child Care Food, a cut of 59.4 percent from FY 1982, and 71.2 percent from the level the
program had reached before the Administration began cutting.

1
The proposal is for W.I.C. to be combined with the existing maternal and Child Health Block Grant.

The FY 1983 level shown here is the level implied for W.T.C. in the combined program.

m lhe proposal is for a repeal of P.L. 94-142, the Education for All Handicapped Children Act, and the
block granting of its dollars along with the state school component (P.L. 09-313) of old Title I of the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act (now Chapter I of the Education Consolidation and Improvement Act),
conpensatory education. P.L. 89-313 funds are shown in compensatory education, above: $146.5 million in

FY 1982 before rescissions, $116.2 million after rescissions, and, of course, zero in FY 1983.

n Upward Bound, Developing Institutions, Graduate Programs for the Disadvantaged, Foreign Language Studies,
and several smaller college-level programs, including aid to land grant colleges, first enacted under
President Lincoln in 1862.

0
Also includes minor programs, but does not include guaranteed student loans.

Young Adult Conservation Corps (abolished during FY 1982), and Youth Employment and Summer Jobs proposed

for inclusion in an Employment Block Grant in FY 1983. The ry 1903 levels shown assume that states use the
pioposed FY 1981 Block Grant funds in thelkame proportions in the FY 1982 programs replaced.

A
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Food stamps

Percent of Current policy

AFDC

Percnt of Current .1,44;

Medicaid

Percent of Current Policy

Totals

Entitlement Programs, FY 1982 and FY 1983

FY 1982 FY°1982 FY 1982
Approximate Reduction Further FY 1983 FY 1983
Current In Effect Rsduction Current Reduction
Policy P.L. 97-35 Proposed Policy. Proposed

$ 12,311 $ 1,658 $ 273 $ 11,825 $ 2,294

100.0 % 13.5 % 2.2 % 100.0 % 19.4 %

$ 6,893 5 1,000 $ 166 $. 6,609 5 1,155

100.0 % 14.5 %

$ 20,138 $ 1,193

100.0 % 5.9 %

5 39,342 $ 3,851

100.0 % 9.8 %

1 2

2.4 % 100.0 %

$ 977 5 14,461

4.9 % 100.0

5 1,416 $ 32,895

3.6 % 100.0 %

17.5 %

$ 1,536

10.6 %

$ 4,985

15.2 %

()
1:7
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Mr. RANGEL. Thank you, Ms. Edelman. That is a very encourag-
ing report, particularly the last part of your testimony.

You know that we in the Congress have now felt the outrage
about which you have testified and about which Congressman
Miller so eloquently testified. There has been this fear that some of
us have had that by the time the ka tion really knows what has
happened, it might just be that theseThrograms have not only been
dismantled but have been shipped to local and State government.

I think for the survival of our Nation, and certainly our older
cities, that we have to hear Worn our institutions. That is a part of
America.

The people that were referred to by Mr. Cosby fill this room up
when we talk about decreasing tax liability and yet you can take a
look around today and see when we are talking about kids the dif-
ference in the lobbying effort.

You have been a leader in this effort and I want you to know
that we do not expect you to do it alone. We politicians just want
to know who,we can go into partnership with and where we can
lend our presence to encourage others to get involved. Adults can
pick up some time and make up for loss. But once the kids are
denied their losses in suffering sometimes are irreversible.

So your testimony has been an inspiration and very ertcouraging
and I want so much to believe that you are right.

Mr. Miller.
Mr. MILLER. I want to join Chairman Rangel in those remarks,

Marian. I think you do correctly aSsess it. It is a little late, but we
will take it. I think there is a mobilization that is in fact starting
thanks to the Children's Defense Fund and other people who have
been here in the lean year&

I think that organizations are making some effort at trying to
recognize their social responsibility. The fact that you were able to
get all those people in that room last week at your conference is a
testimony to the reawakening of people. I think because what they
are starting to understand is how really bad it is. We are no longer
speculating. Congressman Rangel and Congressman Miller are not
talking about what might happen. It has in fact hdppened. Now we
are just talking about adding to the numbers.

I think at some point the media will start to understand that
this is not speculation. Nobody in the room today speculated on
what might happen. They told us about what has already happened
and it is a simple continuation of that process.

The services have been cut. And I just hope that this hearing is
the beginning in terms of the Congress and that your conference
was the beginning in terms of the private sector to understand.

You know, it is hard to think we are talking about it this way,
but there used to be a group called Save Our Children. It is just
about that fundamental for those kids who are aff ted, not for my
children, but for those kids who again find thems ves in circum-
stances that they did not create.

We are talking about whether we Ilre going to save them or lose
them. I think that has got to come home pretty soon.

MS. EDELMAN. I am hearing at least two things. One is that the
impact of the cuts has not really hit yet. But I also hear that
people find it hard to believe what is actually occurring. How could
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anybody, they say, how could they be taking food away from chil-dren? And they cannot believe we are doing it.
And now people are beginning to realize, because they are begin-

ning to experience the impact of the cuts. They see the soup lines
in their own churches and they see what comes into their health
centers. And they are losing their personnel.

It is hard to believe that this administration is declaring war on
homeless and handicapped children. But now I think the message
is beginning to seep through. People are beginning to get outraged,
and I hope that rage will translate. We are determined that it will
translate into, I hope, political votes and the kinds of pressure on
this Congress that is going to allow you to do the job that I know
those of you who are here and working for children want to do.

Mr. RANGEL. It has to be a broad coalition. When our committee
went to other cities, it was really fantastic to see how the system
worked. There were people who were testifying that they wereagainst the AFDC, they were against food stamps, they were
against public assistance. But they could not understand why theservices for their retarded kids were being cut back when they had
been against all of these giveaway programs. All they wanted was
a fair opportunity for their child to be able to grow up and live anormal life.

Ms. EDELMAN. I think there is hopeeven though the children's
movement, the family movements, are very fragmented and, as you
know, every program, whether it is handicapped or title I orhealth, has its 'own constituency.

Perhaps now that Mr. Stockman has tried to gobble up the entire
children's pie, and people are realizing that when he takes a slice
out of the CETA pie he is taking a slice out of Head Start through
the back door, wh cuts child care food programs, that really
hurts title XX prov ders

And when you gin to cut broadly, that affects bs as well asbenefits for reci lents. It is more encouraging to s e State people
and middle-class people and those with jobs sittin down together
for the first time, because of the perceived threat.

I think it is up to us on the outside who can Ibpefully provide
that leadership to corral it into channels that ar strong and loud
and that say no to you here in the Congress.

Mr. RANGEL. Thank you for the help that you have given to us
over the years, and especially now.

We have a panel that will be testifying next, a child care panel:
Edythe Rogers, a missioner from the Richmond Urban Institute, of
Richmond, Va.; and Peggy Daly Pizzo, who was the assistant direc-
tor of the White House Domestic Policy Staff during the last ad-ministration.

We are looking now, Ms. Pizzo, for those people who believe that
you could not have a worse disaster than the last administration.

Ms. Rogers.

STATEMENT OF EDYTITE M. ROGERS, MISSIONER, RICHMOND
URBAN INSTITUTE, RICHMOND, VA.

MS. ROGERS. My name is Edythe Rogers. I was born in Los Ange-
les, Calif., moved to New York at the age of 12, lived there for 19
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years, moved to Connecticut, lived there for 4 years, and subse-
quently ended up in Virginia, where I presently reside. I am the
mother of three, the grandmother of one. My children are three
girls, and my granddaughter, obviously, also is a girl.

I have my three daughters aged 22, who is a part-time student in
a community college in Riccimond, Va., where I presently resiae,
and have a middle daughter who attends the University of Mary-
land at the Eastern. Shore, who is a sophomore. My youngest
daughter attends Morgan State University, and is a freshman, in
Baltimore.

I said I was born in Los Angeles. My parents were divorced when
I was 2. I was a day care child at the age of 6. After my mother
went on to New York to find a job, we were left in a foster home.
for 7 years. I have also, therefore, been a ward of the State of Cali-
fornia. After my mother decided to bring us together again, she
brought us together in New York City, where we did not go back
on public assistance, but rather, my mother was the sole support of
the youngest four of us who had been in the foster home together.

She worked at Macy's Department Store. I dropped out of high
school in the middle of the 12th grade, got married a year later,
had four children, one of whom died of sudden infant death, the
only male child that I had. If it were not for well-baby clinics in
the city of New York, I do not know what would have happened to
all the rest of my children.

Well-baby clinics not only provided preventive health care for my
children but also for me. I was able to get family planning services.
I also was able to get dental services while in high school at a re-
duced fee.

I am at present a graduate of law school. As you can tell, I subse-
quently went back and finished my education. The difficulty that I
have is that I am faced with a dilemma at this point. I would like
to impress you with my scholarly abilities. At the same time, I
would like to impress upon you my experiences as a mother and a
single head of hpusehold. I would like to do the latter more than
the former, pritharily because if it were not for my children, I
would not be here.

Therefore, since I owe them that debt, I think that the testimony
I should give before you should be that which will give you, I think,
the strongest message that will allow them to be able to do what
they allowed me to do; that is, to say they are able to go to school
as they do now, primarily because of guaranteed student loans and
student assistance.

I was able to go to school because of guaranteeekstudent loans
and student assistance. I was able to finish and get a high school
equivalency after separating from my former husband, almost 9
years after leaving high school. And then able to go on and be ac-
cepted and to graduate from Columbia University in the city of
New York because of guaranteed student loans.

Also, I was able to go on to law school and complete that because
of guaranteed student loans, which I am attempting at present to
repay. My present employment is that of what is called an urban
missioner, which is with an organization known as the Richmond
Urban Institute. The Richmond Urban Institute is a peculiar
animal in that it is a kind of entity which the present administra-
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tion claims is necessary if the kinds of things which the present
policies,.if fully implemented, will be able to meet the needs of the
people.

Therefore, I think I am especially qualified to state, it will not
work. That is not to say that the feeling is not there. It is to say
that there are no public moneys involved in this organization. All
of the moneys under which we exist, our total operating budget, is
paid for out of private funds.

We are funded, in part, by a challenge grant, decreasing over a 5-
year period, from two sources: One, a private foundation in Arkan-
sas; and the other, an Episcopal church in the city of Richmond.
We are in the third year of our operation. This is the first of those
3 years where we will experience a decrease in operating funds.

We are experiencing extreme difficulties. In spite of the support
of churches in the city of Richmond, in spite of the support of the
people of the city of Richr4nd and the metropolitan area, there
just is not the money to help

The organization, although a very good idea, we do nor believe
or at least I do not, in my ver informed opinion believewill work
if duplicated by everyone. W recently held a conference on the
local metropolitan impact of th new Federal budget on the metro-
politan area. This includes the city of Richmond, the counties of
Henrico, Hanover, and Chesterfield. It was an effort on which I
worked for 91/2 weeks. There was a combined and collective effort
with the administration of some of those municipalities, and my,
staff time.

In that effort we were able to secure in testimony for the first
day in our open plenary session the secretary of human resources
for the State of Virginia, Mr. Frederick Fisher, and the city man-
ager for the city of Richmond, which isI am sorry, which is a city
manager form of government.

All of those indications from those gentlemen, from informed
and experienced positions, is that the New Federalism will work
extreme hardships on the State of Virginia and the metropolitan
area.

On the second day of our hearings we talked about every one of
the areas where block grants and budget cuts will be experienced.
All of the experience that the people who work directly in those
areas, speaking specifically now of social welfare, education, hous-
ing, and transportation, health, human services of all kinds, are
that the cuts will be extremely felt, most by those who can least
stand them.

I am concerned not only for myself but for others similarly situ-
ated. Our situation is very difficult. Our situation will continue to
become even more difficult. The people of the city of Richmond are
caring people, the people of the State of Virginia are very caring
people.

Yet, still even though the South has two-thirds of the poor people
in the country and one-half of the black poor people of the country,
only 2 percent of the people in the State of Virginia receive bene-
fits under AFDC.

That kind of pattern can be repeated throughout the State, or
rather the Southern States. I have with me in my testimony, which
is written, which I have totally departed from, given statistics on
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all 11 of the Southern States. And you will see that most of the
people in the South who are poor, a low percentage of them actual-
ly participate in the very programs which are being cut.

This means that the impacts of those cuts will not only impact
severely upon all those who have been receiving benefits up until
October 1, 1981, but those who have not received it but were quite
eligible even in more devastating circumstances.

The reality is that the Virginia Employment Commission yester-
day released its statistics which say that the State unemployment
figures as a result of the present economic reality are now at 7.8
percent, and do not auger well. Also, the fact that the State of Vir-
ginia has also decreased its staffing in its employment corrimission
offices and also administrative positions which used to serve in the
very services which are being cut does not say very much about its
ability to provide the services in the future with its increased State
responsibilities.

I have departed a great deal from what I had to say. But let me
say, in summary, the impact of the proposed cuts, as we under-
stand them, by simple arithmetic, the administration's new/old
policies and proposals that affect the poor add up to a savings of
Federal dollars. The economic and social cost to the South and to
the Nation will be much higher. Programs for the people in the
South will be especially damaged. That is because of the heavy reli-
ance in Southern States on Federal dollars. Cutbacks will reduce
existing programs in the South much more than anywhere else.

In South Carolina, 74 cents of every dollar of the AFDC program
is supplied by the Federal Govermment. A 10-percent reduction in
this AFDC program from the Federal budget will therefore have a
most severe impact in South Carolina and other Southern States.

For basic necessitiesfood, jobs, and health care as well as affor-
dable health care and child carethe poor, especially the black
poor, are faced in Southern States where the reduction in benefits
in AFDC will affect drastically as much as 6 out of 10 of our poor
recipients in the 11 Southern States.

These cuts show reduced AFDC rolls, in which less than one-half
of the South's poor children, less than two-fifths of the South's poor
persons, are being assisted.

I ask you, therefore, to please advocate on behalf of our children,
on behalf of all children, I ask you on behalf of those who very fool-
ishly, unwisely, and out of ignorance, merely because they do not
know and have not sought to know and those who do not wish to
tell them because of their privileged position; that they do not
know what they are doing, and please stop before they advocate
before you again to cut.

Some of these programs really can be better administered, but
were it not for Head Start, two of my daughters would not be in
college. My dream in my life was to see my daughters graduate
from high school. That they have gone on to college is more,than a
dream come true, but a reason to work for a future which for me
and America I thought unreal.

In conclusion, let me thank you once again for allowing me to
speak before you and also say to you that because I believe that
these types of programs can work and also because I know that
they do not reach enough. I am a voluntary teacher, daytime, in
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open high school in Richmond, Va., where I teach introductoryFrench to 10th- and llth-graders. I am also a part-time teacher atnight in Virginia Union University in Richmond, Va., where I
teach community organization and community development in the
urban studies department. I also volunteer my time on voter educa-
tion projects free of charge, as do many others, and that is because
I believe that an enlightened, aware electorate is the best elector-ate to see to it that this kind of thing does not stand for long.Thank you.

[The prepared statement follows:]

STATEMENT OF EDYTHE M. ROGERS, MISSIONER, RICHMOND URBAN
INSTITUTE

4
Honorable Representatives:

I speak on behalf of many mothers and fathers, grandparents,
and children of all origins, both inside and outside America. All
of us are concerned about the new federal budget, and its impact
upon our lives and the lives of our children over the n'ext five,
(5) years. The new federal budget may in fact reduce the
growth of the federal budget sharply, over the next three years;
it may reduce business taxes through accelerated depreciation;
certainly we know for a fact that it will increase significantly
the real share of the budget reserved for national defense. It
certainly will also have an adverse, serious impact upon the
poor, black, women, single heads of households, and other so-
called minorities. In short, again we are asked to share the
burden equally among ourselves; we the newly enfranchised; we
the single heads of household; we the black people, we the poor
and working middle class. I ask that you not only listen, but
that you also hear everyone who speaks to you today. Weigh our
words carefully. Balance the compering interests. Put your per-
sonal concerns as to the possibilities for your reelection other
than first, and hear us, "We the people."

My remarks will be brief and I crust, to the point. I have
extracted them for the most part, from a well researched and
documented report put out by the Southern Regional Council. The
title of the report is,

"The New Federal Budget
and the

South's Poor;
More Than "Fallout...Some errors

...and Confusion"

I have extracted my brief remarks from this document, because
in my experience and research recently completed in Richmond,0
Virginia, it is accurate and to the point. Finally, to say all
that needs to be said on this subject in five, (5) minutes is
all but impossible. Yet, I think that I will be able to do much
with the time allotted - given how many of us there are who still
want to speak with you.

After more than ten years of the most rapid economic activity
in the region's history, Southerners remain the poorest people
in the country. Only Texas, of all the southern states has a

per capita income equal to the national average of $9, 521. In
Mississippi, personal income per person is only 697. of the nation's,
and the average person in Alabama has only 76% of the income of
the average American. In georgia, the figure is 85% of the national
average.

Looking more closely at the southern region's income per person
will show that most southern families, especially black families,
have very limited incomes.

.156
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In 1975 in the Census South* 24.9% of white families earned
less than 88,000.00and 34% earned less than $10,000.00. By these
figures, there were 8.9% of white families below the poverty level.
Of the 2,883,000 black families in the same region, 49% earned less
than $8,000 and more than 60% earn less than $10,000. Thus, 28% of
black families - three, (3) times more than the proportion of white
families - were below the poverty level in 1975. (See the attached
for more detail - Table (A)).

Although the migration of the past 30 years and the occupational
changvs among blacks have occurred, entry of black males into both
blue and white collax jobs has occurred only in the low paying
occupations. Among black women too, shifts Ln employment have
occurred in dramatic ways. Only 14% of black women were employed in

diouseholds as of L Q.anL jnJ.ss to_ 1980. Female workers
(black) in clerical jobs had increased td almost 20%. These shifts
have not been translated into substantial economic gains which have
closed the gap between black and white families in the South. By
1975, the income of black families had risen in the nation and
region to 61% of white families income. Therefore, the comparative
economic gains of black families from a 56 cents of each dollar
per black familiy as compared to 100 cents earned by white families
in 1950 - hag increased more rapidly throughout the nation, than
within the South. PerliSps more disturbing, black males' income in
1950 wag 58% of white males' income. By 1975, the income of black
Alles had dropped to 57% of that of white males' income. Not surprisi
the eleven Southern states remain the home of one-third the'nation's
poor and one half of the nation's black poor.

AFDC

Aid to Families with Dependent Children, (AFDC) and Stamps
are the two programs which provide the basic necessities .poor

families to survive. The maximum monthly benefit paid to a family
of three with no additional income was only $96.00 in Mississippi,
$116.00 in Texas, $122.00 in Tennessee, through AFDC. For Food Stamps
the amout given is determined largely by the amount ef money needed
to obtain adequate nutrition. According to the government, a family
of three with no additional income, needs 8183.00 per month to obtai
basic nutrition. For those families with income, the benefits are
less than $183.00.

The combined income provided by AFDC and Food Stamps has been
extremely low. At present, few states in the nation have provided
combined benefits equal to the official poverty level. As of May,
1981, all nine states which provided combined benefits which were
less than ,5% of poverty, were nine Southern States: Florida, Geor-
gia, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennes-
see, Texas, and Virginia. (See Attached Table for reference and
%-ages). No Southern state reached as high as the national median
of 77%. Additionally, no Southern state has ever granted beneffits to
families with children who have both parents in the househyd. Note
also that only 2% of all Virginians receive AFDC checks each month.

When compared with the estimated rate of poverty in the Southern
states today, these statistics belie the notion that the number of
welfare recipients include many who are not needy. The 'rates of POVer
among the total populationin each of the Southern states are usually

three or four times larger than the rate of those on AFDC.

1 5
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For example, In Alabama, 16.4% of the population was poor in
1975, while only 4.6% received welfare benefits. In Tennessee, the
poverty rate of 15.8% was nearly five times as large as the 3.4%
of the population receiving AFDC funds. Black families make up 682
cif those on AFDC in the DEEP SOUTH. And, black families in the
deep south show rates of poverty that far exceed the rate of AFDC
recipients in the population. (See chart #4, Addenda 3). In Mississ-
ippi, where the black poverty rate is the highest in the South -
44.82, the rate of AFDC recipients among the total population is
less than 7%. This adds up to only one startling conclusion concerning
the welfare program, which existed prior to October 1, 1981:

"More poor children in the south were in families without
AFDC support, than with it." (See Chart 05 Addenda 04).

Vhfre pra-Eise current data are not yet available, it is indis-
putable that many of these poor families with children who are out-
side of AFDC have incomes which place them in deep poverty. As is
indicated in the attached Chart 08, -(attached addenda # 5) there
are nearly three times as many families and individuals in the
SeU44'5 population whose incomes are below 75% of the poverty level,
than there are families who received AFDC in the region before the
administration's (Federal) program cuts instituted on October 1, 1981.

IMPACT OF PROPOSED CUTS

A) The Administration's changes in the AFDC and Food Stamp program
will force people who cannot work deeper into poverty and will under-
cut what little incentive already exists to work, for the few who
are able to find work.

b) In all Southern States, the cuts in the total. monthly disposable
income for many poor families will forcen them more deeply into
poverty. (To their credit, most Southern states have pushed up their
standard of nded so that the 150% ceiling (representing the seite
standard of need) so that the 150% ceiling will not remove people
in wholesale numbers.)

c) Because of the new ceiling for food stamps, which bars anyone with
130% of poverty income, and with new ways of calculating income, some
of the working AFDC families may suffer a double reduction.

d) The President's cuts tend to close oir eliminate the current dif-
ference between working AFDC mothers and the non-working AFDC mother or
single head of household. (See Chart 0 8 addenda # 6).

e) The Reagan administration's regulation which requires that every
AFDC recipient report each month whether there has been a change
in the financial circumstances of the family will escalate adminis-
trative costs to the states.

f) Increased administnative costs combined with functional illi-
teracy will also eliminate many persons from benefits - 'assuming
these persons will be able to afford the cost of postage.:

g) failure to report on AFDC benefits will also result in a forfeiture
of Medicais benefits.

h) In rural areas where Medicaid reimbursement is so important to the
establishment and maintenance of clinics and other facilities, BASIC
health care may not be available at all.
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i) If reductions in medicaid close the doors of health clinics
serving the poor, the numbers who will suffer may be two or three
times the 2.5 million poor who are present Medicaid recipients in
the South.

j) Whatever options state ofElcials choose to reduce Medicaid pro-
grams to meet the decreasing budget, the cuts will probably obstruct
the spread of physicians and primary care facilities, especially
in areas where government reimbursement is essential to maintaining
viable medical services. In some area, facilities of primary care
may be closed.

In summary, by simple arithmetic, the administration's new/old
policies and proposals that affect the poor add up to a notable
savings of federal dollars. However, the economic and social costs
to the South and to the nation may be much higher. Programs for the
poor in the South will be especially damaged. Because of the heavy
reliance of Southern states on federal dollars, cutbacks will reduce
existing programs in the South, much more than anywhere else.

For example, in South Carolina, 74Q of every dollar of the AFDC
program is supplied by the federal government. A 10% reduction in
the AFDC program of the federal budget would have the most severe
impact in South Carolina and other Southern states..., a far greater
effect than in the nation as a whole where federal funds make up
only 56Q of every dollar in the AFDC program. (See addenda #7, Chart
# 15).

For basic necessities, food, jobs, and health care as well as
affordab.e, and avialable child care, the Southern poor and especially
the black iluthern poor face a treacherous future. In the Southern
states where 1/3rd of the nation's poor and 1/2 of the nation's
black poor live, the reductions in benefits of AFDC may affect tragic-
ally as many as six out of ren of all poor recipients in the eleven
Southern states. All together, as many as four of ten recipients
could be removed from AFDC in the South before the end of 1982, and
two in ten could have their benefits reduced significantly. That is
to say, that by the end of fiscal year 1983, more than half of the
South's AFDC recipients could be severely affected by the Administration
present and proposed policies and changes. ALL OF THESE PEOPLE ARE
POOR CHILDREN AND THEIR SINGLE PARENTS WHOSE COMBINED INCOME AND
GOVERNMENT BENEFITS ARE PROBABLY FAR BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL. Lest
it be forgotten, these cuts shall reduce the AFDC rolls in which less
than one-half the South's poor children and less than two-fifths of
the South's poor families and persons are now being assisted.

In each of these areas of vital needs', black Southerners will
suffer disproportionately the consequences of the Administration's
changes. In AFDC program where a majority of the recipients may be
removed, blacks who are 68% of the present recipients in the Deep
South will be pushed off FIRST and LAST. In the Southeast, in
CETA, which is virtually already dismantled for example, black people
comprised'more than half of the trainees. In Medicaid prbgrams in
the South, blacks compose nearly two of three of the beneficiaries.
Thus, while the extraordinary rate uf poverty among Southern black
people justified their disproportionate numbers in these government
programs, the reduction in benefits and recipients will hit black
people more often than it will whites.

6
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* The Census South includes the traditional eleven Southetn states,
Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, NorthCarolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, and Virginia, as well
as Kentucky, West Virginia, Oklahoma, Maryland, the District ofColumbia, and Oelaware. Generally, the income levels for the
population in the Census South is higher than the levels in the
eleven Southern states alone.
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CHART n I

Per Capita Income for Southern States
As Percentage 67 11.S. TV-erage

1980

% of U.S.

Alabama 79%

Arkansas 76%

Florida 94%

Georgia 85%

Louisiana 89%

Mississippi 69%

N. Carolina 82%

S. Carolina 76%

Tennessee 81%

Texas 100%

Virginia 99%

U.S. Per Capita Income $9521

SOURCE: U.S. Depdrtment of 'Commerce, 1981.

3
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CHART 0 4

Famili!es in Poverty by Race and Po ulation
Receiving PDC in tle Sout

Alabama

Arkansas

Florida

t of White
Families

St

11%

7.8%

Georgia 10%

Louisiana 7:8%

Mississippi 10.8%

North Carolina 7.9%

South Carolina 7.0%

Tennessee 10.1%

Texas 10.5%

Virginia 5.3%

11 State
TOTALS 8.8%

- % of Black % of Population
Families Receiving AFDC

A

30.3% 4.6%

33.4% 3.7%

32.9% 2.5%

29.8% 4.0%

37.3%

44.8% 6.9%'

27.5% 3.3%

30.5% 4.8%

28.9% 3.4%

21.2% 3.0%

2.1%

30.2% 3.5%

SOURCE: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reports,
"Money Income and Poverty Status ih 1975 of Families
and Persons in the United States" and from information
provided by research departments of state programs.

*4,
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Chart 45

Children in Poverty and Receiving AFDC Payments in
I

the South

.1'

iit
11

Number in Poverty
Child AFDC
Recipients

Percent
on AFDC

rk

c.A1abama

i:

209,000 123,580 591

'Arkansas 147,000 80,485 551

.;,Florida 493,000 187,591 38%
!I

Georgia 354,000 229,359 65%

C
!Louisiana 304,000 174,763 57%

;Mississippi 260,000 143,525 55%
.4

:North Carolina 294,000 139,498 47%

1

kSouth Carolina 217,000 102,442 47%

iTennessee 256,000 155,659 61%
I.

tTexas
r."

813,,000

.

267,797 33%

Wirginia
c

202;000 129,096 49%

ileven State Total 3,549,000 2,733,795 49%

iSOURCE: Southern Growth Policy Board>"Raising A Neu Generation
gin the South," A report by the Task Force on Children (Research
°Triangle: 1981), P. 99.

11 -12-

1
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Chart 16

A Percentage of All Families and
All Persons Below 751 of Povertyand Percenta e ol Po ulation Receivin AFDC Benefits in the South

ta te
Percent of Percent of Percent ofFamilies Below 75% Persons Below 75% Population on AFDC

labama 9.51 9.91 4.6%i

kansas 10.81 10.9% 3.7%
orida 11.7.% 10.01 2.5%i

orgia 11.0% 10.7% 4.0%

uisiana 11.6% 12.2% 5.0%

ssissippi 16.21 17.21 6.9%

rth Carolina 8.7% 8.2% 3.31

uth Carolina 10.2% 10.3% 4.8%

nessee 11.1% 10.01 3.4%
xas 10.31 9.41 3.0%

rginia 6.5% 6.0% 2.1%

even State Total 10.4% 10.0% 3.5%

CE: U.S. Bureau of Census, Current Population Reports, "Money
ome and Poverty Status in 1975 of Family and Persons in 'the Unitedles," and research departments of state programs.

-14
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Chart 1/8

Total Monthly Disposable Income by Working and Nonworking Mothers
Under the Past System and

Under the Administration s Proposed System

abama

rkansas

orida

orgia

Pisiana

ssissippi

th Carolina

Pth Carolina

pnessee

ginia

PAST SYSTEM ADMINISTRATION CHANGES

Eafher
Non-
Earner Difference Earner

Non-
Earner Difference

$373 $291 $ 82 $284 $267 $ 17

$434 $321 $113 $330 $297 $ 33

$445 $345 $100 $321 $321 S 0

$405 $323 $ 82 $300 $299 $ 1

$394 $330 $ 64 $306 $306 $ 0

$462 $276 $186 $365 $252 $113

$464 $343 $121 $353 $319 $ 34

$438 $299 $139 $351 $275 $ 76

$411 $294 $117 $322 $270 $ 52

t'

$371 $290. $ 81 $285 $266 $ 19

$511 $389 $122 $375 $365 $ 10

Center for the Study of Welfare Policy, the University of

"The Poor: Profiles of Families in Poverty," March 1981,

16

-18-
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1

,=.1.01t1 exi,ene of S9t3 in 19'8. The SsilS veirlv expenditures

for the adult recipient in the Medicaid programs 'of Florida and

Mississippi here not- even 4h.n percent of the national expendi-

ture per person for health care, and mbst Southern stato6'

average expenditure for each adult reciniesnt in the Medicaid

program %.as no more than 55.0 percent of the national experiditure

per person.

AVERAGE MEDICAID
USING

State

CHART

EXPENDITURE
MEDICAID SERVICES

IN II SOUTHERN

Children

11

PLR AFDC
DURING

STATES

Adults

RECIPIENT
FY 18

Families of Three

Alabama S 191 $ 161 S 816

Arkansas 211 161 8R3

Florida 180 395

Ce.prgia 232 592 1,056

Louisiana 213 168 or,4

Missis-;ippi IRS S9S 765

North Carolina 186 412 814

South Carolina 167 481 815

Tennessee 233 S45 1,011

ICXdi 2S6 765 1,277

Virginia 236' 569 1,(141

Source: JOE et. aI7 "The Poor: Profiles of Families in Poverty,'
University of Chicago: The Center for the Study of Welfare Polic

While Medicaid recipients health care generally cost less

than the average American's expenses for .health care, the recipie

are among those whose health status is-lirse and needs for health

care are the most pronounced. A national survey in 1972, for

example, examined infant mortality rates and found

1 This comparison cannot be precise because of the diffetent factl
used to compute each per capita costs; nevertheless, the rigures

are probable indications of the actual costs per person.

-37-

93-065 0 - 82 - 12
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Chart #15

Percentage of AFDC Funds in States as Federal Funds, 1980

Percent of Total AFDC
State As Federal Funds

Alabama

Arkansas

Florida

Georgia

Louisiana

Mississippi

North Carolin4,

South Carolina

Tennessee

Texas

Virginia

731

72%

57%

661

711

781

681

74%

691

68%

57%

Average United, States 541

SOURCE: Congressional Research Service, "Welfare Background
Paper on Selected Major Programs," May, 1981.

1 6
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Mr. RANGEL. Thank you, Ms. Rogers. What is a missioner?
Ms. Roc ER's. An urban missioner is a person who goes out among

the people on the street and tries to ascertain what the mood of the
community is, what the needs are. The Richmond Urban Insitute is

min entity which set out to accomplish three specific goals: to advo-
cate on behalf of the unheard or the poor; to arouse the community
conscience to those needs which need to be addressed if we are to
live together in peace and harmony; and to mediate among conflict-
ing groups.

Mr. RANGEL. How is it funded?
Ms. ROGERS. It is funded, in part, by two challenge grants, one

from St. Paul's Episcopal Church, decreasing over a 5-year period;
and one from a foundation in Arkansas known as the Englewood
Foundation. We are expected in our third year of operation to
make up the decrease by donations from churches in the Richmond
area as a testimony to our ability to achieve our mission.

Mr. RANGEL. Thank you.
Ms. Pizzo.

STATEMENT OF PEGGY PIZZO. FORMER ASSISTANT DIRECTOR,
DOMESTIC POLICY STAFF, THE WHITE HOUSE

Ms. Pizzo. Congressman Rangel, Mr. Miller, as another mother I
must just take a few seconcN to compose myself, hearing this moth-
er's testimony. It is very moving.

I am pleased to testify on this occasion and am especially pleased
that thoughtful, conscientious policymakers, such as the two of you
and others, are engaged in honest and open inquiry into the conse-
quences of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981.

My name is Peggy Pizzo. I have had the honor of consulting with
this committee and its staff on many occasions when I served on
the White House domestic policy staff under the direction of Stuart
Eizenstat. I worked on child care and other human services for Mr.
Eizenstat. Previously, I had been special assistant to the Commis-
sioner for the Administration for Children, Youth, and Families in
the Department of Health and Human Services. Prior to that I had
about 12 years' experience in both actual hands-on work in a vari-
ety of children's services, including child daycare, and a national
nonprofit organization concerned with c* care, and other chil-
dren's services.

I too am a parent who has helped to develop several economical-
ly and ethnically integrated child care programs for my own chil-
dren and neighbors and colleagues, and I should say that my own
two daughters have great-grandparents who were able to lift their
families out of poverty in no small measure because of the avail-
ability of child care.

Twelve months ago the administration said, and I quote from the
program for economic recovery, entitled "Americ,a's New Begin-
ning": "Once again economic choices involving working, saving,
and investment will be based primarily upon the prospect for real
rewards for those productive activities which improve the truly eco-
nomic well-being of our citizens."
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This.hopeful promise must seem bitter indeed to the hard-work-
ing employed poor families whose industry' and productive activi-
ties Will be punished by the Budget Act of 1981.

My remarks today will be confined to the-ffeld of child daycare,
where the budgst cuts have had a devastating, obvious negati^ve
impact on at least one distinct group within the American popula-
tion. This is the group of breadwinners making at or near the mini-
mum wage. These are citizens who do the hard, physically demand-
ing, or tedious work that no one else wants to do, pushing them-
selves to greater and greater sacrifice in the increasingly desperate
hope that the future will hold better opportunities for their
children.

Here is how the Federal Government rewarded them for indus-
try and productive activity last year.

Working families trying to work out of welfare have had the
safety net pulled abruptly from beneath them. New federally man-
dated AFDC eligibility caps, for example, means that in states
where the standard of need has been historically maintained at the
lowest levelsTexas, North Carolina, and Tennesseeonce the
before tax of a working welfare mother with three children reaches
between $70 and $80 a weekthat is, between $17.50 and $20 per
family member per weekthat family is cut off from even the
smallest casb assistance to the household income.

In seven other StatesAlabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky,
Mississippi, New Mexico, and South Carolinathis same cut will
occur if a working welfare mother with before tax weekly income
reaches $100.

Families with working parents, either struggling to work out of
welfare or to keep off welfare, had their 'children's day care 'serv-
ices closed down.

The largest source of direct funds for day care, title XX under
the Social Security Act, lost $700 million last year. At least 150,000
familiesthat is about 1 in every 7 families using a title XX
funded child care programcan be expected to be removed from
day care this year.

Next year, if the Congress accepts the administration's proposed
title XX cuts of more than $400 million for 1983, an additional
100,000 families can be estimated to have their child care eliminat-
ed. This will bring the total cost close to 1 in every 3 children of
the children who were served by title .XX child care in 1980.

Looking ahead, we can expect that working-class families who
have nothing to do with welfare and have never had anything to do
with welfare will also be hurt, as child care programs which con-
sciously promoted economic integration have to shut down. In the
late 1970's many of the 18,000 daycare centers in the United States
arranged their fee scales so that working- and middle-class families
paid partial or full child care fees, depending upon the family's
ability to pay.

Day care centers participating in title XX especially used sliding-
fee scales to encourage working-class families to purchase child
care at affordable prices in centers where their poorer employed
neighbors also sent their children assisted by title XX. Without the
stable core of Title XX support, many of the 8,100 child care cen-
ters which participated in title XXand pioneered the public/pri-

71
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vate sector cooperation we all talk about nowmay well have to
close completely. Thus, at a time when maternal employment is in-
creasing, child care opportunities for working-class families can be

expected to decrease.
, Second, small children will be abandoned to fend for themselves

during the day by parents unable to find or afford child care.
During the 1970's studies reported about 2 million young schoolagq
children unsupervised by any adult after school, and 32,000 chil-
dren under the age of 6 uncared for by any adult while their par-
ents were at their jobs.

A recent item in the Washington Post described a new soup
kitchen in our nation's,capital, one for destitute children under the
age of 12. This charity recently served a 17-month-old brought in
by a child of about 3 or 4 years old. Ironically, this soup kitchen,,
designed to offer at,least some food to hungry small children wan-
dering the streets during the day, is housed in what was once a day
care center.

Third, there will be more fires in neighborhoods where popula-
'tions of young children are home alone unsupervised. Studies in
one major metropolitan area have shown that 1 in 6 fires are start-
ed by children alone in their homes. A recent TV newscast report-
ed the experience of a mother in Michigan who left the children
aged 6 and 8 alone while she worked. There was a serious fire. For-
tunately, the children escaped unhurt, although the house was
almost destroyed.

Fourth, more unemployment will result. In the mid-1970's almost
10,000 child care staff were paid for by CETA and other sources. In
the wake of cutting CETA programs in half, many of these child
care staff will lose their jobs. Additionally, other thousands of
other child care workers whose wages were funded by title XX will
become unemployed.

Fifth, unhealthy and unsafe conditions will surface in some child
care programs. Children in child care need health examinations
and immunizations, and the staff need basic training if the entire
group of children is to be kept healthy. Small children are blithely
unconscious of the ways in which they handle bodily excretions,
and they have the ability and the propensity to spread infections of
all kinds.

There have been reports, as you may know, of epidemics of hepa-
titis-A and other diseases in daycare centers that do not practice
good health routines. These incidents are confined to a few day
care centers at the present time. Infections can be prevented or
controlled by adequate vaccination, careful preventive health ex-
aminations and staff training in essential basic child care routines.

Howevex, last year the budget cuts resulted in a denial of preven-
tive health services to an estimated 661,000 children, precisely the
children of the working poor most likely to be in child care pro-
grams.

Immunization programs were cut, and a separate program which
funded child care staff training under title XX was eliminated en-
tirely.

Finally, and I know this is important to the both of you, more
children will be separated from their families into foster care. I am
sitting before two in lividuals who worked very hard for many
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years for the passage of the landmark Adoption Assistance and
Child Welfare Act of 1980. Your struggles, in part, were to prevent
family breakup and child abuse and neglect situations, wherever
possible, through the use of preventive services^guch as'protective
day care.

A study, Congressman Rangel conducted in your home State of
New York showed that child care programs were successful ,in re-
ducing child abuse recidivism by 72 percent.

We know that the 1 million reported cases of child abuse..and ne-
glect can be expected to increase this year. Studies have shown
that a rise in abuse is linked to rising unemployment.

But with an additional 1.5 million people unemployed this year,
instead of an increase in day care placements for children at risk,
there will be a decrease. With the closure of day care opportunities,
more children,at risk will Kaye to be placed in foster care, precisely
the momentum Congress wished to have reversed.

Congressman, I believe that one should not criticize without
being constructive. I would like to offer a few proposals.

/\1(:) 1, the administration should, by action, not just by eloquent
words, demonstrate for the Nation the private...sector volunteer
help to working parents that it believes so deeply in.

There are plenty of rather poorly paid working parents typing
the policy proposals, staffing the cafeteria, and answering phones
in the Old Executive Office Building. Several of them approached
me personally when I worked on child care policy issues to ask
whether a child care center could be developed for White House
employees. Right down the hall from my old office there is a large
substantial room rather near to what is now Mr. Stockman's office.

I suggest this space be donated for use as a child care center. It
should accommodate about 15 or 16 3- and 4-year-olds. Given that
the administration is so enthusiastic about volunteers, I suggest
that the President ask the White House staff to/f lunteer to care
for these children. Food can be donated from 't e White House
mess where the taxpayer now partially subsidizes meals for senior
White House staff.

On occasion, White House limousines, also subsidized for use by
senior staff, sit idle in the inner courtyards of the E0B, Perhaps a
Field trip to the zoo might be planned around days when those lim-
ouSines could be donated for a few hours' use. Perhaps Mr. Stock-
man might even like to go along.

Turning to more specific budget proposals, there should not be
one more dollar cut from any program serving the child care needs
of the working poor. The children's defense fund has published in
this excellent document analyzing the budget, a section called Al-
ternative Budget Options, based on Congressional Budget Office fig-
ures for current tax expenditure programs.

They note CBO has reported that $465 million is expended sup-
porting the manufacturers of such exhaustible resources as sand,
gravel, and clam shells. Let us reward the industry of the working
poor and demonstrate prudent investment. Finance that additional
$400 million that the administration wants to take out of programs
like title XX child care by expecting the sand, gravel, and clam
shell industries to engage in authentic free enterprise.

1 7 j
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It is a cold, cruel, competitive world out there, I agree. But I
would rather see manufacturers wandering around in it than small
children.

Next, we should redesign the child care tax credit so that work-
ipg parents can take a 50 percent refundable credit on their child
care expeSnses. In 1980 the cost of this Measure was estimated by
Ways and Means Committee staff as slightly more than a billion
dollars.

The Congressional Budget Office estimated in 1981 that oil deple-
tion and expensing breaksnow cost the taxpayer about $4.3 billion
in foregone Treasury revenue& Oil has been decontrolled and the ,

industry has seen several years of substantial profit. If this tax
break were scaled back even 25 percent, we dbuld finance a child
care tax credit with some meaning to it.

By all means, Congress should continue to invest Federal funds
in some of the most cost-effective successful Federaloprograms the
Nation has, despite what Mr. Stuckman thinks. Head Start is
worth every dollar invested in it. Medicaid, where the average per
child expenditure is lessothan a dollar a day, finances preventive
health care services that will pay for themselves.

WIC, the special food supplement program, is worth in its prena-
tal component alone a $3 return for every dollar invested. And the
adoption assistance and child welfare program, which you worked
so hard to get enacted, will more than pay for itself once it is im-
Olemented.

FinallyI hope the mother and colleague sitting next t,o
join me in thisI hope you will resoundingly reject any proposal to
coerce mothers of sMall children into forced labor outside the
home. The Federal Government, as the President emphasized in'
recent weeks, should not act as a wedge between parent and child.
Workfare, forced work, wedges mothers involuntarily away from
the care of their children in order to work off their assistance
grants. It has no place in a decent society.

Work opportunity for mothers on welfare and for all American
citizens should be increased. But basic decisions about children, in-
cluding a mother's decision to seek employment, are the preroga-
tive of the family, not the Federal Government.

[The prepared statement follows:]

STATEMENT OF PEGGY PI220, FORMER ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, DOMESTIC POLICY STAFF,
THE WHITE HOUSE

Representative Rangel, Representative Waxman, Members of the subcommittees
on Oversight and on Health and the Environment, I am pleased to testify on this
important occasionand I am especially pleased that thoughtful, conscientious poli-
cymakers are engaged in such honest and open inquiry into the cotsequences of the
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981.

My name is Peggy Pizzo. I have had the honor of consulting with this committee
and its staff on many occasions when I served on the White House Domestic Policystaff under the direction of Stuart Eizenstat. I worked on child care and other
human services for Mr. Eizenstat. Previously I had been Special Assistant to the
Commissioner of the Administration for Children, Youth and Families in the De-
partment of Health and Human Services. Prior to that, I had about twelve years
experience iR both acutal hands-on work in a variety of children's services (includ-
ing child day care) and in national nonprofit orgafttions concerned with child
care and other children's services. I am a parent who has helped to develop several
economically and ethnically integrated child care programs for my own children
and those of neighbors and colleagues.
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THE ECONOMIC RECOVERY PROGRAM AND THE 1982 OMNIBUS BUDGET RECONCILIATION
ACT

twelve months ago, the Administration said: and I quote from the Pr Ogram for
Economic Recovery, entitled America's New Beginning:

"Once again economic choicesinvolving working, saving and investmentwill
be based primarily on the prospect for real rewardA for those productive activities
which improve the true economic well-being of our citizens." "

This hopeful promise must seem bitter indeed to the hard-working, employed poor
families whose industry and productive activity was punished by the Budget Act of
1981. n

In child care, the budget cuts have had a devastating obvious negative impact on
at least one distinct group within the American population.

This is the group of breadwinners making at or near the minimum wage. These
are citizens who do the hard, physically demanding or tedious work that no one else
wants to do, pushing themselves into greater and greater sacrifice in the increasing-
ly desperate hope that the future will hold better opportunities for their children.
These are families with years of arduous struggle either to stay off AFDC or to work
their way out of the welfare system forever.

Here's how the Federal government "rewarded" them for their industry and pro-
ductive activity last year:

Working families trying to work out of welfare had the safety net pulled abrubtly
from beneath them. New federally mandated AFDC eligibility caps, for example,
means that in states where the standard of need has been historically maintained at
the lowest levelsTexas, North Carolina, and Tennesseeonce the before tax
income of a working welfare mother with three children reaches between 870-80 per
week (between $17.50 and 820 per family member per week) that farciily iss cut off
from even the smallest cash assistance to the household income. In 7 other states
Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Mississippi, New Mexico and South Caroli-
nathis same cutoff will occur if a working welfare mother's before tax weekly
income reaches, $100, or $25 per family member.

Families with working parents either struggling to work out of welfare or to keep
off welfare ,had their children's day care services closed down. The largest,,source of
direct funds for day careTitle XX of the Social Security Acts 416st 8700 million last
year. At ldast 150,000 familiesclose to one in every seven families using a Title XX
funded child care program can be expected to be removed from day care this year
alone. Next year If the Congress accepts the Administration's proposed Title XX
cuts of more than 8400 million for 1983, an additional 100,000 families can be esti-
mated to have their child care eliminated. If Congress permits this to happen, this
would bring the total loss close to I in every 3 of the children who were in,these
child care programs in 1980.

Looking ahead, in the months to o6me, we can expect that:
Working class familes will also be hurt as child care programs which consciously

promoted economic integration have to shut down. In the late 1970's many f the
18,000 day care centers in the United States arranged their fee scales so that the
working and middle class families paid partial or.full child care fees, depending on
ability to pay. Day care centers participating in Title XX especially used these slid-
ing scale fees to encourage working class families to purchase child care at afforda-
ble prices in centers where their poorer employed neighbors, assisted by Title XX,
also sent their children. In lower income neighborhoods, without the stable core of
Title XX support many of the 8,100 child care centers which pioneered thepublic
private sector cooperation we all talk about now may well have to close complqely..
Thus at a time when maternal emplOyment is increasing, child care center opportu-
nities for working class families can be expected to decrease.

Small children will be abandoned, to fend for themselves during the day, by par-
ents usable to find or afford child care. During the 70's studies reported about 2 mil-
lion young school age children unsupervised by any adult after school and 32,000
children under the age of six uncared for by any adult while their parents were at
their jobs. A recent item in the WashingtiOn Post described a new soup kitchen in
our Nation's Capitolone for destitute children under the age of twelve. This char-
ity recently served a 17 month old brought in by a child about 8 or 4 years old.
Ironically this soup kitchen, designed to offer at least sortie food to hungry small
children wandering the streets during the day, is housed in what was once a day
care center.

There will be more fires in neighborhoods where population of young children are
home alone, unsupervised. Studies in one major metropolitan area have shown that
I in 6 fires are started by children alone in their homes. A recent TV newscast re-
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ported the experience of a mother in Michigan who left her children aged 6. arid 8
alone while she worked. There was a serious fire; fortunately the children escaped
unhurt, although the house was almost destroyed.

More unemployment will result. In the mid-seventies almost 10,000 child care
staff were paid for by CETA and other sources. In the wake of cutting the CETA
programs in half, many of these child care staff will lose their jobs. Additionally,
other thousands of child care workers, whose wages were funded by Title XX, will
become unemployed.

Unhealthy and unsafe conditions will surface in some child care programs. Chil-
dren in child care need health examinations and immunizationsand the staff need
basic trainingif the entire group of children is be kept healthy. Small children,
blithely unconscious of the ways in which they handle bodily excretions, have the
abilityand the propensityto spread infections of all kinds. These infections can
be prevented or controlled by adequate vaccination, careful preventive health ex-
aminations and staff training in essential basic child care routines. However, last
year, the budget cuts resulted in denial of preventive health services to an estimat-
ed 661,000 childrenprecisely the children of the working poor most likely to be in
child care programs. Immunization programs were cut. And a separate program
which funded child care staff training under Title XX was eliminated entirely.

More children will be separated from their families into foster care. One intent of
the Congress of the United States, in the 1975 passage of Title XX and especially in
the 1980 passage of the Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act was to prevent
family breakup in child abuse and neglect situations, wherever possible, through the
use of such preventive services as protective day care. A study conducted in your
own home state of New York showed that child care programs were successful in
reducing child abuse recidivism by 72 percent.

Congressman Rangel, you and many others, representing broad bipartisan agree-
ment, struggled hard to enact the landmark 1980 law. We know that the one million
reported cases of child abuse and neglect can be expected to increase this year; stud-
ies have showed that a rise in abuse in linked to rising unemployment. But, with an
additional one and a half million people unemployed this year, instead of an in-
crease in day care placements for children at risk, there will be a decrease..With
the closure of day care opportunities more children at risk will have to be placed int
foster careprecisely the momentum Congress wished to have reversed.

Congressmen, I believe that one should not criticize without being constructive.
Therefore I would like to offer the following proposals:

1. The Administration should by action, not just by eloquent words, demonstrate
for the Nation the private sector/volunteer help to working parents that it believes
so deeply in. There are plenty of rather poorly paid working parents typing the
policy proposals, staffing the cafeteria, answering phones in the Old Executive
Office Building. Several of them approached metpersonally when I worked on child
care policy issues to inquire whether a child care center could be developed for
White House employees. Right down the hall from my old office, there is a large
substantial room, rather near to what is now Mr. Stockman's office. I suggest this
space be donated, for use as a child care center. It should accomodate abut 15 or 16
three and four year olds. Given that the Administration is so enthusiastic about vol-
unteers, I suggest that the President ask the White House staff to volunteer to care
for these children. Food can be donated from the White House mess where the tax-
payer now partially subsidizes meals for senior White House staff. On occasion,
White House limousines, aMo subsidized for use by senior staff, sit idle in the .inner
court yards of the EOB. Perhaps a field trip to the Zoo might be planned around
days when White House limousines could be donated for a few hours' use. Mr.
Stockman might even like to go along.

Turning to more specific budget proposals:
2. There should not be one more dollar cut from any program serving the child

care needs of the working poor. The Children's Defense Fund Alternative Budget
otions, based on Congressional Budget Office figures for current tax expenditures
programs, notes that $465 million is expended supporting the manufactures of such
"exhaustible resources" as sand, gravel and clamshells. Let's reward the industry of
the working poor and demonstrate prudent investment: finance the $400 additional
minion that the Administration wants to take out of programs like Title XX child
care by expecting the sand, gravel and clamshell industries to engage in authentic
free enterprise.

3. We should redesign the child care tax credit so that working parents can take a
50 percent refundable credit on their child care expenses. In 1980, the cost of this
measure was estimated by Ways and Means Committee staff at slightly more than a
billion dollars. The Congressional Budget Office estimated in 1981 that oil depletion
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and expensing break's now cost the taxpayer about $4.3 billion in foregone Treasury
revenues. Oil has been decontrolled and the industry has seen several years of sub-
stantial profit; if this tax break were scaled back even 25 percent we could finance a
child care tax credit with some meaning to it.

4. By all means Congress should continue to invest federal funds in some of the
most cost-effective successful federal programs the Nation has, despite what Mr.
Stockman thinks. Head Start prevents later expensive education costs; it's worth
every dollar invested in it. Medicaidwhere the average per child expenditure is
less than a dollar a dayfinances preventive health care services that will reduce
higher costs in treating illness. WIC, the special food supplement program, is worth
in its prenatal component alone a three dollar return for every dollar invested. The
Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare program will more than pay for itself once
it's implemented.

5. Finally, I hope you will resoundingly reject any proposal to coerce mothers of
small children into forced labor outside the home. The federal government, as the
President emphasized in recent weeks, should not act as a wedge between parent
and child. Workfare wedges mothers involuntarily away from the care of their chil-
dren in order to "work off" their assistance grants. It has no place in a decent soci-
ety. Work opportunity for mothers on welfareand for all American citizens
should be increased. But basic decisions about childrenincluding a mother's deci-
sion to seek employmentare the prerogative of the family, not the Federal govern-
ment.

Mr. RANGEL. Mr. Miller.
Mr. MILLER. Thank you very much for your testimony.
Let me just ask you. You said that your calculations are that if

title XX, if the cuts are sustained, that the President has given the
Congress this year, you are talking about a loss of another 100,000
children in day care?

Ms. Pizzo...Wes. Generally, child care expenditures over the last 6
or 7 years have been allocated by the States in such a way that
about 25 percent goes for child day care. With a $400 million cut,
we could expect that at least $100 million would be removed by the
States from child care programs, and that would mean a loss of
about 100,000 children.

Mr. MILLER. You said at that point we have eliminated one in
three children that were in child care programs?

Ms. Pizzo. Yes. The numbers, of course, change from quarter to
quarter. But there were about 750,000 children in day care in 1980.
You see, Congressman, there is a lot of talk about massive Federal
involvement in child day care. But really, the Federal Govermment
directly helped only about 900,000 children per year with child care
funds, primarily from title XX and WIN. And that is out of a popu-
lation of 64 million children in the United States.

Mr. MILLER. I see. Thank you.
Ms. Rogers, I guess you were talking about the effort undertaken

by the program like the Richmond Urban Institute will not work.
Is that becuse you do not believe that over this 3-year period of
time that you will secure the resources necessary to 'continue, or
that it cannot work in a generic sense because it is not the right
way to approach the problems?

MS. ROGERS. Both, because of the 3-year period we are already
into the third year of the 3-year period. And also because I have
attempted similar efforts, not only in Virginia and other places in
Virginia, but also in New York City and in Connecticut. And the
fact of the matter is they rely totally upon the philanthropy of pri-
vate enterprise: Let us face it, business is in business to make
money, not to give it away.

Mr. MiLLgR. That is very succinct. Thank you.
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Mr. RANGEL. We thank both of you for your testimony and for
staying involved where so many people are running away from the
problem. Good luck on your book.

Ms. ROGERS. Thank you.
Mr. RANGEL. The foster care panel: Jack Calhoun, director for

the center of governmental affairs of the Child Care League, Wash-,
ington, D.C.; and Laurie Flynn, chairwoman of the North Ameri-
can Council on Adoptable Children of Washington. ,

Mr. Calhoun, you may proceed.

STATEMENT OF JOHN A. CALHOUN III, DIRECTOR. CENTER FOR
GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS, CHILD WELFARE LEAGUE OF
AMERICA. INC.

Mr. CALHOUN. Thank you. I am _absolutely delighted with your
initiative and Mr. Miller's in holding these hearings. You are in-
volved a bit in a lonely struggle, as you well know. This room, I
think, was packed when they were hearing the windfall profits
business, and I think this is probably a rather dramatic and cold
symbol of what is going on. But we hope, through your initiative
and these hearing§ and George's wonderful work, that we can
really progress.

I have a very thick, Fhart-laden testimony, which I will abridge
as we go along: I will not hobble you with a lot of material, much
of which you have heard-this morning.

Mr. RANGEL. Your full statement will be entered into the record.
Mr. CALHOUN. Thank you, SH".
I was previously commissioner of the administration for children,

youth and families under the previous administration, and worked
for years as commissioner of youth services in Massachusetts, so I
am quite familiar with what is going on as I have dealt with these
issues a great deal in the past. I now represent the league, whose
member agencies serve children in a full range of capacities from
adoption and foster care through day care. The league represents
well over 1,600 agencies and affiliates.

I want to touch briefly on three things: AFDC, title XX, and the
new law again in danger, Public Law 96-272.

CBO, as you have probably seen this morning, has issued a de-
tailed report showing that as a result of the administration's pro-
gram, that families with the least incomes will lose the most, while
the families with the most will gain the most.

This has been corroborated by Tom Joe at the University of Chi-
cago's Center for the Study of Social Policy, where he has found
some rather dramatic frgiftts. One, after last year's cuts, AFDC
working mothers were pushed below the poverty line in every
State. Under the new proposals they will be dropped to 85 'percent
of the poverty line or below.

Two, for most AFDC working mothers, each additional dollar
they earn after their first 4 months on the job will result in a net
gain of 1 penny; 99 cents will be taxed away through reductions in
AFDC, food stamp benefits, increases in sociasecurity, and payroll
taxes. One penny.

AFDC working mothers will actually lose in some Statesin
California they will lose' $1.32 for each additional dollar earned,
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ending up with a net loss of 32 cents. All this from rowork ad-
ministration.

In terms of child care support, Ms. Pizzo and othe is morning
have pointed °tit what further cutbacks in social services will do in
terms orthose centers which serve as another support for working
mothers.
Tom Joe's conclusion i dramatic ancisdbering to consider:-
Federal AFDC And food stamp benefits are far higher for a family thot does not

viork than for a family that Ms some earnings, and thererore qualifies for smaller
welfare arrd food stamp benefits When the wofk disincentives in the AFDC/food
stamp Medicaid system become too great and fewer persons work, much of the
saving that Congress thought It was achieving disappear, and federal costs for
AFIX' and food stamp benefits for an average /MX' working family averaged $189
a month prior to last year's changes

Federal costs for a family that does not work would be S279 a month Each time
ail AFDC mother chooses not to work because of the new disincentives, the federal
com to support her family are-17 percent hikher than if she had taken a job

The final policy considerationand this has intrigued me a great
clear in terms of the undergirding of our social -policy consider-
ationsit is important to remark on the character of programs for
children. Those for kids are means-tested and not universal, for ex-
ample, AFDC versus veterans benefits. .

1;Io. 2, programs for children are not uniform across the Nation.
Fof- example, AFDC versus SSI. Consider the income support levels:
In Texas, $1.19 per day per, child in AFDC support; in Mississippi,
99 cents. The higbest in the Nation is $4.21.

Critical policy issues are being raised by all of you about why no
large-scale social program exists for children. You look at well over
GO countries, all the industrialized nations, plus some developing
countries such as Upper V..olta, and you will find child allowances,
a national health insurance policy, and protection for mothers who.
work when they have babies.

Why do we have policies for children in this country that are so
dramatically different? Public Law 96-272, and you have heard
much about it froday, enacted-by 402 to 2 vote here in this Chamber
-and unanimously in the Senate, is up for repeal again.

The money case is quite dramatic. It is in my testimony, and
again I will not wander through the numbers with*you this morn-
ing. But there will virtually be no' money left to do the critical
family reconciliation and adoptive work that Congress wanted
done.

During the 2d session of this 97th Congress a new child welfare
bill is proposed which would eliminate and consolidare IV.B child
welfare services, title IV.E foster cai-e and title;IV.E adoption as-
sistance for special needschildren: It would eliminate the individu--

_al entitlement. It would repeal IV.B, a program that Congress en-
acted along with the .Social Security Act of 1935, and thereby
breaking a social security promise made 50 years ago.

The block grant proposal cuts Federal funding by 47 percent in
fiscal year 1983, 50 percent in 1984, as the charts will show. CBO
estimates that there will be a bare $8' million left for the child wel-
fare services proposed in the new law, as opposed to almost $200
million that Congress had fecommen.ded.

The administration is removing the incentives, thqNfiscal re-
sources, and the feasibility embodied in Public Law 6 25,2 that
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Congress so carefully crafted to enable children to grow up in
loving families. They claim protection of this law. To me, by repeal-
ing, scrapping, and amending the law out of existence, it is a bit
like saving a family by taking it from its current abode, moving it
into a smaller honie, and removing one child.

We are cheating these kids. We are taking away the Govern-
ment's promise. And the program 96-272 works. I had a long con-
versation yesterday with the dommissioner of human services in
Maine, Michael Pettit. We talked about the increase in his parents
anonymous chapters, the protection of children in foster care, the
increase in adoptions, and so forth. It is working. If these moneys
are not permitted, these changes will go under.

Under the social services block grant, approximately 62 percent
of the program funds are expended for services to children and'
their families. A large percentage Js for day care for lower income
families. But combining AFDC, medicaid, food stamps, and CETA
cuts, families will now have to make the most draconian of deci-
sionsbetween eating, heating, transportation, and health care.

Again, the numbers are in my testimony about what this will
mean State by State.

There is a recent study I commend to your attention. It was com-
missioned by the American Public Welfare Association to do an ini-
tial review about how States were reacting to the New Federalism
and the cuts. It gives some fascinating and sobering vignettes State
by State about what is happening. /

For instance, California has reduced the number of social serv-
ices programs by 40 percent, and modified 30 percent of those re-
maining. Colorado is transferring day care for employed AFDC re-
cipients to IV.A. Iowa and New Hampshire plan to utilize title
IV.B for title XX service components.

I want to conclude and concentrate on something which I do not
think has been mentioned much this morning, Mr. Chairman. And
that is, who will pick up the tab? Sifting through the rhetoric, you
must clearly understand that there are entitlements in the new
budget, entitlements for defense and for certain groups. Indeed, the
helping hand can be called either "welfare" or a "tax deduction,"
depending upon where you sit or who gets the helping hand. Will
the States pick up the fiscal slack? The answer is a resounding no.
Even those five States last year which were in the black will not do
it. Every other State, 45 are confronting modest or overwhelming
deficits. I think Commissioner Blum this morning corroborated
that fact.

Will liusiness pick up the glack? Hear William Verity, chairman
of Armco, "It is simply unrealistic to expect us to fill what is nbt
just a gap but a chasm." Business gave $2.3 million last year, and
if they doubled that to $4.6 million, it would still fall way short of
the roughly $50 billion p'roposed in cuts.

For Lindsay. Clark of the Wall Street Journal, most corporations
are ill-equipped to do an especi.ally wise job in the contributions
area. "Wise companies will keep their eyes- on their own corporate
interests, and let their stockholders do their own giving."

Alan Pfeiffer is head of the Carnegie Corp. He is resignihg. One
of the reasons is that he wanted to spend almost full-time looking
at the social policy for kids. He is extremely worried about the next,
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generation. I believe you.. and Mr. Cosby this morning had a dialog
about resources, childrelfs resources, and investment in the next
generation.

This is what Alan Pfeiffer says, corroborating what you talked
about: "In 1950 there were 16 workers for every social security ben-
eficiary. In 1980 the ratio dropped to 3-1. By the year 2010 the
ratio will be 2-1. And we are not investing in these children. We
must do everything in our power now to see that these children of
today, the prime-age workers of 20 years from now, get off to the
best possible start in life.",

I think it is wonderful in your dialog this morning how Mr.
Cosby pointed out that death is not just physical, it can be mental,
psychological, the denial of aspirations.

Again, Pfeiffer: If they become casualties, the loss is twofold.
They fail to become, productive citizens; they become an additional
burden on what will already be an overburdened taxed genera-
tion."
-As he ays succinctly, "Too few will be supporting too many."
Two sUrprise sources I would like to quote from, one Michael

Monro, president of Time, InC.: "Children are vital to our future.
We must help them get off to the best possible start in life, which
means good schools, nutrition, housing, and stable homes. Yet, we
are moving in.the opposite direction and in the foreseeable future."

"That disturbs Me, and I think it should disturb you."
And Norman Miller, chief ofIthe Wall aStreet Journal's Washing-

ton office: "It is fundamentally unfair for the administration to,
concentrate almost exclusively on cutting assistance to the poor/
while simujtaneously providing an excessive array of tax breaks t
affluent pei.sons and corporations."

I would like to close by just. making a personal staternent abo
vhat frightens me most about all of this. And that is, What I
what I call an emerging social Darwinismthe claim that ch
State should and could do it all. I was speaking to a group in izo-
na, including some legislators who were rather enthusiastic 4bout
some of this. And I sAid rather boldly to them that "you h,
responsibility for the New York sUbway system becau e. that
subway System binds the New York community just as feçIerally
supporte water projects bind your community."

I think it is frightening to assume that this country sh uld\back
out and a dicate its responsibility. I have been in 23 StaieS, in the
last 6 or 8 months. There is not a State picking up,the fiscal gap.
Their energies are focused on whom to cut, whom to/feed, whom to
innoculate, whom to serve.

That is where it is going. Do we want States scrarnbling to make
decisions about who should raise taxes to support tl* continuation
of these programs and find themselves lt a disadvantage with
other States ,,vho do not want to encourage businesses to relocate?

I sincerely hope we are not solely self-interested and we have
not lost a notion *of the cbmmon good, the common weal, and how
absolutelylependent we are upon this next generation.

Again, reflectiq upon your conversation this morning, Mr.
Chairmanare these our values, not to innoculate, not to feed, to
allow to be cold, to allow to b'e uneducated? I quote from Nr.
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Cosby, fresh from a few hours ago: "I do not tiNk this is the way
America is supposed to be."

And finallyI have spoken too longI would like to quote Con-
gressman Ted Weiss, who spoke from the House floor the otherday, saying, "On behalf of this Nation's single greatest resource,
our 64 million children, it is they who will suffer most. This admin-istration is determined to default on the Nation's social welfare.programs."

He was right. The group that is being disentitled is none otherthan our next generation. Thank you.
[The prepared statement follows:1

STATEMENT OF JOHN A. CALHOUN, DIRECTOR OF THE CHILD WELFARE
LEAGUE OF AMERICA, CENTER FOR GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS

I. Introduction

Mr. Chairman, I am 3zwin A. Calhoun, Director of tne Cnild Welfare League of
America, Center for Governmental Affairs. I WeS fOOMerlY Cnief of tne U.S.'
Cnildren's Bureau, Commissioner, of tne Administration for Cnildren, youtn ano
Families, and Commissioner of Youth Services for the state of Massacnusetts.
I wisn to thank you for this opportunity to testify before you, and to commend
you for taking the responsioility and the initiative for holding these
hearings on behalf of our nation's vulnerable cnildren.

The Child Welfare League of AmeriCa was estaolished in 1920 and is tne only
national voluntary memoersnip and standard setting organization for cni10
welfare agencies in the United States. Our agencies provide adoption
services, day care, day treatment, foster care, institutional care, maternity
hcorecare, protective services, homemaker services, emergency shelter care,
services for children in their own homes and services for cnildren and
families under stress. The League is a privately supported organization
comprised of A00 cnild welfare agencies in North America whose efforts are
directed to tne improvement of care and services for cnildren. The agencies
affiliated witn the League include all religious groups as well as
non-sectarian public and private nonprofit agencies. Through tne Office of
Regional, Provincial and State Cnild Care Associations, tne Cnild Welfare
League also represents 1,600 child care agencies affiliated with 30 State
Cnild Care Associations.

II. Overview

I will concentrate my remarks today on the programs contained in the Adoption
Assistance and CMIld Welfare Act of 1980 (P.L. 96-272), the Title XX Social
Services Block Grant, and Aid to Families with Dependent Cnildren. But oefore
I do that, I would like to make a few general comments about overall federal
spending patterns, present and propesed, and about the policy assumptions
undergirding tnem.

The President wishes to restore us to economic nealtn. He wisnes to trim
bureaucratic fat and avoid duplication of effort. He wisnes to release again
tne spirit of voluntarism. With these goals I agree. We nee() economic
nealtn. most people accept the need for some eouitaole trimming of spenaing
and modest tax cutting. However, it Is a sad, clear fact that the orunt:of
the Administration's 1983 oudget cuts will be borne by children, just as the
FY 1982 budget cuts were.

A mere 18 percent of the federal government's transfer payments are for people
with very limited,ar,no resources. Althougn these means-tested programs
represent only 18 percent of the transfer payments, 60 percent of the FY 1983
budget cuts are targeted at tnese programs. These are the programs in wnicn
cnildren represent well over half of tne recipients. We protest the innerent
unfairness of tnese budget cuts. Tne Administration's policies of
redistrioution of income from tne poor to otner segments of our society must
not be allowed to continue.

y-,
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The Administration's budget proposals for FY 1983 recommend large reductions
in programs aimed at assisting the poor and disadvantaged. The following

chart demonstrates certain propram reductions enacted, and proposed, under

this Administration.

SUMMARY OF THE PRESIDENT'S BUDGET PROPOSALS

FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983

Child We Hare Block Grant $522 milhon $450 million S380 million
Title XX Social Services Block Grant $2.9 billion $2 4 billion $1.9 billion
Aid lo Families with Dependeni Children S7.0 billio6 $7.1 billion $5.7 billion
Medicaid $16.8 billion $17.8 billion $17 billion

Food Stamps $10.5 billion $10.6 billion $9.5 billion

Chrld Vutrition $3.5 billion $2.8 billion $2.8 billion

Compensatory Education (Title 0
Education lor Handicapped Children

$3.1 billion
$I 4 billion

$2.9 billion
S7113 million

$I.9 bilhon
Block Grant

Juvenile Justice 5100 million $70 million 0

Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CUM S7.6 billion $3 billion $382 million
Work Incentive (WIN) Vi65 million. $246 million 0

head Start ' $ T20 million $912 million $912 million
Runaway and Homeless Youth ti $10.9 million $10.5 million $6.6 million

Child Abuse S6.8 million $6.7 million S4.6 million
..

plus 546 9 million COO estimates will be required in a sudolementai appropriation to meet loSter care expenditures.

Even a primitive analysis of last year's activity and this year's proposals oy
the Administration reveals that tne poor art getting poorer, and that the
woAing poor can find safety only in dropping pack to AFDC where tney will be
guaranteed Medicaid protection for their children. POyerty is again rising.
Poverty may become a more permanent status as roads out are cut off, and
children, the next generation, will oe consigned to poverty as they were in
tne 1950's. Clearly, children and children's programs art oeing cloboered.

Consider:

750,000 pregnant women will become ineligiole for federally-funded,
prenatal nutrition programs.

1D0,000 fe'Milies will no Lger receive day care services -- services

which allow parents to wore.

AFDC will again oe cut, eligibility will oe tightened, and struggling
children and tnelr fami)lies will be faced with the most draconian of
decisions -- wnether to pay for food or heat, whether to pay for
nousing or transportation to a job.

v--,
One million scnool children will nOt receive meals in tne Summer
Feeding Program, now slated for elimination.
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Millions of children will nave less medical attention.

Millions of children will nave less to eat because of eligibility
changes and reductions in the number of meals in day care centers.
Have we so quickly forgotten tne distended

bellies of some of our
children only a little over a decade ago?

State officials are Predicting that those
working in marginal Jobs will quit

and choose AFDC in order to retain medical coverage. Tnis fact was
corroborated by Tom Joe, head of the University

of Cnicago's Center for tneStudy of Social Policy here in Wasnington D.C. Joe, a welfare expert, whoworked in the Nixon administration,
has concluded, "if the Reagan proposals gotnrough, the cuts for the working poor would provide a clear disincentive towork. In 24 states a welfare mother with 2

children would end up getting more
disposable income if she depended solely

on welfare tnan if she went out andtook (or kept) an average Job...,In
New York, for example, the non-working

family would get $506 as against $468"
(WASHINGTON POST, February 25, 1982).

The effect of the Administration's
new proposals in the food stamp and Aid to

Families with Dependent Onildren (AFDC)
programs -- when added to tne effect

of last year's reductions in these
programs -- will bt to push low income

families deeper into poverty and virtually eliminate any incentives for
welfare mothers to work.

Joe's study further .shows tne effects on:

A.Work Incentives

Before last year's bnanges, those AFDt mothers wno went out and
worked (and earned average wages for

working AFDC mothers) were ableto raise tneir disposable incomes
to tne poverty level in 29 states.

After last year's cuts, average AFDC working mothers were pusned
below tne poverty line in every state. Under tne new proposals, tney
would be dropped to 85 perctnt of tne

poverty line or oelow in every,state.

4
Tne new proposals 'would also discourage tnose veD0 are working from
working harder and increasing .tneir earnings. For most AFDC working
mothers, each additional dollar they earn after their first four
months on the Job will result in 2 net income gain of only one cent.
.Ninety-nine Cents would be "taxed

away" tnrough reductions in AFDC
and food starry benefits and increases

in Social Security and payrolltaxes.

AFDC working motners in some states would end up witn a net income
loss if they earrled more money. For example, rking mothers in
California would-lose $1.32 for each additio 1 dollar they earned --ending up witn a net loss of 32 cents.

In Washington, AFDC working mothers earni $525 a montn (whicn is
below the minimum wage) would end up 30 cents worse off for each
additional dollar tney earn.

in Louisiana and Georgia, a working
motner earning $200 a mo tn ends

up 3 cents worse off if she earns an additional dollar.

93-065 0 - 82 - 13
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These extraordinarily hign "combined marginal tax rates" destroy work
incentives. They are contrary to the philosophy behind the major tax
reductions for upper income individuals in last year's tax bill.'
Wealthy individuals in tne highest tax brackets now retain at least

50 cents of each additional dollar they earn, a feature of the tax

code desired to maintain incentives and spur productivity.

Tnese features of the new Administration's proposals run counter to
statements made in prior years by David Stockman. In a 197B article
in the Journal of tne Institute of Socioeconomic Studies, Stockman
warned that welfare recipients needed to be able to keep more, not
less, of each additional dollar tney earned or else incentives to
work would be undermined.

B. Medicaid

Tre work disincentive features are further aggravated by the fact

tnat in 20 states, those working families eliminated from the AFDC
program also lose Medicaid coverage for themselves and tneir

cnildren. In tnese 20Astates, Medicaid is restricted to those on

AFDC or SSI. When working families stand to lose Medicaid coverage
for their children because they work, and wnen their disposable
incomes are not mien higher than those on welfare wno do not work,
pressures to leave or decline jobs and go back on welfare intensify.

The new budget proposals would exacerbate tnis situation by reducing
the federal Matching rate for the Medicaid costs of working poor
families not on AFDC in those states that still cover these
families. As a result of lalt year's substantial reductions in
federal Medicaid funding, some of the remaining 30 states are already
restricting or even planning to drop medical coverage for the working
poor. If this new Medicaid reduction proposal by the Administration
is added on top of last year's cuts, larger minters of states are
likely to begin reducing or terminating medical coverage for tne
working poor.

t. child Care Support

In addition to AFDC, food stamp and medicaid cuts aimed at the
working poor, work disincentive impacts are also beginning to result
from sharp cuts in federal funding for day care services provided to

low income working families. Last year, the Title XX social services
program was reduced about 25 percent. Since day care expenditures
were the largest budget item in Title XX, day care funding suffered a
sharp cut (somewhere in the vicinity of $200-$300 million). Ire

Child Care Food Program -- which helps defray the cost of meals
provided to cnildren at day care institutions and in wnich about 75
percent of the children are low income -- was cut 30 percent last
year. Finally, the elimination of CETA puolic service jobs resulted
in a losg of staff resources at large numersOf-low income day care
centers.

The combined impact of tnese reducitions has peen to force some day
care centers to close, to lead others to reduce the numberoof

-4-
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children they can serve, and to lead many to raite day care fees.
Wnen any of these events occur, some low income working families are
forced to pay more for cnild care services. The result is that the
costs of working go up, and the gains from working diminisn. This
becomes one mare factor eroding incentives toxwork.

The new budget proposals contain further deep reductions in federal
funding for low income child care servises. Tne social services
block grant which has replaced Title XX would be cut another 30
percent. Tne child care food program would ae placed in a olock
grant with an additional one-third funding reduction.

Joe concludes dY stating that tne proposed cuts in entitlements will fail to
achieve anticipated savings.

Because of the work disincentive impacts of the new proposals, they
would not achieve the savings predicted oy the Administration. Eacn
time a mother leaves a job or fails to accept a job because.of the
built-in disincentives, there is a substantial increase ighthe
federal government's costs. Federal AFDC and Toad Snap benefits are
far higher for a family that does not work and has no other income
tnan for a family that has some earnings, and therefore qualifies for
smaller welfare and food stamp benefits. When the work disincentives
in the AFDC/food stamp/Medicaid system become too great and fewer
persons work, much of the savings the Congress thought it was
achieving disappear, and federal costs actually increase ratner than
decrease.

Federal costs for AFDC and food stamp benefits for an average AFDC
working family averaged $189.80 a month, prior to last year's
cnanges. The federal cost for a family that does not work would be
$229 a month next year. Each time an AFDC mother chooses not to work
oecause of the new disincentive features, federal costs to support
her family are 47 pecent higher than if sne had taken a job.

III. A Final Policy Consideration

It is important to remark upon the'character of programs for children:

Those for children are means testea and not universal (AFDC vs
Veterans' Benefits);

Not indexed to inflation (AFDC vs Social Security); and,

Not uniform across tne nation (AFDC vs SSI).

Critical policy issues are raised regarding why no large scale social program
exists in tre United States for children analogous to Social Security For tre
elderly and disabled, and why cash and service programs for children and
families tend to be less than adequate and

more subject to state and local .

differences than'assistance programs for the
industrialized world and certain third ntries have National

e3 y. When over 60 countries

1111/Mb

in tre

Health Insurance, child allowances, and maternal protection for
mothers, we must ask why policies for children have been so different In thiscountry.

,

4
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IV. P.L. 96-272 -- The Adoption Assistance and Cnild Welfare Act of 1980

Let us consider some of these programs more closely, specifically child
welfare services and Title XX (now the SoCial Services Block Grant). After

five years of intensive work, the Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act

was signed into law on 3..ine 17, 1980. In tnis family support bill Congress

established the principle of permanency for all vulneranle cnildren in this
country, children wno nave been years in out-of-nome placements or bouncing

from foster care placement to placement. Congress wanted these children

returned and reconciled to their natural families or, given permanent aooptive

homes. You collectively felt so strongly about this bill, tnat it became
dramatically bi-partisan -- enacted by a 402 to 2 vote in the House, and a

unanimous vote in the Senate. Yet, the Administration wishes to repeal P.L.

96-272.

The Administration's budget document gives this rationale for the elimination

of P.L. 96-272 through the budget cutting, block-grant process: "Under the

current system, States do not have tne flexinility to direct their efforts to
permanently place children rather than continue foster care arrangements."

That statement is totally inaccurate. P.L. 96-272 specifically mandates
prevention of unnecessary separation of the children from the parent(s)'
Improved quality of care and serVices to children and their families; arid

permanency through reunification with parent5 or through adoption or other

permanency planning. Specifically, Federal financial incentives are provided

in order for States to:

conduct an inventory of all children in foster care over six months;

implement a statewide management information system on children in

foster care;

implement a case review system;

implement a family reunification services program; and

implement a preventive services program.

This new law is once again proposed for repeal by the Administration, nas not
nad the opportunity to be fully implemented. It was proposed for repeal last

year. But Congress did not agree. Instead, you reaffirmed your commitment to

maintaining P.L. 96-272, providing necessary alternatives for children in need
of services, by protecting tne law and its funding levels in tne Omnibus

Budget Reconciliation Act.

Now during the second session of the 97th Congress a new Title IV -E cnild

Welfare Block Grant is proposed by the Administration wnich would eliminate
and tnen consolidate Title IV-8 cnild Welfare Services, Chilo Welfare
Training, Title IV -A/E Foster Care, and tne Title IV -E Adoption Assistance

program for special needs children. This proposal would eliminate the
individual entitlement to care for special needs adoptive and foster children,

and it would repeal the Title IV-8 child welfare services program for
vulnerable children tnat Congress enacted along with the Social Security Act

back in 1935. It would break its social security promise made to certain

children almost 50 years ago.
-6-
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The authorization level for the proposed chld welfare block grant would only
be $.58U million tor FY 1983 and thereafter. Since the program would only be
authorized at that low level, and since lesser sums could be requested by the
Administration and appropriated by Congress, States would never have a firm
federal commitment to meet the most oasic needs uf our vulnerable cnildren;
much less support to improve the child welfare system.

Tne block grant proposal cuts federal funding by 47 percent in FY 1983 and 50
percent in FY 1984 as compared to fuioimolementatiOn of the provisions of
P.L. 96-272 (see cnart next page for ,nding levels of cnild welfare
programs). Witn such a limited source Of funding, States would be nard
pressed to move cnildren througn the foSter care system back into families.

The Congressional Budget Office (CB0) estimates that $346 million will be
needed to fund just the AFDC foster care program in FY 1982. Applying the
Administration inflation rate of 7.5 percent to the AFDC foster care program
provides a $372 million cost for FY 1983, assuming absolutely no increase in
tne demand for out of home care for needy cnildren. Under the
Administration's proposed block grant funding level, that would leave $8
million to provide the services necessary to mOve children through the
system. It is inconceivable tnat family reunification and preventive
services, adoption services and assistance could oe provided for with such
dramatic funding reductions.

The Administration is removing tne incentives, the fiscal resources, and the
flexibility emoodied in P.L. 96-272 that Congress so carefully crafted to
enable cnildren to grow up in loving families. We must not turn back the
Clock and cut out the necessary alternatives to foster care. States must be
aole to provioe a full complement of services, as contained in P.L. 96-272,
which a biocK grant reduced by 47 percent will not allow them to do.

Tne Aoministration claims tnat to block grant cnild welfare programs actually
protects it. The claim does not stand up under even the most rudimentary of
examinations. Being saved and being seen as a *iority oy tne Aaministration
actually means tnat the oldest protection for chiloren, Title IV-8 df tne
Social Security Act of 1935 and tne newest law for chldren whicn I nave just
discussed, P.L. 96-272, would oe repealed or amended out of existence and
funding for child welfare services and child welfare traininO,Iadoption
assistance, and foster care would Oe capped and cut by 47 per*It below wnat
Congress recommended in the law. It is,a little like "saving a family oy
taking it from it current abode relocating it in a much smaller house and
removing one cnild. So a law could be lost, a cost-effective and humane law.
Oongress is being asked to take a lot of money, and a lot of nOpe, away from
Kias and to renege on tne nation's promise Gnat Kids in need of care are
entitled to receive care. Add to tnis the cuts in the oasic funOing stream
for social services for children and their families, the Title XX Social
Services Block Grant, the cuts in AFDC and you have an abdication of children.

The reforms initiated by P.L. 96-272 grew out of substantial work byrMembers
of Congress, child welfare service providers, cnild advocates, and
researchers. The results are coming in. The program works. 'A demonstration
project in San Mateo County, California, which was one of the prototypes for
P.L. 96-272, adds significant credibility to the argument that tne law works
for cnildren and that it can affect significant cost savings. Two million
dollars was appropriated for services for four years on a demonstration oasis
to implement provisions similar to requirements in P.L. 96-272 with these
impressive results:

18dg
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ch5EJ welfare league of umel4w.
CHILD WELFARE SERVICES, FOSTER CARE, AND ADOPTION ASSISTANCE FUNDING LEVELS

(in millions - some figures are rounded)

Title IV-B
Services

Title IV-E/A Title IV-E
AFDC-Foster Care Adoption As.sistance

FEBRUARY 1982

Percent Reduction
from P.L. 96-272

Total Recommendations

P.L. 96-272
Expectation
FY '81

$163.55(1)
regular

appropriation

$349 $10
capped entitlement

$522.55 0

P.L. 96-272 163.55 349 10 522.55 0

Appropriation regular capped entitlement
FY '81 appropriation

P.L. 96-272 220 395 10 625 0

Expectation advanced capped entitlement
FY '82 funded

P.L. 96-272 153.326(b) 299 5

Appropriation not advanced entitlemegt entitlement
FY '82 funded (345.9)1c).

460.32.6

(504.226)(c)

26%

0900

P.L. 96-272 266 434.5 10 710.5 0

Expectation advanced 'capped entitlement
FY '83 funded

Administration's
FY '83 Proposed
Child Welfare
Block Grant

REPLACED BY NEW TITLE IV-E CHILD WELFARE BLOCK GRANT
ALSO INCLUDES CHILD WELFARE TRAINING PROGRAMM

Repealed Amended Amended
no entitlement no entlt ement

380.123 47%

(a) IV-B funding scheduled to shift to advanced. unding mechanism in FY '81 for FY '82, and thereafter, appropriations.
(b) H.H.S. has cut approximately 41/2% from IV-B appropriation level of $163.55 million.
(c) Supplemental appropriation will be required: CB0 estimatef$345.9 million will be needed to meet foster care expenditures.
(d) Child Welfare training ppgram funded at $5.2 million in 'Pe '81 and $3.823 million in FY '82.

NOTE: FY '83 BLOCK GRANT PROPOSAL CUTS $124.103 MILLION (25%) FROM FY '82 FUNDING LEVEL, BASED ON ENTITLEMENT.
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child welfare league of america. inc.

COMPARISON OF P.L. 96-272 FULL IMPLEMENTATION FUNDING LEVELS WITH
ADMINISTRATION'S CHILD WELFARE BLOCK CRANT PROPOSAL

sem figures art rounded)
6

Administration's
P.L. 96-272 child Welfare Percent Dollars
Expectation(I) Block Grant(2) Cut(3) Cut(3)

FY '83 $710.5 $380 47% $334.2

FY '84 $753.95 $380 5CM $377.6

1) Based on scheduled increases in IV-8 child welfare services; IV-E foster
care at anticipated capped levels; and assumed only $10 million for IV-E
adoption assistance entitlement program. (AOES NOT INCLUDE CHILD WELFARE
TRAINING PROGRAM.

2) Authorization level; therefore, a lesser amount could oe appropriated.

Child welfare.training program included ($3.823 mil/ion in FY '82).
3) Child welfare training funds factored into cut.

CUMULATIVE LOSS OF FUNDING TO IMPLEMENT P.L. 96-272 REFORMS
UNDER CURRENT TITLE XX BLOCK GRANT AND

ADMINISTRATION PROFOSED CHILD WELFARE BLOCK GRANT
(In millions)

FY '83

FY '84

Title XX Child Welfare Cumulative
Dollars Cut Block Grant Cut Loss

$749 $334.2 $1,083.2

799 377.65 1,176.65

CUMULATIVE LOSS OF FUNDING TO IMPLEMENT P.L. 96-272 iEFORMS
UNDER ADMINISTRATION FROPOSED FY '83 BUDGET
FOR TITLE XX AND CHILD WELFARE BLOCK GRANT \\.,

(in millions - some Figures are rounoed)

Proposed Title XX Proposed Cnilo Cumulative
Dollars Cut Since Welfare Block Dollar
August 1981. Grant Cut Loss

FY '83 $1,225

FY '84

$334.2 $1,559.2

1,325 377.65 1,702.65 A

Does not include funding loNue to zero budget in FY '83 for WIN programs
whicn may oe provided under.Jitle XX (WIN funded at $365 million in FY '81,
$256 million in FY '82).

FEBRUARY 1982
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the number of dependent dhildren ir out-of-home care was reduced by
33 percent countywide, and caseloads decreased 2 percent;

the average length of time a dependent cnild remained in out-o(-home
care was reduced by 45 percent;

1

the majority of cnildren served have remained at home or have been
returned home within 24 months.

V. Title XX Social Services Block Grant

As part of President Nixon's "new federalism", federal programs for social
services were consolioated under Title XX of tne Social Security Act as a
capped block grant program administered by tne states in 1975. With a federal

funding ceiling of $2.5 oillion and a 25 percent matching requirement, all
social service programs formerly under AFDC and aid to the aging, blind and
disabled (Titles I, IV-A, X, XIV and )CVI of the Social Security Act) became a
single block grant to states. Social services were separated fodm income
maintenance and assigned a primary goal of reducing dependency and promoting

self sufficiency. States were given responsioility for determining their own
social services needs and for allocating resources to provide soical services,
)With a condition that there be broad puollc participation in this
decision-making process.

This program is the principal Federal funding source for the full range of
social services as determined by tne State. Services are to be directed

toward five goals: 1) self-support; 2) self-sufficiency; 3) prevention and
remedy of neglect, aouse or exploitation of children or adults and
preservation of families; 4) prevention of inappropriate institutional care
through community based programs; and 5) provision of institutional care where

appropriate.

Approximately 62 percent of tne program funds are expended for services to

children and their families. A large percentage of day care for low-income
families, whicn enables parents to work, is provided under Title XX.
Increased demand on services offered under tne Title XX program is expected.,

once tne Impact of other reductions in programs like AFDC, Medicaid, food
stamps, housing, CETA, and low-income energy assistance is felt.
Additionally, substantial funding cuts have strained the States aoility to

4mplement the bipartisan supported reforms contained in the Adoption

Assistance and child Welfare Act of 1980. Any further reduction in tne Social
Services Block Grant would prevent tne States from meeting the requirements
under P.L. 96-272 as we have discussed above.

Under the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act, the Title XX Block Grant was
amended to incorporate social services, day care, state and local training,
and social services for the territories into a new block grant program to the

States. States were given increased flexibility within this new block grant.
There is no longer a state match requrement, earmarking ofaSpecific funds for

e
day care, nor targeting of funds toward l -income recipients. Funding was

cut by 23 percnet for FY 1982. Under tn t.. dget Neconcilation Actl funding

for tne Social Services Block Grant was educed almost $700 million for FY

1982. The current funding level for FY 1982 is $2.4 billion as compared to
-8-
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the $3.099 billion it would nave
been berore Reconciliation.The Office of

Human Development Services estimated tnat,
with inflation, $4.7 billion infederal funds would have been required to maintain FY 1980 social services atthe level orginally funded witn $2.5 pillion when the Title XX program beganin 1975. States have been coping with tight funding oy reducing services,

restricting eligioility, eliminating services to less powerful political
constituencies, and redeploying funds where possible.

The Administration has requested
an additional 20 percent cut ($476 million)

for tne FY 1983 Title XX pro6ram.
New language is proposed that would deletethe incremental increases in funding for

the program and would also allow
Title IY-C Work lncentive Programs (WIN)

and WIN demonstration projects te oeprovided for under Title XX although
no additional revenues would beprovided. WIN was funded at $365 million in

FY 1981 and $256 million in FY
1982, zero funding is requested for FY 1983. The Administration budgetrequest of $1.974 billion would be the total amount of federal funds available
for Title XX including the WIN

programs and demonstraton projects should
States choose to continue those programs. The FY 1983 budget request
represents a loss of $1.225 pillion (a

38% cut) in federal dollars for TitleXX just since August 1981 (see chart next page).

In order for States to plan their
programs rationally and expend resources ina responsiole manner, stabilization of federal funding is needed. States arestill reeling from the Impact of last

year's budgpt cuts and will not be aoleto meet the needs of vulneraple children
and tneir families or otner

individuals in need of 'services.
In 'addition, various part of the statesocial service systems will oegin to collapse.

Let's looK at tne cuts in Title XX:

Onio is facing a deficit of $1 billion over the next 17 montns. CanTE afford a $32 million cut in FY '82, and a proposed $13.6 millioncut in FY '83?

can New York sustain a cut of $58.6 million
in FY '82, and a proposed$22 million cut in FY '83?

can California sustain a cut of $53 million in FY '82, and a pro-
posed $30 6I1Iion cut in FY '83?

can Tennessee sustain a cut of $10.7 million
in FY'82, and a pro-

posed $5.8 million cut in FY '83?

can Illinois sustain a cut of $32 million in FY '82, and an
additional $14 million cut in FY '83?

can Pennsylvania sustain a cut of $35 million in FY '82, and a
proposed $15 million cut in FY '83?

The results are being felt. For §tate human Service agencies,
tne issue ismoney, not New Federalism.

So concludes the report, "A Study of theImplementation of tne Social Service
Block Grant in State Human Service

Agencies with a Primary Focus on Ten Key Issue Areas," suomitted to theDepartment of Health and Human Resources
oy elle American Puolic welfareAssoiriation. The states were polled to obtain information

about how they areaealing with issues related to the
implementation of the new social servicesolock grant. Thirty-three states completed' the questionnaire. The studyreports some fascinating, if rahccm, facts:
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Califarnia has reducee the number of social sekyickprograas by 40
percent and has modified 30 percent of those remairang.

teen° has identified three major'service areas and pipes to elminate
one In its entirety rather than reduce services in eacn.

Colorado is transferring day care for employee AFDC recipients to
Title IV-A, and Rnode Island is considering such a shift.

Iowa, New Hampshire, and North Carolina plan to utilize Title IV*
funds for Title XX service coatxxsenfs.

Providers in West Virginia will be asked to sustain cuts
proportionate to departmental cuts.

On the other hand, Kentucky and Nortn Carolina are cancelling many
service contracts.

Random facts notwithstanding, the study's conclusion it clear:

"The most common and expected trend that appears in the state
responses is the emphasis çih now the states are absorbing the budget
cuts in social services. ew convents are specifically directed at
the new block grant mecnan sm itself.'

VI..wno Will Pick up. tne Tab?

We mus; sift tnrougn tte rnetoric End clearly understand that there are
entitlements in this new budget -Jentitleaents for defense -- and tax breaks
(protections) for certain groups. These entitlements ore to be financed by
disentitling other grokias. Thus AFOC, Food Stamps, Medicaid, the Social
Services Block Grant, etc. will again be slashea to finance defense and tax
breaks.

Earlier pnilosophies of new federalism were political philosophies wnicn
provided sufficient amounts of revenues, collected from citizens, to allow tne
states to finance programs now funded out of Washington. This brand of new
federalism is not a political philosophy. It is a revenue philosophy -- dump
certain costs elsewnere. TImE Magazine describes even Senator Cnarles Percy
(R-111.) as wondering wnether tne Administration's real commitment is to new
federalism or to budget-cutting and he asked, "Is this a pretext for
budget-cutting?"

Will tni states pick up the fiscal slack? Tne answer is a resounding NO.
states, except five, wound up in'the red last year. And those few states in
the black are refusing to bridge the fiscal. gap. Forty-five states are
confronting modest to overwnelming deficits.

Will business pick tp tne slack? C. William Verity, Jr.: Cnairman of Armco,
Inc., and recently appointed cnairman ofthe President's Task Force on Private
Sector Initiative, saia, "It is unrealistic to expect us to fill what is not
just a gap out a cnasm." Corporate pnilantnropy gave $2.3 billion in 1980.
If tney double their giving to $14.6 billion, they will still be roughly $50
pillion jnort of what the Administration nes cut.

-10-
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ch iki. welfare league of mielicte. ilim:.

TITLE X% BLOCK GRANT FUNDING LEVELS.
(in pillions - some figures aTe rounded) co

)
Statutory Ceilings in
1,980 Cnild Welfare Act

(P.L. 96-272)

Final F1'82 Budget.
Reconciliation

Levels
'Percent

Cut
Dollars

Cut

FY '82 3.099. 2.4 .699

FY '83 - 3.199 2.45 23% .749

FY '84 3.299 2.5 24% .799

FY '85 3.399 1 1,6 .799

C80 FY '82 baseline data

COMPARISON. Or CURRENT TITLE XX FUND'ING LEVELS
WITH FY '85 ADMINISTRATION BUJGLT

(in billions - some figures art rounded)

FY '82 Budget Recon- FY '83 Administra- Percent Dollars
ciliation Level tion Proposed Level. Cut Cut

'FY '83 $2.45 $1.974 206 $.476

FY '84 2.5 1.974 21% .526

FY '85 2.6 1.974 24% .626

Assumes Administr'ation would continue to fund at FY '83 level. However,
Administralion is likely to propose futner cuts in tne future.

NOTE: ADMINISTRATION PROPOSES THAT TITLE IV-C WORK INCENTIVE PROCRAMS (WIN)
OR WIN DEMONSTRATION PROGRAMS MAY BE PROVIDED FOR UNDERTITLE XX PROGRAM AL-
THOUGH NO ADDITIONAL REVENUES WOULD BE PROVIDED. WIN PROGRAM FUNDED AT $365
MILLION IN FY '61 AND $265 MILLION IN FY '82; FY.'83 BUDGET REQUEST IS ZERO.

CUMULATIVE LOSS OF TITLE XX FUNDING SINCE AUGUST 1981
(in oillions)

t

FY '81
Statutory
Ceilings

FY '82

Statutory
Ceilings

FY '83

Administration
Budget

Total

Percent
Cut

Total

'Dollars
Cut

FY '83 53.199 12.45
-

51.974 38% 51.225

FY '84 3.299 2.5 1.974 40%4 1.325'

FY '85 3.399 2.6 1.974 42% 1:425

Does not include funding loss due to zero oudget for WIN programs in,FY '83
and tnereafter (WIN funded at $365 million in EY '81, $25.6 million in FY '82).

FEBRUARY 1982

i?
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Or hear Lindsay H. Clark, Jr. in the WALL TREET JOURNA4, February 2, 1982,
"The business of business isn't charity. t corporations are ill-equipped
to do an especiallx_wise job in this area and y know it...Presioent Reagan
can't count on a grill:Ideal ol.P new help from the corporate community. The

conference board survey released last week indicated that companies are
unlikely to increase their cootribulitons budget this year to fill the gap

caused by cutbacks in Federal spemang. Wise companies will keep their eyes

on their corporate interests aq&for the rest, let their'stocknolders do
their own giving."

VII. 'Conclusion

Alan Pifer, however, outgoing president of the Carnegie Corporation of New
York, is extremely worried about cnildren,-"In 1950,there were 15 wqrkers for
every Sgcial Security beneficiary... In 1980 the ratio had dropped to 3 to 1.
By thelxear 2010 if there are no changes in the Social Security system, the
ratio will be 2 to lr..The nation must do everything in its power to set tnat
today's children, the prime age workers of 20 years from noW, get off to tne
best possiDle start in life... it.is vital that these small conorts not be
depleted even further by casualties...youngsters wno never acquire basic
literacy, and numeracy skills, whose health is poor, wno are wmalooUrished, who
art neglected, and who fall into delinquency..' If thef become casualties, the
loss is twofold: they fail to become productive citi ens, and they Decome an

e additional burden on what will already be an overtax generation.

In short, Pifer Says that too few will be supporting too many. Me exhorts us

to think in terms of our national security, not timply in terms of weapons,
but in terms of the quality of the napon's human resources, its morale and
spirit. Pifer cbncludes, ."the'current move to cut the funding of social
programs for cnildren seems,to me short-signted and irresponsiDle in tne

extreme. Rather than reducing these services we should as a m4tter of
national interest, and if you will of self-interest, De sharply augmenting
them. ("The Environment for Kiman Services ih the '80'5").

Now I wish to share with you similar thoughts from two unlikely sources. The

first quote is from J. Michael Monro, President of Time, Inc.:

Combined with tax cuts that benefit mostly higher income people, thil
program adds up to a major redistribution of money in our society from the
lower end to the upper end of the scale...The group that concerns me most
is children, ana families headed,by women...We can't afford to let the
productive potential of any of tbday's children languish because of our
neglect...They are vital to our future and'we should help tnem get the
best possiDle start in life. Tmat teens good scnools, good nutrition,

health care, housing, and staple homes. Yet we're moving in the opposite
direction now and in the foreseeable future. l'hat disturbs me and I think

it should disturb you." (NEW YOR( TImES, Sunday, November 15, 1981)

And hear what Norman Miller, chief of the WALL STREET )OURNAL's Washington
Bureau has to say, .

"It is fundamentally unfair for the Administration to concentrate almost
exclusively on cutting assIsSanee-to the poor while simultaneously
providing an excessive arlay of tax breaks to affluen.t_eersons and
corporations."

-11-
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The Most Reverend ansepn M. Sullivan, Auxilialy Bishop of Brooklyn said it
this way, "The poor nave a right to have their minimum needs met before the
less basic desires and wants of otners

are fulfilled." (Testimony before the
House Committee on the Budget, February 22, 1982).

Shouldrot tnis great nation oe proud to nelp support its childre, its
future? Did this nation not pass the Interstate Commerce Act in X88 7 after
states had failed utterly to control the sprawling railroads? Did not the
government step in to protect the weak, elderly,

young, nomeless and
unemployed during the economic collapse of the 1930's? Magid we dream of
scrapping our centralized banking mechanism of tne Federal Reserve System?
Would we scrap our interstate highway

system, our western water projects, TVA
and protection of basic civil rights'?

I personally am most worried aoout government abdication, and a potential
state social Darwinism that could par at this country's vitals.

Is tine only roleAthe Federal government the national defense? Has not
this country saidOhat it stands to protect the poorest and the weakest? Itmust not turn its back co this commitment.

The federal government is the
moral'court of'last resort. This country's promise to shield the truly needy
and weakest from hostile economic and social conditions. We<are
interdependent. IF I am Frightened by anything coming out of Wasningtbn
today, I am most frightened by this state Social Darwinism the claim tnatstates can and should do it all. No, our society is coo complicated for Aithat. Arizona aces have a responsibility for tne New York,suoway system,strange as it May sound. For that subway system binds the New Yori< communityjust as federally supported water projects bind parts of tne soutnwest.

If states alone nave to bear the costs of
helping low-ihcome families, how

will they manage during periods of economic
decline or recessions wnicn they

cannot control'and when tne numbers of people needing nelp increases asrevenues decrease. President Reagan has said tnat people can vote kith theirfeet. However, I question how poor cnildren and tnir famili!es unable to
obtain the basic necessities in life could secure the une additional resources
to enable them to move to a more benevolent state. This new ferieralism, would
obliterate toe principle of puolic policy in this country that has existed for
longer than the average age of most members of Congress. This principle holds
that there are some matters of national interest

wnich must be pursued on
national level, and Mat there Is a national interest in seeing that these
matters are successfully

. It nas been demOMStrated that some social
proplems are so diffic t that only the resources of the Federal governmentcan nave an impact on tnem. k

It tone thing for states to compete For a formulated snare of Federal progamdoll s, but it is anotner matter to vigorously
compete with other states andCepi for spar e resources. My state that makes a decision to raise taxesto sup rt thd c ntinuation of these programs

for children could find itself
at a disadvanta e witn other states wnicn cnoose to do less because tney wouldlikely encourag businesses and individuals to relocate elsewhere.

I sincerely hope nit we are not wholly self-intefested, tnat we have not lost

't

the of t common good, and now absolutely dependent tnis nation isupon s young t citizens.

-12-
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I have spoken too long. I shall close witn words from Congressman Ted Weiss
(0-NY), who from the House floor requested i special dialogue "on behalf of ,

this nation's single greatest resource, our 64 million childten..,It is they
who will: suffer the most from tnis Administration's determined.assault on the
nation's social welfare programs." .

He istight. The group thet is being disentitled is none other tharrtne next

generation.

Thant< you.

Mr.711ANGEL. Thank you., Mr. Calhoun.
Ms. Flynn.

STATE ENT OF LAURI FLYNN, CHAIRWOMAN, NORTH
AMUCAN COUNCI N ADOPTABLE CHILDREN

Mr, FLYNN. Yes, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Miller, I am honored to be
here with you today, and I thank you for the opportunity to tlistify
regarding the concern of the North American Council on Adopt-
able Children and the impact of the administration's proposed
budget cuts on children.

I am Laurie Flynn of the North American Council. Our o'rganiza-
tion speaks for the right of every child to a permanent and loving
family. Most of our work is accomplished through the volunteer ac-
tivities of 460 local parent groups and involves about 25,000 fami-
lies nationwide.

Like most all of our members, I am an adoptive parent. My hus-
band and I have 12 children, 7 of whom we adopted with a variety
of special needs. Members of our organization have a deep personal
commitment to children without the security of at, family, and we
gave acted on that concern.

We have acted because we have seen in the lives of the children,
we adopted theenormous cost of the loneliness and despair that
they have .endured before coming to our families. So our volunteers
focus most of-their enerFy on these homeless children with special
needs. Most of these clfildi'en are known to this committee. They
are over age 6, many suffer mental, physical, or emotional handi-
caps. They are members of ritinority races or- Cultures. They are
groups of brothers and sisters who need to be placed together.

For too many years, these vulnerable children were considered
unadoptable. Yet, parents whose lives have been enriched through
adoption, have challenged that label. We know the special children
are not so mucn unadoptable or hard to place as they are hard to
adopt.

The difference is irn ortant, I think, to our discussion. There are
many caring families in this country who respond to`the needs of
homeless children. We receive in our office every year over 16,000
inquiries from all over the country every time we publish the faces,
the names, and the stories of youngsters who are waiting for fami-
lies.

It is clear that we are being increasingly successful in our long
effort to inform the public about special needs adoption and its joys
and rewards. Yet, we rind that even as there is a greater interest
in these youngsters and a greater desire to parent them, many of

19i
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the services necessary to their adoptive placement have been cur-tailed.
That is why we believe that special-needs children are not trulyhard to Place. The facriiliegy'do want them, but they are hard to eadopt out of a byzantine system which too often loses track of themand does not know them by name.
Last year the administration moved to cut back two initiativesthat would have helped bring children and families together. Youhave heard a good deal about Public Law 96-272, which I want toadctress in a moment. But I would also- like to make you aware of aprogram that perhaps has ltas visibility in the Congress.
We are congerned about k.4.e essential repeal of title II of PublicLaw 95-266; which- is the Adoption Opportunities Act. This pro-gram, which set up 10 regional adoption centers, has been a Valua-ble catalyst for addption services.
And perhaps most significantly to this hearing, these resourcecenters have coordinated a unique minigrant program which has

enabled volunteer adoptive and foster parents to undertake a winevariety of new local initiatives for children without families. Theteare some tremendous accomplishments of these grassroots organi-zations, most of them working with grants averaging $1,500 pergroup.
'Some of the kinds bf activities they were able to undertake onbehalf of homeless children include community-based recru.itment,parent education to help make adoptiOn successful, education ofthe community about the needs of children, Outreach to the minor-ity community, and newspaper And television recruitment, for spe-cial children.
They have become trained volunteers supplementing court andagency staff and have printed and distributed picturebooks show-ing the faces and the n'ames)of the youngsters who still wait.
There are many other kidds of efforts, perhaps most importantly,a great focus on developing parent resources in the minority com-munity, as over half the children waiting for a family today are,black, Hispanic, or native American.
We are very prcitid of this kind of local effort to strengthen therole of the volunteers and provide a focus on the adoptability ofchildren with special needs.
The decision by the administration last year to consolidate this

program means that many of these creative activities involvinghundreds of local volunteer parent will be signiFicantly'reduced.We find this action difficult to understand, given the administra-
tion's stated policy of increasing and enhancing the role volunta-rism plays in our society.

We feel it is very unfortunate. that many of these local parents,working out of their homes with money simply to support their
local activities *ill be less able now to serve when the needs aregreater.

Vital as these volunteer initiatives'have been, we are even moreconcerned about the impact on child welfare and child 'placement
services th'at has already been seen and felt as a result of last
year's massive cutbacks in social services.

In talking with members of our groups around the country, werind that last year's cutbacks have resulted in the reduction of staff
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in many States, and the elimination of programs.that deserve
better support. Let me give -you some examples that we have
gleaAed in talking with some of our groups in the last couple of
weeks:

In Idaho and Minnesota intake for subsidized adoption has been
halted. In New Hampshire the State has reduced the numbei'- of
adoption workers go now there is only one person serving the adop-
tion needs of all the children in the State.

In Florida there has been a reduction in the amount of funds
available for adoption subsidy, with the direct result that at lea'st
1:2 children have been identified for adoption, but have not been
placed because the funds are not available.

Also occurring in Florida is the possible elimrnation of the posi-
tion of adoption exchange coordinator, a critical element in that
this persongprovides visibility for children without families.

In New York we understand ,that agencies are-facing a curtail-
ment in the ability to purchaie specialized ad9ption gnd recruit-
ment services for the most sever,ely handicapped and retarded chil-
d

And it goes on and on. I thivk we are seeing a retreat on the
local and State lev,el, even as the Federal Government is pulling
back. More children are coming into the system. There is lesg and
less available to help them. All of this means that we are recruit-
ing families for children who are waiting, and we know families
are less able to be served!'Many of them are telling us that when,
they go to the local agency for adoption home studies, they are
unable to be served because there are no caseworkers to-serve
them.

For many years, adoptive parents and others, have worked
change public and proessional attitudes about special-needs
dren. We know these children can and should be placed wit ami-
nes, and agencies have learnethe techniques necessa'ry perma-
nency planning. Now we find that just as the foster care ystem is
ready to commitifself to permanency planning on a wide scale, a

tJ lack of resources and' the confusion and uncertainty about Federal
support for these programs is dramatically slowing the momentum.

The whole issue of permanency .planning has been addregsed by
this CongreF through the passage of Public Law '-272. This legis-
lation provi es leadership and assistance the Sta s need in recruit-
ing adoptive families for children and providing weeded preVentive
aDd reunification services to families. Given the administration's

ated concern for the strengthening of the:American family, it is
ard to understand why they once again ask the Congress to block

grant and repeal this vital program.
Cong-term unplanned foster care is an enormous national ex-

ense. It has become A.a. national disgrace. We, who parent these
youngsters, know the incredible damage done to a young child who
is shifted from home to home and never really has a place to
belong. Like all the others who have spoken today, I believe we
cannot afford to retreat on this commitment. The States whom we
are now to rely on have historically failed to provide the services
children in foster care so urgentl3, need.
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The plight 'of these children has been Well documented, and itshould be seen as truly a national concern and addresSed in a co- -ordinated national effort.
Members of this committee ihave certainly acted in the best in-

terests of children to continue their entitlement to quality foster
care and adoption services. And we would urge you to consider the
tremendous need, to stand firm, and maintain this entitlement inthe face of the latest round of budget recommendations.

As Bill Cosby so eloquently said this morning, our 'children aretruly our future. We must provide them thgt most basic building
block ea good future, a family that they can belong to.

Oftentimes, when we have these hearings, children afe presentedin terms of statistics, numbers of children in foster care, and thedollars that are needed to serve them. I think it is important for
everybody who has to make deciions to be able to focus, on what
all of this means to an individual child.

'So, I would like to end by telling you about th& circumstance of
just one child who is caught now in a tragiesttuation. Her name is
Camille.iShe is a child of age 6, whom I met a few' months ago inNorth Carolina. Camille is a seriously handicapped child. She wasreleased for adoption at birth. She has severe cerebral palsy and isconfined to a special, wheelchair. She is partially blind. She has a,ftotal hearing loss. She was found in an insthution where she was,by far, the youngest inpatient at the age of 3, .by a physician who
was there to check the physical health of the other patients.

He advocated tirelessly for nearly, a year that she be removed
from the institution and Placed in a family setting. Finally, he took
her home himself. He and his wife became Camille's foster parents.I visited them in their home, and it is quite clear that she is loved
by her foster brothers and sisters and is a source of a great deal of
satisfaction and joy to this family.

Although Camille cannot spe'ak, her love for her family is clearly.
communicated through her eyes and her constant smile. The devot-ed care that she has received in this 'family -and the special educa-tion that,they have ftd for her has epabled Camille to progressvery rapidly, far beyon what anyone might have expected.

Not surprisingly, her foster family would like to adopt her, asindeed many fostef parents would like to adopt children in their
care. But she will need to have adoptibn subsidy to meet her long-
term medical and educational needs. The State is unable to make
that financial commitment because the parents exceed theirincome eligibility test, the means test tcbat,Lack Calhoun was talk-ing about.

Her parents are afraid that someday the S te wikl move to 'placeCamille in an institution as she gets older. hey are afraid they
will lose this beloved child whom they have cared for. As a fosterchild, we remind you that her rriedical cart is provided through
medicaid. The implementation and the full funding of Public Law
96-272 could solve this dilemma. Camille's foster parents couldadopt her and their child's medical coverage would contipue as-before.

- The income tese;\which is so prevalent in many State adoption
subsidy laws, would not apply as eli criteria for adoptiop as-
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sistance determination. Camille and her foster pa'rents and siblings
could become a truly forever family.

I wish the-Members of the Congress and the members of the ad-
ministration who make these decisions could meet Camille, or some
of mY children or some of the thousands of youngsters who need
their attention. I am certain that if they could, they would agree
that indeed no child is unadoptable, no child should be denied a
chance at a normal family life,,arid that we really must continue
and strengthen our Nation's commitment to making children a
real priority in this country. Thank you.

Mr. RANGEL. Thank you, Ms. Flynn.
You spoke about a coardinated national effort, and Ms. Edelman

had talked about a conference that *she recently held. Do you or
Mr. Calhoun feel that there is "a groundswell support for children?

Ms. FLYNN: We are seeing it, Mr. Chairman. I am speaking from
the perspective of an organization that is largely made up of par.-
eptg, volunteers, who are bringing these children home. And I
think they are very surprised at the impact of these cuts, and they ,.
are beginning to look for ways to make changes.

And certainly we have felt an increasing recogniqon -of what
these proposals mean to children.

Mr. RANGEL. There are some supporters of these program cuts
that would indicate that the only witnesses that we have are those
whose job depended on the program "and that the beneficiaries, the
true interests are not represented. Obviously, and hat Ms. Edel-
man is talking about, groups of citizens that are just concerned
abdut the well-being of communities and indeed the Nation are
now coming together in an effort to save some of these programs
rather ,than merely the AMA coming out for reimbursement for'
doctors or the housing industry coming out for lower interest rates.

With the children we have not heard too many voices on -their
behalf. d_ was just wondering whether you had felt in the gerteral
community that there was any education being done or support
being demonstrated by those who are not professional social work-
ers or those who are not directly involved with the program.

Mr. CALHOUN. I think it has begun, Mr. Chairman, if I may com-
ment on thIt. I think' one of the reasons is the delay between con-
gressional acqon and what indeed actually happens out in the
field.

I think the second factor is the shriveling of various organiza-
tions that serve kids and speak for kids. The voices to a degree are
softer because there are fewer of them. So, I think, A have a
rather subtle task. The pain is beginning to be felt. And we ,musc (-
find it.and speak more loud+y than we ever have. So, I think, it is"
the deferred impact of the cuts which are now just being felt. And,
to speak in ways we may not have spoken before, to come together .

more, as Marian has suggested. And there is a lot more collabora-
tion going on.

We have worked very closely, for instance, on the State and na--tional--
Mr. RANGEL. That is what is so hard for me to understand, Mr.

Calhoun, is that while' I can understand how somebody would not
know what the budget cuts meant if they were receiving unemploy-
ment compensation and they go up to the mailboi and thei check
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is not there and they say, wow, I v./ill not get the l'xtended unem-
ployment compensation. But, I ..cannot understand bow people in
the Community who are Government Watchers-and there were no
big secrets in the budget cuts.

Now, true, for the kids they would have no way of knowing
except the pain of the cut. But I just really thought that there were
a large number-of people in this countr who were not directly in-
volved with these problems, who knew exa y what the President I
was talking about and that could read and write, and that there
were- enough voices in the Congress that managed somehow to getit into the papers as to what programs we are talking about.

Mr. CALHOUN. Again, my response would be, Mr. Chairman, it is
the suspension between knowing it is coming and file cuts actually
having happened. I can remember a month after my sendin.g out
the detail about what this President was proposing, and what this
Congress was'intending to. dispose. And the response was, "It has
not hit here yet." There was the suspension of belief.

Mr. R4NGEL. I always. tell" my senior citizens that they are the
only groirip of people in America that I know that understood what
was going on and 8id something about it and they did not waitbefore they spoke out. Perhaps we can have a better educated
AMerica and perhaps the kids can get more attention than they
ever have received. But once good-thinking people realize holt:, far
their govArnment is willing to go not to balance the budget, which
clearly is swithin our commitment, if in fact it is a goal, but certain-
ly what we are prepared to do under a concept of New Federalism.

And I think the administration is truly and honestly and candid- 1ly sending out a new signal which has nothing to do with cutbacks
or reductions of expendrtures. And I am just wondering, even
though many programs are not on this list, hOw many people who
know the history 'of how we got a national concern for some of
these programs, some of these networks, and as yoNsay, Whether
they are waterways or roadways or subways, to see how, with the
exception of national defense and the revenue-raising system, thatit could very well be that State rights would mean State responsi-
bility for arl of these programs.

I have to admire the candidness of the administration in the sig-nals that they are sending out throughout the Nation. And it
would seem tä me that I would have thought that there would have
been a louder response from the general public, even though they
may not have adopted children or they may not be involved with
day care or senior citizens.

But s'omehow the times in which we live means it is taking a
little longer. But if you are optimistic that it-has finally hit home,
then, of course, it will not take more than a couple of months for
us really to find out, because that is when the major decisions arKgoing to be made unless' they are stretched out by the White
House.

So, let me thank lou for the cooperation that you have given to
the staff and for your,testimony. And needless to say, we will be
forced to stay in touch with you, because so far there are not thatmany people--

Mr. CALHOUN. It will be a pleasure, Mr. Chairman. And again,thank you for your fhitiative.
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MS. FLYNN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. RANGEL. Mark Talism.an, welcome back to the committee.

You are now the executive director of the Washington Action
Office of Council of Jewish Federations. And we welcome your con-
tinued interest in the subject matters that you have worked Oith
so well Igith my 'colleague, Charlie Manik and other Members of
Congress. And we will await your testimony.

STATEMENT OF MARK E. TALISMAN, EXECUTIVE,DIRECTOR OF
THE WASHINGTON ACTION OFFICE..COUNCIL OF JEWISH FED-
ERATIONg -
Mr. TALISMAN. It is 'Very interesting to be on this side of the mt.-

crophone in this crowd. I congratulate you on your steadfastness in
being able to sit as long as you do to listen to our'sad story.

am going/to read, because there are some statistics that I do
want to get into the record. And then if you want to converse about
it, that will be fine.

I appreciate being invited to testify. I have been , in owe and
amazement at the steadfakness of your subcommittee and Mr.
Waxman's and Mr. Miller's own interest and others in the details
right from the beginning over this last long, lonely year.

Normally, I do not testify. You know a lot of our volunteer lead-
ers in New Ybrk with whom you have worked. You , were with
theni, I think, laSt Sunday, most recently. And they are very able
witnesses and because volunteers lead our organization. That is the
story that I want to tell, because as the wrap-up person this after
noon, I thi'nk it is important to put all of what you have heard so
eloquently today, and in these last months, in the c,ontext of wl-iat
America is all about.

The real question is where do we go? What does it mean? In our
tradition among those who are Jewish, that there is no word for
"charity." In the whole ancient tradition of the Hewbrew language,
there is no word- for "charity" because we do not tilink there is
such a thing.

Our word is "Tsedaka," which means "righteousnpss" and jus=s
tice." That is the framework and the context in *iich I ap ear
before you this afternoon. In this point in our history, the volun-
tary sector is struggling to determine how. its services can and will
be provided to those most 'in need, since the doors of our institu-
tions cannot be closed as doors in Government'can. Churches, syna-
gogues, and those of social service delivery agencies throughout
this country have got to find ways to continue to provide service
not only to traditional clients who have been served but to newly
arriving clients who are, for the first time, in need because of what
has been done in the last month.

Judeo-Christian ethic will not allow us to turn any person down:
the elderly, children, unemployed, single pnrent, and so many
other categories of people deeply in need now.

What is the voluntary sector now facing in our collective efforts
to provide the traditional services which people need? First, how to
make up the billions of dollars which a e being cut from public pro-
grams as the Federal, State, and local gvernrnent sectors' budgets
are reduced.
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."It is.not as simple as is commonly believed to replace such Gov-

ernment fund's. A look at the hard facts tells quite an incontrovert-
ible story. The independent sector, which is an iirptorella'of oyer
300 philanthropies, corporate charitable flinds, and foundatioos", in
its study has indicated that a total of $47.5obillion has been contrib-
uted each year to all philanthropy, of which 5 percent, or slightly

. -.4-pore than $2.57billion, is tile total corporate giving in America.
Corporate giving rose 15 percent in 1978 and.1979. There was only
a 4-percent increase in the last full year we have an accounting for,
Which is 1980.

If corpdrate giivng were- to rise another 15 percent in 1982, tnat,
would result in an inicrease of $375 million total, which would.be
welcome, needless to say, but not guile sufficient to begin to make
up the difference of the billions of do7illars currently-beitig lost in
service"to people whqm we must serve. ---Obviously, there eke many ways in which corporations help addi-
tionally, to tfie,voluntary sector, thro*h loans and gifts of e,quip-
ment, loaned executives, investments, alld many, many other ways.
Yet, the point must be made Otat under the new tax act, the level
of allowable corporate giving has been raised from the previous
rate of 5 to 10 percent currently, as you know, from your committee., work.

Unfortunately, the record hows tha't most cor,porations are
giving nine-tenths of 1 percent. would like to insert in the record
atrathis point several aceounts of s dilemma, which are not ours,
they are from the business sector self. ,

''" The first is an article that Jack referred to previously by Lindley-4 H. Clak Jr., who is a reporter for the Wall Street Journal and a
columnisma is called "The Business of Business is not Charity."\

I think you will have a chance to read it yo self. I do not want
to characterize.what he said. But I do hope that çu have a chance
to digest it.

Furtrier, I'would call to your attention a Februar 1982 editorial
in the Washington Post entitled "Corp8rate Charity,' in which we
are queried as a public as whether we should even ex ect the cor-
porate sector, to fill the money gap created by budget cutbacks in
the-private sector.-....."4

Of greater interest are the news reports of the recently complet-
ed study on probable corporate'charitable giving rele ed by the
conference board which surveyed 400 major corporatio which ac-
count for the major share of the $2.5 billion in corporat giving. Six
percent of these corporations planned to increase their contribu-
tions in any way this year to offset any of the Federal budget cut-
backs.

We could have interesting speculative conversation, if not adebate, as to the intentions of the average American in regard to
charitable giving. Being.an eternal optimist, I willrcome down hard

*on the hope-that personal charitable giving will rise substantial1 3+
in direct response to the new ,-ieeds of their fellow Americans as
the Federal, State, and local budgets are substantially reduced.

Yet, realistical y, even if there is such a substantial increase, let
us say 15 percen , which would toe large, it lould be 15 percept of
nearly $45 billion, which would be $6.75 billion. Even in the most
perfect of worlds, this magnificent new sum would not begin to
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make up the enornious impact of the tens of billions of dollars of
governmental cutbacks.

I would never want to leave the impression that fh4 exercise in
mathematicsand I am not very good at mpthe ticsis meant
in any way to discourage or denigrate the legendary generosity of
the American people. To the contrar..,, righteousness and justice of
the selfless acts of millions of Americans is to be roundly applaud-
ed and encouraged.

All oLus, this distinguished body, the National Government at
large, corporate and public America, must raise additional private
charitable contributions. We must never assume that this cprinot
be done. It must be done. But who will make up the difference be-
tween the levels of nects that are arising ar'id the ability to iprdvide
for such needs. There is a need for us- to turn to theevel of volnn-

--tarism in this Nation. The question now becomes how many peoplec
young people included, 4/Olunteer their own cherished free time to
meet the dee-ds which we all say should be provided for those in
need?

Fortunately, there is a cmditable study on this subject, too. The
independent sector also commissioned the Gallup organization to
study and" report on who and how Americans volunteer their own
tiife`:, The report is entitled "Americans Volunteer, 1981." I would (--/
like to insert that in the record, the summary of this study by the
Gallup organization, so anyone who wishes to look at it may do so.

Mr. RANGEL. It will be so done.
Mr. TALISMAN. Briefly, this study indicates that when volunteer

service is broadly defined, 52 percent of American adurts and an
almost equal proportion of teenagers volunteered in the year be-
tween March ,1980 and March 1981. This unique study covered
every type of dctivity and those who might have been the benefici-
aries of such volunteer activity. SuoVactivities include the impor-

( tance of being a homeroom mother baking brownies or a church
social to actual professional volunteer delivery under supervision
in health care facilities.

And that is the point; it must be understood that so many of the
cuts that are in place already, affecting children, the elderly, and

those who are in need, were provided by professionally skilled indi-
viduals whose main purpose was quality of service and care such
skilled service or care cannot and should not be provided by volun-
teers.

The bottom line is there are more volunteers have eot to join ehe
legion of already committed,people to help fill the-void that is cur-
rently being created by the Cuts in all levels of Government serv-
ice. This can be a healthy development as far as it realistically can

To.
But we must not delude ourselves into believing that vital per-

sonal services Pnd care which must be provided by professionally
trained individuals can or should in any way be replaced by volun-
teers. It is the client, the person in need, a human being who might
thus be in jeopardy.

In summary, the private not-for-profit sector, this vital group of
volunteers who raised so.much philantropic money, is limited in its
capacity in the best of times to meet the great needs of Americans.
It is imprudent and unwise in these less-than-the-bes-of-times to
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expect this sector to_ pick up the slack caused by the enormous re-duction of Government service.
Raising the expectations of people who have real needs to expect

such service, such care, and such nourishment would be wrong.
What we really need..to do, and some of our agencies are current-

ly iri the process cif-doing it, is to survey each of our locaLaffiliates
to determine the actual levels of human need.-If there fs timeand
we hope there iswe will respond with every resource at our com-mand.

Then, too, this majestic House of Representatives can join in the
realistic reassessment of what hath been wrought over the past
year to determine its wisdom and quickly to changes those areas
which clearly need changing. Many of us as individuals an organi-zations(stand ready to join inithis effort. Just let us be as hard-
nosed ih this reassessment some were in the original acts hich
brought u§ to this critical poi& in history.

I would- say parenthetically that I have included in the pac ge,
the third such request foT information, a specific survey which goes
to 860 agencies whom we rep-resent here who delivetr the service be-
cause there is one thing that has been missing at these tablesaddI remember them last March when my, former housemate, Mr.
Stockman, testified. When the Computer was missing one program
line, who were the people who were being hurt?

We were deluged .with statisticscold, hard statisticsof dollar
figures and slots and all other kinds of epithetic& references toreal live human beina, but Members of Congress and our ectoralike have not focused on the real live human beings and who they
are, where they live, on what cross-streets in each of your districts.

As -Jack Calhoun said earlier in response to your question, thefact of the matter is, as 2with the French Revolution and as with
anything that has happehed in American starting 50 years ago inhistory that I am aware of, people don't react until they arepinched directly.

Second, the people iho are most directly in need are those who
are least heard in these Chambers. So you are to be congratulated
for liste,ning. It is tough. My great-grandfather, who was a distin-
guished rabbi, used to do something that our beloved Speaker John
McCormick used to do. He said there was a big difference between
a speaker and listener. He said, "I am a speaker too often. I
wonder w,ho is listening." And that is a problem for all of us be-
cause in fact we are now being able to demonstrate precisely whois being heard and how they are being heard.

The irony is that it is the middle-class that is getting pinched
first add it 4\ th.e middle class who is beginning to demonstrate,
first. Our firsf 'official designated demonstration was among youngstudenti whose loans are being cut off from school. But as the
months go on, a lot of middle-class people will find that their elder-
ly dependent is not able to get medicaid funding for nursing homes.'

And if you have a 830,000 or 840,N0 gross income and you find a
$30,140 bill for your grandmother wno Was formerly cared for in a
qual notior-profit nursing home and you itnd that that bill is
now Yours arid your two kids student loans are now yours, things
look pretty bleak, and that is before we get to the bad news.

o
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So there is a lot of work out.there. The point of what I have been
trying to say is that there is a lot of delusion out there also, that
the private sector and those of us who are working in the volunteer
sector can somehow pick up the slack, which amounts to over $50
billion at this point. It cannot be done and I don't think it is fair to
have anyone believe that. it can.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement follows:]
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A 1

STATEMENT OF MARK E. TALIS AN. DIRECTOR, WASHINGTON ACTION OFFICE, COUNCIL0 JEWISH FEDERATIONS

Mars. Chairmen and mempers of,khese distinguished subcommittees:

Thank you for having invited me ,to testify before you this afternoon. Both
of your subcommittees have diligently attempted to determine the nature of
the impact of the budget cuts on'human beings far over a year. In so doing
you have distinguished -yourselves mightily since the task has been
thankless and difficult, and many of us realize full-well the enormity of
your task. But there are.many citizens around the country who are aware of
the work whAch you have done 'and are now doing and we are deeply grateful.
We also know'full-well the obstacles which you have confronted.

I hesitated appearing before you now since it is our tradition thatvolunteer leadets whO run the Council of Jewish Federations are perfectly
capable of providing the testimony which you seek, But your staff insisted
that I appear and I reluctantly make this exception. I suppose this little
explanation is a good starting point for what I have to say to you andthat is that s many of the fine service delivery organizations of thisgreat nation e volunteer led. Fund-raising, appropriations of those
hard-to-come-by unds, management of the programs on which those funds are
expended, and ov rsight of what has been accomplished or not accomplished
are all in_9e capable hands of tens of thousands of volunteers. These
vo1unteer87-also have real-life employment by which they make their
livings. While such a comment may seem axiomatic, working in this field Iam dontinually amazed, that with all of the time that is spentvolunteering, in a most professional way, it is a wonder that some of our
volunteers have any time left over to make their livings and keep theirfamilies together.

I suppose this tradition stems from the fact that in our religion there is
no word for "charity". The Hebrew word "Tsedaka means righteousness and
justice.

At this point in our history the voluntary sector is stfuggling todetermine how services can: and will be provided to those most in need
since the doors of our institutions cannot be closed. Churches,
synagogues, and those of social service delivery agencies throughout this
country have got to find ways to continue to provide services not only to
traditional clients whoihave been served but to newly arriving clients who
are for the first timeln need. Judeo-Christian ethic will not allow us toturn down people---the elderly, children, the 'unemployed"parent and somany other categoriesof people.
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Page two

What is the voluntary sector now facing in our coflective efforts to

provide the traditional and new kinds of services which people need?

First, how to make up the billions of dollars which are being cut from
public programs as the federal, state and local government budgets are

reduged. It is not as simple as is commonly believed to replace such
government funds. A look at the hard facts tells quite an incontrovertable
story. The Independent Sector, an umbrella of over 300 philanthropies,
corporate cha'ritable funds and foundations, in its study, has indicated
that a total of $47.5 billion is contributed to all philanthropy of which
5% or $2.55 billion is corporate giving. Corporate giving has risen 15% in
both 1978 and 1979. "There was only a 4% increase in ,corporate giving in
1980. If corporate giving were to rise another 15% in 1982 that would
nesult in an increase of $375 million which would be welcbme but not quite
sufficient to begin to make up the difference of the billions of dollars
currently being lost in ser4ce to people whom we must serve.

!

Obviously, there are many ways in which corporations help the voluntary
sector through loans and gifts of equipment, loaned executives,
investments and many many other ways. Yet, the point must be made that
under the new tax act the level' of allowable corporate giving has been
raised from the previous rate of 5% to 10%. Unfortunately, most
corporations are giving .9%. I would like to insert in the Record at this
point several accounts of this dilemma. The first is an article from the
Wall Street Journal of February 2, 1982 by Lindley H. Clark, Jr. entitled

"The Business of Business Isn't Charity". You will find it very
interesting and worth digesting. Further, I would call to your attention a
February 1, 1982 editorial in the Washington Post entitled "Corporate
Charity" in which we are queried as to whether we even should expect the

corporate sector to fill the: money gap created by budget cutbacks in the
private sector?

,

Of greater interest are the news reports of the recently completed study
on prbbable corporate charitable giving released by The Conference Board,'
which surveyed 400 major corporations which account for the major share of
the $2.7 billion in corporate giving. Six percent of these corporattons

planned to increase their contributions to offset any of the f eraf

i
budget cuts. .

We could have an interesting speculative conversation if not debate as to
the intentions of the average American in regard to charitable giving.
Being an eternal optimist, I will come down hard on the hope that personal
chapitable giving will rise substantially in direct response to the new
needs of their fellow Americans as the federal, state and local budgets
are substantially reduced. Yet, realistically, even if their is such a
subsbantial increase----let us say of 15%----it would be 15% of nearly $45
billion which is $6.75 billion. Even in the most perfect of worlds, this
magnificent sum would not begin to make up the enormous impact of tens of
billions of dollars of governmental cutbacks.

would never want to leave the impression that that last exercise in
mathematics is meant in any way to discourage or denigrate the legendary
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Page three

generosity of the American people. TO the contrary, "rightebusness andjustice of these self-less acts of millions of Americans is to be roundly
applauded. All of us, this distinguished body, the national government,
corporate and public America, must raise additional private charitable
contributions. We must not assume that this cannot be done. It must be
done.

But-who will make up the difference between the levels of needs and the
ability to provide for such needs?

It is thus 'useful for us to turn to the level of volunteerism in our
nation. The question now becomes how many people, young people included,
volunteer their own cherished 'free time" to meet the needs which we all
say should be prov.ided for those in need? Fortunately, there is a credible
study on this subject, too. The Independent sector commissioned the Gallup
Organization to study and report on who and how Americans volanteer their
time. The report is entitled 'Americans Volunteer, 1981' and I would like
to insert at this point in the Record the summary of ,this study by the
Gallup.Organization.

Briefly, this study indicates that when volunteer service is broadly
defined, 52% of American adults volunteer with an equal percentage among
'teenagers. Some 31% responded that they volunteered more than 2 hours per.
week. Over 10% of those surveyed volunteered over 7 hours per week. What
is important to note is that this unique study covered every type of
volunteer activity each of which is obviously very important to the
persons who volunteer and to those who might have been the beneficiaries
of ,such volunteer activity. Such activities include the importance of
being a homeroom mother or baking brownies for church socials to actual
service derivery under supervision at healthcare facilities.

And that is the point. It, must be understood that so many of the cuts that
are in place in government service for children, elderly and all of those
in need, were provided by professionally skilled individuals whose main
purpose was quality service or care. Such service or care cannot or should
not be provided by volunteers.

The bottom line is that more volunteers have got to join the legion of
already committed people to help fill the void that is currently being
created by the cdts at all levels of government service. This can be a
healthy development as far as it can realistically go. But we must not
delude ourselves into believing that vital, personal, services and care
which must be provided by professionally trained individuals can or should
in any way be leplaced with volunteers. It is the client, the person in
need, the hurnak being, who might thus be placed in jeopardy.

In summary, the private, not-for-profit sector, this vital engine of
volunteers who work so hard and who raise so much philanthropic money is
limited in its capacity in the best of times to meet the great needs oE
millions of Americans. It is imprudent and unwise, in these
less-than-the-best of times, to expect this sector to pick up the slack
caused by the reduction of government service. Raising the expectations ofpeople who have real needs to expect such service, such care, such
nurishment would be wrong.
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Page Eour

WIl'at we really need to do, and some of our agencies are currently in the
process of doing it, ,4s to survey each of our local affiliates to
determine the actual levels of human need. If there is time, and we hope
there is, we will respond with every resource at our command. Then, too,
this majestic House of Representatives can join the realistic reassessment
of what loth been wrought over the past year to determine its wisdom and
quickly then to change those aieas which clearly need changing. Many of
us, as individuals and as organizabions, stand ready to join in this
effort. Just let us be as hardnosed in this reassessment as some were in
the original acts which brought us to this critical point in history!
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The Business of Business'Isn't Charity
The Reagan selinlanntion kr convinced

that a lot of the things government has
been doing for us all these years are things
that we could and Mould do tor ourselves.

lag for Increased volunteer efforts and M.
So administration officials hare been call.

creased charitable giving by both Windy.
als and corporations.

It's worthwhile Idea and I don't Intend
to knock It. Bet no me knows Just bow
much more the private waror can continue

Speaking of Business

by Lindley '1-1. Clark Jr.

In tha fashion. Tars particularly true In
f

one key rea: corporate charitable contrb
buttons.

The American Enterprise Institute, a
conservatively Oriented tiding tank in
Washinrton, recently set up Center for
the Study of Private.lnitiati re, primarily to
Ion Into this area, it k by no rnems ready
to draw any broad conclusions trul Lan.
drum Bolling, former foundation execu-
tive and college president who Is a consult.
ant to the center, doesn't seem to look tor
a lane mac In corporate charitable 'Iv.
ins.

Al the Instittne's annual Public Polk
Week In December. Mr. Boling did say
that corporate philanthropy -Ls probably
long.term growth industry." Congress ap.
parent!), saw Map the same way, since
last year It raised frown S% to In the por-
tion of corporate pretax earnhip that is
deductible as a charitable contribution.

When Mr. lolling says longierrn. bow.
ever, be means thg.tertn. "Most al the
leaders of giant corporations," he tenon!,
"say they think It unlikely they will ever
reach the 5% level In print. TheY don't
think their stockholders atand for It."

Gcod for the stockbaders.
The business of business Isn't charity.

Mat corporatiord are ill-equlpped to do an
especially wise Job In this area and they
know It. In itn, Mr. Bolling says, IA mlb

bon conorations had pre% lan mly 137.
of them reported gifts Wpm or more

,A total of about Seta) U.S. corpora.
fiord reported that they pre at the full
5%-of.pretax.pronts level." Mr. Boning
coetlnues. "but these were overwhelmingly
very small enterprises-with very modest
profits and Ulla charitable &nations. Aw
patently. these were essentially cases of
small entrepreneurs expressing their per-
aonal charitable biterests thmugh company
contributions."

In cases where the corporation is al.
molt indknogninable from Me man who
nms It, there I. wirnetimes question es to
why die corporate vehicle :bond be used
at all. In laner cceimenies. there is
larger question as to whether the whims of
the company directors should decida which
collect or which hospital benefits fgoat a
corporate gift. Other stockholders fpigtct
prefer other colleges or other ltospltIa If
they were Caen the nuce to choos4 for
themselves. Sven la some of the hetterirrob
corporate giving programs. cannon di'
rectors serve as trustees of the coil
who gebcompany gifts.

Corporate charitable giving. Ilke all tax.
deduction programs. offers opportunities
for abuse. That may make some people
wonder whether It WtS WtSe to double the

of the allowabie deduction when the
pr-itgrarn in 131 former sire was so little

used.
Some of the abuses are merely funny. A

hotel company, for Instance. once tried to
deduct contributions to an organization
formed to repeal the liquor prohibition
laws of KIILSAS. A corporation tried to de.
duct PaYmeois It made to a college so thal
Its ccbagl:ng stro khold.ejettIldwbecome a

The morel4terlon F,L;.;;!-k ere raised
by Contributions that are entirely proper
and kill. Such contributions should serve
an Identifiable corporate Interest. ne
terest seed not be entirely direct; If it is,
hi gifi may more properly be deductible
so II business expense. But the lateral
should be visible.

An eXample of high eisliallnY was Pro-

AY%

`4J

rated by the long aseocattoo between the
railroads and the Young Men's Christian
Association. Al die railroads spread
around the U.S.. they found they needed in-
expensive and temporary Amain/ for ern.
Mayes. To meet Lbe need, the railroads
helped build the "railroad YMCAs" Mal
spread around the nation and then helped
to meet their aerating mats.

The more indirect Ow interest becomes,
Lbe harder II tl to make cue that the gin
to des14ablef Corporate Image is a matter
of conern to &wormer!), that deals w141
the public. so ounnoties like to show slob
they are pod neighbors and good citizens.

A company. however. doesn't prove It's
good entree by riving money to Its chief

executive's alma mater. Nor don It help to
ake gifts to Inefficient annuli*. that
fritter away their funds and achieve noth-
ing of real significance. Any company that
wants to get Into this area should hire the
staff It needs to do a proper Job.

Mr. Bolling notes that more companies
are getting Into activities that involve
more than writing qbecks-tor example,
tending personnel to charitable organize.
tion. Sul nowcheck activities demand at
least as much care as thaw that merely br
rave rifts of cub. The stockholders are
Just u Interested in what companies do
with the people they employ as In what
they do with cash.

The American Enterprise !nano
center plans to develop collection of
studies of successful corporate anion
thropy proerams. It also plans to look into
the policy questions Involved la such Raab
ties. So perhaps the center will be able to
provide sane riddance.

For the moment. tho.gh, President.
Reagan can't count at rant dad of new
help from the corporate community. A
Conference Board survey released last
week indicated that companies are unlikely
to Incr.-Se their contributions budgets this
year to Id/ the pp caused by cutbacks in
federal spending. .

Mx companies will keep their eyes on
their corporate Interest and, for the rest,
let their stockholders do their own &Int

ae- .0
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AN INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER

Survey S'ay
Won'tfick

By Jaime L Rowe Jr.
nor caw.

NEW YORK, JIM 27Beninese
contribution, to eresal, culttual and
selseattorml ocuvities an unlikely
la Moore ogoilmantlY dwidte
Rwegan odmmultationh call for
private giving to fill many of the
gmio kft by federal budget-cutting.

The Conference Board. non-
profit bennero research institute,
reverted today that mosey of
more than 400 make cow.
Bonewhich occounted for lion's
share of the 12.7 billion in coepor-
ate philanthropy lost yesrabowed
thet only 6 percent planned to in.
creme their, contributione to offset
nom of the federal budget cute.

his State of the Union eddrem
Tbmalay, President Reagan again
oiled cm private groups to replace
the government in funding and
running many ermiel worms',

Although more than 60 percent
of the companies plannril to Fiend

s Business
Up Slack

mote cm philenthropy tem year, the
report said the Increniad giving is a
Thome year2to-year Mermen m-
inted to higher profits and infla-
non.

E Patrick Met:hare. inecutive
directoe of the Confetence Beard
bininom./grnernment raorarch pro-
mote, mid business contributiona
robohly will rim to 12.8 billion or
62.9 hellion in 1982. He noted that
foe the more than 40 years that the
rematch organisation has trochee]
corporate giving. it has been related
mole to the level o( profits than
anything elarle@n profits rime,

contribution on, -04 when profits
fall contributions do latessiee.

Furthermon. he mid, the study
showed that few meliorationn me
changing the direction of their giv-
ing foam arta and educe-
tiontroditionel recipients of cor.
poem. philanthropyto other
mem hetoly hit by federal cut.

backs midi ea job training. welfare
or health.

For the nwat part, companies
thinliAlat they ale giving all that
they can give comfortably end that
the Reagan wlministration un .

aware of the extent of corporete
philanthropy. Fortheremee. many of
the programa. such le legal mid, that
hired the Reagan administration a.*
were dislikeO by the beinesit am,
murky a, Wtii. McGuire said ma.
beta on the White Home staff
'probably del not do their home.
work when they ouggested that pri
vele voluntarom could replace many
of the cuthacks in woial and cultutal
spending advootted by the Iberian
administration and enacted by Con-
grew Lost AugusL

One torpirete esecutive told the
Conference Board. 'Our, company
'imported the president because we
believed in the elimination of a nun,

:bee of thew programs. Naturally
we're not Ir. enthused about too.
Onion, the pincrarnr and shifting
the burden to the corporate sector."

liv k% the largest source of pro
vaie phit.ithoittv 0 iroltoolivili. who
mor eto tlItv,n in contribotion. hot
yr, ir, over than half churchm.
Foinulat novided 52 it Whim

Corporate Chanty.
MOULD CORPORATIONS be especterfOcflll-
the money gap for Waal programs that have

been cut by the federal government? And if lot of
people decide they should, does it necessarily mean
that they can or will?

The president has repeatedly urged the private
sectorincluding corporations, which now give 62.7
billion a year to philanthropic causesto increase
charitable contributions as government spending ts
reduced. In October, he announced the aPpoint.
ment of a Task Force on Private Sector Initiatives
headed by C. William Verity, chairman of Armco.
The task force is supposed to get private groups to
work with state and local governments in support of
social programs whose budgets have been, out bi
Washington. A realist, Mr. Verity has stated: "It's
going to be very tough job."

This skepticism .wai no doubt reinforced the
other day when the Conference Board,. New York-
based business research institute, aued a report
that shown why it is naive to count on corporatisops
to take up the slack. The Conference-Bard survey
of 477 major corporations showed that only 6 per-
cent planned to increase gift& in response to the
president's eilsortations. While majority will
Probably contribute more this than lastai
total of about 1100 million m
planned before federal budge
function cl higher profits d

McGuire raid Oho male mum of
hams. philanthropy large men- er
paniet Many medium and small
companies aim hrUe or nothing. He
said Mat the Conference Board'.
contacta with private agencies, indi-
cates that few. if any. of the non.
givers have been moved by the pres.
denth call for voluntarism.

McGuire noted that traditionally
the biggest Moan of volunteer labor
in the tiOiled . has leen the
housewife. Mit t under of woves
working full time been rising
isharply--II percent worked in 1970
comparml with St percent in 1980
-sand, m remit, the pool of col-
unteer labor has ihrunk.

lie said that cut. in the maximum
peomnal income tea rate melte Klee
lucrative for wealthy toopeyers to
mike contributions.. Furthermore,
MeOfiire Uri foundations an lea
able to step up giving than they
would have been decode ago be-
cause inflation has eroded their as-

MrCuire mid that in many cams
companies ate reluctant to diepenee
fund, in mann social progranw he-
tell, they feel incompetent is un-
sealing to be "hinds dispensers." Coe.
vuiete esecolivet feel social deco
5.011% should be made by elected rep-
o-4.0ml ov

January 28, 1982

rds. when money is available, gifts will increase.
But w en corporations fee
will be reduced. While thi
demandable, it does not
a basis for long-range plan
pOgralT13.

The survey also highlig
t e plan to shift responsi

squeezed, contributions
tarn ts eminently un
mend itself as much of

ing for important social

on important flaw in
y to busmesses. Corpo.

rations tend to support certain'kinds of chariable
endeavors and not, others. The arts snd education
are popular andjelatively noncontroversial. Other
programs that have been funded by the federal gov-
ernment, such as legal services, }abusing assistance
and 'health care, are, by and large, not regarded as
the responsibility of corporations and are less likely
to receive help.

We're not suggesting that the corporations have let .
the public down on this coe, to fact, people shouldn't
exact American babas to shoulder a large part of
'the nodal obligations that the society ai a whole ought
to bear. If people believe that health care, security in,
old age, decent diet andminintal legal serviceSought
to be provided to even Nhepoormt citizens, then they
should be willing I. dna ta cost. The financing and
sucreasful operation of social programs should not be
made to depend upon the level of corporate profits or

increases were the board room view of the ments of the program.
U and are really a The general public mat decide, and once it has de-
inflation. In other tided, it must pay.

February 1, 1982

r.1 .
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Americans Volunteer - 1981

To determine more closely the extent of,volunteering in the United States,
INDEPENDENT tECTOR coamissioned a survey by The Gallup Organization which '

has resulted in a report frca them entitled 'Americans Volunteer - 1481". .

This is a companion report to the one developed for us \by Gallup entitletl
"Patterns of Charitable Giving by Individuals". j.!

For this survey, INDEPENDENT SECTOR defined volunteer activity broadly, in-
cluding the typical categories such as advocacy, direct service and fund
raising, and also including informal service to others such as helping clean
up the neighborhood. In ordir to'determine the extent of both kindi_of vol-
unteering, the responses for formal or informal services were kemtiiparate.

When volunteer serVice is broadly defined, 52% of American adults and an
_Almost equal proportion of teenagers volunteered in.the year between March
1[980 and March 1981.

When Gallup subtracted frail that total those who volunteered, only in an in-
formal way, the proportion of the population engaged in some rpOre structuredpatterm turned out to be 47%.

In order to try to determine the proportion of the population that might be
described as regular or active volunteers, we asked the Gallup Organization
to tell us how many people averaged 2 or more volunteer hours a week. That
proportion turne-but to be an encouraging41%. Indeed 10% of the.adult
population averaged 7 or more volunteer hours a week.

Whether one focuses on the 52% of the population engaged In at least some
broadly defined volunteer service or looks at ,the 31% of the popu-
lation that could be described as regular or active volunteers, tne results
are encouragin .9

The Gallup Report might more appropriately.have been titled - "Americanr-
Still Volunteer" or bet,ter yet "Americans Volunteer - More Than Ever".

INDEPENDENT SECTOR is indebted to FlankAmerfca Foundation for its contribution
toward this survey.

A copy of the IntrOduction and Sumnary from the Gallup Report are enclosed.
Copies of the full Report are available from INDEPENDENT SECTOR at $15.00
each.

Brian O'Connell
President
INDEPENDENT SECTOR

A NATIONAL FORUM TO ENCOURAGE GIVING, YOWNTEERING AND NOT,. FOR PRQFIT INITIATIVE
1828 L Street, N,W. Washington, D.C. 20036 (202) 659-4007

SUCCESSOR TO THE COALITION OF NATIONAL VOLUNTARY
ORGANIZATIONS AND THE NATIONAL COUNCIL ON PHILANTHROPY,

-49.4
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INTRODUCTION

This is a study designed to determine the number of people who volunteer,

the kin45 of volunteer work people are involved in,'the amount of time devoted

to volunteer work, changes in the amount and type of volunteer work and reasons

for volunteering or not volunteering. For the purposes of the study, volun-
4.

teer work was broadly defined as "working in same way to help others for no

monetary pay." This would include the person who regularly helps an elderly

neighbor as well as the person who volunteers at a nursing home; the work need

not be done with an organization. Volunteer work would not include membership
*

in & volunteer kroup if no work is actually done. Nor would it include working

Ln a cooperative (e.g., cooperative nursery school) where; although there is no

direct monetary pay, there is monetary compensation through lowered cost of the

service (e.g., lover nursery school tuition). Volunteer work, according to

this definition, would include a broad range of aStivities--fOr example, volun-

C
teering at & local hospital, room mother at a school, scout tro .leader, usher

at church, working to get as traffic light put in at a dangerou neighborhood

intersection, canvassing for a political candidate, collecting moneNer a char-
y,

ity, and so forth.

For this study, personal in-home interviews vene conducted with a national

sample of people 14 yefars of ake and older. .All interviewing was conducted be-

tween March 13 and March 23, 1981.

A description of the composition of the sample and the design of theisample,

tables of recommended sampling tolerances, .and a copy of the questionnaire can

be found Lt the Technical Appendix of this report.

21
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SUMMARY

Volunteeripm ha/traditionally been defined as giving time to help

others for nil) monetary pay through orgaaizations like hospitals, schools,

churches, and various social ser-hce organizations. Moreover, wolunteer

work is generally thought of as-a r4gular commitment, such as the persou
vho spends four hours each week or each month helping in the school 4-

brary or hospital 'admissions department. However, ttiis conc-ept of volun-

teerims,which ties volunteer work to oretnizations may tend to under-

represent the actual &mount of volunteer activity in the.country because .

it excludes the activities of the person who gives his or her time od'am

informal, individual basis. For example, should the person who worki with

a group of neighbors to cleal up a local playground or park be called a
volunteer? Dr thetindividtil who helps an elderly neighbor? Or the par-

ent who bakes cookies for a school fund raiser?

Efforts to measure the incidence and amount of Volunteir activity

are complicated by the fact that nct only can researchers in Lie area not

agree upon a clear definition of what constitutes volunteer activity, but
1 it is likely that thi,public has varying perception's as wel1,4 Because

there is no generalli accepttd understanding of what const/tutes v'olun-

-.teer activity, we vouldAexpect that in surveYs on volunteer activity the

percent of people who call themselves volunteers will be fairly easily in-

fluenced by the way in which the question used to measure incidence of

volunteer activity is asked. One method of addrescng 'thin issue would be

to c'appare the resul4 to,difKrent questions. Specifically, one can ex-
amine the kinds of activities .that',Folunteers say they have done when

questions &re variously worded. Unfortunately, most Studies that ask peo-
ple whether or Lot they have, participated in any kind of volunteer activ-

ity do not then ask volunteers to describe those activities which they
have done.

This problem is not unique to the issue of volunteerism. To the ton-

trary, public polls frequently find varying levels of support for issues

_
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vhich are attributed to differences in question wording. Studies have in-
.

dicated that question wording has ,the greatest impact when the issue or

tcmic of the guenticm is one al!out whieh respoddents do not have strongly

held beliefs ar'Pabout vhich they do not hare a great deal of.knovledge.

Another factor that must be taken into corfsideration when trying to

determine the incidence of volunteer aetivity by means of a survey is the

ti of interviewing. aily kinds of volunteer vork are seasonal; fOr

examp because they are based on the school year or related to religious

holida s. As a result, a study that measures the incidence of volunteer

activlty in's. two- or threemonth period in the spring when schools are in

session and there are numerous religious holidiys--Eaeter, Passover--may

find differing results from a study conduct'ed in the summer mores because

of the dates of interviewing.

For its 1981 survey of volunteerism in America, /26EPENDERT SECTOR

chose to define voltLteer activity the broadest sense to include both

the traditional kinds.of volunteer act'ivities, such as working as a "volun-

teer" for an or:ganization, as well as the infdrmal and often individual

kinds of volunteer activity, such as heliiing an elderly neighbor. /n re-

sponse to,a very broad question which asked citizens what, if any, kind of

volunteer activity they had participated in in the past year, some kinds di

responses vere elicited that might normally not have been classified as vol-

unteer activity. For example:

I sing in the chuXch,choir.

I baked brownies far my son's cub scout troop.

I am an attorney, and I sometimes give free advice to my
neighbors.

I helped my neighbors vhen they were moving.

I have a sister in a mental institution who / visit and take
food to.

I he4 my neighbors with home repairs.

I took care of my neighbor's dog when she vas sick.

2 1
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!,:hen these kin'cis of'vgaunteer activitY are included along wit the

more traditionally defined kinds of volunteer activity, we find that
411

percent of American adults and an almost equal promortion of teenagers

(53f.') have volunteered in the Yeareen March 1980 and March 1981.
The areas in which the larrst percentage

,volunteer include religious ac-
t tivities (19%), health (12Z), education (12;1), and informal activities

done without organizational support- (23%). Upper socioeconomic groups
are most likely to volunteel:.

Mnre specifically,-63 percent of meople

vith.annual household incomes of t20,000 or greater and 63,perc t of-p
the people with scme college.eduCation

have vOlunteered,in the st year.-
Additional demographic ettrps that are slightly more likely td volunteer

include wament-people under the,age of 55, People who ese emplo , pen-

/ ple with children still at home,, suburban and rural residentsoand meol
ple in larger households.

One method of determining whiclt of these individiaals is a volunteer

in the,more traditional sens& is to congideVthe number ot hours worked.
If an individual has done no volunteer work or,hae spent less than one
6our per week on volunteer work in the past,three months, we may guess
that the individual is involved in volunteer activity on a sporadic basis "tr

or for a one-time cause. As the table on the following page points out,'

69 percent spent either no time or less than an average of one hour per'

veek on volunter activity in the past three months, and 31 percent sPent

an average of two hours or more per week on volunteer activity. We might

speculat-e that it is this 31 percent that most people have in'mind as the

typical volunteer who volunteers on a regular basis for an organization.

This is only speculation, however.

216
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V

Average Number of Hours Per Week Spent in
Volunteer Accivicy During aus Past Three Monthe

Average Hours,
Per Week*

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8 or More

Total

Percent of
All Citizens**

56".1
169

113

13

8

5

14

2

2

1

9

100

-18

Volunteers are more likely than non-volunteers to give monetary chari-

table contributions, regardless of whether the contribution is made to an

organization for,which the person does volunteer work. Ninety-one percent

(91%) of all volunteers have made charitable contributions, compared with

66 percent among non-volunteers. The group most likely to give chari-

table contribution in particular area is those who have volunteered in

that area. For example, among people who did volunteer vork for health

organization in the past year, 65 percent also)lave charitable contribu-

tion to a health organizatiol.

This is based on a 13-week quarter. One hour per week includes 1-13
hours per quarter; two hours per week include 14-26 hours per quarter;
and so forth.

II This table excludes all who vere not able to estimate the number of
hours volunteered.

This includes 48 percent who did no volunteer vork in the past year, plus
8 percent who did volunteer work in the past year but who did no volun-
teer work in the past three months.
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If we limit charitable contributions
to those that az=e made to an organi-

zation for which the contributor does no volunteer vork, 79 percent of volUn--
,ateers have made a chariAable montribution

to a group or organization for which
they hive not volunteered, compared with 66 percent of non-volunteers whO have
made such a contribution to a grbup for which they did not work.

Although there is a relationship between
doing volunteer work and making

Ocharitable contributions, we cannot conclude that volunteer work makes people
more likely to oontribute money. It could be that the kind of person who be-
comes active in volunteer vork is already making charitable contributioAs.

Most likely, the direction of the relationship
works bomh ways to some, degree.

Among adults who have voluntwed in the past year, the largest percent-

age first became involved in the volunteer
activity because they were asked by

someone if they would volunteer (44%). *Other
sources of inf:rmation or reasons

for becoming involved in the volunteer
activity are having a family member or a

friend involved in the activity (29%)
and Arough'participation in a grouo or

organization (31%). One person in four (25%) sought out the activity on t'heir
ovn. Relatively few ,(6%) first volunteered because they had seen an ad for or
some,information about'the volunteer activity in the media.i

Volunteers were asked why they first became involved in the volunteer ac-
tivities they currently participate in and why they continue to participate in
these volunteer. activities. The responses to these two questions were similar.
To both, the largest proportion

of volunteers mentioned wanting to do something
usetur; interest in the activity;

enloying the,vork/feeling needed; having a
child, relative, or friend vho was involved in or could benefit from the activ-

-ity; and religious concerns.

The reasons people mention most often for continuing to volunteer are
the same reasons most frequently mentioned

for first becoming involved in a
volunteer activity. For example, the largest proportion of volunteers first
became involved in their volunteer work

because they wanted to do something
useful and to help others. This is also the reason most frequently mentioned
for continuing to do volunteer work.

However, it is not the case that, rea-
_sons for first volunteering are always_the same,as reasons for continuing to
volunteer. This particularly true for people who first volunteered to gain

4
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job experience; of those vho first volunteered to gain job experience, only

37 percent are continuing to do the volunteer work to gain job eXperience,

64 percent of this group art continuing to du the volunteer work because

they are interested in the vork, and 67 percent because they enjoy doing some-

thing that is usefUl and helps other people. On the other hand, Urge propor-

tions of people vho first volunteered because they thought they would enjoy

the work (63%), because they vented to do something useful (77%), for reli-

gious reasons (79%), and because they vere interested in the vork (72%) con-

tinue to do the volunteer work for the same reasons they give for first

volunteerine But in each case, there are also other reasons for continuing

to do the volunteer vork.

The survey further indicates that the pool of people vho volunteer changes

over time. When volunteers vere asked vhether they do more, less, or the same,.

amount of volunteer vork today as they did three years ago, roughly one third

chose each response: 36 percent more, 30 percent less, 30 percent the same.

Similarly, ',Thep all adults vere asked vbether they vere involved in any volun-

teer activity three years ago that they no longer do today, 21 percent responded

affirmatively. Among addits vho have stopped doing volunteer activity in the

past three years, the reasons most frequently offered for no longer participat-

ing are that the volunteer became too busy to continue (33%), private, personal

reasons (18%), that the project was completed (11%), and that the i.olunteer

moved (12%). Some also mentioned that they had begun working at a pay job (10%),

that the family friend or relative vas no longer involved (8%), and that they

had lost interest (9%).

In the past year, one person in five has been asked to do some kind of

volunteer vork 'which they have not done. Among this group, the most frequently

mentioned reason for nol doing the volunteer vOrk is lack of time or too busy,

mentioned by almost half (46%). Other reasons for not doing the volunteer ac-

tivity include health problems (14%), lack of interest (18%), and the lack of

time because of paid job (8%).

A Study Comissioned by:

2

INDEPENDENT SECTOR
1828 L Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

(202) 659-4007
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COUNCIL OF JEWISH,FEDERATIONS 575 LEXINGTON AVE1NUE NEW YORK, NY 10022 212-751-1311

February 16, 1982

TO: All Federation Executive Direi ors

FROM: Carmi Schwartz

RE: Assessment of the Effects of Federal and State Budget -
Cuts on Federations and Federation Agencies

BACKGROUND

Federal budget reductions for social service programs went into
effect on October 1, 1981, the first day of fiscal year 1982.
They affect a multitude of programs In which our Federations and
agencies participate. Our programs for the elderly, day care
centers, mental health facilities, nursing homes, arts and human-
ities programs, school feeding programs, summer camps and employ-
ment training and guidance centers are among those facing severe
reduClionS in funding.

State budgets, too, are being pared; many stateA have already
reduced spending lor soeial services, leaving even larger de-
creases in funding with whieh service provider agencies must
contend. The new system of block grants to the StateS further
complicates the situation by merging n large number of programs
that were targeted to specific populations. This, creates increased
competition for fewer dollars.

Included in the Administration's FY 1983 federal budget are sub-
stantial new cuts in social service and entitlement programs.
As the deliberations over these proposals begin, our congressional
delegations must accurately understand the impact of those cuts
already in place and the potential effects of further reductions.
We need to be prepared with hard facts and numbers as these de-
cisions are made.

QUESTIONNAIRE -- To be returned to the Washington AcL on Office
NO LATER THAN MARCH 31, 1982.

The alinched questionnaire, like the preliminary one you receive&

over.,.

WASHINGTON ACTION OFFICE 227 141344ectleselts Awnue N E. WeehIngte, DC 20002 202 5470020/ WESTE11114 MICA OFFICE 2S31 Cernm Del R.S. 5In1 217 sae Dleg CA 21541 714 2,541011/CANADIAN OFFICE 152 vHey E01 TOW.. OnlaIl p.151. ITS 414414444174.5

22
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Quastionnaire
Page tiro

last spring, has been prepared by CJF in cooperation with the Child
Welfare League of America, the Family Service Association of Amerf-
ca; Catholic CharitieS and other national agencies. These organita-
tions are all askine their members to complete similar questionnaires.
The information provided by these constituencies can play a vital
role in the developments on Capitol Hill during 1982. Members of
Congress have requested this type of hard .data so they can defend

1
those programs most essentia to their districts and states. (If
an agency receives more than 4 e questionnaire only one need be
completed, but the other orga zations should be sent copres of the
questionnaire that was filled out.)

It is of utmost importance that the questions be answered as accurate-
ly and thoroughly as possible. The results are only useful to the
extent that they present a true picture of our agencies needs and
concerns. We offer several suggestions you may wish to incorporate
into your data gathering process:

.

1) A Federation staff person should be assigned final re-
sponsibility for assembling the questionnaire data.

2) The staff person should review the questionnaire and sample
worksheet to make certain s/he understandg what is requested.

3) A meeting should be convened of representatives Of all.func-
tional agencies whose programs and clients are affected by
the budget cuts. At this meeting the questionnaire should
be reviewed question by question so there is a clear under-
standing of the information needed.

4) Set a deadline for agencies to return their information to
Federation So the staff person will have time to compile the
data and return the questionnaire to the.Washington Action
Office by March 31.

5) Hold a second meeting of agency representatives to discuss
the implications of the findings for planning, budgeting and
provision of services.

Your cooperation in this survey is greatly appreciated. It is ex-
tremely important that CJF knows what is happening in your communities
and the problems Federations and agencies are encountering in main-
taining current program levels and serving those who request assistance.

When all the data is in, local coalitiqns of representatives from the

t

participating organizations should mee with their Congressional
delegations to discuss their combined esults and the implications
for voluntary agencies and the clients ,they serve. A national summary
of data collected by CJF will be prepared as well and distributed to
all Federations. Similar composites will be available from the other
national associations.

t



March, ,19132

Federation:

Phone no.:

SURVEY OF EFFECTS OF REDUCED PUBLIC FUNDING
OF HUMAN SERVICES ON FEDERATIONS AND AGENCIES

Staf( Person:

Title:

Return completed quostionnaire tO: Washington Action Office, 227 Massachusetts Av., NE, Washing D.C. 20002
no lator than March 51, 1982.

1. For the service areas listed below please Indicate the amount of pliblic funds Cruderal, stoat), county or municipal)
received by your Fudoration and agencies in fiscal year 1981 (October 1, 1980-Septembr 30, 1981) and the amount
anticipated for fiscal your 1982 (October j, 1981-September 30, 1982). In addition, please note the program source
or sources of the funds (o.g., Federal Title XX program, State day care funds, etc,) and the number of clients whowill be affected by program changes in your agencies.

Service
Areas

Provider
Agency

PObIlc
Program
Sources

FY 81
Funds

I Clients
Served

Antic- Antic-.
ipated ipated
FY 82 ff Clients
Funds Served

Amotint $ IP Clients
or - Affected

NA. ELDERLY
Social Services:
Adult Day Caro
Transportation
Legal Services
Other:

Nutritio7F---- . .

Congregate Meals .

Meals-On-Wheels
Other:

9. EMPLOYMENT
Public Service Jobs
Job Training
Youth Programs
Employment of tho
Elderly

L, 224



Service
Areas

Provider
Agency

Public
Progras
,Sourcee

FY $1
Funds

C
Served

Antic-
ipated
FY. SI
Funds

Antic-
ipatftl

Clients
Served

Amount 11
4. or -

CI i

Altimmird

C. CHILD WILFASA

.,

. F

Poster Care
Adoption
Child Welfare Services
Child Abuse Services
Child Day Care

D. CHILD NUTRITION

'

Day Care Feeding
Summer Feeding
School Lunch Program
School Breakfast Progran
Special Milk Program

E.

-
F.

SOCIAL SERVICES
Homemaker Services
Recreatlon Programs
Group Homes'
Other:

MENTAL HEALTH, DRUG AND , ,
ALCOHOL ABUSE
In-Patient Services
Out-Patient Services
Learning Disabilities
Program

Halfvay Houses
Spouse Abuse Programs

G. PREVENTIVE HEALTH ...

Cardiovascular Program
Screening, Program
Immunization
Educational Program

H.

,

INSTITUTIONAL HEALTH CARE

(2

Nursing Homes: Medicaid
Medicare

Hospitals: Medicaid
Medicare



Service
Arm Provider

Agency

Public
Program
Sources

FT 81,"
Funds' ,

Clients
Served

Antic-
ipated
FY 82
Funds

1r/

Antic-
ipated

I Clients
Served

Amount $ of Clients
+ or - Affected

I.

willm

EDUCATION

.,

English as a Second
Linguage (ESL)

Special Education
Education for the
Handicapped

Adult Education

'

4 J.

It....

111141

ENDOWMENTS
.

National Endowment
for the Arts

National Endowment'14,
for Humanities

K. OTHtR

.

i

'

TOTALS: ADD FIGURES IN THESE SIX COLUMNS
FOR ALL PROGRAMS rir

(3)



2 . Where public funds have been lost or reduced, how has the shortage been addressed?

Result:Program
Source of

Public hods
Provider
Agency Amount lost

1$

A.

a) Program operating at same level.
Replacement funds came from:

Federation I
United Way $
Foundation $

.. . Other $ (identify:

0) program operating at reduced level.
Reductions made by:

Fewer people served #:
. Fewer staff #.

4 Shorter hdurs #:

Higher fees for
service $

Other (identify:

c) Program eliminated.
Number of clientsAnffected:

4

1

a)

,

Program operating at same level.

S. Replacement funds came from:
..

Federation $
United way $
Foundation $

b)

Other ) (identify:
-

Program operating at reduced level..
Reductions made by:

Fewer people served #:
Fewer staff S:

Shorter hours #:

2 2 i

Nigher fees for
service $

Other (identify:

Program eliminated.
Number of clients affected:

,

-)

(:)

a



V

f. (continued)

Source of Provider
Program Public Funds Agency Amount.lost Result:

a) Program operating at same level.
Replwcement funds came from:

'Federation $
United Way $
Fnundation $
Other $ (identify:

b) Program operating at reduced level.
Reductions made by:

Fewer people served 0:
Fewer staff 0:
Shorter hours 0:
Higher fees for

servrbe
Other te (identify:.

c) Program eliminated.
Number of cLients affected:

D a) Program operating at same level.
Replacement funds came from:

Federation $
United WaY $
Foundation $

,Other (identify:

b) Program operating at reducedV.evel.
Reductions made by:

- Fewer people served 0:
Fewer staff 0:
Shorter hours 0:
'Higher fees for

service
Other

c) Program eliminated.
Number of clients effected:

2 2 cP

'(identify:

(5)



3. Whet ars your expectations in 1982 for funds from United Way?

(a) risme $ (b) aniount increased $ (c) amount decreased $

4. Have there been staff losses in your Federation or agencies due to public budget reduction.? Include in your
answer professional, pareprofessional and nupport staff. If yes, how many?

Yes (Numberi No

S. Are there any areas in which you are receiving increased public funding? If so, what program! are being supported?
From what source or sources?

Source of
Pzegram Funding Amount.

Provider
Agency Additional Iformtioh

6. Are requests for assista ce being brought to your Federation and agencies from people who previously utilized
public services or received public eeeistance (i.e,, food stamps, AFDC, medicaid)? Please de.cribe few ex
amples of cases in this category (do not use real namee, addreeses, etc.), Use the other side of thin sheet
if additional space is required,

Agency
Public Programs From

.°1111k, of People Which They Were Dropped

2 2 J

Tipe of !insistence Sought

(61



7. Does your Federation have any input into your state's procees for determining the distribution of block grant
money in social services, health, education, mental healthlowincome energy assistance or commuoity develop
ment? YES NO

If yes, what is the mechanism for participation? Check more than one if appropriate.

Direct Federation contact with Governor's office.
Established state organization in capitol with full or parttime Federation Ilepresentation.
No formal state organization, but have hired representation in the capitol.
Coordinate activities wish other Federations in the state.
Participate 'in advisory council with other private 2nd public sector mgencies.
Tealkify at state hearings.
Member of statewide coalition of voluntary organizations. .
Member of local coalition of voluntary organizations.
Other:

A, Are you'exploring new community funding sources (e.gr. corporations, foundatiop s. philanthropic funds, etc.)?
If so, have you been successful in finding new dollars? From what sources?

Source Amount Program
Provider
Agency Additional Information

9. please attach to this questionnaire any docunents or transmittals from state, county or municipal governments
describing program cuts, grant and contract reductions or other restrictions on nonfederml public social
service commitments.
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Mr. RANGEL. Thank you, Mark, for a very thoughtful and sensi-
tive statement. I am almost glad that the administration has
openly shifted the, responsibility to the charitable organizations

'and to the private sector and to the church,es to adopt the poor, be-
cause it is only in this way that I can have some degree of assur-
ances that the agencies in the private sector and the churches will
be responding.

I did not mean to imply that we only respond when we are hurt.
The question that I have been unable to understand is the politic of
not getting involved by church and religious groups. I can u-nder-
stand the charitable groups with the tax restrictions and the lobby-
ing restrictions being very, very careful as to how far they would' ,

go. I can understand kids in day care centers and old folks in nurs-
ing homes saying I hope they don't mean-me, and I wish that we
have a full economic recovery. What I do not understand is the
politics of the church and the synagogues where clearly if only by
histgry, if only by the Bible, they should understand what they
were planting is nothing new, it is not as though we made that tre-
mendous gain. It is true in the last 30, 40, 50 years that we have
moved toward being our brother's keeper, in the bestAense of the
word. But it is not as though we had completed everything.

To see programs dismantled and to hear all of the testimony now
that this group of children is being hurt, I hope they are organizing
and a coalition is being formed. I just refuse to believe that a lot of <-

people did not fully understand what was going en. I just 1do not
understand.

Mr. TALISMAN. It is difficult for all of us. I have to tell you,
though, that you and I have been around a long time. Every time a
new President comes in we are all very willing to help out a new
President.

Mr. RANGEL. That must be the answer.
Mr. TALISMAN. That is part of the problem. The other part is all

of us are optimists. The Jewish community is the most optimistic of
all. We believe in magic bullets. We want to think that when
things are packaged in such a way, as they have been done, then it
is possible to believe a whole lot of things.

After all, I am the ultimate optimist. I worked xith this commit-
tee for 15 years. That is really optimism. When you add up col-
umns of figures you expect them to add up. But, you know there is
a two-way problem, I might suggest, and I do this with tender
loving care, you understand, Mr. Chairman.

When one eliminates single parent day care as has been done it
is very interesting to study. It was never really brought out in the
hearings. It is not an interesting subjectas sexy as the MX, for
example, or other things. It is certainly not as sexy as tax cuts, be-
cause when you survey what happened in the last 3. weeks since all
programs were eliminated for single parent day care, you will find
out, I think, that a lot of the families, the breadwinners, so to
speakmen and women alikewho had their kids in healthful day
care opportunities are now back on welfare ut three times the cost
to the same Federal Government.

Now I would consider that, from an Old and New Testament
basis, as ridiculous. From an accounting standpoint, or from the
standpoint of human toll involved, when ,you eliminate CETA,
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Ahich was much maligned and in only some respects deserved it,
by such eliminating of CETA thousands are left with no alterna-tives for employment or income and they are hurt and the country
is damaged.

The person who was on CETA at Federation Employment and
Guidance Service in your district in New York City, who was goingto be a refrigeration mechanic after 10-months of training underthis program at $11.90 an hour is now back on welfare at three
times the cost. That is crazy.
- The taxpayer, if they knew the story, would ne outraged. Butthere are enough epithets covering all of this.

Mr. RANGEL. I do not know whether they would be outraged ornot if the Federal Government's game plan was to have the train-
ing and responsibility of that individual rest with the State and theprivate sector. In other words, the Federal Government is saying
that unemploymprit"is not a national problem, it is a local problem,
and if you do not like where you live, then vote with your feet.

Mr. TALISMAN. On this committee is a discussion about unem-ployment which reaches way below our continental shelf because
they are undercutting people who want to be employed. Look whathappened around the countryin Baltimore where 15 jobs wereavailable in the post office and 15,000 people showed up last week.

It is ridiculous. It is not that the American work ethic has disap-
peared. Jobs have disappeared, and you know that better than I, so_there is no sense in ranting and raving.

Mr. RANGEL. It is nice to have worked together. I warit to thank
you and thank the other members of the committee that cooperat-ed with this beginning effort.

I want to thank the staff of both the Commerce Committee aswell as Ways and Means and, most importantly, Beverly Birns,
who coordinated this entire effort. Thank you so much.

The committee stanas adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 3:30 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.]
[The following was submitted for,the recorei:]

93-065 0 - 82 ...16
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Service

31011..1/4 Canter Dd.
Alaxandria, VA 22302

APR 2 1982

Honorable Charles B. Rangel
Chairman
Subcamaittee on Oversight
Camaittee on Ways and Means
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Congressman Rangel:

This La in response to the letter of February 25 inviting the Secretary of
Agriculture co testify on the impact of the Administration'. budget proposal
on children at the March 3 joint hearing conducted by the Subcommittee on
Oversight of the Coemaittee on Ways and Means and the SObcomaittee on Health
and the Environment of the Committee on Energy and Commerce.

Although the Secretary vas uneble to appear at the joint hearing, he has
requested that-the enclosed statement concerning the Administration budget
proposals be entered in the record.

Thank you for your consideration in

j(

Acting Associate Administrator
Food and Nutrition Service

Enclosure
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STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN R. BLOCK, SECRETARY OF AGRICULTURE

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, thank you for

the opportunity to provide the following statement concerning

the Fiscal Year 1983 budget and legialative proposals for the

programs conducted by the Food and Nutrition Service of the

Department of Agriculture.
I/

The President's Program for Economic Recovery

The Administration's budget proposal underscores the Program

for Economic Recovery that President Reagan announced a year

ago. The plan is directed toward creating a solid foundation

for sustained economic growth and prosperity by limittng the

size and scope of government, strengthening the private sector

and free market economy and reducing inflation and interest rates.

This February, in his budget message to the Congress, the

President reiterated his determination and firm adherence to

the four fundamental parts of his economic recovery plan:

(1) a substantial reduction in the growth of Federal expendi-

tures; (2) a significant reduction in Federal taxes; (3) prudent

relief of Federal regulatory burdens; and (4) a monetary policy

on the part of the independent Federal Reserve System th.at is

consistent with these policies.

2 3
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During 1981, the Administration worked with the Congress to take

major steps toward implementing this program:

- Co'ngress passed the Economic Recovery Tax Act,

the largest tax cut in history for businesses and

individuals.

- In the Omnibus Iludget Reconciliation Act, Congress

reformed entitlement and other programs, saving $130

billion .over the 1982-1984 period.

During the past months, we have worked to carry out the provisions

of the Ofilnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981. This legislation-

among other initiatives refined eligibility standards to more

specifically target food 'assistance benefits to the needy while

generally holding constant the assistance 44,en to those who
A

are needy.

Child Nutrition Programs

During the past decade, the Federal Child Nutrition Programs have

grown dramatically. They are often described as fragmented, over-

lapping, and administratively complex. Today, there are at

least 37 different.Federal reimbursement schemes within ten

major programs, serving more than 26 million children. The

programs typify the concerns raised recently in a report by the

Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations (ACIR),. ACIR

concludes that State and local governments have become increasingly

23,3
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4dependent on the Federal Government. This dependence has

curtailed vital administrative discretion at the State and

local level, because of an excess of specific Federal programmatic

and procedu4a1 requirements.

The Administration's Fiscal Year 1983 Child'Nutrition proposals

are the beginning of new federalism designed to reestabliah

the balance of decisionmaking in our tripartite system of gover-

nance. First, and nf central importance, the proposal recognizes

the importance of maintaining school lunch meal support ai an

appropriate Federal role. Access to home meals is often inconveni-

ent and impo sible. Our proposal would maintain the school lunch

program, the rgest Child Nutrition Program at $2.7 billion, with

no reduction in Federal support.

The changes in last year's Reconciliation Act rather 'than

undermining the integrity of the school lunch program strengthened

the program's priority by redirecting available resources in

the aasistance of the neediest. The slight decrease in free

and reduced pricelunches being experienced is a direct result

of our efforts to begin verifying reported income rather than

from a decrease in support for the program. While the decrease

in paid lunches is the result of the price increased designed

23 G
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to target the program on the neediest.. These changes with

favorable fiscal constraint have reemphasized the program need

and value.

Conversely, in the categorical'school breakfast, and summer

feeding programs we feel that access to home meals service is

not impossible. Therefore our second proposal would consolidate

a number of &mall categorical programs. The school breakfast

and child care and summer feeding programs would be eliminate,d

with the establishment of a General Nutrition As'sistance Grant.

In those circumstanc'es where access to home meals is inconvenient

for certain children, the State can design programs to meet

that need through the use of block grant funds. States could

use the grant funds to finance such child care feeding program

as they see fit.

Our proposals will refocus child nutrition assistance by eliminating

overlap and duplication with their attendant artificial con-

straints to center assistance upon the most needy themselves.

Several current federally funded nutrition programs focus on

the means of providing assistance, i.e., Child Care Feeding

Program, Special Milk, food programs in the territories. Avail-

able resources can be more effective if we focus the use in

reaching the neediest. This can best be accomplished by the

States who are in best position to determine those needs.

2 3 /
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The Supplemental Food Programs for Women, Infants and Children

(WIC) is similarly delegated to the States through its combi-

nation trith the Maternal and Child Health Services block grant.

Funding for this grant will be $1.0 billron. The determination of

how to appropriately target health and nutrition services for

low-income pregnant mothers and their infants yill be the respon-

sibility of the various States and their haltt clinics and

qualified health personnel.

These proposals will substantially reduce the overhead burden

at both the Federal and State levels. This will be accomplished

by the elimination of required administration of complicatdd

Federal regulations covering current categorical programs.

Also significant is the reduced need for State Administrative

Expense funds resulting from the elimination of categorical

programs.

Proposed Legislation

The Administration's proposed legislation is based on several

related considerations. These include ieducing program overlap,

focusing resources on those most in need, and promoting

efficient and effective program operations. A total of $3.2

billion will be needed for the child nutrition programs in

Fiscal Year 1983. These amounts reflect $368.0 million

in cost reductions below the current services level as a result

of the following proposals:
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1. Eliminate the Department of Defense overseas schools

from participation in the programs. We believe that

it is feasible and appropriate for the Department of

Defense to assume full responsibility for child nutri

tion in its overseas schools.

2. Transfer of funding for all food assista:Ice program

operations in Guam, the Commonwealth of the Northern

Marianas, American Samoa and the Virgin Islands to a

block grant that will give the territories braad

,flexibility to fashion food assistance programs that

serve the special needs of their residents. Current

mainland programs do not meet the special regional

and nutritional needs of territories. The territorial

block grant gives local discretion to tailor the

nutrition programs to the administrative structure and

dietary habits of the local population.

3. End the Summer Feeding Program. The shortterm nature

of the Summer Feeding Program makes it inherently

vulnerable to poor management and abuse. With the

availability of other Federal nutrition assistance

programs (such as food stamps, which was not a national

program when the mummer program began), the Summer

Feeding Program is no longer necessary. In

recent years, the summer programs have been concentrated

in a few large, urban States where repeated abuses

23j
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have been cited by GAO and the USDA Inspector General.
0

4. Terminate the Special Milk Program beginning with the

1982-1983 school year. Every President since John

Kennedy has proposed major reduction or elimination of

the Special Milk Program. At present, nearly 94%

of the 1.6 million students receiviv special milk

subsidies are non-needy. These students are receiving

a subsidy of 9 cents per half-Tint of milk during the

1981-1982 school year regardless of their fanikly

income. The program's original goal, to promote

fluid milk consumption in schools, has been superseded

by the subsidies for milk consumed in tither Federal

meal programs in which over $700 million in milk

will be served this year. The $24 million now 'anti-

cipated to be spent on special milk in 1982 will have

a negligible effect on milk consumption iW tTnited

States.

5. Lower State Administrative Expenses (SAE) to reflect

the institution of the grant for General Nutrition

Assistance and the elimination of the Special Milk

Program.

6. Establish a General Nutrition Assistance Grant in

place of the categorical funding for the School Breakfast

24o
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and Child Care Food Programs. We believe that funding individual

meal subsidies for School Breakfast and. Child Care Food Programs is

an inappropriate Federal role, and we believe that the Federal impo

sition of nutrition,program design and administration is inappropriate.

Under the grant concept proposed by the Administration, States maY

allocate nutrition funds to schools and other institutions according

to State and local priorities. They could design and implement child

nutrition programa that best serve the needs of their populations;

they could set their own priorities and allocate their resources to

meet these priorities. More than 40 pages of program regulations and

requirements would be eliminated.

7. Eliminate nutrition edu ti n activities under the NET program atd)

the Federal level, and leave this activity to State and local dis

cretion. Federal funding has served as a catalyst, and the States

should be in a position to assume this responsibility, if they so

desire. Since 1978 when the Nutrition Education 'and Training Program

was established, large sums of funds have been allocated to this

program. States have now designed and developed curricula and other

teaching aids that may be used to continue the program with a minimum

expenditure of their own financial resources.

8. Establish a single flock grant for services to Women,

Infants, and Children. The Special Supplemental Program for,

Women, Infants, and Children (WIC), the Commoility Supple

mental Feeding Program (CSFP) and the Maternal and

Child Health Program at HHS each serve the same

2 4 j_
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target population -- low income pregnant, postpartum

and breastfeeding women, infants and children. The

programs share the same goals to foster growth and

development, prevent health problems and improve the

status of the health of their participants. The

0 Fiscal year 1983 budget proposes to fold the fundi.ng

for these programs into a 81 billion grant to States

for services to women, 'infants, amd children to be

administered by the Department of Health and Human
V

Services.

Women and their children oaly get a food supplement

currently from the WIC Program. Evidence is available,

however, that food supplements are most effective when

provided in combination with health services.

The new consolidated grant would allow the States the

flexibility to determine the mixture ohealth care

and supplemental food that would bes the needs

of their population. It would enable the States to

plan and coordinate their own maternal and child health

serv ce programs, establish their own priorities and

cise effective control over the resources provided

so that local expenses would be reduced.

9. Provide authority to the Secretary to allocate the funds

among the States in a manner that best serves the needs
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of the program, if the appropriation is insufficient

to fund all the meals served in the program at the

reimburseinent rates established by the National School

Lunch Act or the Child Nutrition Act.

The changes represented in this budget reflect several primary

objectives which we believe are necessary to. the future well-
,'

being of the Nation. First, the effectiveness of State and

local governments will be enhanced by giving them gre..ater control

over services as veil as control over the resources needed to

pay for them. Second, the reforiof entitlement programs to

correspond with basic indicators of need and cost will be

advanced. Greater latitude given to the States will create

opportunities for the reducjion of inequities, the elimination,

of overlapping and excessive benefits, the retargeting of

resources to those most in need, and the creation of incentives

and requirements to promote more efficient program administra-

tion. Third, the reduction of inappropriate discretionary

e. spending will-le achieved, contributing to.a firmer and more

judicious control ovet Federal expenditures. We believe that

these objectives are immensely importarit, and it is in this

positive context that the 1983 proposals should be considered.

2 4
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DEPARTMENTOF HEALTH R HUMANSERVICES Office' of tpe

AP

APR dd?

The Honorable Charles B. Rangel
Chairman, Subcommittee on Oversight
Committee on Ways and Means
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

WealNnvon. 0 C 20201

On behalf of the Secretary, I am transmitting the
enclosed statements for the record of the March 3 hearing
on the impact of the Administration's program on children.

As you know; we were unable to participate in this
hearing. However, the Department does administer several
key programs which serve disadvantaged children; we therefore
share your interest in assuring that the effectiveness of
these programs is maintained and that limited resources are
targeted appropriately.

Sincerely,

mas R. Donne , Jr.
Assistant Secretary

for Legislation
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

STATEMENT OE CAROLYNE K. DAvth, PH. D., ADMINISTRATOR, HEALTH CARE FINANCING
ADMINISTRATION

I am pleased to have the opportunity to describe the Health Care Financing

Administration's responsibilities to provide health services to children.

As a prelude to this specific discussion, I,would like to highlight for you

sure startling figures on health care expenditures in general. These

figures will indicate the magnitude of this courp's camitment to

financing health care services, including benefits provided to children.

Total health caretapenditures in the United States are now well over $200

billion per year and are approaching almost 10 percent of the GNP. The

largest portion of these costs goes for hospital services, with 1980

expenditures of $99.6 billion. This reflected a 16 percent increase over

the previous,year's hospital costs and accounted for 40 'percent of national

health expenditures. Physicians' services accounted for the second largest

portion yf health care costs with 1980 expenditures reaching $46.6 billion

dollars for almost 19 percent of all national health expenditures. Public

funds - mostly redicare and Medicaid - paid for over on&-guarter of spending

for physicians services.

Since enactment of the Medicare and Medicaid programs in 1965, total health

care expenditures in the U.S. have increased at least 400 percent. The

Federal share of that total has increased from $6 billion in 1965 to a

projected $64 billion in 1982.

The funding situation with respect to the Medicaid program is sobering. In

1967, the first full year of implen"entation, =tined State and Federal

costs totaled $1.9 billion. By 1982, the Federal share of Medicaid benefits

will soar to nearly $18.3 billion under current law with an aaditional $15.5

billion in contributions from the States.

The hedicaid program was enacted in 1965 to protect certain groups of 1r'.

incare people; primarly those already receiving cash assistance. This

generally includes members of families with dependent children and the aged,

blind and disabled. Ntdicaid is an assistance plogiam paid for by Federal,
a

State and local taxes, with the Federal gOvernnent contributing fram 50

percent to 78 percent of the medical care costs in each State for needy alla

2 4 Z.)
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low.-incare people. Since Medicaid is operated as a Federal-Sta'te

partnership, States may design.their own programs, within Federal

guidelines. Because of this, Medicaid eligibility and the scope of benefits

aVailable vary from State to State. In 1980, Medicaid paid medical bills

for almCst 22 millnolpeople who were aged, blind, disabled, or members of

families with defendant dhildren.

RNAge Medicaid eligibility derives automatimlly from receipt of AFDC

payments, childralaxe primary beneficiaries of this program. In FY 1979,

depeldent children under 21 represented the largest Medicaid recipient

cgrouposlightly less than half of all Medicaid receipients. Approximately,

85 percent of these children were in families also receiving Or eligible to

receive cash assistance payments (the "categorically mak"), while About 15

percent were covered as radically needythat is, families who have enough

incare to pay for their basic living expenses but not enough to pay for

their medical care.

Children covered through Medicaid must receive a basic package of services

including inpatient hospital, outpatient hospital., physician, Laboratory,

x-ray, and those of rural health clinics. The Early and Periodic Screening

Diagnosis and Treatment (EPSDT) services also must be provided to children.

States may also cover a variety of optional services such as prescription

drugs, eyeglagses, dental care, and rehabilitative services.

In 1979, approximately 10 million children received Medicaid services at a

cost of $3.2 billion. Children used 30 percent of Medicaid expenditures for

physicians' services, 28 percent for outpatient hospital services and 21

percent for inpatient hospital services.

Since the EPSDT program is designed to improve the health status of poor

children, I would like to focus on it further. EPSDT is generally provided

to all fadicaid eligible children. States are required to explain the

benefits of preventive EPSDT services to; the families of Medicaid children.

EPSDT services include a package of screening and treatment servicet,
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referral of eligible recipients to title V (Maternal and Child Health)

programs and services, and transportation and scheduling assistance to and

from providers if requested. In addition to those services covered by a

State for all Medicaid recipients, children must receive treatment services

for dental, vision and hearing problems identified through an EPSDT

examination. States may set some limits on the program by determining

payment levelslor physician services, det'dmnining the method for payment,

and determining the eligibility and scope of service criteria for the

medically needy. In 1980,.about 2 million children received screening

through EPSDT at a cost of $51.7 million. Treatment costs for prdblems

identified through these screens were about $200 million.

\\

In conclusion, I would like to note some ways in which the Medicaid program

has improved the health care of children. Since enactment of Medicaid, we

have seen rapid growth in the utilization of health care, particularly among

groups previously facing the greatestalbarriers to access, such as children.

The percentage of poor persons with no physician visits during a two year

period has declined from 28 percent in 1964 to 14 percent in 1978. The

number of physician visits per year made by poor persons has increased from

4 in 1964 to 6 in 1978. We are confident that children are benefiting from

these increased visits.

And, turning specifically to children, between 1965 and 1979, infant

mortality declined 47 percent from 24.7 to 13 deaths per 1000 live births.

Also, the death rate for children ages 1-4 went down from 154 per 100,000 in

1965 to 99 per 100,000 in 1978. And finally, in 1979, approximately 60

percent of children ages 1-4 had been vaccinated against measles, rubella,

DTP, polio and mumps.
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WO believe that the Medicaid program has
certainly improved the ability of

poor children to receive needed care. Meldicaid pays for the health care of
one out of e children and provides a broad range of services through a
diversE of public and private providers. Children are now targeted for
cir4ensive , preventive services that decrease the likelihood of crippling

disea4 and chronic il ss. Medicaid now provides poor children with more
care dJr care than ever before available, and in doing so has

enhanced the opportunity for these children to become healt.IT contributing
members of society.
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STATEMENT OF JOHN KELSO, ACTING ADMINISTRATOR, HEALTH SERV-
ICES ADMINISTRATION, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

I ara pleased to have this oppoikunity to provide an update

on the recently enacted Maternal and Child Health (MCH)

Block Grant and to describe the changes the Administration

is proposing for FY 1983.

#1Ihe Maternal and Child Health Block Grant, enacted in 1981

as part of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act, (P.L. 97-35),

combines the following former categorical grant programs:

o Maternal and Child Health grants to States

o Maternal and Child Health Research and Training

o SSI Disabled Children's Program

o Genetic Diseases

o Hemophilia

o Sudden Infant Death Syndrume

o Lead-based Paint

o Adolescent Health

The major purposes of this block grant program are to enable

each State:

(1) To assure mothers and children (44particular those

with low incomes or limited availability of health services)

access to quality health services;

2 4 j
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(2) To reduce infant mortality and the incidence of

preventable diseases and crippling conditions among

children;

(3) To increase the number of children appropriately

immunized against disease and the number of low income

children receiving health assessments and follow-up

diagnostic and treatment services, and otherwise to

provide for the health of mother and children;

(4) To provide rehabilitative services to blind and

dis'abled children eligible for SST; and

(5) To provide crippled children's services.

We are pleased that 53 States and jurisdictions have already

taken over the administration of the Maternal and Child Health

Block Grant, and that all States will be administering this

block grant by end of Fiscal Year 1982. States have sub-

mitted their r orts of intended expenditures, e securing

whatever pro essional and technical assi.stance they need, and,

in general, have their programs well under way
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The Administration will soon submit legislation to broaden

the recently established Maternal and Child Health Block

Grant to expand maternal and child health nutrition services

to include food assistance for women, infants and children.

.
This broadened program win thus include a fal range ot

health services for women and children. The broadening

of the block grant will also assure the coordination of

nutrition services with other health services for pregnant

or lactating women and their young children. The combination

of services provided under this block grant will be more

effective in improving health status than any one component

only. A Research Triangle Institute evaluation of the

Women, Infants and Children (WIC) program, prepared for the

U.S. Department of Agriculture, reports that "A recurring

scene in studies reviewed was the necessity of merging the

three program elements -- supplemental food, nutrition

education, and adjunctive health care in order to obtain

optimal eT\feCts from any one of them." Under the new block

grant the States will be able to determine the most apptopriate

mix of such health and health-related services and to target

resources more effectively to meet the needs of their population.

2 5
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This proposal is logical and necessary for several reasons,

and here are some of them:

o Nutrition services (NS) have always been a part of

State health programs. . In most of the States,

nutrition services for women, infants and children

are organizationally located in the State health

ncy, and Sta e health directors have general

responsibility r NS as one aspect of a lived NCH

undertaking.

o State materna/ and child health officials have had

significant involvement in the development of NS.

Prom the earliest beginnings of such services,

State NCH staffs have exercised considerable

leadership and assumed most of the responSibility

in their development. Poi- example, many MCH directors

took the lead in their States, identifying areas of

need, recruiting other agencies to participate in
NS, developing community support systems, establishing

program criteria, and obtaining additional resources.

In other words, State health officials have, over the

years, tried to integrate NS into their health programs.
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o The same health care personnel provide both NCH and

NS services in the States. Physicians, nurses,

nutritionists, health aides and related personnel

certify eligibility for participation in W/C as a

regular part of the services they provide under

maternal and child health programs. Por example,

the'public health nurse in the prenatal clinic,

supported by Title V/MCH Block Grant funds,

performs a complete health assessment and determines

the mother's eligibility for WIC and other services.

The nurse also instructs the beneficiaries in the

principles of good nutrition as well as other

aspects of prenatal education.

a Nutrition services as an Important part of both the

NCH program and WIC. Nutrition services have always

been a key element of maternal and child health

programs and historically were first developed under

such programs.; It makes good administrative sense

to avoid needless duplication and overlap by merging

the similar services provided by WIC in a new broader

ktaternal and Chiid7fig1th Block.Grant. --

MCH funds are used now by State and local health agencies

to.employ public health nutritionists. These workers

provide nutrition consultation to health professionals,

dietary counsel td mothers and their families, continuing
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education in maternal and child nutrition, and community

nutrition education efforts.

In the 1980 Report to the President by the National Advisory

Council on Maternal, Infant and Fetal Nutrition, it was

pointed out in Report Recommendation II that duplication of

services and problems in jurisdictional coordination diluted

the effectiveness of WIC as a categoiical program.

The report clearly recognized WIC and the Commodity

Supplemental Food Program as 'adjunct(s) to health care.°

The report recommended greaterties between W/C and other

State health programs due to the logical relationship

between them.

It is also worth noting that this report highlights some ,

of the regulatory and cumbersome administrative burdens

which have hindered WIC's effectiveness. The conclusion

was that allowing greater innovation, responsiveness

flexibility among State program administrators would be

of great benefit in making WIC dollars go farther.
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STATEMENT OF DORCAS R. HARDY, ASSISTANT SECRETARY, OFFICE OF
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND

HUMAN SERVICES

Mr. Chairman, and Members of the Committee, I appreciate the

opportunity to provide you with testimony on the impact Of the

Administration's Fiscal Year 1983 budget proposals on programs

for children. I would like to give a brief overview of those

proposals, and the context in which they were made.

The°budget we have presented for Fiscal Year 1983 builds upon

the new course we began last year: it is based on helping those

most in need through a new partnership with the States. Our

proposed budget also emphasizes efforts to attack waste, fraud

and abuse, improve.financial management, and to simplify and

streamline regulations.

Overall, the 1983 budget for Health and Human Services will

total $274.2 billion, an increase of $20 billion or4percent

over 1982. Our share of the Federal: budget increased to 36

Percent, still more than all 50 States combined and more than

the budget of any nation on earth except the United States and

the Soviet Union and $56 billion more than the Defense budget.

One year ago, the cruel reality of inflation and the harm it

was inflicting prompted the American people to demand that

their government adopt spending reforms. Today, it is even

more imperative that we use discipline in Federal spending. By

stemming the rate of growth in HHS programs, we are helping to

reduce inflation. The key to achieving the President's goal is

2 5
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arresting.the rate of growth in the Federal government and

bringing Federal spending under control. We sincerely believes

that the best social service we can deliver is a healthy

economy.

I would now like to give a brief overview of ttte Office of

Human bevelopment Services programs affecting children, and the

Fiscal Year 1983 budget proposed for each.

Head Start

The Hsad Start program provides comprehensive development

services designed to improve the quality of life for children

and their families. Intended primarily for preschoolers from

low income families, the program seeks to foster the

development of childreviand to enable t,hem to deal more

effectively with both their present environment and,later

responsibilities in school and community life.

Mr. Chairman, I want to emphasize that this Administration

strongly supports the Head Start program. It is, in my view,

one of the more important and effective service programs

a inistered by the Federal government.

Since its inception in 1965, Head Start has provided physic'al,

dental and'mental health, educational, nutritiOnal and social

services to over 8 million children and their faMilies

r)
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throughout the United States and its Territories. These

services'in combination with substantial parental inIplvement

are designed to enable each child to develop and function at

his or her highest potential. At least 10% of enr011ment

opportunities in each State are made available to handicapped

children. Approximately 20% of the nation's three to five year

old children living in poverty are served.

Head Start services are provided through a nation-wide network

of 1260 grantees, serving approximately 2,000 communities. The

program employs approximately 73,200 persons,in these

communities, 25% of whom are parents of current or former Head

Start children. Head Start provides a variety of learning

experiences that lay the framework for Success in elementary

school. The Head Start program also emphasizes significant

involvement of parents in their children's development.

Technical assistance and training activities are provided to

local program staff to enhance the quality and effectiveness of

the services offered. Head Start also conducts research and

demonstration activities, such as developing and testing

methods of delivery of family-oriented child development

services using linkages with other community resources.

In Fiscal Year 1982, supported by a budget level of

t911,700,000, some 377,300 children, including more than 37,700

handicapped children, are expected to participate in Head

25i
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Start. The 1983 budget level of $912,000,000 will provide

direct comprehensive child development services to the same

number of preschool children and their families, while

maintaining current levels of services.

Child Abuse and Neglect Prevention and Treatment

The Child 'Abuse and Neglect program, authorized by the Child

Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act, is carried out by the

National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect in HPS's

Administration for Children, Youth and Families. In Fiscal

Year 1983, this program will consist of two...principal parts:

the State grants program and the discretionary program.

The proposed Fiscal Year 1983 budget request for the State

Grants program provides for a funding level of $4,620,000. We

believe that the States have made significant improvements in

their child protective service systems since the beginning of

the Federal Child Abuse and Neglect program in 1974.

State-developed and administered programs have included

state-wide hotlines for reporting child abuse and neglect

cases, pilot programs using volunteers and paraprofessional

parent aides to work with families with abuse and neglect

problems, programs to expand the use of peer support 'groups and

development of central register management information systems.

2 5 d
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The discretionary projects portion of the Child Abuse and

Neglect program has been included in the budget request as part

of a proposed consolidation of social services research,

demonstration and speOal project programs.

would l,ike to point out, however, that this consolidated

discretidnary program wiL include a focus on items of priority

to child abuse and neglect, as well as projects which address

service managemeht and delivery issues common to child abuse

programs and other social services programs.

Among the significant activities considered for assistance in

this area would be continued support for a national information

clearinghouse to collect, analyze and disseminate information

on innovative programs to prevent and treat child abuse and

neglect. Additional projects might include other revearch and

demonstration activities in .the areas of child sexual abuse,

adolescent maltreatment, and child protection in residential

institutions. The common theme for these projects would be the

,development of replicable, cost-efficient approaches which hold

promise of reducing the incidence of child abuse and neglect in

this country.

Adoption Opportunities

The Adoption Opportunities Program is authorized by Title II of

the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act amendments of

2 5 J
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1978. It is carried out by the Children's Bureau in the

Administration for Children, Youth and Families in EMS. This

is a program of discretionary projects, rather than servicee

funding. Projects funded by this program hlive included

programs which focus on solving the plight of special needs

children who are awaiting adoptive familiest programs which

highlight ways to meet the adoptive needs of minority,

handicapped and older children and youth with specilA needs;

and other projects assisting in the identification and'

dissemination of informatten, education and training materials

on adoption.

-As with the child abuse discretionary program, funde for this

area of special need have been included in the budget proposal

as part of the proposed consolidated discretionary social

services program. Alain, projects with a special focus on

adoption opportunities will be funded in addition to

cross-cutting projects which can produce results significant

for adoption programs as well as other social services

programs. Among projects to be included would be the national

adoption information exchange system.

The Administration is deeply concerned about the plight of

children with special needs who are in need of loving adoptive

families. we are committed to helping the States meet the

needs.of these children, many of whom are from minority races
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and cultures, mentally, physically or emotionally handicapped,

or over the age of ten years or in sibling groups. We believe

there are many efforts already underway by individuals,

agencies and organizations in both the public and private

sector. We will emphasize the use of resources to better

facilitate these collaborative efforts on the State and local

levels, to provide seed money tO help successful efforts be

replicated, and to encourage the exchange of information and

technology among States.

Runaway and Homeless Youth Program

The purpose of the Runaway and Homeless Youth Program is to

provide support to local and State governments, non-profit

agencies, and coordinated networks of these agencies to develop

or strengthen community-based facilities to deal with the needs

of runaway and homeless youth and their families.

The Fiscal Year 1983 budget request of t6.6 mililbp for State

Grants will allow for the continued support of community-based

centers which provide temporary shelter, counseling and

aftercare services. The services provided by these centers are

designed to address the immediate needs of youth while they are

away from home and to provide individual and family counselyig

and other assistance required to resolve intrafamily problems

and to strengthen family relationships. Additionally, both

directly and through linkages with other social services

2
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agencies, the centers provide other services such as Medical,

mental health, education, legal, and employment services geared

to the needs of the individual clients garyed.

Funds for the support of runaway and homeless youth centers are
AK

allocated on the basis of the youth population under age 18 in

each State as compared with the total youth population of all

States. This allocation is mandated by the statute. Grants

are awarded on the basis of competitive review of applications

within each State. The centers are diversified as to

geographic location and size.

There are an estimSted 733,000 youth who either run away or are

pushed out of their homes every year. A major thrust of the

program is the reunification of runaway or homeless youth with

their families or their placement in appropriate alternative

living situations. About 25 percent of all youth served by the

facilities funded by this program are homeless and cannot be

reunited with their families.

The discretionary funds for the Runaway and Homeless Youth

Programs are also included in the budget request for the

consolidated discretionary social services fund. Among the

activities to be supported in the area of runaway youth out of

this fund is the national toll-free communication system

("hotline") which pr,ovides a neutral channel of communication

26
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between runaway or homeless youth and their families and refers

the youths and their families to agencies within their

community for needed services or assistance at the time of

their initial contact. A distinct component of the national

toll-free communication system is the Agency Information

Service which it maintained to facilitate communication among

the 8,000 youth and/or family service agencies for referral

services on both a crisis and aftercare basis. The toll-free

system will serve over 200,000 runaway and homeless youth in

crisis and their families during Fiscal Year 1983.

Developmental Disabilities

The Developmental Disabilities Program provides support to

enable States to improve and coordinate the provision of

services to persons with developmental disabilfties through the

use of Federal, State, local and private resources and to

provide for a systrii-of protection and advocacy of individual

rights of developmentally disabled persons.

1

Under the definition/of developmental disabilities contained in .

k1/4,

the law, there are about 3.9 million people in the United

States who are developmentally disabled (approximately 35-40%

of the developmentally disabled population are children). Each

disabled person has different abilities, interests, values, and

needs. The program recognizes that the potential of disabled
r."

persons can be developed by providing varying combinations of
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services throughout their lifetimes. Emphasis is on

collaborative work among many types of human services in the

private sector and at each level of government. The'program

relies on a wide range of services which could only be made

available by tapping many agencies, as well as special kinds of

help often obtained from non-profit groups and business firms.

The Developmental Disabilities law provides for the commingling

of funds with those of other programs -- integrating the

efforts of both specialized and generic services. Small sums

of money are multiplied through use of ongoing service

systems. This multiplying effect has involved a long-range

_process of forming a coalition of consumers, State legislators,

State agencies, local governments, providers, and the general

public to provide and coordinate the services needed by the

developmentally disabled population.

The budget request for Basic State Grants Protection of

Rights and Advocacy Grants for Fiscal 1 r 3 is

$31,977,000. These funds are requested to continue activities

of administration, plannin4, coordinating, and service

activities for the developmental disabilities state program

operations and to provide States with the capacity to continue

their efforts toward necessary program linkages and gap-filling

endeavors. The portion for Protection of Rights and Advocacy

grants (S7.3 million) is to continue the activity which
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provides a mechanism for protection of individual rights of

persons with developmental disabilities and to assure that they

obtain quality services needed for maxim,um development.

The discretionary funds for developmental disabilities related

projects (including Special Projects and University Affiliated

Facilities) are included in the budget request for the

consolidated discretionary social services fund. As in the

program areas previously mentioned, projects under this fund

would include activities focusing on special issues for the

developmentally disabled, as well as cross-cutting issues. The

developmental disabilities program, with its special emphasis

on linking services systems and related support for clients

with multiple needs, lends itself particularly well to closer

coordinatigia with related social services projects.

Among the types of projects which could be supported would be

special projects which, as in the past, would focus on

improving the quality and quantity of services required to meet

the special needs of the developmentally disabled.

Demonstration projects have focused on improving services by

implementing standards, on increasing consumer and vOlunteer

involvement, and on supporting programs for special groups

4including the aged, rural, and minority groups. The University

Affiliated Facilities program has provided funds to support the

administration of these facilities which have trained over

2 6
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!IS 750,000 individuals since 1978. under the consolidated

discretionary fund, we will continue the most productive

special projects and University Affiliated Facility projects.

Social Services and Child Welfare

This fiscal year 1963 budget for social services activities

under the new social Services Block Grant continues the effort

begun in fiscal year 1982 to increase State flexibility in the

programming and administration of program resources and to

simplify Federal administrative and oversight

responsibilities, The Social Services Block Grant under Title

XX of the Social Security Act, enacted as part of the Omnibus

Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981, was implemented in fisca'l

year 1982. This block grant program was designed to provide

States with greatly increased flexibility in determining

priorities among the needs of their population and in

allocating resources among those priorities. Interim final

regulations for this and the other six MS block grants were

published on October 1, 1981.

A level of t1,974,126,000 is requested for the Social Services

Block Grant tO continue support for a variety of social

services at the State level. The amount requested represents

approximately 82 percent of the amouniiNtates received in

fiscal year 1982. Services which a State may choose to provide

may include, but are not limited to: child and adult day care

26.3
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services4 Notective services, foster care, transportation,"

family planning, training, information and referral,

counseling, delivery of meals, and health support. In

addition, a State may use a portion of its allocation to '

support work incentive programs, including related chAd care

and supportive services.

Since we are less than halfway through fiscal year 1982, the

Department does not yet have available specific data on use of

the social services block grant funds by the States. We hope

to have preliminary data later this spring. However, we expect

that in fiscal year 1983, as in fiscal year 1982, the States

will be in a position to use the greater latitude in use of

these funds to develop more cost efficient and effective social

services delivery systems.

As part of this same effort to increase State flexibility in

management of social services programs, we are proposing this

year the consolidation of the major Federal children's services

authorities under Title IV of the Social Security Act: Child

Welfare Services and Training, Foster Care.and, Adoption

Assistance.' The proposed authorizing legislation for this

block grant is now being developed: The,proposal is not yet

final, but we believe we have ci-afted a program which reduces

the Federal burden on the States, while at the same time

retains the essential protections for children in foster care

2 6 /
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and for those receiving child welfare services that are

embodied in the Adoption 'and Child Welfare Act of ,

1980.

A level of t380,120,000 is requested for the new Child Welfare

Block Grant authority. The amount requested represents 82

percent of the comparable fiscal year 1982 level for the

activities proposed for consolidation in this appropriation.

This request is based on the assumption that Congress will

enact the required enabling legislation prior to the enactment

of fiscal year 1983 appropriations.

. We believe that theoverall effect of these changes in the

social services programs will be to allow States to maximize

resources and administer programs within their jurisdictions to

best respond to circumstances and priorities within their

states.

11"..

Conclusion

In conclusion, Mr.Chairman, I want to reemphasize that all of

the budget proposals for these programs that I have outlined

for you are an integral part of the President's program for

economic recovery. Each of these programs responds to a

particular special need, but their helpfulness is limited

unless the overall economy can be brought under control. To do

that, we must stem the rate of growth in Federal spending, and

work with State and local governments and private organizations

to use the resources available for social services programs in

the most effective manner possible.

2 6
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STATEMENT OF LINDA S. MCMAHON, ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONER FOR
FAMILY ASSISTANCE, SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION, DEPART-
MENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

Mr. Chairman, and Members of the Committee, I appreciate

the opportunity to provide you with testimony on the impact

of the Administration's Fiscal Year 1983 budget proposals on

programs for children.

I would like to address the changes which were made

in the Aid to Families with Dependent Children program. Since

most of the recipients of AFDC benefits are children, it is

inevitable that they are affected by the legislative changes

enacted last year, and additional proposed changes this year.

However, this Administration believes that is in-the best

interest of every AFDC child to establish AFDC as a well-run

safety,net program which moves individuals and families

from welfare dependency to employability and self-support.

Last year's changes in AFDC and the Administration's

proposals for this year accomplish this in two ways. First,

our AFDC proposals continue the progress made last year towards

strengthening AFDC work requirements. At the same time, the

Administration is proposing funding for job-tra4ng

opportunities targeted to AFDC recipients and unemployed, disad-

vantaged youth. These proposals will improve the employability

of the adults who are responsible for,AFDC children.

2
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Second, we are targeting benefits to those whose need for

assistance is the greatest. In the absence of these changes,

many States would have been forced to reduce benefits to their entire

assistance population. For example, until last year there was

a permanent and substantial disregard of eatned income with

no limit on the amount of gross income a family could receive

and Still receive AFDC benefits. Families were receiving

assistance while having levels_of income well above the State

standard of need. This year, we propose to end the ptactice

whereby families can selectively exclude members frbm the

unit in ordeir"to maximilabenefits and to require,States to

recognize the contribution of individuals who share a household

with an AFDC family. We believe that if a family has income

adequate to meet the family's basic needs, judged by reference

to the Stateset income standard, then it is not our role to

supplement that family's income.

The majority of Arpc children were not affected by last

year's changes. These are the neediest children -- children

whose families have no other sources of income and children

whose responsible relative is physically or mentally unable to

provide adequate support. Evidence we have received thus far

indicates the' amit, by removing filies with other sourc 'of

income from the welfare rolls, States have been able, in this

time of severe budgetary contraints at all levels of government

to increase benefits to the children whose need is the greatest.

2 7
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STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN PHYSICAL THERAPY ASSOCIATION

The American Physical Therapy ASsociation welcothes the opportunity to c'ornment A
on the.expected impact of the President's FY '83 Budget proposal'on children. Our

statement specifically addresses the Maternal And Child Heal,th (MCH) program.

The MCH Block Grant program provides general health services to pregnant women,

infants, children and adolescents, and specialized health services to handicapped

youngsters. The mothers and children served by these programs would not otherwise

have access to needed health care because of their limited financial resources

or the lack of medical specialists and other health care professionals in the areas

in which they live.

A program of physical therapy screening and treatment is essential in the overall

habilitation and rehabilitation children with multiple handicaps. The Maternal and

Child Health Program supports the following agencies which provide dir'ect multidisciplinary

services, including physical therapy, to handicapped children and their families:

State Health Department programs

providing "Crippled Childrens Services"

Child Development Centers

Univeciity Affiliated Programs*

Pediatric Pulmonary Care Centers*

. Children also benefit indirectly from various discretionary programs involving

training and research.*

These, among other programs, are included in an appropriation "set aside" which

is discretionary and totals 15% of the MCH Block Grant.
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Large proposed funding reductions for the MCH Block Grant program in FY 1983

sfollow clos ly on the heels of drastic cuts in the 1-982 budget. In 1982 state
4i.formula ants were reduced by 24% and the federal set aside decreased by 44%.

It is now proposed that an additional $281 million be sliced from the 1983 budget.

It should be noted that the Title V Crippled Children's program was relatively

underfunded for a number of years. Since funding increases over the past ten

years have not kept up with inflation, the program has already actually stiffered

a 27% cut. Programs designed to provide services for handicapped children, moreover,

have been particulary hard hit by these cuts in the MCH Program:

Physical Therapists who work in the above-mentioned settings have repeatedly

informed us of the debilitating effects which the preSent cuts have already had

on the children served by these programs. Inclusion of the Womens, Infants and

Children (WIC) program into a new Services for Women, Infants and Children

block grant, without the addition of adequate funding, will only serve to further .

erode the effectiveness of all the programs involved.

Crippled Services Programs (Title V)

These programs receive both federal and state money. Cuts in the programs

have resulted in many children being underserved due primarily to eliminations

of staff positions. One director of a physical therapy program in Delaware reported

that in recent years different funding sources have "dired up," resulting in a 50%

staff reduction. At the same time, the number of children served, most of whom

are multiply handicapped, has remained constant. In this particular instance,

six full-time and one part-time physical therapists are serving 300 children, an

excessively high child-to-therapik ratio. Another physical therapist in Tennessee

reported that cuts in the programs have resulted in the elimination of provision

93-065 0 - 62 - 18 2 7
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of wheelchairs. Further, these cuts, coupled with various Medicaid cuts, have

forced the closing of a Crippled Childrens Hospital in Memphis.

A PT from Massachusetts, in addition to echoing the remarks of others about

staff reductions has reported that her state has lowered the maximum age limit

and tightened financial eligibility criteria, thus reducing the numbers of children

served.

Crippled Childrens Centers provide a unique "package" of multidisciplinary

services. Handicapped children need such coordinated and centralized programs

which they cannot receive through the offices of primary care physicians, who

are frequently unable to provide the case management services which thtse children

require. If these centers were not available, many children probably would have

to be institutionalized, a process which frequently results in care of poorer quality

being provided at higher cost.

University 'Affiliated Facilities (UAF's)

Physical therapy is one of the most frequent treatment services provided

through UAF's. Services of all types are furnished to 67,000 handicapped children

per year by practitioners and students of physical therapy and other disciplines.

The MCH funding supports training of UAF personnel and students who serve

handicapped children. UAF's receive funding for administrative portions of their

budget through the Developmental Disabilities Program administered by OHDS/ADD.

Existing cuts in MCH funding have affected UAF's by resulting in drastic reductions

in faculty and practitioner positions as well as traineeships to students. Thus,

the population served by the UAF's evaluation and treatment services, community

consultation, and professional training and research dissemination is greatly reduced.

Furthermore, it should also be noted that the office of Human Development

Services has reported that the Administration on Developmental Disabilities

has recently proposed to eliminate funding for many UAFs by 1983.

7
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Pediatric Pulmonary Centers

There are eleven of these centers throughout the country. Special diagno;tic

and treatment services are provided by physical therapists to newborns who suffer

respiratory problems caused by: pneumonia, asthma, cystic fibrosis, immunologic

disorders affecting the lungs, and pulmonary problems resulting from neuromuscular/skeletal

disorders. As with other programs mentioned above, cutbacks in staff positions

and reductions in training support have been proposed. These further cuts, in

a program which in 1982 was slashed by 42%, if approved by the Congress, would

be devastating.

We trust that this information, from the perspective of physical therapists,

will be useful in your deliberations on the nature and funding of these programs.

We urge you to ensure that these programs receive adequate funding and to resist

the proposal to add additional programs to the Maternal and Child Health block

grant.

2 7 4
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STATEMENT OF THE COMMUNITY SERVICE SOCIETY OF NEW YORK

The Community Service Society of New York (CSS) is pkeased to submi't

testimony to the Committee concerning the human impact of the Reagan kimiels-

tration's budget cuts iA prOgrama affecting childrenand youths in New'Yyrk

State. For more than century, CSS has been one of Nev York city ,. major

agencies, dedicated to aiding successive generations of the urban_poor.social

During this time, ve have pioneered programa vhich have since received national

recognition and adoption. Today those of us who deal with the problema of

the poor are facing poVerty Ln a nev intractable guise and are being asked to

combat it vhile major nrograma at the federal level vhich have proven essential

in this struggle over the last several decades are being systematically
1-

destroyed.

Since January, 1981, CSS has been careftlly monitoring the impact of the

massive euthenics proposed by President Reagan and adopted by Congress. We

have circulated these analyses to hundreds of community organizations, busi-

nesses and churdh groups in'the metropolitan area. At the same time, we have

had to confront the daily effects of the federal cutbacks as ve deal.vith the

victims in several of our service programs and seek to assist iMpe'riled com-

munity based organizationtvith technical assistance. The material vhich ye

present today is.based therefore on intensive research as yell as firsthand .

field experience.

The children of Nev York City and Nev York State, like other children in

states across the nation, have peen primary victims of Reaganomies. This

could not be otherwise, because the vast majority of entitleTent and categorical

programa vere designed tO help families in need. To start, let's examine a

fev of the major entitlement programa.

In Nev York State, and the rest,of the nation,as vell, at least tvo-thirds

2 "zo
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of the beneficiaries of the Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC)

program are children under the age of 18. (Recently compiled figures show

that 36% of thete children are tIder the age of six, while another 1491 are

betveen the ages or six and 114.) In New York City alone, as a result of the

FY '82 cutbacks, 11,600 individuals were dropped from the program and an

additional 32,000 had their already meager benefits reduced., If the

President's budget propo'sals for FY '83'are enacted, these numbers will in-

crease by a minimum of 50%. Statewide, well over 100,000 people, mostly

children, vill be affected.

And despite*the decreasing availability of essential day care services,

single mothers, even those with children as young as three years old, will

be forced to look for work under President Reagan's proposals. Those who

fail to find it (the number should be large in the midst of one of the worst

recessions in the nation's history) will be forced to particip e in "workfare".

They will be assigned to a specific site to perform vork at Ainimum wage -

with no benefits, no vacation days, no credit toward Social*Security or pension

in short, a new form bf indentured servitude. (A soon to be released study by

CSS on child care and the'vorking poor will show that 20% of working mothers

left their children unattended while the temainder weresforced to spend $35-$140

a week for child care in the private market.)

In the Food Stamp and Medicaid programs, 50% of those served are children.

In New York City, 17,210 persons have been dropped from the Food Stamp program

completely, while 98,000 more have had their benefits reduced. (Approximately

1+,200 persons lost both their AFDC and Food Stamp benefits.) For FY '83, the

Administration proposes another 20% cut, or an overall one-third cut in the

program in only tvo years.

2 7 ,
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Medicaid cuts have not yet had any significant impact on children in Nev

York State. But the nev round of cuts proposed for next fiscal year could alter

this radically. For the first time, Medicaid patients vould be required to pay

part of their outpatient and inpatient costs. Most of these additional ex-

penses would have to come from velfare bu4ets already stretched to the break-

ing point. The reality is that poor families vill postpone routine and pre-

ventive medical visits, and care will only be sought in emergencies. In the

6

long run such care iS the most expensive, often necessitating costly hospi-

talization when outpatient treatment might have been sufficient.

:Even entitlement programs vhich seem remote from the lives of children

often have little knovn components vhich directly affect their vell -being. For

instance, Supplemental Security Income (BSI), vhich is generally perceived as

involving only the elderly and handicapped populations, actually provides

benefits in:New 'York State to 25,000 blind and disabled children. Projected

SSI cuts of $300 million, especially rounding to the lover dollar figure, yin

further impoverish these children. These cuts have been concentrated in 16%

of the total federal budget for incOme security programs.

HEALTH.ANO NUTRITION

When ve leave the area of entitlements and move on to the former cate-

gorical grant programs, ve find an even more disheartening picture. Let's take

maternal and child health care for instance.

In FY '82 a number of crucial health programs vere combined in the.Maternal

and Child Health Block Grant and overall funding was reduced by 18%. In FY '83,

the Pr sident proposes abolishing the Special Supplemental Food Program for

Women, Infants and Children (WIC) as a separate program and incorporating in

the MCH block grant vith a. 35% spending reduction. 'If New York State sustaini

the cut, 63,000 women and children vill lose services.

a
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The assault on these programs offers a devastating but illuminating

example of exactly where the priorities of the Reagan Administration lie. In

1982, $2 million was cut from funding for children! immunizations. At the

same time, however, the military was provided $1.4 million to provide immuniza-

tions and other veterinary servicea fpr the pets of military personnel.

Additional millions are spent each year on the free transportation of military

pets when pernonnel are transferred from base to base. If the veterinary

benefits for military,personnel vere eliminated, according to the Children's

Defenae Fund, 35,000 low income children could be genunized instead.

The same situation exists in child nutrition programs. Last year,

President Reagan forced the elimination of the morning juice and crackers\

suppleMent in day care servicea for the children of working mothers across the

country. Yet the Reagan budget proposala last year and this continue to pro-

vide subsidies for five separate dining rooms in the Pentagon where senior

officers and highly paid cievilian officials eat at the taxpayer's expense.

If these dining rooms were run on a self-sustaining banin, enough money could

be saved to provide mid-morning Juice to 3.7 million low-income children in

Head Start and day care centers.

This year the President proposes abolishing the special summer feeding

and milk programs for schools too poor to provid, foohl services. He vguld

eliminate the School Breakfast Program and the Child Cate Food Program, com-

bining.them in a 11,prilock grant with funds reduced from $735 million to

$488 million.

EDUCATION

PresidentReagan's proposalsforfunding reductions in the area of education

would devastate the lives of low income children. Under the FY '83 draft

budget, the Title I program, which provides remedial education for 200,000

J
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children in Nev York City alone, vould be reduced by 20% next year and 37% in

1983-84. Bi-lingual education vould be cut 20% next year and 40% in 1983.

In 1975, Congress adopted the Education for all Handicapped Children Act,

a landmark piece of legislation vhich amounts to a Bill of Rights for these

children and compels states and localities to meet their special needs. While

federal funding has never been adequate, it provided a crucial qart in a long

neglected area of human rights. Now President Reagan seeks to repeal the

legislation entirely, cut spending by 28% and incorporate related programs in

tvo block grants. In Nev York City, 38,00 children are aided by theae funds;

man}, are still op vaiting lists for service.

Federal funding for vocational education would be cut 22% next year end

receive additional cuts as part of a block grant in future years under the

President's Proposal. This would severely limit current plans in New York City

and New York State to expand and update teaching methods and equipment in an

attempt to make these programs more responsive to the real needs of business

and industry.

While no cuts have been requested in funding for Head Start next year,

the Follow-Through Program. vhich assisted Head Start children in the early
-

grades and made sure they did liat slip behind, is scheduled for elimination

in President Reagan's budget.

) SOCIAL SERVICES

Title XX, the major funding source for public day care services for\
children in Nev York State, suffered a 19% cut last year. In New York City,

tax levy funds are being used to make up for that cut. But an additional 18%

cut in Tit'le XX sought by the President May make that effort impossible to

sustain. The City's Human Resources Administrator warned recently that

27 j
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46 day care centers providing care for 8,500 children might have to close if

the President's budget is enacted as proposed.

The Administration has proposed a new Child Welfare Block Grant for next

year combining several critical programa for children at particular risk in

areas such as child welfare services, foster care and adoption assistance.

These programa focus on preventive services, attempting to void much more ex-

pensive alternatives. We at CSS have fought hard for reforms in ihese areas

at all levels of government for many years. We see the 23% funding reduction

proposed by the President as nothing short of a catastrophe for families in

trouble.' Families are having their incomes cutsavagely, while support services

disappear. Ironically, Juat as reforms are moving forward with the real poten-

tial to save significant amounts of funds while aiding families and improving

childrens lives, the Federal cutbacks would sabotage these efforts. For

instance, preventive services to a troubled family cost $2,500 annually, while

it costs $7,000 to $16,000 for each child who must be placed in fostr care.

Similarly, juet as we are beginning to recognize the scope of our problema

with runaway and,homeless youth, President Reagan cut the federal program for

these youngsters by 45% this year and proposes an additional cut from $10.5

million to $6.6 million in next year's budget. But New York City alone has

20,000 homeless youth On its streets, and eve major city im the nation reports

this aa a growing problem.

EMPLOYMENT

Youth employment and training is another area which is eriencing

destructive and self-defeating spending cuts. Last year, 80% f the fundi

for the Youth Employment Demonstration Projects Act (YEDPA) 1.110 ie,aE, the

Young Adult Conservation Corps lens bolished and the Summer Youth Employment

program vas reduced by 20%.
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If the trend inherent in President Reagan's economic program ie allowed

to continue, then millions of children in New York State and tens of millions

across America face the stark reality of a bleak present and an even bleaker

future. This is why Community Service Society, an association of volunteers

and professionals working together to improve the condition of the poor, urges

Congress to reject the many destructive myths which have helped to launch this

assault on the poor.

Waste and fraud, to the extent that it actually exists in social programs

and entitlements, need not be eliminated at the expense of children who are the

vast majority of these programs beneficivies. CSS has always been in the fore-

front of those who support effective management and reorganization of these

programs to make sure that every dollar spent achieves the optimal benefits

possible. We stand ready to provide assistance to those who sincerely seek to

improve these programs.

Unfortunately, the cutbacks we are accomplishing will only produce need-

le's suffering and in the long term cost us mugh more as a society because we

failed to make the improvements in health, education, social services and

employment for which these programs provide the foundation. Untrained minds,

damaged psyches and unhealthy bodies are not the building blOcks of a sound

future, but they are the inescapable outcome of the current policies advocated

by this Administration. We urge this Congress to restore the American tradition

of social decency,and equal opportunity to the cructal_decisions which must

be made about reshaping our economy.

3j/31/82
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1214 South Gramercy Place
Los Angeles, Callfornia 90019
March 30, 1982

John J. Salmon, Chief Counsel
Committee on Ways and Means
U. S. House of RepresentativeS
1102 Longworth Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Chief Counsel and Committee Members:

This and the attached letter are submitted to you as testimony on the impact
of federal budget cuts on America's children. My husband and I wrote the
attached letter to express our outrage at the awarding of humanitarian medal
to President Reagan by the National Conference of Christians and,Jews. In it
we outlined a few of the aignificant ways this administrationatas hurt our nation's
children, and the indications that block grants to states will insure further
diminished services to children. This administration has already---snd in
recommendations for the future, is continuing to---physically and emotionally
deprive and damage children to an extent unparalleled in the history of this
country. It is nothing less than federal child abuse.

Here in Los Angeles County, the impact is already so severe that the thought
of further cuts is blood chilling. Deaths from parental child abuse are
definitely up. Children over the age of eight are on their own---simply not
being taken into the out-of-home care system if their parent(s) are beating,
burning or breaking them. To be taken into the aystem in Los Angeles County,
right now, signs of physical abuse (bruises, cuts, burns, broken bones) must
be apparent. Even for children under the age of eight, their having been
starved, kept in filthy surroundings, kept locked away from contact with other
people, not clothed adequately---or otherwise neglected---are not grounds for
their removal from neglecting parents and placement in out-of-home care, while
help and services could be given to the parents. These factors may not show
up in statistics yet, but they are collected from reliable sources within the
county Department of Public Social Services. Case loads here have doubled since January.

The cutbacks imposed by this administration are Jo rapid and so severe that
the agencies and departments effected by them are unable to respond appropriately.
Instead, they arp being forced to shut off services to certain children, drawing
ever shrinking lines around the groups of'children they can. serve. Workers are
being asked to serve larger numbers of children than is humanly possible. The
entire field of Child Welfare will suffer as the stress of impossible expectations,
and frustration of seeing children die because their parents could not be givn
the psychological help they needed,and anger at watching children grew up in
out-of-home care instead of having their parents rights terminated by the courts
and being placed in adopave homes, cause th edicated, caring professionals
to leave the field to preserve their sanity.
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Adoption is the most cost effective aspect of Child Welfare. Each time a
child is adopted, instead of growing up in, foster care or institutional care,
thousands of tax payers dollars are saved. Even a special needs child adopted
with the aid of a subsidy given to his/her new family, saves money. A worker
is no longer assigned to the child's case, so administrative and personnel
costs are eliminated, and additionally, subsidies are rarely equal to the
foster care payment for the same child.

This administration, by recommending the block granting of the Child Welfare
and Adoption Assistance Act of 1980, PL 96-272, is rendering it impotent, even
in the most financially affluent states. The provisions of this act should
be used as models for the improvement of human services in this country. It

is designed to require efficient use of funds, to demand improvement of services
where they are lacking and to concentrate efforts on the areas that will make

difference for children. It offers states financial rewards for compliance
with its improved service requirements over a feasible time frame, and at the
same time contains stiff penalties, termination of federal funding, for non-
compliance. It is an Act which deserves the opportunity to demonstrate its
logical, cost-effective plan in action.

Children are suffering today in this nation because of the cuts made
already in programs such as Child Nutrition, Aid to Families with
Dependent Children, Title I, physical and mental health programs.
Funding for these programs must be increased, not reduced.

The Child Welfare and Adoption Assistance Act df 1980 must not be
placed in a block grant, and deserves full funding so that its
provisions may be fully implemented.

Sincerely,

74.
Katherine Miller
Adoptive parent

President, Open Door Society of Los Angales
Member, California Children's Lobby
Secretary, California Association cf Adoption

Agencies, Southern itegion
Member, California Foster Care Network
Member, North American Council on Adoptable

Children
'gember, Southern Christian Leadership Council
Member, National Black Child Development

Institute
Legislative Chairperson, California Adoption

Advocacy Network

2 S
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1214 South Gramercy Place
Los Angeles, Cilifornia 90019

March 24, 1982

David Hyatt
National Conference of Christians and Jews
43 West 57th Street
New York, New York 10019

Dear Sir:

Your organization has just demonstrated the hypocrisy that has led us to choose
to raise our family in the absence of any commitment to organize igion.

Instead of giving Mr. Reagan an award for "courageous leaderip in governmental,
civic and humanitarian affairs," your organization ought to be leading the
efforta to publicly chastise the man for depriving the children of the United
Statea of decent health care, adequate food and shelter and quality education.

Do you honestly believe chat he demonstrated "courageous leadership" when he:

Cut $ 3 million from the childhood immunization program for 1982, and
proposed a further $ 2 million cut for 1983---needlessly endangering the
lives of children with diseases we haVe controlled for years. *

Did not cut the $ 1.4 million the Defense Department spends for
shots and other veterinary services for pets of the military, plus
the added millions of public dollars that pay for the transportation
of pets for military personnel. /

Eliminated the Child Nutrition Equipment Assistance program of $ 15 million
that helped child care centers and schools in low-income areas buy
equipment to serve hot meals to eligible children, and reduced the total
children's nutritional program (school lunches and breakfasts, child care
food and others) by 44.3 % since coming to office---drastically reducing
major source 6f balanced meals for millions of our children.

Allowed the Army's plan to give sway new industrial machines co
defense contractors for a $ 58 million cost in moving and installation
expenses alone, instead of encouraging these huge'corporstions to
purchase what they need to meet their contracts on the opeL market.

The granting of a "blank check" to this country's milicery-indusgrial complex
is leading to unmonitored, unexamined abuses of public funds that make the
fraud which has occurred in the welfare, food stamps and Medicaid programs
look minuscule in comparison. The Reagan administration is literally "throwing
the baby out with the bath water," as it eliminates social programs and robs
our future generations.

2 8
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Reagan never mentions that 707. of the "welfare cheaters" he is cutting off
as he "prunes non-essiNtMal programs" are children. He said, "Like F. D. R.

may I say I am not trying to destroy what in best in our system of humane,
free government." How dare this man compare himself to the architect of the
social programs he is destroying?

* He did not say that he is denying most of the half a million children
trapped in our out-of-home-care system the opportunity to have a family
of their own when he recommends repealing of PL 96-272, the Child
Welfare and Adoption Assistance Act of 1980.

He didn't mention that he is forcing many alreadydiourdened parents of
handicapped children to pay for schooling to meet their children's
jpneeds for special education by having cut funding for the education of
the'handicapPed by 29.67. since taking office, and by asking for a 19%
further cut in 1983.

* He did not say thac since taking office, he has cut Child Abuse State
Grants by 37.87.---programs that protect helpless children from parents
who take their anger out on them; bruise, bloody and batter them; and
often kill them. The Bolution has been left, apparently, up to Nancy
Reagan, who is going around the country join'ing child 'abuse councils
io that they will feel better about being rendered impotent and de-funded
by her husband.

He didn't mention that even te most successful federal program for
children, Head Start, will suffer when inflationary factors are taken
into consideration---not forgetting the 517. cut he has made in
Compensatory Education funding, or $6017.1 million cut from all education.

Can anyone cons-tdr these programs non-essential? For this, you offer an award?

Expecting volunteers, private enterprise, and stateld local governments to
leap up, shouting, "I'll do it'"---clamoring to pi:k up the social responsibilities
dropped by the federal government---is Like expecting to fund yphr child's
college education out of donations from the tooth fairy. Alred67 struggling
to make ends meet, state and locL governments stand to lose more than
8 27 billion as a result of the reductions in federal taxes from fiscal year
1981 to 1986. They will be forced to stop linking their own tax qructure to
federal tnx amounts and to increase the burden on tax payers through higher
state and 1,3cal taxes.

* When the 535,000 jobs which were to be funded by CETA Public Service
Employment were eliminated by Reagan, only one third of those unemployed
found jobs immediately, and one year later, another third were still
out of work. So much for private industry's commitment to picking up
the gauntlet, even in their area of expertise, providing jobs. How much
sorrier will their performance be in child welfure?

* Merely threatening to repeal the Education for All Handicapped
Children Act stimulated 13 states to begin to'repeal or substancially
weaken their own state special education laws. The states cannot be
relied upon to protect children by replacing the lost federal funds,

or by maintaining even present standards of qualify of service.
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The President has not looked at the hands outstretched in Watts, in East
Los Angeles, in Appalachia or in Harlem, or he couldn't have stated,
"Government can't properly substitute for the helping hand of neighbor to
neighbor." In these low income areas there are a few helping hands from
one to another, but the resources, pewer, job capabilities and transportation
do not exist. The adults are asking for enough of a boost up, so that they
can make it on their own. The children are wishing they had more to eat;
wondering whether the clean houses they've seen in pictures and on television
exist; wishing they weren't so bored in school, that they could learn something;
and wishing that their care-taker (mom, dad, aunt or foster parent) cared more about
them. They'won't understand when they must continue to wear outgrown, holey
clothes because their mom has had to quit her job and go on welfare full-time
because changes in AFDC will cause her to lose more benefits than she would gain
from her job. What good is a mere "helping hand" in the face of such purposeful,
syscematic degradation?

How could we dream of leading the world to peaceful co-existence in the years
to come, when we are public/y acknowledging the man responsible for federal
abuse of our children, our nation's future, in a positive way,rather than by
critfcism? It will cost the tax payers of the future billions of dollars to
pay for the damage caused by this administrationin increased institutional
sand jail costs and in larger numbers dependent on welfare and jobless because
they lacked adequate education and training.

OUTRAGE is the only word to describe the awarding of the Charles Evans
Hughes medal to the master destroyer of social serviceschildren's
services in particularPresident Reagan. Even admitting a mistake
will not be enough. THE AWARD MUST BE RESCINDED BY THE NATIONAL
CONFERENCE OF CHRISTIANS AND JEWS IMMEDIATELY.

Sincerely,

7A-Zgt.
Katherine Miller

.Dr..David G. Miller

cc:

New York Times
Los Angeles Times
Children's Defense Fund
North American Council on Adoptable Children
California Children's Lobby
President Reagan
David StocOnan
dulcs Sandford, attorney

* All statistics can be verified in our resource:
A Children's Defens Buduet: An Analysis of the President's Bodnet and
Chlidren, 1982, ChilaTen's Detense Fund

s 6
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STATEMENT OF THE CHILD ADVOCACY WORKING GROUP, NATIONAL
COUNCIL OF CHURCHES

The Child Advocacy Working Group of the National,Council of Churches is pleased that
you have given us the opportuniLy to address the urgent needs of children and their
familiOes in the face of devastating budget cuts, both realized and projected, in
progloams affecting our children.

The Child Advocacy Working Group with its focus on society's obligation to the "child
in our midst" is made up of representatives from ten major national denominations
(Protestant and Orthodox), and the agencies within those communions, which share a
common commitment to identify and change the social conditions which harm children and
their families.

As child advocates, we know that a healthy economy is important to family stability and
the well-being of the poor in our gociety. Our deep concern, however, is that this
Administration's budget is asking the poorest and most vulnerable - our children -
to sacrifice unfairly. At the same time deep and painful cuts are made in current
programs - which provide daily bread, basic health care, day care for the working
poor, special care for the handicapped child, and the protection of children from
cruel ,Abuse and neglect - the most affluent khdividuals and institutions receive tax
benefits and loopholes and our defense expenditures have increased (for fiscal year
1982) by $32 billion.

In 1953 Dwight David Eisenhower warned:

"Every gun that is made, every warship launcheg every rockee fired
signifies. . .a theft from those who hunger and are not fed, thoset
who are cold and are not clothed."
"This world in arms is not spending money alone. . .It is spending
the sweat of its laborers, genius of its scientists, the HOPES OF
ITS CHILDREN."

The Fiscal year 1982 budget blatantly illustrates this theft where money was taken from
needy children while military expenditures, even non-essential ones related to national
defense, went untouched. For example:

President Reagan proposed an additional $3 million cut in the
childhood immunization program for FY 1982 which would eliminate
immunizations for 75,000 children at risk. In FY 1983 he plans
to cut $2 million more. The Defense Department4spends $1.4 million
on shots and other veterinary sErvices for the pets of military
personnel. Additional milliOns are spent on the transportation of
military pets when personnel are transferred. If the veterinary
benefits for military pets were eliminated, 35,000 low income

4_
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children could be immunized instead.

For FY 1981 and FY 1982, President Reagan rescinded and proposed
cutting a total of $23.9 million from the Preschool Incentive Grants ,

for handicapped children which serves more than a quarter of a million
handicapped 3 to 6 year olds. In FY 1983 he is proposing to
effectively eliminate the program through block grant and further cuts.
These children are given.early instruction in learning and communication
skills so that they will be able to benefit from later schooling. The
General Accounting Office has estimatsed that almost half of all messages
sent over Defense Department teletype machines are routine, non-priority
messages better sent by mail at a savings which would total $20 milliona year. The excess teletype machines could be donated to programs for
deaf children, thus further increasing savings.

it is our urgent request that not another dime be taken away from programs for the
poor, homeless and handicapped children and their families. *Rather, we urge the
maintenance of those current programs for children which are demonstrably cost-
effective and successful and which are designed to meet basic survival needs and
ensure opportunities for the most vulnerable children in our society.

In the past year, President Reagan's
promise to get people working to decrease

dependency and insure basic well-being for Americans has resulted in the followingdismal statistics:

* *There are one and one-half million more Americans out of workloday than
a year ago.

"Three and one-half million more Americans have.fallen below the
poverty level in the last year. .0ne million are children.

* *Tens of thousands more people have gone on welfare and food stamps
as a result of Reagan jobs, child care cuts, and work disincentives.

*Many AFDC mothers with jobs will quit and gp on welfare full-time
because of AFDC changes which will cause them to lose more benefits
than they would gain from a job. This includes Medicaid for their
children.

'800,000 children of working mothers are expected to be cut off AFDC
as a result of FY 1982 cuts.'

The sad fact is that when programs and supports are taken away from the most vulner-
able, there is a ripple effect. Child care programs, for example, serving mixed
populations lose subsidy for the working poor, experience a ceiling on AFDC child
care, lose staff paid through CETA and are forced to close their doors. Middle
clast working families, therefore, lose their child care support. The numbers oflatch-key children increases. Welfare departments report increases in child abuseand neglect calls. The quality of life in the entire community is,damaged. Most
affected, of course, are those children living in poor, working or whoseparents are in school and'training, trying

to get the skillp to b;,eak the cycle of
welfare dependency.

The 14esident has urged the voluntary sector, such as the churches, to fill in'the
service gaps left by these budget cuts. 'We, as Orthodox and Protestant churches onthe Child Advocacy Working Group, welcome this opportunity to go to the limits to

93-065 0 - 82 - 19
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Pi.ovide theae services. .Tbere is no way, however, ven with the highest ethica1
comitment and motivation that the churches can substitute for the government in

providing basic aubsidiee.and services to those of Our citizenS-Who can not exist A

without Um's. We know this situation best, betause we eepreaent t. those churches

aeroas the nation.

Thank you for your attention and concern. The Child Advocacy Working Group ldoks

forward to further opportunity to ahare these concerns and will watch with great

interest,your efforta to speak to these budget,iasuea which so critically effect

"the least of these", our children.
4`11
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STATEMENT Or STATEWIDE YOUTH ADVOCACY

Statewide Youth Advocacy is pleaied to submit testimony on the impact of
err

the Administration's propoed budget cuts tn children and wishes to express

our Opreciacion to the chairmen of the two committees for holding hearings

on such an important subject. Statewide Youth Advocacy, Inc. is a.11 independent,

non-profit organization engaged in research, analysis, initiation of reform

efforts, and litigation affecting child'ren in 'the public education, juvenile

justice, and child welfare systems of New York State.

As an organization concerned with eneuring quality public,services to

children,and adolescents, especially poor and or minority children we are

dismayed at the callous indifference to whether or %not America's children, all

of them, hove access to food, health care, educati6n, and, when they need it,

responsive remedial Services, and at the disproportionately severe budget

cuts America's pOor, worktng and non-working families are being asked to

sustain. We are also troublbd at the new stresses these cuts will put qn the

parents of the children for whom services are being eliminated. Consider, for

example the anguish expressed by one New York mother of a pre-school child who

said:

"I was terminated by the center because I had a debt

1

to them that I could not pay.v I could not afford the $191

week United Way fee. We were forced to send my daughter .

to live with relatives for three weeks while I found

someone to watch her.

"When we loat day care we also'lost the transportation

fo speech therapy the center provided. My daughter has been

BEST COPY AIIMIABLE.
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so overwhelmed that her sPeech has:badly regressed and she

ie littittering again, I know her therapist would feel very

bed If she knew.

"4t central Intake they told me to find the money to

pay the daycare center. Let the rent and utilities go,
04

they said. They said I should learn io milk the ystem a

survive, and that I ight as well get used to being poor,

becanse.I,was always going toNbe poor.

"Why should I'be forced to make these choices? But I

am more upset about what's happening to my child. She is

made to carry burdens that are not hers. Stie had a sure,

eafe day-to-day existence and now she doesn't ilave

--A Mothei in New York State

But above all, we are :stonished at the absence of seAous analysis of both

the long and short term fiscal costs of the Reagan proposals to virtually dismantle

the existing federal commitment to children and families. Indeed, our own analysis

suggests the realiti of the Reagan proposals is a far cry from their rhetoric that

purports to favor cost effective rather than inflationary strategies.

In our view:

-It is cost'ineffective snd cruel to children 4.:2eny

them preventive health care by requiring poor parents to

pay non-existent dollars for health care visits -- as the

new Medicaid proposals do. The result will be higher

cost emergency care for more children.

-It i$ cost ineffective to eliminate incentives for services
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to prevent-the foeter care pacement 'of a child, when such
.

a placement Often costs-muc more than prevention services.

A Yet this is t. the Reagan proposal to block grant the

.4r

Adoption Asiatande aOd Child Welfare Act of 1980 will do.

-It is cost, ineffective to deny pregnant skomen food

supplements fer lenial only increases the risk that the

babies will be underweight and likely to require high cosy

,intensive care initially, and other specialiled services

throughoueChildhoOd. Yet this is what the proposal to

merge the WIC (Women.Infdent and Children PrograM) with

the Maternal and Child Health Block Grant will do.

-It id cost ineffective and uejuet to permit no more than a

three percent error te in welfare progrims and yet accept

cost overruns of up to 206 percent in military prOgrams.

-It is coat ineffective and cruel to deny federal dollars

to children for immunizations, and continue to subsidize

the immunizations of pets of military personnel. Yet the

administration has proposed a $3-milliOn cut in cunding

for children's immunizations in FY 82 (affecting about

75.000 ch$1dren) and 'Another two million cut for FY 83.

But $1.4 for the program for immunizations for pets of

military personnel is untouched.

,It is cost ineffective and cruel to poor families to

force the children out of day care and the mothers back

. cni KV All_KBLE
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into welfare, yet, th.s is at the combined impact of

AFDC cuts and loss of 'sod services dollars will do.

Because of our grave Cencern abo what the Adminiitration's proposals

would mean specifically for New York'. children, SYA has prepared an analysis,

deiwing on the best data now available within the state, about the potential

impact of the Reagan proposals on New York State's children. We have attached

that analysis to our testimony. Here me note only that with regard to basic .

family support services. under tNeyroposed Administration's budget. New York

could lose between $147-213 milllon.in AFDC benefits. Since AFDC ii primarily

a children's4rogram, with close to 70 percent of the beneficiaries children.

the consequences to New York State's children will be signifigant, particularly

children of the working poor, who ironically stand to lose the 'most from the

Reagan proposals. Similarly, proposed cuts in food stamps and Medicaid would

impact much the same population. The impact of Medicaid changes, for example,

in New York State would probably'mean that with required payments for every

visit, many,parenis will krego cost effective preventiveJand routine care

and bring children for healttocarp only in emergencies. -

Equally devastating to New York's children are the Reagan proposals to

dismantle the carefully crafted beginning framework of legislation that seeks

to ensure children receive appropriate basic and remedial education and other .

services. For example and these are only examples,

-Overall, in New York State, the State Education Department

estimates that in academic year'82-83 under the Reagan

educational proposal, 89,000 children will be denied

remedial services sod 1,800 jobs terminated. 19,0t0

handicapped children in.state programs will be afrected,

2 9j



along with 4,500 handicapped children in Total school districts.

Another 14.00,0 neglected and delinquent youth in state programs

will liave reduced educatidnal opportunities. SiMilar reductions

in services for 1983-84 are anticipated, with a loss'of 915 jobs

for teacher: and close to 1,100 jobs for poraprofeasionils.

,
-Un.der the Administration's prOpoaals:

-The:Women'', Infants and Ghildren's Supplemental Food Program

would be eliminated. In FT 82, the Presidentirroposed 30

perceA cut in,-,this program, but Congress rejected hia

demands. Thus, basically, there was little lois of funding,
r

although even that loss meant 200,000 persons lost benefits.

nitionIlly. The WIC program now providespod io over twO

million people (pregnant women, infanta, and children)

nationally, and.to 190,0001n New York state. It has been

a particularly vatiable program. '.Under the S agan proposal,

it is to be merged with the Maternal and-thil Health 151cOck'

'

Grant, which overall is slated for 36 percen cut from .

its 1981 funding. levels. If the program is block granted,
A

New York is expected to lose $21-mialion in food supplements

to children and pregnan2 women. If these cuts are enacted,
.-

63,000 persons will lose services.

-In New York State, if the child welfare block grant is enacted,

it will mean a substantial.loss of both foster care dollars an&

targeted felleral dollars for preventive services to strengthen

New York's own landmark Child Welfare Reform'Act. 81,

r

s'\
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New York received $173-million dollars for foster care alone;

in FY i2. they es6.mate recAving $123-million; and in FY 83,

$102-million. Yet, the likelihood is that more ChlAdren will

be at risk pt neglect, abuse, or removal from home because of

stressekon pooF families.

-In New York State any furtheeCuts in the Social Slivices

Block Grant prost (formerly Title XX) would have devastating

consequences on the availabilty of day care serVices.

Additional cuts on top of those already implemented'would be

likely again to be particularly harmful to children of the

working:poor and children at risk of.abuse. In New York State,

it is estimated that about 46 percent of the Social Services '

)

funds have been uaed for day carerfor poor working women. In

FY 82, New YOrk State suffered a $60-million loss in Title XX

funds. All over the state, counties have been reducing day,
e' 4,

care --especially tor children of working parents. In FY 83.

the Administration has proetied another 18 percent cut and is

requiring states,.to pay for day care formerly funded under the

open-ended AFDC program. The consequences to New YDrk State's

children will be grave.

We therefore urge this Committee, first to'do everything in its power to

see that there are no more cuts in funds for childreh's services. Second, it is

vital that there be no further changes in the existing legi mslatre fraework

without a serious analysis of the strengths and limits of the current framework

-N
and without careful assessment of the expected impact of the proposed

consolidations, mergers and elimination of special targeted funds.

-, (
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There is no,eore important federarreeponsIbillty than Its responsibility

to children. The Reagan Administration's eavalier'dtsalasal of gbis

reepOnsibility violates a vary fundamental comeitment to the future strength

P
of the country.

, Attachment TT
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MAT TUX MGM AIMIXISTRAT2011

moron nip autism 1
As Ana/yeis ef Proposed FT $3 Sedget and Other Changes

TM Law Adaleistratien has asked chilarea and peer families to bear a

dispreportimats Mate of cuts in federal expendituree.2 It is mithan Jest nor

Me te ask the piworeet and seef vulnerable to Mar the brunt ef federal setbacks:

ln New Pork the stem budget has tried te come:mats in sem pregram for
the first mod ef cute, but it is ualikely that the stets will be ahla te mh

up fer my sore federal reductleas . as mattes haw vital the affected program sad

we:vices are. &Mew, we *retie those &Ministration prepesele wtdah sea di-

rectly affect childres. and discuss the impact them would ham en Nor York State.

M:4

TM program fall Lao two esteserLes: the first provides basic supports to

poor fwellim. the emend Laclede. those fedpral program tailored specifically

to met the Lel need. of childrea sad moth.3

1. LS preparing this alert, STA has drawn heavily On the budget malyels of the

Childreles Defame Fund. See, Children's Defame Fend 0. Claldres'e Defense Bud -

.get: An Aae1ys/4 of the President's Millet and C113dree (healilegton, DC; Childrea:s

Defame Fund. 1E12) as wall es material developed 1y SIMS (Statewide ftergency
Iletwert for Social sad temmic Security) &ad decussate and data free hew Perk State.

2. this, for instance. Ls the timidity; of a erwa-to-M-released study by the Cen-

gressimal Budget Off1e. which re)ort. that !sallies with incense ander $10.000
will less $240, feailiee alumina $10-20,000 will gala $120 . and fmilLes with in-

cases over.$80.000 will gain 215.130 through tax Immaks. R. Peers, "Sdadyef
Padget PIM. Poor Cot Fewest Itenefite," hew Perk Time, February 27, 1142.

3. Otte& chase prosram were developed ae direct ieselt of clear Mete fallua

te reamed to childrea's mods. Tkla ivemecially true ef P.L. 24-242. the Edu-
cation Mr All handicapped Childrea Act, which was matted Is the face ef (MOT-
whe1l1.14 evidence that up telialfef Mahan:Um:pm& children La this esstry
was bolas excluded fres cholla:m:1s, and ef P.L. 14-172 which vas enacted Otos

repeated state end netIvonal studies lecumented the fellers of tates to easum

that children in foster care are placed in sem:moot fasillm.

'`....

Stas...... Yawn 4tescacy
VI 11..... 11..4.
Iscros... Ma. 'ler. 14114
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4
BASIC SUPPORTS FOR POOR FAMILIES

The Washington administration seeks to drastically curtail the basic programa
which provide minimal income, food, and health care to poor familieg, Although;
the Adminstretion would have us believe that AFDC, food stamps, and medicaid bene- ,/
fits now go to,the undeserving poor, the figures demonstrate that to a large measure
these programa serve children.

Aid to Families with-Degendent Children (AFDC)

- Nationally, the AFDC program was cut from seven billion
dollars in fiscal year 1981 to five billion dollars in
fiscal year 1982, a 14.5 percent reduction. (This huge
cut was imposed even though in real dollar!, i.e., adjus-
ted for inflatfpn, AFDC fell by 24 percent,between 1969
and 1980.) In 1982, New York State alone loae$81 mil-
lion, creating a loss of benefits to an estimated 37 to
50 thousand people and reduting benefits for an additional
50,000 to 85,000.

P

For fiscal'year 1983, t'he Administration proposes an
additional cut of $1.2 billion, or another 17.5 perCent:4
(It also wants another $166 million cut from the fiscal
year 1982 budget.)5 For New fork State,'this could mean
a loss of between $147 million and $213 million.

Who are the people who will be affected by these decreaaes in AFDC Funds?
Although described ss a welfare program for poor families, AFDC id primarily a
children's support program: nati6ally, close to 70 percent of the beneficiaries
are children.

- Of New York State's 1,100,000 welfare recipients, approxfe
mately 640,000 are childrenlaws, children account for ..--
almoit 60 percent of those hurt by decreased family supports.

Similarly, children represent 50 percent of the beneficiaries for two other
programs--food stamps nd medicaidwhich cushion the harshness of poverty for
America's poorest famines.

4. The FY 82 cuts reflect about a billion-dollar federal cut and ari equal cut in
state dollars. As a result, at least one million children-are expected to lose
benefits in 600,000 faMilies. (It hould be noted that for AFDC and tte other

..113,

wo entitlement programs described here, it is not yet possible to do m re than
I

timate the 1982 impact.)

The FY 83 cuts would be accomplished by such changes as eliminating the emergency
assistanee program, Eounting energy assistanceas income (including income of all
unrelated 40 Its living with the AFDC family), and prorating shelter and utilities:
ple proposal also mandates work-fare and makes permissible an error rate of no
more than three percent. All these changes hit tihe working...poor the hardest. A
University. of Chicago study demonstrates that such New York families will lose
$40 a month by wortting instead of getting welfare.

5. A note on the lederal budget process-The budget process is a complex one,
and funding,for FY 82 has not been'finalized. Thus, the Administration continues
to propose recissions (cutbacks) in proposed FY 82 levels of funding, and Congress
has yet to adopt a final FY 82 budget.

2 9 a
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Food Stamps

- 111 FY 82, the Food Stamp program was cut by $1.6 billion,
or 13.5 percent. New York State sustained loss of $125
million, and estimates suggest that in New York City
42,000 people lost eligibility.

- For FY 83, the Administration proposes an additional I
of $2.2 billion,6 almoat another 20 percent. For New
York State, this.could mean a lois of up to an aaditional
$187 million.

Medicaid A

In FY 82, the Medicaid program Was reduced by about sii
tercent. States haakresponded to these redUctions pri-
marily by redocingAx eliminating the "optional" 'ler-
vices.7 Optional-tier:aces are those which states pay,
but are not required to, provide: olinic visits, drugs,
and dental services, etc. In New York State, no signifi-
cant changes have yet been made, although additional cuts
would force a decrease in services..

- For FY 83, the Reagan Administration proposes a reduction
of another $1.2 billion, the equivalent of close to 11 per-
cent. For New York, the loss is estimated to be around
$127 million. The cuts are likely to hurt primarily the
"leedicallyneedy," that is, the working poor who cannot
afford insurance. hey and their children will now,be re-
quired to pay for all serviies and, consequently, many by
necespity will seek only exergencyncare, foregoing the
cost-effective routine and preventive services.

6. This would be accomplished by: 1) reducing benefits by 35 cents,instead of 30
centa for every dollar of available incomeproducing, in effect, a 16.7 percent
increase in the cost of food over the year; 2) calculating all incemafor beneftts
(up to $85 has been disregarded) ihich would reduce a working family's monthly
food ;stamp allowance by $29.75, including the counting of any energy assistance
pxYments to families as income; 3) rounding down payments to the lowest dollar;
4) danying.stamps to.families receiving less than $10 worth; and 5) mandating
job-search for able-bodied recipients (while also reducing state personnel respon-
sible for providing assistance).

7. This would be accomplished primarily by further reducing the federal share for
"optional"'services, requiring medicaid recipients to pay partOaf the cost Of
health gars ($1 to $1.50 per outpationt visit, and $1 to $2 eaCh day in the hospi-
tal). While this may not seem like much, for a'family experiencing this change
along with AFDC and food stamp changes, the dollars just may not be there. The

average AFDC family of,four receives $550.91 per month to meet all its needs.

2 93
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The budgetary changes discussed above would remove all but the barest income
and program supports from poor people.8 Were there to be no further changes, the
structural network of federsl regulation would,' however, remain'intact and the
funding might be increased dt some future date.

Unfortunately. the Administration is not saAsfied with mere de-funding--it
seeks to radically restructure the basic programs which provide minimai income,
food, and health care. In the face of well-documented historical evidence,of
state failure to meet the needs of the poorest and the most in need of prot
especialli, poor children, the ReagansAdministration would dismantle syst m of
carefully-built federal grotections and turn responsibility--with significantly %

dminiched funds--back to the states.

The Block Grant SWAP and.the New Federalism

- The Administration has proposed merging food Stamps and AFDC
into one block'grant program and turning it'beck to the states
to administer. Although the proposal is too vague for its
impact to be assessed, Administration officials have testified
that some states would clearly lose.9 Further, afterJour years,
the states 46111d no longer be required to maintain either AFDC

or food stamps, ant would be permitted to use funds now ear-
'marked for medicaid for purposes related to basic supports for
poor_families. Under the SWAP vroposal,,43 other federal programs
would also be turned back to the states.

CHILDREN'S LEGISLATION

Without a clear rationale and without analysis of progr strengths or weak-,
nesses or cost effectiveness, the Reagan Administration has ba cally proposed
cutting and gutting virtually all federal programs targeted spec fically for chil-
dren. Below, we sutmarize the Administration's position.

Education of Children
4

Federal assistance to the states for Ole education of children focused
primarily on ensuring an adequate response to both poor ana handicappe children.
In these areas, the following changes have been proposed:

- P.L. 94-192. Enacted in 1975, the Education for All.Handi-
capped Children Act sets a framework to ensure that the
special educational needs of iandicapped children are met.

A

8. If the current proposals are enacted, those families try to u ive with
cuts in AFDC, food stamps, and'medicaid would also beirforced 0 cope ith cuts
in other related basic support programs: Low Income energy As i.tan, Housing
Assistance, and job-related prograts.

9. For instance, for each state to mount food stam program, ch state would
have to print its owA food stamps, safeguard the stamps ting, ar-
range for the destruction after use, etc. All administrative function re now
performed by the USDA at obviously less coat than it would take to moUnt ro-
grams.
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Yederal dollars for the program have never been adequate
but"the law has defined the rights of handicapped children
and proviied par.Mita with the means to insist their chil-
dren receive an education. The Reagan Administration seekl
to reduce the already low level of federal support by another
29 percent fer this program, and more importantly, to repeal'
the law, replace it with hloek grant,10 end 'eliminate the
sperciel_promptions it affords the children.11

- Title I. In FY 82,he Compensatory Education program enacted.

TiITTa underwent major revisions. It became Chapter I of the

Education Coneolidation and Improvement'Act, and mustained
cuts,of 19 percent thus far. In addition, the requirement
that the program funds he targeted to poor children was ser-
Loualy weakened, as were provisions to encourage tha involve-
ment of poor parents in education decisions. In New York State,

those bits are already being felt.

- In FY 1983, the Administration proposal, an additional cut of
32.7 percent, and a recission of $400 million in FY 82 funds.
Overall, the cuts, adjusted for inflation, repreeent a,50 per-
cent loss in federal investment in the education of poor chil-
dren,12 despite documented'evidence that Title I hae had a
subtantlal impact on improving the reading and math achieve-
ments of children receiving Title I services.

- In addition, in FY 82, many other educational programs involv-
ing baslc skills, enrichment, and desegregation efforts were
combined into a biock grant as Chapter I of ICIA. Funding for

these programa was also cut by about...70 percent, with dramatic
'1/4,,) impact already visible in New York State. Thus, hemp,: of

changes in the federal distribution lormula, urban areas in
New York State are experiencing reductions of up to 90 perpent.

- Overall, in New York State, the State Education Department esti-

mates that in academic year 82-83, 89,000 poor children will
denied remedial services and 1,800 jobs terminated. 19,000

handicapped children in state programs will be affected, along
with 4,500 handicapped children in local school districts. An-

other 14,000 neglected end delinquent youth in state programs
will have reduced edhcational opportunities. Similar reductions
in services for 1983-84 are anticipated,with'a loss of 915 jobs
for teachers and close to 1,400 jobs for paraprofessionals.

.10. The block grant would include the state grants por-eion of P.L. 94-142, the

preschool inceniive grants, and the former P.L. 89-313 (a program to aid handl-

. capped children in state schools and institutions). The block grant would be

funded at $772 illioh,

U. Regulatory chenille, substantially weakening the law, are already being drafted.

12. The Administration has also proposed a sd percent cut in Pell grants nov avail-

able to the poorest students in college. In New York State between 1981 and 1984,

a staggering loss of roughly $650 million in aid directed toward higher education

is anticipated if the Reagan budget is enacted.
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Feeding Poor Children

In addition to cutting food stamp allocations, the Reagan Administration has
also slashed.special children's nutrition programs. These progroms include the
following:

13
- The School Lunch Program in FY 82 was cut by 29 percent,
and 1,500,achoo1s withdrew from the program. This year,
the Reagan Administration proposed freezing' the program at,

82 levels. In New York State, although:All but a few
chool districts continue in the program, the price of re -
duced'lunches has significantly increased (sometimes by as
much as 40 cents).

- Ihe School Breakfast Program, which.now nationally serves
33,000 children (close to 90 percent of whom are poor or
nearly poor) and the Child Care Food Program (providing
assistance to day care, Head Start, and residential treat-
ment centers) would both be eliminated. They would be
merged into a block grant with funding reduction from
$735 million NB $488 million. In addition, future funding
levels would be frozen.,

- The special SuMmel,Feeding Programs and special Milk Pro-
grams for schools too pooi to provide food services would
be completely eliminated:

- The Women's, Infants ani Children's Supplemental Food
Program would be eliminated. In FY 82, the President proJ
.prosed a 30 percent cnt in this program, but Congress re-
jected his demands. ;Thus, basically, there wee little loss
of funding, although even that loss meant 200,000 persons
lost benefits nationally. The WIC program now provides
food to over two million people (pregnant women, infants,
and children) nationally, and to 190,000 in New York State.
It has been a particularly valuable program.15 Under the
Reagan proposal, it is to be merged with the Maternal and,
Child Health Block Grant, which overall is slated for a
36 percent cut from its 1981 funding levels. If enacted
in New York, a loss of $21 million in food supplements to
children and pregnant women is anticipated. If these cuts
are enacted, 63,000 persons will lose services.

13. While this does not seem like a huge cut, and was intended to reduce the base
payment for nonpoor students, in facp the real consequence waa to affect ll chil-
dren because so many schools withdrew from the pr6gram. Thus, the avings io the
federal governmenl 4111 be greater than.anticipated, and the loss to the children
also greater,

14. A study by tile General Accounting Office found that WIC and the school break,
fast program are the most nutritionally and, cos -effective of the child food pro-
grams.

15. One study, conducted at Harvard, found every one dollar investment in WIC
saves three d011ars in hospftal costs.
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Frotecting Homeless, Abused, and Troubled Youth

- P.L. 96472. Enacted in 1980, the Adoption Assistance and
0

Child Welfare Att defines protections for abused, dependent
and neglected children in foster care, and provides targeted
funds to enable them to remain vith their own families or,
if that is not possible, to be adopted. The legislation
received itrong bi-partisan wupport. In FY 82, the Adminis-
tration ought its repeal and a reduction in anticipated
funds targeted for cost-effective services to children at
risk of, or in, out-of-home placement.

- For FY 83, the Administration has again proposed to reReal
P.L. 96-272, create a block grant, and drastically limft
funds fox child welfare service,. The programs in the
block sant (including child welfare services, child wel-
fare training, foster care, and adoption astistance) would
be funded at $380 million, 46 percent below what Congress
dhticipated in enacting P.L. 96-272 and 18 Percent below
last year's funding levels. Further, under the block grant,

neither the foster care nor the adoption assistance would
be,an entitlement program.16

- In New York State, if the child welfare block grant is enacted,
it will mean a substantial loss of both foster care dollars
and ;argeted federal dollars for preventive'services.to streng-
then New YOrk's own landmark Child Welfare Reform Act. In

FY 81, New York received $173 million:dollars for foster care
alone; in FY 82, they estimate receiving $123 million; and in

FY 83, $102 million. Yet; the likelihood is that more chil-
dren will be at risk of neglect, abuse, or removal from home
because of stresseeon poor families.

- The Administration has proposed cutting by $2 million (but
not repealing) the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act,
which provides limited funds to states.

- The Reagan Administration has for the second year in row

proposed the elimination of the Juvenile Justice and Dello-
' quency Prevention legislation,,requesting zero funding for

it. In addition, they have proposed cut from $11 to $7

million in funds for runaway youth.

Caring for Young Children

Child care for young children makee it possible for women and single parents

to vork. It provides vay to identify and help handicapped children early, and

it provides way to foster healthy development in children. Although there is

no one federal program which es;ablishes and supports day care for young children,
the two major federal programa which now provide funds for programs for preschool

16. The foster care prograM has been an entitlement since 1935, in recognition
of public responsibility to prowt neglected and dependent children from har.
In 1980, in recognition of the obvious psychological and cost benefits of adoption
aver the maintenince of children ong-term foster care, the provision of federal .

funds to enable the adoption of chThren vas made an entitlement.
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children are both threatened. (The Administration did not propose any change in
rhe tax credits available for day care for nonpoor feailies.)

- Head Start. Nationally, Head Start serves about 337,000
children; in New York, 14,000 children are in the program.
In FY 82, although-Head Start received seas cuts, it did
not suffer funding lose comparable to other programs.
Equally iaportant, the capacity of this program to pro-
vide nutritional and health care has been undermined by
the cuts in child nutrition and health programs. In 'TY 83
the President has not'propoeed a substantial cut, but the
real threat is in fact the admininstration proposal to
weaken the quality_of the program by changing existing per-
formance standards.

- Title XX. The other major federal source of day care funds
is through the Social Services Block Grant (formerly Title
XX). Nationally, a substantial proportion of those funds
has been used for health care. In New York State, it is
estimated that about 46 percent of the funds have been used
for poor working women.. In TY 82, New York State suffered
$60 million loss in Title XX funds. All aver the state\

counties have been reducing day care --especially for children
of working parents. In TY 83, the Adainistration has pro-
posed another 18 percent cut and is requiring states to pay
for day care formerly funded under the open-ended AFDC
program.

93-065 0 - 82 - 20

For updated information on these issues, call:

Children's Defense Fund 800-424-9602

or

Statewide Youth Advocacy 716-454-5419
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A Communication of the Statewide Youth Advocacy
ocacY

?r,

ADVOCACY AIM

NVW YORK'S CIILDREN AND TIE PROPOSED 1983
FEDERAL 110DCET

ln February, President Reagan submitted hiA budget. Once again, poor children

and their families ere singled guc for disproportionate share of the cur..

Together che Administration's FT $2 and FY 83 budget proposal. would cue

FY 81 funding levels by:

ha percent in child welfare programs which provide foster
how., /adoptive services and subsidy, and preventive
and protective services

50 percent in child nutrition programs which provide school
breakfasts,' child care feeding and summer food for
lom income children

30 percent in educational programa for handicapped children
50 percent in cospensacory education programa for poor

children
38 percent in sociAl service. -- Title XX funding which has

been che major source of day care
100 percent of juvenile justice and delicluency prevention

programs which have provided community besed service.
and reform of che juvenile justice system

And, che Administration has proposed massive changes
in AFDC (Aid co Faeilies with Dependent Children)0
Food Scamps, and Medicaid, basic 'support programa
for families with children.

YOU CAN HELY STOP THE CUTS

ln concrasc co 1981, coda), people all over che countryDemocrats and

Republicans alikeare saying "Enough" and are beginning to suggesc

alternatives to ch. administration's FY 83 budget.

s`ra
vouin AavoCaCv PO,C1

425 Powers Sola.ng
..nefle. Vor% ,41.1

7,111 451.51 t1
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It is urgent that the voices of children's advocatse'tm heard in New York Stets,

both to stren4then the members of the N.Y. Congressional Ielegation who have

Mies staunch allies of children,

land

to educate those who have not been

sympathetic to children' issue about what the loss of federal program,

pretections and dollars for childres will mean to N.Y. State's children.

Your help is urgently needed.

These pages highlight the problems.with the Administration's pil'oposals and

define advocacy steps to be Mem. A wors detailed analysis of the Reagan

proposals for children and discussion (to the extent possible) of their likely

impact in N.Y. State is attached or available'from STA.

Ala IS LIMY TO RAPP=

All the signs ere that the Reagan budget will not pass intact. There is

widespread concern that the burdens imposed on poor' families are simply' too

inequitable and that neither the adninistration tax strategy nor its stabA on
,

the ailitary budgirt is in the economic interest of this country.

' Congress will soon begin to negotiate with the Whits Rouse. There will be

attempts to reduce the deficit, probably through requests for and revision of

the tax cuts of 1911 and reductions in projected military expenditures. Still,

unless Congress takes strong_stand against further budget cuts in social

proarame. the President's reductions in men/ areas are likely to be enacted.

WRY.TII !RAGAN PROPOSALS MAKI NO SINSI

Ms leas= proposals for children maks no SAWN -.. for tbs children or the

taxpayers.

- It is costinedetive and cruel to children to deny
them preventive health care by requiring poor parents to
pay non-existent dollars for health car' visits -- as
the new Medicaid proposals do. The result will be higher
cost emergency care for more children.

It is coat ineffective to eliminate incentives for cervices
to prevent the foster cars placement of a child, when mich
placement often coats much sore than prevention services.

\Yet this is what the Reagan proposal to block grant the
Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act of 1980 will do.

-It is cost ineffective to deny pregnant women food
supplementm.for denial only increases the risk that the
babieswill be underweight and likely to require high cost
intensive cars initially. and other...specialized services
throughout childhood. Yet this is vlat the proposal to
merge the WIC (Women Infant and Children Program) with
the Maternal and Child Ilealth Block Grant will do.

-It is cost ineffective and unjust to permit no4more than a
three percent error rate in welfare programsjnd pet accept
cost overruns of up to 200 poircent in military programs.

0
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-It is cost ineffective and cruel to deny federal d2llars
to children for immunizations. and continue to subsidize
the immunizations of pets of military personnel. Yet the
administration has proposed a $3 -million cut in funding
for children's Immunizations-in FY 82 (affecting about
15.000 children) and another tvo million cut for FY 83.
But $1.* for the program for Immunizations for,pets of
military personnel is untouched.

-It is cost ineffective and cruel to poor families to
force the children out of day care and the mothers back
into welfare, yet. this is what the combined impact of
AFDC cuts and loss of social services' dollars will do. .

-It is crylif ahd unjust to make poor children and families
bear a disproportionate share of budget cuts. Tet
non-partisan analysis shows this is in fact what the
administracton would do.*

1981-1982 BUDGET CUTS ARE HURTING CHILDREN NOW!

1981 reduction: have been most visible in day care, welfare and nutrition

programs. The following quopes are from a r:cent day care survey in a N.Y. county.

"I vas terminated by the center becauae I had a debt
to them that I could not pay. I could not afford the $191
week United Way fee. We vere forced co send my daughter
to live with relatives for three weeks while I found some-
one to watch her.

"When we lost day care we also lost the transportation
to speech therapy the center provided. MY daughter has been
so overwhelmed that her speech has badly regrtssed and she
is stuttering again. I know her therapist would feel very
bad if she knew.

"At Central Intake they told me to find the money to
pay the daycare center. Let the rent and utilities go,
they said. They said I should learn to milk the system to
survive. Ind that I might as well get used to being poor,
because I was always going to be poor.

"Why should I be forced to make these choices? But I
am more upset about what's happening to my child. She is
made to carry burdens that are not hers. She had a sure,
safe day-to-day existence and now she doesn't have it."

--A Mother in'Nev York State

WHY CHILDREN'S ADVOCATES MUST ACT NOW

Notwithstanding the apparent mood of the Congresa, strong and immediate action

by those who care about children is important. It is important for four reasons.

First, the administration has in the past been very effective in securing

its ovn goals, de ite evidence of strong opposition.

The second rean children's advocacei nusc act is that whac is at stake

fdr children is more, much more than the loss of dollars. What is at stake is

*For a detailed analysis of the administration's proposals reflected in these
paragraphs, see STA's "Analysis of FY 83 Proposed Fedeeal. Budget. Changes,"

"."
attached or available from SYA.



'aft loss of a federal statutory frameWork for children. Although this framework is

not perfect, it nsures that the children have minimal health and educationSl

opport:inities, and that homeless children are protectsd. It reflec4sn ikvest-

.ment in America's children which is also, in many iqtances, demonstrably cost

efficient. The danger is that unless advocates act, we sty hold sow sone of

thee*ney no* spent for children but lose the statutory framework chat makes

those monies work effectively for them.

The third reason why advocates must act'is that despite the concerns of

children's advocates, little about what really is it stake for children has become

clear co the media or the Congrels. Therefore, unless children's advocates make .

known the issues, the children may simply get lost in, the many budget decisions

Congress must makes. ihri cannot4let that haPPec.
:-

The fourth reason that children's advocates must act is that without

substantial preseure, the state will not pick up the deficits. It is clear
AMZI:

char the new federalism strategy hes alreetLy turned over ubstantial power--

hut not funds--to the 'tstatasat This-Beans-It is also important to let state

legislators know of people's concerns about children. As 'advocates, we must

develop a broad-based oonatituency for children and youtlr-a constituency

composed of church goers, civic organizations, youth groups and other students

--a constituency that can influence at? big budget decisions of local,and state

law makersa constituency with clout!

WBST THOSE CONCERIVID ABOUT CHILDREN CAN DO ABOUT FEDERAL CHANT

Contact Senators D'Amato and Moynihan and your congressmen.* Congressmen

; Conable, Fish, Gilman, Creen.Horten, Ramp and,S2larz particularly need co hear

from you. Urge them to oppose any further fucking cuts and changes in children's '

programs. Specifically, ask that they:

-Oppose repoll of any cuts in the Education for
All Handicapped Children Act and the 50 percent
reduction in compensatory education program.

repeal of the Adoption Assistafece Child
Welf e Act of 1980 and any further cuta in its funds.

-Oppose the merger of the WIC program into the
Maternal and ChilB Health Block Grant and any cuts
in current caseloads.

-Oppose combining the School Breakfast Program and
the Child Care Feeding Program intd-a Block Grant
and any further cuts.

*Attached are the-names and addresses of the N.Y. Congresiionaj,,delegates.

1
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- Oppose the elimination of othet special food programs.

Oppose any further reductions in benefit levels for Food
Stamps and AFDC.

Find ouc what is happening in your-communicies. Write letters co your

local newspapers; call and w'rite your local congressmen and New York's senators

to point out tge disastrous effects federal budgetv,itsvillhive locally.

WHAT THOSE CONCERNED ABOUT CHILDREN CAN DO TO SECURE STATE SUPPORT FOR THOSE
MOST SERIOUSLY AFFECTED.

1. PARTICIPATE IN CHILD WATCH

Learn,mfut che itZwpact of cuts today in our comunities. To assist chat

pro ss SYA has taken on the responsibility of coordination and training

local Child Watch volunteers. Using materials developed by che

Children's Defense Fund in collaboration with che Association of.Jugior

Leagues, local Child Watch groups will monitor effects of cuts on child

care, medical care, welfare and child welfare. This project is endorsed

by Church Woman Uniced,.Uniced Methodist Women. 'Lutheran Church of America,

Council of Jewish Welfare Federations, League Of United Latin American

Citizens. National Association,for Education of lour Children, Southerm

Rural Womed's Network, National Council of Negro Women and che YWCA.

Call Margery Rosen of SYA,staff, 716-454-5419, if and your organization

are interestgd in participation.

2. HELP DEVELOP THE CHILDREN'S NETWORK

Speak to gatherings of religious ancrcivic organizations and student

groups to .discues che implications,of the Ifs and co secure theiNmember -

ship in che Children's Network, and their pledge to write postcards to

legislators. Enclosed please find pledge materials which you should

distribute and collect at each gathering. Mail them co:

Network Volunteer
432 Powers Building
Rochester, N.Y. 14614

3. BECOME POLITICALLY INVOLVED
V

You may wish to be involved in voter registration or efforts to elect persons

committed to the welfare of children to public office. A Political Action

Committee co Protect Children and Youth has been formed, independent of any

existing advocacy group. Fundraising for ics efforts co target at state

races is now underway. Your support will be needed.

For more information, call Eve Block or ocher SYA staff, 716-454-5419.
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STATEMENT OF rius DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN WELFARE, dbITTED
METHODIST CHURCH 'GENERAL BOARD OF CHURCH AND SOCIETY

PREFACE

The Department of Human. Welfare of the General Board of Church and

Society of the United Methodist Church is pleaseeto submit this testi-
mony te the Committee on Mays and Means' Subcommittee on Oversight and

the Committee on Energy and Commerce's Subcommittee on Health and the
Environment for the record of their Joint Hearing, The Department of

Human Welfare has been charged by the United Methodist Church to advocate

for the needs of children. Such advocacy is largely ehe result of policy
resolutions and issue statements voted by represebtatives from each judi-
catory (regional cluster) of the Church. At the conclusion of thin tes--

timony. we :Ilve enclosed copies of statements germane to chir fqius of

7: this hearing.

JI

AO.

We greatly appreciate the opportunity to testify on behalf of our
nation's children, especially the poorest of these. We applaud the

leadership of,. Congressmad Rangel and Congressman Werman in attempting to
assess negative impact before making the increasingly difficult decisions

regarding funding levels of those,programs of benefit to our nation's

children. We would welcome any fature opportunities to present testimony.,
before either, subcomftittee or joint hearings.

Dr. Beverly Roberion Jackson
Director
Department of Human Welfare

I.
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In preparing this testimony the agencies of the church that pro-
vides direct services to families through our mlesion agency were
contacted. Thus the focus of this presentation will be two fold: 1).
a general overview of the impact of budget cuts on children and their
families and 2). specific survival problems faced by our church-sponsored
programs.

With lat year's shifting of funds from hulin needs programs to
defense spending by the Administration and Congress, more than one out of
five dollars was taken from needy children and families. A wide spread
assault was maaten families with children. This assault, and a number of
other initiatives (e.g. the latest proposal for a New Federalism). were
extremely myopic. The historical rationale for initiating various ser-
vices to children was completely forgotten.

For example, this nation had devoted a portion of its resources to
immunization programs. The purpose of these programs was not only to
vent pain and illness to children but also as a co'st-iiffective method
preventive health care.' It costs much mor e. hospitalize and car
child or provide the long term medical care for a child handicapped y isease
than to provide(this thcludes production distribution 'and administering)
innoculation. The proposed cuts in this program for FY 83 are extremely
short-sighted, and unfair. When there are no cuts in the military program'''\
to subsidize the innoculation the pets of service personnel (which is 1/2 the
cost of the full program for this nation's children), what implicit value
judgement has been, made?

The health services area for mothers and children is facing equally
as short-sighted cuts in a variety of other areas. Last year there was
a 30% cut in funding from the FY 81 levels in the newly created Maternal
and Child Health Block Grant which includes all.of Title V (maternal and/ .
child health and the crippled childrens fund), sudden infant dea.th syndrOme
funds, hemophillia services, genetic disease control, rehabilitation services
for disabled children and adolescent pregnancy programs. The tilock`trant
seems to be a convienent tool for enabling a broad range of services to be
cut back without careful future impact analysis on,,clients or the nealth
care system.

Please find attached an impact statement Nithin a fundraising lotter,Article 1
from Texas regarding just one of the smaller components of the block grants.
This letter was submitted to our Church's Council of Bishops and forwarded
by them to me. In response to the administration's general attack on families
as demonstrated by the fierce assault on their needs from the poorest of the
poor through the struggling middle class (e.g. food stamps, college loans
and grants). The Council of Bishops issued this statement in November 1981.

The Council of Biships , a.body consisting of all of the Bishops of
The United Methodist Church issued the statement of concern that follows:
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A STATEMENT OF CONCERN
THE COUNCIL OF BISHOPS

mOF
THE UNITED METHODIST CHURCH

November 21, 1981*

The Carnegie Council on Children study in 1977 reported
that one-fourth tO one-third of all American children are born in0't
families with financial strains so great that the children will suffer
basic deprivation.

The White House Conference on Families (1980) involved over
100,000 persons in regional and national hearings on the,. needs of families. ,
Most of the top recommendations coming out of these deliberations had to
do with economic concerns of family units: %.

Family-oriented personnel policies flextimy,
leave policies, shared Or'partttime fobs.

Assistance to families with a handicapped
'member.

A

Programs to allow home care for aging person's.

Tax reforms and day-care programs botto assist full-time
homemakers and to allow mothers to-wofk.

Policies to provide for full employmenl and the ending of
of employmentidiscrimination.

Coherent energy and'inflation policies. 11

The Gallup Poll taken as a part of the White House Conference
study included:

"The cost of living, energy costs, and government policies
(which hurt families) are the most important problems" facing families,
in the opinion of most Americans.

*Adapted from a similar statement adopted by the Board of Discipleship
on October 13, 19S1, and by the Family Life Committee on November 7, 1981.

4

"Health' care assistance, assistance to poor families, provisions
of child care, guaranteed jobs for parents" are strongly supported by

Americans.

Drug and alcohol abuse, family violence related to economic
stress in families, were also top concerns.

The Methodist Bishops (all four Methodist bodies) meeting in
March (1981) in Atlanta,.said:

"We call upon Methodist people to urge the presentadministra
to reconsider the drastic cuts it has proposed related to the food

. 1.ofr.

stamp program, legal aid services, educational assistance; health

3`\2
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care, job training, and other programs igned to reinforce the

general welfare of the poor and disadva aged of the United States."

As the legisla5ion shapes yip, the data begins to come in to
do ent the tragic consequencet for poor families of policies which will
shit $30 billion from social programs to armaments production.

The Atlanta-based Southern Regional Counil made public re-
agnt y a ieport entitled i'The New Pc!deral Budget arli .the South's 'Poor:".

They charge that the Reagan administration's approach to slashing Federal
spending on programs related tm health aRd jobs had "transformed the war
on poverty of 15 years ago into a war oirthe poor today."

The benefits of as many as half of the South's poor who now re-
ceive government assistance,may be reduced or eliminated by the end of 1982,
the study found. This means a worsening of the vicious cycle that keeps
people poor.

The Conclusion of the Council was based on a study °Of four pro-
grams which have r'aised the standard of living for millions of people in the
Wouth: AFDC (Aid to Families with Dependent Children), Food Stamps, CETA
(Comprehensive Employment Training Ace), and Medicaid.

The gutting of these programs "will force people who cannot work '

deeper into poverty, and will undercut what little incentive'already
ists to work for those who can." (See New York Tnies, 10-12-81).

We call on every local church congregation

to make the needs of the poor a matter of
continuing, prayerful concern,

to examine the needs of the families in their local community,

to become actively involved in providing support and sus-
,

tenance to families in need,

to go beyond simple charity to examine the policies and
institutions that affect the family on the local, sCate, .

and national levels.

Special emphasis needs to be given by families, communities,
churches, and social agencies to the health, educational; economic, and
spiritual well-being of the aged. These persons suffer especially from the
brunt of che federal reallocation of budgetary funds from social to military
programs.

In addition to being private nurturers, parents and all who 'care
about growing children need to become public advocates of children's interests,
4ich are affected by employment policies, and opportunities, and the degree
of social justice in the nation.

As we work to equip persons to become effective disciples of
Christ, lec us enable them not only to be skilled in Christian. education,
worship, evangelisui, counseling, and pastoral care, but also effective
community organizers of self-help and mutual-support programs, and strong
advocates for public policies that strengthen families and meet the basic
needs of children, youth, and the elderly.

End of Article'
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It is impossible to ignoryhe underlying, actual if not intended, .

,theme of contempt for the poor that is exemplified in the full tange df
health care,cuts from medicaid through community, migrant and Indian health
service grants. Although the brunt of the pain, illness'and death falls

u upon the poor, everyone who becomes 0,1_ will pay part of the financial cost.
"Whenever a hospital has to make-up the cost of care foi an uninstved or
_poorly insured patient, those costs are passed on to other consumer

Jo

In order to quillify for teditaid, a.chilci must already be amot the
poorest of the poor. A childad an elderly person can have tbe s
family income resources and the elderly pel-son.would be eligible f dicaid
and the child would not. The request is not that the elderly be cut back,
but that this nation clearly examine its commitment, if any,oto the future:

The 4abolical cuts projected the heal* care system are a do4ble
assault on the programs that aid the poor', Community and migrant"health
programs will lose funds through cuts in the Primary Carwillock Grant as

, 'well aS through regulatory and budgetary changes.in Medicaid.

.,Th 1981, 40 Community Health Centers closed, causing almost 200,000
,people to lose health care services. Mothers and children make up over
'half the population served (estimates up to 80%)'. This insidious assault
ahould not be tolerated by people of conscience.

Within the chUrch, our congregations are faced with.difficulties. We hear
%abput the struggles of our various agencies vith the increased needs of people

'

within thil nation. Our higher education agencies are flooded with requests
for scholarship aid and our caring institutions for children and the elderly
are Calling for increased"giving. Meanwhile our community-based programs are
flooded with.need at the same time that their resdurceS are shrinking.

United Methodist agencies, like those of most other churches, accepted
some federal programs in employment, nutrition and pilot-funding in order
to serve a greater number of Community residents. Many of them are filled
to capacity and are struggling to keep from turning away the needy. The
fellowing four examples are just a sample of the most difficult problems
faced by many of our community centers.

Oklahoma ity - Bethlehem Clinic
"In our commun clinic we are unable to obtain a doctor*to deliver

'indigent or low-incom women of their babies. Doctors cannot deliver at
a hospital without saff priviledge and hospitals will not admit a doctor
who.is just a resident who' is willing to serve our clinic. The salary we
can pay (as a church supported clinic) does not attract a full time doctor.
Hospitals limit charity cases or refuse medicaid cases because payment is
too low" -Ms. Davis

Winston-Salem -.Bethlehem Center
"The center has already lost 22-50% of its 1982 Child NutriCion funds.

There is also a probable loss of funds tor day care. Eighty-five percent of
our day care budget is Erom social seivices (block grant) . We have had
to terminate the children whose mothers are in college. Their grandparents
take care of them but they have lost the benefit of the educational program."

- Ms. Wilks
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Louisville, Kentucky
"Women in school who are getting AFDC are Uhable to get subsidized

card. For example: a mother of three'who got a grant (an educational
grant co study) for medical assistant is not eligible for any subsidized

care. We try to provide care for children who cannot pay but the burden

may cause us to close the center."- Ms. Clipper.

New Orleans St. Harks
"Our state is totally unprepared to administer the block grant. We

are constantly being given random, conflicting, contradicting information

regarding what we can or cannot do. For example we have beentold that
the working poor parents of children in our day'care will no longer be

eligible. They may decide differently next week as they have on many

other issues this year." -Ns. Watts

In summation, the fallacious and implicit proposal that social
program spending is the cause of all of our monetary kograms has been

disproven. Last year congress gave the President almost all of the social

spending cuts he requested. Us inherited budget deficit of $76 billion has
grown to eatImates of $120 billion an increase of 60%. A new analysis of

theproblem is needed. To merely cut or freeze the deficit is not the

answer. There must be an_examination of tax Policy - (e.g. who will hel,
economy), employment poNkcy (what would a full aployment economy contribute
to the revenue picture) dna& military policy (e.g. the cost overruns in just

twelve aircraft and missile'iprogram would fund all health, education and
basic needs programs and suggests the need,for an evoaluation and action
plan in this area).

This country is facing not only an economic crisis, but a crisis of
conscience regarding its children and the future.. This is a time for
taking courageous stands that are well thought out with a thorough analysis

of short and long term impacts.

f-
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ARTICLE I

DRS. ROBBINS and BEHR
A PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION

8210 WALNUT HILL LANE. SUITE 312
DALLAS, TEXAS 75231

JACOB H ROISINS,
LEONARD M. BEHR, M.O.

198e

The United Methodist Church
Atte; Pres. Bishop Ralph T. Alton
106 Maryland Ave.
WashinstoW, DC 20002

Dear Bishop Alton:

2NII3S3-.454S

Januiary 25, 1982

Tt'(':NSudden Infant Death'S'yndrome (SIDS) Counseling and Informatian
,-.

Center is a federal grant project presently funded by Health and Human
Services through the University of Texas Health Science center at
Dallas. The Center was established in 1978. Since that time, the
Center's 3ala4ed staff of one full time coordinator, one part time
.nurse-and one part time secretary have offered crisis i!ntervention
counseling to over 350 families who-have lost young'infants suddenly
and unexpectedly to SIDS, educated over 4000 officials (Justice of
the Peace, police officers, sheriffs, firemen, emergency room per-
sonnel) who have come in contact with SIDS, and offered oVer 400
hours of instrylion on SIDS.

Considering that federal funds will cease as of June, 1982, the Center
turned to the private sector for support. The Moody Foundation has
generously awarded the Center a grant award of S33,000. In order to
receive this a)dard, the Center must.seek matching funds as defined hY.
the Moody Foundation's conditions. Any dbnation, in any amount, will
help tNe center closer to its goal. They need your support
tinue to offer assistance to families,whose lives have been de stated
by the.tragedy of an infant death.

Sudden Infant Death Syndrome, more e mmonly referTed to as "Crib Death",
is the sudden unexpected death of an apparently healthy infant between
the ages of one month and one year of age. SIDS is a major medical
and social problem which affects approximately three infants for every
1,000 live births in the Vnited states with an estimated total of 10,000

'per year.

From my 30 years experience as a Family Practioner, I know that sudden
unexpected death in infancy is one of the most dramatic of medical
problems. A common resmonse by parents to the sudden death of their
infant is anger directed at the physician, particularly if the physician
had recently seen the child at a checkup and pronouncedthe child well.
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The anger represents the parents frustration in dealing with an
irrational situation. Often the anger is directed toward the spouse.
At the Center in Dallas, a large majority of SIDS parents' marriages
end in divorce and the parents sometimes have no other children. As

one parent told the Center: "Divorce and childlessness pre not the
same as loss by death, but not having what you might have had is a-

nother kind of loss that can go very deep." Families who hav_t ex-
perienced SIDS are struck with feelings of guilt, anger, frustration
and fear. The Dallas Center reports 50% 'of all SIDS parents never
going back home after the loss of their infant. Virtually every
parent feels respo'nsible for the death of his child and blames him-"
self. Not only do friends, neighbors, officials and relatives blame
the grief stricken parents, but police and health professionals sub-
ject parents to insensitive interrogations and falsely accuse, them
of child abuse. In Tyler, TX. three months ago, parents of a SIDS
infant were subjected to accusations of neglect before the, fina.1
autopsy report was completed. The legal systems become involved.
Parents who have taken the infant into tYieir Own bed t6 sleep suffer
exceptional anguish because.4tiley are accused of inadvertently-suff-
ocating their child. Miseciptions about SIDS abound and one.of
the MOet harmful is this ssociation of SIDS with suffocatidn both
deliberate and accidental.

For the family that experiences SIDS, talk of prevention,comes too
late. The 5,105 Center is there to make sure that the family emerges
with a good conscience- that the tragedy of this child's death is

not compounded by misunderstandings and recriminations. Families
benefit from immediate counseling in'the form of a letter with SIDS
or grief literature enclosed, a phone call with preliminary cause of
death and/or a home visit by a qualified nurse or counselor. All

first responders are educated about the SIDS problem, so parents will

not have to endure insensitive remarks or false accusations. To have
the burden of guilt lifted as early as possible is enormously help-

ful to bereaved parents. With the SIDS Center support, this is being
accomplished.

The Center is located in the Institute of Forensic Sciences in Dallas,
TX. The Institute houses the Dallas County Medical Examiners Office,
which is responsible for investigating sudden, unexpected deaths.
Few autopsies were performed prior to the project due to lack of
proper medical facilities and insufficient funds. Since 1978, 97
out-of-county autopsies have been performed with the project pro-
vidir,g payment for 59 of these cases.

Now that the project has established itself as a rilicleus. to the SIDS

parents, the Public Health Departments and Law Enforcement agencies,

they are in a particularly advantageous position tO intervene at

crucial moments.in the lives of individuals and help all families

wno have lost young infants. The Federal Government has seen the
necessity of offering counseling to this particular segment of infant

deaths (SIDS) . However, there is a demonstrated need to expand these
services and 'encompass ALL TYPES OF SUDDEN AND UNEXPECTED DEATHS IN
INFANCY.

END ARTICLE I
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